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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the role of emphatics within the Semitic sound system as the 
basis for a typology of Semitic emphatics. 

In seeking to defme the term 'emphatic', since emphatics are realised in some Semitic 
languages as ejectives, and in others as 'pharyngealised', or 'backed', the phonetic 
aspects of both are investigated. I present acoustic analyses of Tigrinya and Arabic 
(Peninsula Arabian and Iraqi) emphatics, paying particular attention to perceptual 
salience. Firstly, the notions of 'noise-lag' and 'stop-lag' are discussed and 
exemplified in relation to ejectives; secondly, I present and evaluate analyses of VOT 
in Arabic, showing that there is dialectal variation in the voicing series (i.e. two-way 
vs three-way). Further to this, I discuss the phonological composition of the various 
emphatics and gutturals, proposing structural representations broadly within an 
element -theoretic framework. 

I then take a diachronic angle, looking at Proto-Semitic and the development of the 
sound systems of the Semitic languages, in particular the Semitic triads, and the 
development of 'backed' emphatics as a product of changing sound systems. I argue 
that Proto-Semitic laterals were not part of the 'triad' system and that the voiced 
lateral fricative was 'backed'. The emphatic trajectory hypothesis is evaluated and 
theoretically contextualised, and I show that dialectal variation in the voicing series of 
Arabic is relevant to the variant phonological systems of the dialect types discussed. 

A preliminary comparative investigation into Arabic dialect sound systems is then 
presented. I discuss dialect classification and detail a set of key variables for each 
dialect group. The thesis then discusses the issue of 'emphasis spread', analysing data 
from four different dialect types. The data is discussed in terms of sound systems, and 
the traditional analysis of 'emphasis spread' is disputed. I show how the various 
sound systems of Arabic are characterised by resonance patterns, which are a crucial 
part of what is normally taken to be 'emphasis spread', and that there is an active 
process of 'fronting' (imiila) which is crucial to an analysis of 'emphasis' (tafx'im). 

The thesis concludes with an evaluation of the research, stressing the need for 
systematic and consistent cross-dialectal analyses of both the phonetics and the 
phonology of Semitic emphatics. I outline how this can be used in future work to 
develop a comprehensive comparative typology, towards which this thesis is a 
preliminary contribution. 
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Transliteration and Transcription 

Phonetic transcription is shown in [square brackets], using the IPA. Semitic language 

data is given in italics and transliterated in accordance with the following scheme 

(which shows only the potentially non-standard items). The exception to this is the 

pharyngeals f and h, which are shown as such in the data, but which in Semitic 

studies are more commonly transliterated as c and J:z, respectively (note that I retain 

the latter for place names and personal names within the text). 'Inverted commas' 

indicate orthographic forms. <Slanted brackets> indicate systemic value. 

Transliteration 

Consonants 

NOTE: emphatics are notated by a subscript dot (e.g. { ~) 

Transliteration IPA (broad) 

e [81 
a [o] 

s rn 
t 
c 
I 
q 

X 

c 

Vowels 

Transliteration 

a 
e 
i 

0 

0 

a 

[3] 

[tJ] 

[d3] 

[q] (may indicate systemic 4> = [q] - [k' ]) 

[x]- [X] 

[y]- [I!] 

[h] 

[~] 

IPA (broad) 

[a:] 

[e:] 

[i:] 

[o:] 

[u:] 

[re] 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Background 

This thesis investigates the role of emphatics within the Semitic sound system, and 

thus their 'meaning' in the Semitic context, and aims to constitute the initial step 

towards the eventual setting-up of a complete typology and geography of Semitic 

emphatics. The thesis is thus intended to make a contribution to the field of 

comparative Semitic studies, and, more particularly, to Arabic dialectology. 

Additionally, the intention is to contextualise this theoretically by identifying not just 

the phonetic correlates of 'emphatic' but also the phonological. I argue strongly that 

any phonological phenomenon cannot be seen in isolation but is an integral part of its 

sound system. I therefore also seek to show how phonological theory can enable us to 

understand an overall sound system. The thesis thus also makes a contribution to 

theoretical phonology. In particular, I show why the traditional view of subsegmental 

representations in Government Phonology is problematic when consonants such as 

ejectives enter the equation, and I propose an alternative view of subsegmental 

structure. I also show, contra the usual generative analyses, how Arabic has not only 

'emphasis spread', but a general 'front'-'back' contrast involving resonance patterns, 

and that this is an integral part of the varying sound systems of Arabic dialects. 

In this introductory chapter I provide a background to what follows in the 

remainder of the thesis. Firstly, §1.1 introduces the theoretical assumptions of this 

thesis, namely the framework of Government Phonology (GP). I discuss phonological 

primes, evaluating the use of elements rather than distinctive features, and also 

introduce the GP view of syllable structure. In § 1.2 I then move on to a discussion of 

the root-consonantal system for which Semitic languages are well known, 

exemplifying this with the case of Arabic, and I discuss Arabic syllable structure. § 1.3 

is an outline of the literature on Arabic emphatics, looking first at the relevant points 

arising from the discussions of the medieval Arab grammarians, and then at the post

SPE generative phonology literature. Lastly, in §1.4 I provide an overview of the 

structure of the thesis. 
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1.1 Theoretical assumptions 

In the post-SPE 1 generative tradition, it was generally assumed that phonological 

segments ('phonemes') consist of unordered bundles of feature specifications 

(positive or negative), and these features are defmed in articulatory terms. In this 

section, I discuss why I refute this assumption, and I introduce the subsegmental units 

of phonology assumed in this thesis. 

As noted, distinctive features are usually assumed to be articulatory in nature? 

What exactly is the evidence, though, that natural classes are formed on an 

articulatory basis? This SPE tradition abandoned the earlier insight that phonological 

expressions are stored in terms of primarily acoustic-auditory characteristics. This 

auditory approach could be said to be encapsulated in the Jakobsonian observation 

that 'Any distinctive feature is normally recognized by the receiver if it belongs to the 

code common to him and the sender ... ' 3 In other words, since the common code is the 

speech signal (produced by the speaker, received by the listener), phonological primes 

have auditory-acoustic characteristics. It is these which then map onto the articulatory 

targets (and not vice versa). 

In terms of language acquisition, it is the manipulations of the acoustic signal 

that represent the words that the child is acquiring; articulation is manipulation of the 

vocal tract configuration in the attempt to reproduce certain speech signal patterns. 

That this may take more than one attempt is evidenced by the speech of small children, 

or by that of adult foreign-language learners. For instance, a child who says [joji] for 

'lorry', or a lisper who produces [8o8I{i3] for 'sausage', will still have the same 

mental representations as other speakers; what differs is the manipulation of the tools 

available (the vocal tract) to reproduce the signal. Moreover, if corrected, the lisper 

may insist that slhe has produced the word correctly: 'I said 'sausage'!': [ai Sed 

8o8I(i3]. Similarly, and perhaps more obviously, a ventriloquist uttering the word 

'bottle' without moving his/her lips will be understood (if slhe is reasonably good!) to 

have uttered this word, even though the vocal tract manipulations are significantly 

1 Chomsky & Halle's (1968) The Sound Pattern of English, generally thought of as the founding work 
of generative phonology. 
2 The frrst auditory approach to phonological subsegments in modem times was, of course, Jakobson 
(see Jakobson et al., 1951). More recently, however, there are researchers who have worked on an 
acoustic approach to features, e.g. Hemming (2002), Kirchner (1997), Lindblom (1986). 
3 Jakobson et al. (1951:8). 
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different, and we could surely not argue that the ventriloquist has a different 

representation of this word when performing than when speaking in a normal social 

situation, or a different representation from a non-ventriloquist in the audience -

otherwise how would the non-ventriloquist perceive the lexical item intended by the 

ventriloquist? 

In sum, the position taken here is that articulatory labels (whether passive or 

active) 4 are not accurate characterisations of the mental representations of 

subsegmental primes. 

The second point is that of binarity. Although there have been moves away 

from equipollent values within feature theory. the assumption of binarity is often not 

really questioned at a fundamental level. That is, the question of why phonological 

oppositions must be due to either positive or negative specifications for a particular 

feature. It is certainly a more abstract view to say that something is specified for 

values of a universal set of possibilities than to say that this thing is made up of a 

subset of the set of possibilities. To give a more concrete example, I shall use an 

analogy. If I want to include a recipe for omelette in a cookbook, I would list the 

following ingredients (i.e. its components, or subsegments): eggs, butter, milk, parsley, 

red peppers, cheese, salt, etc. It is inconsistent to assume that the language faculty 

deals with binary oppositions while the human cognitive system in general does not 

operate in this way. That is, my omelette is not defined in terms of a universal set of 

possible ingredients (e.g. all the foodstuffs that I may have in my larder), so my recipe 

is not: [+eggs], [+butter], [-chocolate], [+parsley], [-beetroot], [-honey], and so on. 

In other words, in the real world, objects are made up of certain subsegments, 

which have a degree of independence (e.g. water contains hydrogen and oxygen, each 

of which may exist independently). Since phonological representations are part of the 

human cognitive system, and since this system must surely reflect our knowledge of 

the real world, we can assume that phonological primes, too, are represented in terms 

of their component parts. To put it another way, if I ask 'What is a banana?', I would 

not expect the answer 'It's not an apple,' or 'It's not an elephant.' That is, we don't 

defme things in terms of what they are not: the most salient characteristics of a thing 

4 This is regardless of the 'Articulator' vs 'Place of Articulation' models; see McCarthy (1988) for a 
good summary. 
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are its positive attributes, whereas any negative attributes (what the thing is not) are 

extra information we give in order to compare something unfamiliar with something 

of which we have real knowledge. 

Moreover, under the traditional generative view, the phoneme is the smallest 

independent unit of the phonology, i.e. sounds are discrete entities. However, 

phonological processes indicate that this is not really the case. For instance, lenition 

trajectories, where a particular sound can be seen to go through various stages of 

weakening, to the point of deletion, are not easily accounted for within feature-based 

frameworks, since the various stages of lenition are seen simply as changes for 

various feature specifications from- to+, or+ to -. The fmal stage, deletion, is then 

the removal of the segment and all its featural specifications. However, if segments 

are comprised of component independent parts, then we can see weakening as some 

sort of loss, so that it is inevitable that the fmal stage of lenition is deletion. 5 

1.1.1 Elements in GP 

Government Phonology (GP)6 may be thought of more as a school than a theory since 

it comprises several strands of sub-theories, around each of which has arisen various 

research programmes. Those working within the framework of GP, and related 

frameworks,7 have fundamentally challenged the post-SPE view of syllabic structure, 

the relations that hold between syllabic positions (and segments), and subsegmental 

composition. What concerns us predominantly in this thesis is subsegmental 

composition, so it is this angle that I concentrate on here. 

One essential component of GP is the assumption of the privativeness of the 

melodic primes which make up phonological expressions, which also provides for the 

independent phonetic interpretability of the primitives. These two fundamental 

premises, which set GP fmnly apart from feature theories, allow for a fmite set of 

5 See Harris (1994) on the lenition trajectory, Harris (2005) (among others) on reduction as loss of 
information, Kaye (1989) for the refutation that the phoneme is the smallest independent phonological 
unit. 
6 Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (1985, 1990), Charette (1991), Harris (1990, 1994), Harris & 
Lindsey (1995), Brockhaus (1995). 
7 Such as Dependency Phonology, following the work of John Anderson and others, see Anderson & 
Ewen (1987), or Strict-CV, following the work of Jean Lowenstamm, see Lowenstamm (1996), Scheer 
(2004). 
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elements, which may be represented in simplex or complex expressions. Language

specific phonotactic constraints can be accounted for in terms of licensing and 

government (the latter being a specific kind of the former), with all phonological 

processes essentially boiling down to either one of two operations: linking or de

linking (of elements). These two operations are regulated by licensing. 

The primes which make up phonological expressions, and which are formally 

called elements, are defmed by Harris (1994:138) as 'cognitive categories which serve 

the grammatical function of coding lexical contrasts'. Kaye, Lowenstamm and 

Vergnaud (1985, 1990) originally proposed an inventory often elements: 

Figure 1.1 The original10 elements of KLV ( 1985, 1990) 

element consonants vowels 

A a-colour 

I palatality i-colour 

u labiality u-colour 

i ATR 

R coronality 

H aspiration high tone 

L voicing low tone 

N nasality nasalisation 

h frication 

? stop-ness 

However, the observation that the combinatory total of a maximum ten 

elements leads to vast over-generation (i.e. that it predicts far more segments than 

languages employ), as well as the observation that the distribution of the above 

elements is skewed (i.e. all elements should be interpretable in vocalic and 

consonantal expressions alike), led to attempts to reduce this inventory of elements. 

This programme was particularly active in the 1990s, and is often known as Revised 

Element Theory (RET). 8 

8 See Ploch (1999) for a summary. 
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In the meantime, Harris (1994)9 and Harris & Lindsey (1995) adapted the 

original inventory somewhat, proposing ten elements, and defining them acoustically 

as follows: 

Figure 1.2 The properties of the Harris-Lindsey elements 

articulatory target articulatory target 
element salient acoustic property 

consonants vowels 

A F1 & F2: convergence pharyngeality a 

I F1 & F2: wide divergence palatality i 

u F1 & F2: downwards shift (velar-)labiality u 

@ none (acoustic baseline) velarity a 

R 10 coronality ?rhotacisation 

N low broad-band intensity nasality nasalisation 

h aperiodic energy noise ?breathiness 

? abrupt energy drop (edge) stop ?creakiness 

L Fo: fall slack vocal cords voicing 

H Fo: rise stiff vocal cords aspiration 

Under this scheme, all expressions by default contain the element @, which 

can be seen effectively as an acoustic baseline, and which is said to manifest its 

characteristics only when head of an expression.11 A consonantal expression headed 

by @ is said to be a velar, while a vocalic expression headed by @ is somewhat 

centralised (since none of the other resonance elements can manifest their full 

characteristics in such an expression), so in a simplex expression it is schwa, while in 

9 See Harris (1994:Chap.3) for discussion of lenition trajectories and their relevance to the 
identification of individual elements. 
10 The status ofR is not especially clear. Harris & Lindsey (1995) point out that it is hard to pin down a 
clear speech signal pattern for this element, or, indeed, for the class of coronal articulations. Some 
researchers have proposed that the element A is responsible for coronals, which I refute, for reasons 
that will be seen throughout this thesis. The reader is referred to Paradis & Prunet ( 1991 ), Rennison 
(2002), Williams (1998), Ploch (1999), Backley (1993), lngleby & Brockhaus (2002). 
11 In a phonological expression, one element takes the role of head, while other elements of the 
compound assume operator (dependent) status. Within ·any phonological domain, any non-head must 
be licensed by the head of that domain in order to have expression. 
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a complex expression it is responsible for laxness (in contrast to tenseness). 

Additionally, all obstruents are said to contain the element h. 

There thus arose two main schools within Element Theory, at least as used 

within GP: 12 RET, the main proposals of which are often attributed to Jonathan Kaye, 

and the system employed by John Harris. 

Under RET, one of the frrst main revisions was to eliminate the A TR element 1, 

deriving the tense-lax distinction through headedness. 13 Further, Jonathan Kaye 

proposed that since the elements A and R appeared to be in complementary 

distribution, R was obsolete and coronality should be derived through A. 14 Work 

conducted at SOAS in the 1990s argued that L and N should be merged, i.e. that both 

voicing and nasality are derived through the same element, usually taken to be L.15 

Additionally, H and h are merged, so that both aspiration and fricative-ness are 

derived through the element H. Effectively, this means that the elements Hand L are 

manner elements, as well as 'laryngeal• elements.16 

The approach followed in this thesis is somewhat a hybrid of RET and the 

Harrisian view. I adopt the following elements: A I U H L ?. In Chapter 2 I discuss 

the characteristic acoustic patterns of the resonance elements A, I and U. and in 

Chapter 3 I discuss the elements involved in manner contrasts and in 'laryngeal' 

contrasts (voicing, aspiration and glottalisation). Chapter 3 also discusses the issue of 

headedness and shows consonantal representations under the systems of both Harris 

(1994) and Jonathan Kaye. In Chapter 3, I also present the view of subsegmental 

structure argued for by Nasukawa & Hackley (2005), and I adapt their model to fit the 

system of elements for which I argue. 

12 Researchers working in Dependency Phonology derive vocalic and consonantal expressions through 
elements and have a slightly different view of subsegmental structure, see Anderson & Ewen (1987), 
Botma (2004). Adherents of Strict-CV use elements in a similar way to RET. 
13 Tense vowels are headed, while lax vowels have no head (i.e. the expression is headless). See 
Charette & Kaye (1993). 
14 His arguments are passed on anecdotally, but relate to the phenomenon of r-intrusion in English and 
observations concerning the lowering effect of r on vowels. Other researchers who have argued for the 
elimination of the R element are Backley (1993, 1998), who argues that coronals have no resonance 
element, and Rubin (2004), who argues that coronals have the palatal element I. See Chapters 3 and 6 
of this thesis, where I argue (following Nasukawa & Backley, 2005) that coronality is derived 
structurally, and also that in Arabic coronals have an I element. 
15 See in particular Ploch (1999), also Nasukawa (2000, 2005), who uses N for both nasality and 
voicing. 
16 In Chapter 3, I argue that the third manner element,? ('edge'), is also a ' laryngeal' element. 
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1.1.2 Syllabic stmcture in GP 

This leads us to the next issue of relevance here, which is syllabic structure.17 One 

aspect of GP which sets it so firmly apart from other generative theories is the view of 

the syllable. The most notable argument here is that there is no formal constituent 

corresponding to the syllable}8 In GP, only three 'syllable-level' constituents are 

recognised: the onset (0), the nucleus (N) and the rhyme (R). 19 This also means that 

the coda is not recognised as a formal constituent within GP; the traditional coda 

consonant is generally seen as being in either a rhymal position, or, in the case of 

word-fmal consonants, an onset.20 Moreover, these constituents are maximally binary

branching, 21 so that the following structures are allowed: 

Figure 1.3 'Syllabic' structures in GP 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 

0 0 R R R 

I I 
N N 

I "" X X X X X X X X 

In Figure 1.3, (i-ii) represent a simplex and a branching onset (respectively), 

while (iii) represents a short vowel. (iv) is a long vowel or heavy diphthong, and (v) is 

typically a (short)-vowel- consonant sequence (word-internal 'coda')?2 

17 This is not a major part of this thesis, since the focus here is on segmental structure. However, this 
issue is relevant to the templatic morphology of Semitic languages, as I discuss shortly. 
18 Throughout this thesis, the term 'syllable' is used informally, since it has no formal status within the 
theory. 
19 See Kaye et al. (1990). For useful discussion, see Brockhaus (1995), Honeybone (1999). 
20 See Kaye (1990, 1996), Harris & Gussmann (1998). 
21 There are two principles (to do with governing relations) which allow only binary branching: strict 
adjacency ('no position must intervene between governor and governee') and strict directionality 
('directionality of government at the skeletal level is universal') (Kaye, 1990:306). I do not discuss 
government further here due to space constraints, but see Kaye (1990), Charette (1991). 
22 This scheme does not allow for the n of sound to be syllabified into a rhyme, due to the governing 
relations (onset d would have to govern rhymal n, yet the nuclear head position (N) governs its rhymal 
complement, thereby violating the principle of strict adjacency). Harris (1994:83) explicitly allows for 
super-heavy rhymes, however, showing a representation with a branching rhyme dominating a 
branching nucleus. It is an acknowledged problem. 
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Another important notion in GP relevant here is formalised as the Projection 

Principle, which holds that 'Governing relations are defmed at the level of lexical 

representation and remain constant throughout a phonological derivation'. 23 The 

Projection Principle means that in GP there is no resyllabification: a word has the 

same prosodic structure in the lexicon as it does at output. Moreover, the mechanisms 

of licensing24 in GP allow for empty positions in the string which may or may not 

have phonetic interpretation. This is formalised in the Empty Category Principle, 25 

and means that vowel-zero alternations are strictly regulated and entirely predictable. 

This view of syllabic structure, alongside the principles mentioned, means that 

the Semitic languages, in which words are essentially constructed on consonantal 

templates, and in which vowel-zero alternations are regularly seen across 

morphological paradigms, can only be analysed as having a CV syllable structure. 

This is the topic of the next section. 

1.2 Semitic templatic morphology and syllable structure 

Semitic languages generally have a non-concatenative system of morphology 

involving a lexically contrastive system of root consonants. 26 This means that lexical 

words that are semantically related share typically three consonants, known as 

radicals, while the vowels and other affixal consonants generally have a grammatical 

function. This can be seen in the following paradigms of (Standard I Literary) 

Arabic:27 

23 Kaye et al. (1990:221). 
24 For a good summary, see Brockhaus (1995). 
25 '(i) A licensed empty nucleus has no phonetic realisation; (ii) An empty nucleus is licensed if (a) it is 
properly governed or (b) if it is domain final in languages which license domain-fmal empty nuclei' 
(Kaye, 1990:314). Proper government is defmed by Kaye (1990:313) as: 'A nuclear position a properly 
governs a nuclear position p iff: (a) a is adjacent top on its projection; (b) a is not itself licensed; (c) no 
governing domain separates a from P'. A nucleus which must receive phonetic interpretation is 
§enerally a schwa-type vowel. 
6 These are not freely combinable. The (first) major work on root co-occurrence (consonant 

compatibility) restrictions (or morpheme structure constraints) in Semitic is Greenberg (1950); see also 
Bender & Fulass (1978), Koskinen (1964), Hayward & Hayward (1989); for Afro-Asiatic see Bender 
(1978); see also Yip (1989). It is not possible within the confmes of the current work to investigate the 
interaction of these constraints with emphatics; see McCarthy ( 1994) on guttural incompatibility. 
27 Data adapted from Kenstowicz (1994:396), which is recommended for a good discussion of what he 
terms 'root-and-pattern' morphology in Arabic. 
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(1) study draw 

daras-a 'he studied' rasam-a 'he drew' 

darras-a 'he taught' rassam-a 'he made draw' 

daris-(un) 'studying' rasim-(un) 'drawing' 

dars-(un) 'a lesson' rasm-(un) 'a drawing' 

darras-(un) 'a student' rassam-(un) 'a draughtsman' 

diras-a( tun) 'studies' risam-a(tun) 'ordination' 

madras-a(tun) 'a school' marsam-(un) 'a studio' 

ta-dris-(un) 'teaching' ta-rsim-(un) 'making draw' 

The data show that the only constancy in the various lexical items in each 

column is the three root consonants (radicals), d-r-s for the semantic notion of 'study' 

and r-s-m for 'draw'. Comparing the roots, however, and discounting the affixes 

which have been demarcated, it also becomes clear that the canonical shape of the 

words remains constant according to the grammatical category of the word. Under an 

autosegmental approach, where the consonants are represented on a separate tier, the 

first three forms of each column can thus be shown as follows (without the suffixes): 

Figure 1.4 The CV templates of d-r-s and r-s-m 

(i) drs d r s drs 

/I\ I 1\\ /~ cvcvc cvccvc cvvcvc 

v v \j \ 
a a a i 

(ii) rsm r s m rsm 

/I\ I 1\\ /~ cvcvc cvccvc cvvcvc 

v v \j \ 
a a a 1 
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While this is over-simplified, it exemplifies the basis of the templatic 

morphology system employed in Semitic languages, whereby the vowels and 

consonants can be : seen as relating autosegmentally to templatic positions. We are 

now in the position to look at the syllable structure of languages like Arabic. 

1.2.1 Arabic as CV -only 

It seems that Arabic, despite appearances to the contrary, is really a CV language with 

no branching onsets, nuclei or rhymes. 28 The reason for this conclusion lies in the 

typical Semitic 'root-morphology' outlined above?9 

My argument for CV syllabification in Arabic stems from the following 

question: if the initial k in a word like katab( a), 'he wrote', is an onset (with a 

following nucleus), how can the same kin the word yaktub(u), 'he writes', not also be 

an onset? All that has changed here is the 'disappearance' of the vowel, because the 

nucleus is not assigned any melodic content in this particular configuration. We have 

seen that a fundamental assumption of GP is that there is no derivational process of 

resyllabification (the Projection Principle), and Semitic root-morphology provides 

strong evidence motivating this. 

The representations of katab(a) and yaktub(u) are therefore as follows:30 

Figure 1.5 The representations of kataba and yaktubu 

(i) 0 N 0 N 0 N 

I I I I I I 
X X X X X X 

! I I I ! I 
a t a a 

28 I should note here that my conclusion re-Arabic syllable structure was reached independently, but is 
by no means novel. The CV analysis is strongly argued by Jean Lowenstamm, although he extends this 
to all languages under the 'Strict-CV' approach. I don't agree, however, that all languages are CV-only. 
Interestingly, Lowenstamm's work is predominantly on Semitic languages, for which the evidence for 
CV-only syllable structure is very strong. See Lowenstamm (1996). Additionally, Yoshida (1993) also 
convincingly argues the case for a CV analysis of Arabic (in a standard GP approach), with much more 
detailed argument (and more data) than I am able to present here. 
29 For a good introduction to this, see Kenstowicz (1994-420), Holes (2004:ch.3). See in particular the 
work of John J. McCarthy, e.g. McCarthy & Prince (1990). 
30 I use 0 and N here for onset and nucleus. I have not shown the R(hymal) level of nuclear projection. 
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(ii) 0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N 

I I I I I I I I 
X X X X X X X X 

I 
b 

I 
u 

I 
y 

I 
a ! I 

t 
I 
u 

The representations above show k in both words to be linked to an onset 

position, and in yaktubu not to a rhyme ('coda'). I maintain that all consonants in 

Arabic are linked to onset positions. 

The next question is: now that we have ruled out branching rhymes, what 

evidence is there to support branching nuclei? I suggest that, for the same reasons as 

above, there are no branching nuclei. In fact this is supported orthographically in 

Arabic, where 'consonants' (including 'long' a i u) are written with main characters 

and short vowels are diacritic marks above or below the main characters, thus giving 

us sequences of onsets and nuclei. The relevant 'transcribed' diacritics in Arabic are: 

a i u o ('o' is called sulaln, literally 'silence', and indicates the lack of a vowel). 

Orthographically, the word yaktub(u) is as follows: 

a o u u 
YKTB 

Compare this with makiitfb(u) 'letters':31 

aaoiou 
MKATYB 

Arabic orthography suggests six onset-nucleus sequences in makiitib(u) 

'letters', which I represent as follows: 

31 This is the 'broken' plural form of maktUb. 
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Figure 1.6 The representation of makiitibu 

0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
X X X X X X X X X X X X 

I I I I I I J I I I 
m a k a a t 1 y b u 

In this way, the diacritic sukun is an acknowledgement of an empty nucleus 

which is unexpressed. These plural forms of Arabic, which are known as 'broken' 

plurals, are crucial evidence for a CV-only analysis.32 

Finally, the issue of long vowels merits further discussion. In many dialects of 

Arabic, the sequences written as (heavy) diphthongs are generally realised as 

monophthongs, e.g. 'iy' (transcription i) is realised as [i:]. In many dialects, the Old 

Arabic sequences reflected orthographically as 'ay' (ay) and 'aw' (aw) generally have 

the reflexes e and 6 (i.e. [e:] and [o:]). However, there are many cases in which certain 

dialects have e and 6 alongside ay and aw.33 Within the framework of Element Theory, 

i-y and u-w alternations are predictable, since both i and y contain only I, and u and w 

only U. The change is thus only one of the constituent to which the element is 

attached. 34 The same can also be said of the sequences ay-e and aw-6, which can be 

seen as follows: 35 

32 As noted by Yoshida (1993:157), stress assignment is another strong piece of evidence. Although 
space constraints prevent detailed discussion of this, under the syllable structure presented here, it is 
necessary (for dialects such as Palestinian, Baghdadi and Damascene) only to say that stress falls on the 
antepenultimate ON sequence. 
33 Watson (2002) notes this for Cairene Arabic, for instance. See the variables discussed for a number 
of dialects in Chapter 5. 
34 In Chapter 3 I discuss the issue of the lack of a-f alternation. 
35 Such a structural analysis is also argued for by Dickins (2007). 
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Figure 1.7 The representations of diphthongs-monophthongs 

(11) N 0 N N 0 N 

I I I I 
X X X X X X 

~ 
[A] [I] [A. I] 

ay e 

(12) N 0 N N 0 N 

I I I I 
X X X X X X 

~ 
[A] [U] [A.U] 

aw 

This view is supported by the medieval Arab grammarians. Indeed, al-Nassir 

(1993:34-5) sums up that the most well known of the grammarians 'seems to imply 

that the underlying form of Arabic structure is a number of syllables of the type CV.' 

1.3 The literature on emphatics 

In this section I present a brief overview of the literature on Arabic emphatics. Since 

Chapter 2 deals with the phonetic correlates, and Chapter 4 with the historical angle 

(comparative Semitic), the focus here is on presenting some background to what 

follows in the thesis. Therefore, I start by outlining the relevant points from the 

Arabic linguistic tradition, and I then move on to briefly overview the analyses of the 

post-SPE generative tradition. 

There has been a vast amount written about Arabic emphatics, ranging from 

the descriptions of the medieval Arab grammarians and more recent Western 

grammars of the various dialects of Arabic, to acoustic and articulatory phonetic 

investigations, and analyses within the frameworks of various linear and 

autosegmental theories of phonology. Much of the Western literature has been 
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concerned with identifying which features characterise the various guttural classes 

and the emphatics; proposing underlying representations; putting forward arguments 

for different formal terms for emphatics (e.g. velarised, pharyngealised, uvularised, 

backed, and so on); and investigating the extent of 'emph~sis spread' in a given 

dialect. 

The general consensus that seems to have been reached is that Old Arabic 

('primary') emphatics were ~ f 4 q, and that the dialects today generally have ~ f, 

alongside either 4--?: or q, and (more or less marginally)? and r. and occasionally r.n 

and p. The coronal emphatics ~ f 4 (-?:) 4 (the obstruents) are traditionally seen as 

'primary', or 'phonemic', and may cause the spreading of the emphatic quality to 

other segments, whereas any other emphatic segments are generally described as 

'secondary' or 'non-phonemic', having become emphatic under the influence of a 

primary (triggering) emphatic, with the exception of some marginal cases of rand ?.36 

There has been much discussion over the production of emphatics, ranging 

from the descriptions of the Arab grammarians to instrumental studies seeking to 

discover the exact nature of the secondary pharyngeal constriction. The conclusion is 

that the pharyngeal constriction itself is not the only marker of the emphatic nature, 

although in much of the Western, post-SPE literature, some sort of pharyngeal 

constriction is assumed to be the main correlate of the phonological feature which 

distinguishes emphatics. 37 

1.3.1 The Arabic linguistic tradition 

The earliest sources we have that discuss emphatics are those of the medieval Arab 

grammarians. In these are to be found not only descriptions of the articulation of 

Arabic sounds, but also discussions of the reasons for certain sound alternations. The 

terms used by the grammarians to classify (gutturals and) emphatics are often cited in 

the contemporary literature; less well cited seem to be the Arab grammarians' 

discussions of consonant-vowel interactions in the context of the overall sound 

system. To an extent, the writings of the grammarians appear to have stemmed from a 

36 Some researchers have argued that r is a primary emphatic, and there have also been debates on the 
status of (and 'fl. See Younes (1994), McCarthy (1994), Ferguson (1956), Card (1983), among others. 
Chapters 5 and 6 discuss these 'secondary' emphatics. 
37 See Chapter 2. 
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desire to protect the classical language from what was seen as its 'corruption' in the 

first centuries of the Arabo-Islamic conquests, which they attributed to the acquisition 

of the language by the conquered communities. 38 It cannot be said that this field of 

grammar was purely prescriptive, though. In the writings, as well as in the reports of 

the debates between grammarians (at least in the earlier days), they often tum to, or 

relate the judgement of, those considered to be the speakers of 'pure' Arabic, the 

Bedouin. Certainly, the ·treatises take the form of descriptions of how the language is 

actually used. Nevertheless, the aim was not purely descriptive, either, since Arabic 

was the language of the Qur'an (the 'fmal revelation'), and thus had a religious 

significance. 

The first important writings in the tradition of the study of Arabic grammar 

were the dictionary (Kitab al-fayn) compiled by al-Khalil ibn Ahmad and the 

grammatical description of Sibawayh (Kitab Sibawayhi) in the late eighth century CE, 

both of the Ba~ran school. 39 Sibawayh 40 is often credited with having been 'the 

(founding) father' of Arabic grammar.41 The zenith of linguistic scholarship (likewise 

the other scholarly disciplines) is generally considered to have been the tenth century 

CE (during the Abbasid Dynasty), with the most notable amongst the tenth-century 

scholars who influenced linguistic scholarship being Ibn Sina (A vicenna) and Ibn 

J. -42 mm. 

What is interesting from the work of Sibawayh is that he regards each segment 

(har/3
) not just as an indivisible whole, but as being composed of a set of 'features' 

38 See Versteegh (1997:3-5; ch.12). 
39 The two well-known schools of this period were those of the rival cities of B~ra and Kiifa (southern 
Iraq). 
40 Abu Bishr c Amr ibn cuthman ibn Qanbar, nicknamed Sibawayh, d. late 8m C. He was of Persian 
origin, and is sometimes thought to have been a native speaker of Persian and not Arabic, although I 
believe it is more likely that his detractors simply used his Persian origin to say that he was Persian and 
therefore couldn't speak 'pure' Arabic (See Versteegh, 1997:39; al-Nassir, 1993:4-5). 
41 Versteegh (1997:39), for instance, comments that 'Without exaggeration one could say that the entire 
linguistic tradition in Arabic is nothing but a huge commentary on the Kitiib Sibawayhi.' See also 
Bakalla (1981), Semaan (1968). 
42 See Bakalla (1981 ). 
43 The term haif (plural hum/) is often translated as 'letter', since it may refer to an archi-grapheme (I 
use this term because in the script, the shape of a 'letter' varies slightly according to whether it is 
initial, medial or final). It may also be used to mean 'phoneme' or 'speech sound', although there are 

contexts in which haif could be interpreted as 'syllable' (i.e. CV unit). It could also roughly be 
translated in some contexts as 'consonant', since the (short) vowels are represented diacritically 

(harakiit, 'movements', i.e. transitions). Lastly, it also means 'particle' (i.e. prepositions, definite 
article, co-ordinating conjunctions, etc), and is used sometimes by Sibawayh to refer to a word. See al-
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(#fot, lit. 'characteristics, traits'). That is, he does not simply describe the articulation 

of each segment, but groups them according to shared characteristics. 44 The 

classifications of Sibawayhi that are relevant to this study are those concerning isticlii', 

'elevation', i{biiq, 'covering, lidding', and imiila, 'inclination' .45 The term often now 

· used in discussions of 'emphasis' is tafxim (lit. 'aggrandisement', 'puffmg up', or 

'making portentous'), although this is used by Sibawayh only in reference to the 'long 

vowel' alif (i.e. ii), an allophone of which is, he says, produced with tafxim. 46 

Sibawayh's classification according to the characteristic of isticlii' relates to 

the sounds that are 'elevated towards the upper palate', according to which he 

classifies al-huruf al-mustacliya as~. lj, {, tf, y, q and x. This notion of the uvulars and 

emphatics being commonly 'elevated' persists throughout the Arabic tradition. The 

mustacliya sounds are also characterised by their prevention of imiila, i.e. 'inclining' 

the (long) vowel a: (the harf known as alij) and (short) a (the haraka called fatha 

'opening') in non-guttural contexts. The (long) vowel a: in Arabic may undergo 

isticlii' in the proximity of these seven 'elevated' sounds, such that it too becomes 

mustacli. lmiila essentially means the 'inclination' of a towards i, i.e. fronting 

(/raising), whereas the effect of isticlii' is backing.47 What is interesting in the context 

of the analysis to be discussed in Chapter 6 is that the sounds which are mustacliya are 

classified (in this respect) as one class precisely because they prevent imiila, 48 and this 

angle is often not investigated in the recent literature on emphatics. 

The characteristic of i{biiq is used to designate al-hurilf al-mu{baqa (lit. 

'covered with a lid'49
) as the emphatics s, lj, { and tf, as opposed to all the other 

Nassir (1993:~10, 20-5) for discussion. The concept of haifas a CV unit (i.e. consonantal segment 

specified for a vowel transition, haraka, or zero I 'silence' in the case of sukiin) shows how the 
grammarians essentially viewed Arabic as having a CV structure, as discussed above. 
44 Bakalla (1981:35-7). 
45 See Bravmann (1934), Versteegh (1997), Semaan (1968), Carter (2004), Bakalla (1981), al-Nassir 
(1993), Sara (2007). 
46 Al-Nassir (1993:103). In fact the earlier grammarians rarely use the notion of tafxim, although for the 
later grammarians the segments with the characteristic of tafxim include the emphatics and uvulars and 
in some contexts l and r, along with a. Some of the later grammarians also add h and f. 
47 See Chapter 2. 
48 Additionally, Sibawayh discusses the role of r in preventing imala in many (but not all) contexts, as 
noted by al-Nassir (1993:9~100). This issue is discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6. In the recent 
(generative phonology) literature on emphatics, Arabic r is sometimes considered as an emphatic 
(which de-emphaticises in some contexts), primarily because of the prevention of imala. See Herzallah 
(1990), Younes (1994), Heath (1987), among others. 
49 Al-Nassir (1993:50) prefers the term 'enclosed'. 
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sounds being yayr mu(baqa ('not covered'), or munfatiha (lit. 'opened'). 50 Sibawayh 

describes the articulatory correlate of i(biiq as the tongue closing from its (primary) 

place up to that part of the tongue opposite the velum, towards which the tongue is 

raised, thus 'enclosing' ('covering with a lid') the sound between the tongue and the 

velum (secondarily) and the (primary) place of constriction.51 He notes that 'these 

four [consonants] have two places on the tongue' .52 

Another important point is Sibawayh's classification of the coronal emphatic f 

and the uvular stop q as majhura (loud) rather than mahmusa (whispered). These two 

terms have been the subject of some debate and have often been inferred as relating to 

'voiced' and 'voiceless' (some scholars prefer 'fortis' and 'Ienis'), respectively. 

However, contrary to this view, and as I argue in Chapter 2, this indicates not that f 

and q were (phonologically) voiced, but that they simply lacked the aspiration that the 

non-emphatic voiceless sounds had. In . other words, the terms majhur and mahmus 

relate to aspiration (hence the notion of 'whispering' denoted by the root h-m-s). 

In addition, the Arab grammarians noted that the emphatics caused 

assimilation (idyiim). This was noted in particular with consonants that are directly 

adjacent, as well as the definite article al-. 53 This is exemplified by the following 

discussion from al-Suyfi~i (d. -1505CE), who designated this phenomenon as i(biiq 

('covering'):54 

Every sin [s] which is followed by cayn [f] or Jrayn [y] or xii' [x] or qiif[q] or !ii' 

[!] may be transformed into ~iid [~]. for instance yusiiquna and yu~iiquna ... the 

condition for this is that the sin should precede these consonants (i.e. the elevated 

ones) not follow after them, and that these consonants should be close to it 

Clearly, this indicates a R-L spread of the emphatic feature from one of the 

'elevated' consonants into the s, but this apparently doesn't apply L-R.55 

50 Carter (2004:127); Bakalla (1981:34). 
51 Al-Nassir (1993:50). 
52 Al-Nassir (1993:51). 
53 See al-Nassir (1993:71-79) on Sibawayh's discussion of idyiim. 
54 Cited in Kinberg (2001:188). 
55 As discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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Overall, what is interesting from the discussions of the grammarians is that 

they related the emphatics and uvulars but didn't analyse them as the same thing. In 

fact, the reason Sibawayh discussed the 'elevated' consonants was to say that they 

prevented imiila, which is an important point taken up again later in this thesis, and 

which is notably opposed to the more current analyses, under which the emphatics 

trigger spreading maximally across the word. 

1.3.2 Western generative phonology 

In the more recent literature on the phonology of Arabic gutturals and 

emphatics, there are conflicting views on whether the emphatic property is 

consonantal, vocalic or suprasegmental, and those who give a suprasegmental analysis 

differ in their opinion of the domain for which the property holds (for some it is the 

syllable, for some it is the word, and for others it is minimally the CV unit and 

maximally the word). There are also conflicting views over the relationship between 

uvulars, pharyngeals and emphatics. Lastly, there are conflicting views over which 

segments are realised as emphatic when the property does spread. For example, 

according to Ghazeli (1977:102), Cohen (1969) argues that the words sot 'whip' and 

~of 'sound' are contrastive. Ghazeli (1977:102), however, holds that this view is based 

on orthography, and that 'there are no Egyptian speakers capable of making such a 

phonetic distinction ... They all pronounce both words identically as [~o~].' 56 Generally, 

however, the analyses presented in such debates have been said to vary because of 

cross-dialectal differences, a point taken up in the following chapters. 

The main issues in contemporary discussions of emphatics are generally the 

following: (1) the exact articulatory and acoustic correlates of emphatics; (2) the 

phonological feature corresponding to 'emphatic'; (3) whether this feature is a 

property of consonants, vowels or generally prosodic (syllable or word); (4) how far 

the feature spreads; (5) what (if any) are the opaque I blocking segments. Additionally, 

there have been debates over whether there is a lexical emphatic r (and?. among other 

consonants).57 Moreover, some researchers have argued that in addition to the primary 

56 Sic. This should read [~o:~] (S. Ghazeli, p.c.). 
57 See Chapter 5. 
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emphatics, there is a lexical a alongside lexical ii, which accounts for r-r alternations 

and other instances where imala does not occur. 58 

One interesting point arising from the literature is that analyses generally see 

the emphatic property as spreading leftwards to a greater extent than rightwards. For 

instance, according to Davis (1995), one dialect of rural Palestinian has unbounded 

leftward spread (to the beginning of the word), whereas rightward spread is blocked 

by palatals. 59 However, analyses of such a phenomenon generally focus on one, at 

most two, dialects, and there are problems in extending such analyses across Arabic 

generally, since there are clear differences between dialects, and in some dialects 

there are many instances of what appears to be a 'back' context (typically called 

'emphatic') in which there is no primary emphatic coronal present to spread an 

'emphatic' feature.60 

Although, as noted, there have been debates over whether the emphatic 

property is segmental or prosodic, and whether it is primarily a feature of vowels or 

consonants, most often within the generative phonology literature, analyses have 

focused on a consonantal feature inherent in (primary) coronal emphatics, which then 

spreads. The identification of this feature has therefore been a primary concern. 

The initial move towards distinctive phonological features in the 1950s held 

that emphatics are characterised by the (acoustic) feature [flat].61 However, with the 

advent of distinctive features that were primarily articulatory in nature, and with the 

counter-arguments that the feature [flat] also covers labialisation and retroflexion and 

is thus not appropriate, this has now largely been dropped. 

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s many of the discussions of emphatics 

focused on 'emphasis' as a prosodic, rather than segmental, phenomenon, with 

analyses ranging from those of researchers such as Lehn (1963), for whom 'emphasis' 

58 See Herzallah (1990), Younes (1993). 
59 The analysis presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis argues that while coronal emphatics may, at a 
lexical (consonantal) level, assimilate leftwards, much of what is generally seen as 'emphasis' is not in 
fact emphasis, but lack of imiila. 
60 This seems especially the case with Bedouin dialects and southern Iraqi, as will be seen later. 
61 Jakobson (1957). This feature relates to what can be seen as a general flatting of the acoustic 
spectrum, or downward shift of formants. 
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was a 'phonologic component. .. with the syllable as its structural domain, which 

patterns as a constituent on the syllable level', to Firthian analyses of E-systems.62 

Post-SPE, the focus came back to distinctive features, although now generally 

articulatory in nature.63 With the rise of autosegmental phonology, much more work 

was done on Arabic emphatics, often explicitly seeking to account for their patterning 

with uvulars (and to some extent pharyngeals), but also seeking to differentiate the 

differing behaviour of emphatic spread. A variety of features were proposed, most 

often [guttural],64 [CP],65 [pharyngeal],66 or [RTR],67 and such analyses often focused 

on the geometric arrangement of phonological features in the subsegmental 

structure. 68 Typically, analyses sought to account for not only the behaviour of 

emphatics in comparison with uvulars and pharyngeals, but often also the apparent 

spread of the feature inherent in emphatics. 

This thesis departs fundamentally from such analyses in several ways. Firstly, 

as discussed, the framework used here assumes that phonological primes are 

monovalent and not based on articulatory phonetics, and are in this sense more 

abstract. Secondly, generative-phonological analyses have been conducted on the 

assumption that Arabic syllable structure has branching constituents, which, as 

discussed above, is refuted here. Lastly, the conclusion reached in Chapter 6 is that 

what is often analysed as 'emphasis spread' in Arabic cannot be accounted for only by 

assuming the spread of some emphatic property. Rather, many of these contexts can 

be seen more clearly as domains in which no imala has occurred. Under this view, the 

situation is less clear-cut than often assumed, yet it should be noted that this arises 

from the argument that a phonological phenomenon cannot be seen in isolation from 

the overall sound system. This is a fundamental premise of the present work. 

62 'E' =emphatic. See Ingham (1974), El-Haleese (1971). 
63 With the exception of Card (1983), who used the feature [F2 drop], and Hayward & Hayward's 
(1989) feature [guttural]. 
64 Hayward & Hayward (1989). 
65 CP = constricted pharynx, used by Hoberman (1987), among others. 
66 Herzallah (1990), McCarthy (1994 ). 
67 RTR = retracted tongue root (as opposed to ATR, advanced tongue root), used by Goad (1991), 
Davis (1995), Shahin (1996, 2002), Zawaydeh (1998). 
68 See McCarthy (1988) for a good overview. 
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1.4 Overview of the thesis 

For the purpose of contextualisation, and in order to clearly defme what is meant by 

'emphatic', as well as being the preliminary to an understanding of the role of 

emphatics within the sound systems of Semitic languages, Chapter 2 investigates the 

meaning of 'emphatic' in an external sense, that is, the phonetic aspects. Emphatics 

are realised in some Semitic languages as ejectives, and in others as 'pharyngealised' 

or 'backed'. The chapter discusses the articulatory and acoustic correlates of Arabic 

('backed') emphatics as well as ejective emphatics. Additionally, since there is clearly 

inter-dialectal variation in Arabic concerning the number of voicing contrasts (i.e. 

some dialects have a 2-way, others a 3-way series), the results of my own analyses are 

presented and evaluated. Chapter 3 then discusses the phonological representation of 

(both types of) emphatics and gutturals, within an Element framework, proposing a 

contour structure to segmental representations. In Chapter 4, I take a diachronic angle, 

discussing the sound system of Proto-Semitic and the development of the sound 

systems of Neo-Semitic languages, in particular the Semitic triads, and the 

development of 'backed' emphatics as a product of sound systems. The Emphatic 

Trajectory hypothesis is evaluated and placed into the context of an Element analysis. 

In Chapter 5, I discuss the aim of setting up a comparative investigation into 

the phonological behaviour of emphatics across the dialects of Arabic. To this end, I 

discuss dialect classification and then look at the phonological variables to be detailed. 

The chapter then looks at representatives from the major dialect groups, detailing the 

reflexes of these variables. Chapter 6 then takes up the issue of analysing 'emphasis' 

in Arabic dialects, presenting data from four dialects and discussing why I refute the 

'emphasis-spread' analysis. 

Lastly, I conclude in Chapter 7 by evaluating the research and discussing the 

direction of future research necessitated by the conclusions reached here. 
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Chapter2 
The (Synchronic) Phonetic Realisation of Semitic Emphatics 

To see a world in a grain of sand ... 

This chapter seeks to provide a background to the following chapters on Semitic (and 

more particularly Arabic) emphatics. The core of this chapter concerns the notion and 

nature of 'emphatic'. That is, what is called 'emphatic' is not always uniform, in that 

'emphatic' fin one Semitic language is not the same as 'emphatic' fin another, either 

phonetically or phonologically. So the question is, what does it mean to be 'emphatic'? 

The vast literature on the subject of Arabic emphatics widely acknowledges 

the phonological patterning of Arabic emphatics with gutturals, and Arabic emphatics 

are generally said to be predominantly characterised by secondary 'pharyngealisation' 

(or 'velarisation'). By contrast, in many Semitic languages they are actually realised 

(with glottalisation) as ejectives. 

In Semitic languages with ejectives (which until relatively recently was 

thought only to be the Ethiopic languages), these are clearly cognate to the 

'pharyngealised' emphatics of Semitic languages like Arabic. The traditional 

assumption was that the Ethio-Semitic ejective emphatics were an innovation due to 

Cushitic influence. More recently, and especially with better investigation of the 

Afro-Asiatic parent family, 1 this view has come to be challenged by some scholars, 

who posit ejectives as the 'original' Semitic emphatics. Many contemporary scholars 

now acknowledge the controversy, yet still the earlier 'Proto-Semitic-emphatics-were

pharyngealised' assumption seems to prevail. Although the historical angle is 

investigated more fully in Chapter 4, it does still beg the question 'what is emphatic?'. 

Can we assume that Arabic emphatics generally are simply 'pharyngealised'? And 

how do they compare with Ethio-Semitic ejectives? Moreover, what do we mean by 

'ejective' and how does it fit into the sound system? 

A last point is that, confusingly, it is not always clear for a given language 

what exactly we are dealin,g with, since descriptive grammars often adopt slightly 

1 See Chapter 4. 
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vague or ambiguous terms, and since it is conventional to transcribe all types of 

emphatic with a subscript dot (e.g. f (c). Moreover, there is clear confusion between 

the use of cov~r terms such as 'emphatic', and articulatory terms such as 

'pharyngealised' or 'glottalised', particularly as the latter relate to phonetic 

realisations which are not necessarily related to phonological categories. 

In sum, there is a clear historical link in Semitic between what are normally 

called ejectives, and what are normally called pharyngealised consonants, even 

though, outside of the Semitic languages, these types of segments do not appear to 

form a natural class. In terms of their phonological representation, one would not 

expect them to be the same. The concern is thus with what exactly 'emphatic', 

'ejective' and 'pharyngealised' consonants are, in both phonetic and phonological 

terms, and with the nature of the correlation between them (in Semitic). This chapter 

investigates the phonetic angle, and in this way serves to contextualise the 

phenomenon of the emphatics in Semitic languages generally, and, particularly, in 

Arabic. 

In this chapter I firstly investigate what the different types of emphatics are, in 

phonetic terms, both articulatory and acoustic. I include acoustic evidence to support 

my arguments, not only for Arabic-style emphatics, but also for Ethiopic-style 

ejective emphatics. This is especially relevant in terms of voicing contrast, as will be 

seen, and is pertinent to the following proposals for phonological representation. 

Additionally, I look briefly at the articulation and acoustic pattern of the 

uvulars and pharyngeals, since I claim that these are relevant to the issue of the 

development of emphatics, and since Chapter 3 shows how uvulars and pharyngeals 

are phonologically related to emphatics. 

2.1 Ejectives 

In this section I look at what exactly is meant by 'ejective', giving an overview of 

physical descriptions (in order to defme the term 'ejective') and then of acoustic cues. 

An ejective is a segment made with egressive glottalic airstream mechanism. 

European languages in general are normally said not to have ejectives, and to 
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Europeans they may seem 'exotic' sounds;2 however, there are instances of glottalics 

in English. For instance, in many varieties of British English it would not be 

considered pathologicae for the word 'mistake' to be produced utterance-fmally with 

a fmal glottalic [k'], although it is in no way phonologically contrastive. There are 

many languages in which ejectives are phonologically contrastive segments, however. 

Ejectives are estimated by Henton et al. (1992) to be the fourth most common 

type of stop cross-linguistically (the frrst three are voiceless unaspirated, voiced and 

voiceless aspirated, respectively), occurring in up to one fifth of the world's languages 

(Maddieson, 1984, has 'about 18%', Catford, 1992, has 'about 20%'). Semitic 

languages with ejectives are the Ethiopic and Modem South Arabian languages. 

2.1.1 Realisation of ejectives 

The most common types of ejectives are stops and affricates,4 although there are also 

ejective fricatives. 

As previously noted, an ejective is characterised by two (normally) co

occurring constrictions, the frrst at the larynx (more specifically, the glottis) and the 

second at some point of the supralaryngeal tract. The glottal closure ensures that only 

the air trapped in the chamber between the larynx and the supralaryngeal constriction 

is used to generate the sound, hence the designation 'glottalic airstream mechanism' 

(as opposed to 'pulmonic airstream mechanism'). The glottalic airstream is initiated 

by the abrupt upward movement of the entire larynx, 5 compressing the air trapped 

between the glottis and the supralaryngeal constriction locus,6 and giving the effect of 

a 'piston'. This causes the characteristic 'popping' sound, since the release of the 

supralaryngeal constriction causes the air to rush outwards rather quickly. in order to 

rebalance the air pressure behind the oral constriction with the ambient pressure (like 

2 Elliott's (1897) Ndebele dictionary says that ejectives are 'totally indescribable and impossible for a 
European to acquire'(!), as cited in Doke (1923:706--7), quoted here from Fallon (2002:4). 
3 As Ladefoged (1983:351) puts it: 'what is a pathological voice quality in one language may be 
phonologically contrastive in another ... one person's voice disorder is another person's phoneme.' 

It should be noted here that 'affricate' designates a phonetic category which behaves in many 
languages like a stop. Particularly, ejective affricates are often phonetically affricated but otherwise 
behave as fricatives. This is discussed later. 
5 Ladefoged (1993:130) notes a rapid upward displacement of the larynx by 'about one em' in his 
observations of Hausa ejectives. 
6 The compression of air causes a rise in air pressure between the two constrictions of about two times 
that caused by the pulmonic mechanism. (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996:78.) 
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the way in which a weather front between areas of differing pressure, shown as 

isobars, causes wind). 7 

Here, some comments would be in order concerning phonation and VOT. 

Firstly, the definition of ejective VOT, according to Catford (1983:345), is the time

lag between the oral release and the onset of glottal vibrations. There is some cross

linguistic variation in glottal and oral release timing, since, as Kingston (1985: 16-17) 

puts it: 'the glottal closure may be released together with or soon after the oral one or 

it may be significantly delayed ... Corresponding to this difference .. .is an impression 

that ejectives with simultaneous release of glottal and oral closures are less forceful 

than those where the glottal release is delayed.' Fallon's (2002:271) survey gives the 

shortest reported ejective VOT as 10 ms, for Abkhaz (Catford, 1983), and the longest, 

for Bzedukh, as 114 ms (Catford, 1992). 

Regarding the 'less forceful' ejective release mentioned above, it is to be 

questioned how far these could be considered ejectives (phonologically, at least). For 

instance, (in some positions) in some languages (e.g. Hausa and Zulu), where an 

ejective is realised with simultaneous oral release and onset of voicing (a VOT of 0 

ms), in terms of the voicing parameter the (weak) ejective has the acoustic 

characteristics of a 'plain' voiceless stop and, in Fallon's (2002:271) words, may have 

'such weak ejection that merger with the voiced8 stops becomes a distinct phonetic 

possibility' . Therefore, ejectives, when robust, have significant voicing lag, whereas 

they may in some cases be 'weak', having no voicing lag, and thus almost merging 

with 'plain' voiceless stops, which I treat as a case of lenition, much in the way a 

voiceless aspirated or voiced stop may lenite to plain voiceless. What is relevant is 

whether or not an ejective contrasts phonologically with a plain voiceless stop within 

7 This can be contrasted with implosives, which employ ingressive glottalic airstream, i.e. the larynx 
(with vibrating vocal folds) moves downwards, enlarging the pharyngeal chamber and thus reducing 
oral pressure. 
8 Fallon (2002:271) notes 0 ms VOT as one acoustic characteristic of a voiced stop. Therefore, what 
Fallon calls 'voiced' must be interpreted informally and is, strictly speaking, 'plain' voiceless, since the 
interaction of voicing and aspiration yields a possible four-way laryngeal opposition in plosives, i.e. 
voiceless aspirated, 'plain' voiceless, fully voiced, voiced aspirated ('breathy'). This is in contrast to 
the traditional voiced-voiceless opposition, which implies the possibility of only a two-way laryngeal 
opposition in plosives cross-linguistically. In terms of VOT, 'voiceless aspirated' has a significant 
voicing lag, 'plain voiceless' has an approximately simultaneous closure release and voicing onset (i.e. 
VOT value around 0), 'voiced' has significant pre-release onset of voicing (i.e. a negative VOT value), 
and voiced aspirated has both significant pre-release voicing onset and a period of post-release (voiced) 
aspiration (i.e. 'murmured' aspiration). 
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a given language or otherwise has the systemic function within the sound system of an 

ejective. 

2.1.2 Auditory and acoustic characteristics 

There are several possible acoustic cues for ejectives. However, as may have been 
\ 

inferred from the above discussions, this is not homogenous across languages, or even 

within languages. For instance, Monaka (2001:74) cites Lindau (1984)'s investigation 

of Hausa and Navaho ejectives: 'Hausa ejectives showed regular voicing at vowel 

onset whereas Navaho ejectives showed creaky voice after the release of the stop 

which continued into at least the first portion of the vowel.' Monaka rightly concludes 

(2001:74) that 'These observations make the determination of cues for ejective stops 

in the languages of the world rather difficult, the different experimental techniques 

used by the researchers also being a contributing factor.' Therefore, here I shall 

attempt a brief overview of the most salient cues, as this will have a bearing on our 

discussion later of the phonological representation of ejectives. 

Firstly, I noted above that a 'weak' ejective may have little or no voicing lag. 

There also appears to be a direct correlation between VOT length and supraglottal 

pressure. As summarised by Fallon (2002:273), 'laryngeal raising plays a major role 

in influencing changes in oral pressure (P0) and therefore, the intensity of the release 

burst which creates the distinct popping characteristic of ejectives'. For instance, 

Tigrinyan ejectives, as shown by Fre Woldu's (1985, 1988) oral airflow 

measurements, have roughly twice the pressure of voiceless aspirated stops, and 3-4 

times that of voiced stops. Fallon (2002:274-5) further elaborates to clarify the 

interaction between larynx-raising and VOT: 'Some of the most salient acoustic 

characteristics of ejectives are due to the increase of oral pressure, which largely 

derives from the raising of the larynx. When the compression is less, the burst is less 

intense, and the VOT is generally shorter.' In other words, raised larynx, hence 

supraglottal pressure, is associated with longer VOT, whereas with lower supraglottal 

pressure and shorter VOT, ejectives become perceptually closer to 'plain' voiceless 

obstruents. 
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As noted above, in some languages, creaky voice appears also to be a factor 

involved in the production of ejectives. However, since researchers have observed 

that 'irregular phonation at vowel onset may not be a reliable cue for ejectives' ,9 as 

we noted earlier with Hausa having regular vowel-onset voicing, but Navaho having 

creaky voice, it is therefore a factor in some language systems but not others. In terms 

of the phonological representation of ejectives, this is predictable, as will be seen later. 

A fmal cue to be mentioned here is the high burst amplitude (of the release) 

typical of ejectives in languages like Tigrinya (Fre Woldu, 1985) and Xhosa (Jessen, 

2002). This can be evaluated by measuring the rate of airflow at the lips. Since high 

burst amplitude is a direct result of significantly increased oral pressure, it will 

therefore be treated as integral to the cue. In fact, the high burst amplitude of ejectives 

in one Semitic language, Tigrinya, may be seen in the waveforms in Figures 2-5 

presently. 

In summary, the cues to be taken as typical for ejectives are: increased 

supraglottal pressure along with a significant voicing lag (negative VOT value). What 

is relevant perceptually is that the delay between the abrupt oral release caused by 

increased oral pressure and the onset of voicing is silent (i.e. a 'stop-lag' as opposed 

to the 'noise-lag' of voiceless aspirates). This contrast is illustrated for velars by 

spectrograms (accompanied by waveforms) of the three Quechua words [khujui], 

[kujui] and [k'ujui]: 10 

9 Monaka (2001:134). 
10 These soundfiles are available both online, courtesy of the UCLA Phonetics Laboratory 
(http://www.phonetics.ucla.edu/), and on the CD accompanying Ladefoged (2001) (Recording 12.9). 
Both the waveforms shown in Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:80) to illustrate voice quality following 
ejective stops show a clear period of silence following the decay of the release burst. 
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Figure 2.1 

0 

Spectrograms and waveforms ofQuechua [khujui], [kujui] and [k'ujui] 
illustrating (respectively) 'noise-lag', 'no lag' and 'stop-lag' of the 
initial velar stops; data from Recording 12.9 of Lmiefoged (2001), 
spoken by an adult male 

0.702404 
Time (s) 

Time(s) 

Time (s) 

khujui 
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kujui 
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Time(s) 

k'ujui 

Quechua has a three-way contrast in its stop and affricate series: voiceless 

aspirated, plain voiceless and ejective. Figure 2.1 clearly exemplifies an interesting 

difference between the three stops. The voiceless aspirate has a significant voicing lag, 

the duration of which is clearly noisy (i.e. a 'noise-lag'). The plain voiceless has a 

very short voicing lag during which the decay of the burst is visible. The ejective has 
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a significant voicing lag which is almost (although not quite) as long as that for the 

aspirate, but the duration of the lag shows the decay of the burst release - often 

followed by a brief silence - and then a second burst as the glottal constriction is 

released. Thus, a 'double-edge' (or double-burst) is visible on the spectrogram 

indicating the 'stop-lag'. 

The Tigrinya stop series is shown in Figures 2.2-5, below.11 Figure 2.2 shows 

the three coronal stops in initial position, Figure 2.4 shows the three velar stops in 

initial position, and, for comparison, Figure 2.5 shows the three velar stops word

internally. What the Tigrinya tokens show!2 rather than the particularly clear period 

of silence visible in the Quechua tokens, is more often a period of creak immediately 

following the release of the glottal constriction and before the onset of periodic vocal 

fold vibration. This is due to the tension of the vocal folds as they are tightly 

constricted (and the larynx is raised) between the release of the oral constriction and 

the release of the glottal constriction. As discussed above, this tight glottal 

constriction and thus tension is what creates the 'popping' sound, or abrupt and 

forceful release, that characterises ejectives. However, this period of silence tends in 

some languages to be followed by creaky vowel onsets, and in others by modal vowel 

onsets. The two waveforms presented in Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:80) show a 

Navajo ejective followed by creaky voice, but a Hausa ejective followed by modal 

voice. 

Here, a point of note is necessary regarding the measurement of VOT in 

ejectives. As noted previously, ejective VOT is defmed as the period between the 

release of the oral constriction and the onset of glottal vibrations. 13 However, the 

nature of the glottal vibrations marking vowel onset in an ejective may be very 

different from that seen in pulmonic egressive stops. This is apparent in the Tigrinya 

data below. That is, if VOT is defmed as the onset of periodic glottal vibration, then 

11 The soundflles from which these acoustic analyses were made were kindly provided by Bernard 
Howard. They are available from the archive of the Phonetics Laboratory at SOAS. 
12 Note that the Tigrinya recordings, which were made in 1952, are marred by a considerable degree of 
background noise, so the wavefonn does not show a flat baseline anyway, and the spectrograms are 
rather dark. Not all the tokens were measurable due to this, although there was plenty of material for 
which clear analyses were possible. The release bursts are very clear on these waveforms and 
spectrograms. However, the waveforms presented here should not be taken to indicate that ejectives in 
Tigrinya tend not to have a period of silence following the decay of the burst, but rather that this is 
often not visible in the analyses of these recordings due to the age and quality of the recordings. 
13 Catford (1983:345). 
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the tokens below would exhibit abnormally long VOT times. Moreover, since a small 

burst of what looks like a glottal pulse is seen at the point of the glottal release, even 

though this may be markedly creaky and irregular at the onset (and thus not defmable 

as periodic vocal fold vibration), it means that much of what is perceived as the vowel 

would be included, by this criterion, as part of the VOT of the ejective consonant. 

Therefore, for measurement of the Tigrinya ejectives examined for this thesis, I take 

the VOT to be the period between the (beginning of the) release of the oral 

constriction and the release of the glottal constriction, as seen on the waveform.14 

Figure 2.2 Spectrograms and waveforms showing Tigrinya coronal stops in initial 
position; data from the archive of SOAS Phonetics Laboratory, spoken 
by an adult male 

(i) Coronal ejective: [t'ubot] 

50uu,-----.&;;;i' 

0 0.640847 
Time (s) 

b 0 

0 0.640847 
Time (s) 

14 However, it should be noted that while the criterion of glottal release holds for Tigrinya, there are 
languages in which the glottal constriction is released considerably before the onset of glottal vibration. 
The waveform of a Hausa ejective in Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:80) shows the release of the 
glottal constriction to occur somewhere around 50ms before the onset of glottal vibration (which here 
is modal not creaky), and even before the decay of the oral burst is complete. Thus, it could be said that 
measuring the point of the release of the glottal constriction of the Tigrinya ejective, since this 
coincides with the onset of voicing (however irregular), does not, strictly speaking, contradict the 
definition of the measurement criterion of ejective VOT, as per Catford (1983). · 
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(ii) Voiceless aspirated coronal: [thebgi] 

0 0.531343 
Time (s) 

0 0.531343 
Time (s) 

(iii) Voiced coronal: [diirbi] 

0 0.58378 
Time (s) 

0 0.58378 
Time (s) 

Figure 2.2(i) 15 shows that the ejective coronal stop (in t'ubot) has a 

particularly abrupt release. The period of 'stop-lag' between the release of the oral 

closure and the onset of vocal fold vibration lasts for 59ms and is indicated on the 

waveform. The voiceless coronal stop (in tebgi) is shown as aspirated, with a period 

15 In all the Tigrinya tokens shown here, the stress falls on the second syllable. I cannot see any 
correlation in this corpus between the duration of the cue (i.e. stop-lag, noise-lag and voice-lag) and the 
stress pattern. 
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of 'noise-lag• -indicated on the waveform- following release of about 51ms. The 

voiced coronal stop (in diirbz) has a period of pre-voicing lasting for about llOms. as 

indicated on the waveform. 

What is particularly different between the spectrograms and waveforms of the 

voiceless stops t and t' is the onset of the vowel. In t'ubot, the vowel following t' 

starts much more irregularly with a marked lack of strong formant structure and lack 

of regularly spaced striations in comparison with the vowel following the t of tebgi. 

This is illustrated in Figure 2.3 below. with (i) showing the magnified portion of t'u, 

with the creaky part of the vowel indicated. and (ii) showing the magnified portion of 

te. with the aspiration comparable with the 'stop-lag• portion of the ejective. 
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Figure 2.3 

(i) [t'y] 

;E. 

i 
~ 
u. 

0 

0 

Tigrinya initial voiceless coronal stops showing the creaky vowel following [t'] vs the modal vowel following [th] 
(magnified portions of the spectrograms and waveforms shown in Figure 2.2, above) 

0 .15 

t• u 

59 49 

0 .15 
Time (s) 

46 

(ii) [the] 

;E. 

~ 
::::J 

! 

0 

0 

0.15 

th e 

51 

0.15 
Time (s) 



Figure 2.4, following, shows the velar stop series of Tigrinya, in word-initial 

position. Again, the abrupt release of the ejective is clear in comparison with the 

voiceless aspirated stop, as is the irregular onset to the vowel following glottal release. 

The ejective stop-lag (k 'arni) is about 64ms; the noise-lag of the voiceless aspirate 

(kabdi) is approximately 66ms; the voiced velar stop (gareb) has a long voicing lead -

approximately 127ms. 

Figure 2.4 Spectrograms and waveforms showing Tigrinya velar stops in initial 
position; data from the archive of SOAS Phonetics Laboratory, spoken 
by an adult male 

(i) Velar ejective: [k'arni] 

0 
Time (s) 

0 
Time (s) 

(ii) Voiceless aspirated velar: [khabdi] 

0 

0 

Time (s) 

Time (s) 

47 

0.564278 

0.564278 

0.532123 

0.532123 



(iii) Voiced velar: [gareb] 

0 0.529387 
Time (s) 

b 

0 0.529387 
Time (s) 

Below is Figure 2.5, showing the velar series word-medially. The target 

segments k', k and g are shown as the second part of a consonant cluster, 

demonstrating that the cues to the voicing status of these segments do not appear to 

lenite in this position16 (the voiceless aspirate and the ejective are shown following a 

sonorant and the voiced stop is shown following a voiceless fricative, both of which 

could potentially affect the following obstruent). 17 The results are similar to those 

found for the word-initial stops. The stop-lag of the ejective (in berk'i) measures 

approximately 46ms between oral and glottal release. The noise-lag of the voiceless 

aspirated velar stop (in berki) measures approximately 56ms. The voiced velar stop 

(in nafgi) is, again, significantly pre-voiced, and the duration of vocal fold vibration 

between the decay of the voiceless frication of the f and the burst release of g is 

approximately 114ms. 

16 It could be argued that syllable-initial stops are in the perceptually strongest positions and thus not 
prone to lenition. 

7 Also, in Tigrinya, many stops lenite post-vocalically - see Palmer (1957). Fitzgerald (2003) notes 
that in Southern Tigrinya (spoken in the Tigray province of Ethiopia), velar stops spirantise after 
vowels and gutturals and word-initially, while in Northern Tigrinya velar stops spirantise only post
vocalically. Also, in Northern Tigrinya bilabial stops (not included here because p and p' have a 
marginal phonemic status) spirantise post-vocalically, while in Southern Tigrinya the spirantisation 
environment is wider. This indicates that the subject whose tokens are analysed here is a speaker of 
Northern Tigrinya. 
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Figure 2.5 
c 

Spectrograms and waveforms showing Tigrinya velar stops in medial 
position; data from the archive of SOAS Phonetics Laboratory, spoken 
by an adult male 

(i) Velar ejective: [berk'i] 

'N 
:I: -

0 

0 

Time (s) 

Time (s) 

(ii) Voiceless aspirated velar: [berkhi] 

-N 

~ 
() 
c:: 
CD 
:J 

~ 
LL. 

0 
Time (s) 

0 
Time (s) 
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0.581602 

0.581602 

0.662691 

0.662691 



(iii) Voiced velar [nafgi] 

0 0.611071 
Time (s) 

0 0.611071 
Time (s) 

As regards the VOT zone as a potential perceptual cue of ejectives, a brief 

study of this for the Tigrinya data is now presented. In all, VOT measurements have 

been calculated from 60 tokens taken from the Tigrinya recordings. These comprise 

10 tokens each for the ejectives k' and t', the voiceless (aspirates) t and k, and the 

voiced stops d and g. The mean VOT values for each of the six stops are shown in 

Figure 2.6(i) below .18 Figure 2.6(ii) shows the range of values obtained for each of the 

six stops. 

18 The actual results are presented in the Appendix. 
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Figure 2.6(i) Mean VOTvalues (ms)for the 6 Tigrinya stops t, k, t', k', d, g 

t 

k 

t' 

k' 

d 

g 

(n = 10); data from the archive ofSOAS Phonetics Laboratory, spoken 
by an adult male 

-120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 ms 
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Figure 2.6(ii) Ranges ofVOTvalues (ms)for the 6 Tigrinya stops t, k, t', k', d, g 

IDS 

80 

60 

40 
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0 

-20 

-40 
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-80 

-100 

-120 

-140 

-160 

t 

(n = 10); data from the archive ofSOAS Phonetics Laboratory, spoken 
by an adult male 

. 

k t' k' d g 

In summary, the evidence presented here indicates that the 'stop-lag', 'noise

lag' and 'voice-lead' cues for stops in Tigrinya appear particularly robust syllable

initially. Post-vocalically, in Tigrinya the stops lenite, so that the voiced stops are 

often partially or fully de-voiced and the velars spirantise to [x] and [x'], with the 

force of the ejective not always clear word-fmally. The difference between t and t ' is 

also often not very clear in this position. 

Overall, it is clear that the acoustic cues for ejectives are the abruptness and 

high energy of the release, which decays quickly and is followed by either a visible 

period of silence preceding the burst of the glottal release, or by glottal release 

characterised by irregular and slow-starting glottal vibration (creaky vowel onset). 
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What is interesting is the evidence that the two series of Tigrinya which are 

voiceless appear not to be differentiated by VOT zones. It may be expected that in 

terms of voicing series, languages would prefer to maximise contrasts by maximising 

the distinctiveness of VOT zones. A language such as Tigrinya could then have, for 

instance, a voiceless (non-emphatic) series tending to be realised with very little 

voicing lag (especially since the voiced series appears to have a particularly long lead 

time), contrasting with the longer lag of the emphatics (ejectives). The fact that this is 

not the case indicates that the acoustic cues of the emphatic series relate not only to 

the VOT values (hence my designation 'stop-lag' as opposed to the 'noise-lag' of the 

voiceless aspirates). The study of Ladefoged & Cho (2001) notes that many languages 

may use VOT as a feature to enhance the distinction between ejectives and other 

voiceless stops. Their one exception to this was the Athabaskan language Hupa, 

which has three contrasting velar stops, one with a mean VOT of roughly 45ms, 19 an 

ejective with a mean VOT of nearly 85ms, and a voiceless aspirate with a mean VOT 

of about 80ms. It appears that Tigrinya also does not differentiate its two voiceless 

stop series by VOT alone. 

Thus, a language like Tigrinya appears to have no 'plain' series- each series 

having a 'distinctive feature'. In terms of articulatory parameters, these series are 

likely to correspond to the glottal settings of 'lax' (i.e. vibrating, thus voiced) 'stiff

and-open' (i.e. voiceless aspirated) and 'stiff-and-closed' (i.e. ejective). 

The phonological representation of ejectives is discussed in Chapter 3, where 

this latter point is taken up again. Next, however, we proceed to a discussion of the 

realisation of Arabic-style emphatics. 

2.2 'Pharyngealised' emphatics 

Production of Arabic emphatics is usually said to involve ~econdary pharyngealisation, 

velarisation and/or uvularisation. Bessell (1992:23) looks at the typology of 

'pharyngealized' consonants, summarising that they 'occur in 7/693 ( 1%) languages 

in Ruhlen (1975). Four of these are Arabic, two are Caucasian and one is a Berber 

language.' This may not be a truly representative sample, since it is not always clear 

19 Their data is presented in a bar chart giving VOT values to the nearest Sms. 
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exactly what is meant by the term 'pharyngealisation', either articulatorily or 

acoustically. In this way, what may be exactly the same phenomenon may be termed 

something else and thus not included. Alternatively, what is termed 

'pharyngealisation' may be different both phonetically and phonologically from the 

Arabic emphatics, 20 especially since 'pharyngealisation' may interact with other 

phenomena (such as e.g. retroflexion) and thus be included elsewhere in Ruhlen's 

categorisation. Nevertheless, the indications are at least that pharyngealised 

consonants are typologically far less common than ejectives. 

The Old Arabic21 emphatics are usually cited as ~ f 4 t/.22 Although modem 

dialects have differing inventories, most dialects include at least three of these four, 23 

along with, most commonly,? r f!l p. The coronal obstruent emphatics are traditionally 

seen as 'primary', or 'phonemic', whereas any other emphatic segments are often 

described as 'secondary' or 'non-phonemic'.24 

2.2.1 Realisation of 'pharyngealised' emphatics 

As previously noted, coronal emphatics are produced with coronal restriction along 

with (at least) some kind of secondary pharyngeal approximation. Additionally, I shall 

show that the voicing status of emphatics is not necessarily the same as that of the 

non-emphatics. 

There has been much discussion over the production of emphatics, ranging 

from the descriptions of the Arab grammarians to instrumental studies seeking to 

discover the exact nature of the secondary pharyngeal constriction. The conclusion is 

that the pharyngeal constriction itself is not the only marker of the emphatic nature, 

although in much of the Western, post-SPE literature, some sort of pharyngeal 

constriction is assumed to be the main I only articulatory correlate of the property that 

20 This is the case with 'pharyngealisation' in Caucasian languages. . 
21 In this thesis, the term 'Old Arabic' will be used generically to denote earlier forms of Arabic. The 
term 'Classical Arabic' is used sometimes to denote the Arabic of the Qur'an, sometimes to denote the 
Arabic of medieval literature. Yet in these periods there were distinct dialects, and both literature and 
the descriptive accounts of the medieval grammarians displayed discrepancies. 
22 There is debate over whether Classical Arabic U:OO (transliterated in this thesis as t/) was [p], [~]. or 
some kind of lateral, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
23 f) and 9 are merged in most dialects to f) or 9 (-?:)(see Chapter 5). 
24 Some researchers argue that r is a primary emphatic, and there have also been debates on the status 
of f. See Ferguson (1956), Younes (1994), McCarthy (1994), Card (1983), among others. It has also 
been argued that ~ and even ~ are sometimes primary emphatics. See Chapters 5-6 for discussion and 
analysis. 
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distinguishes emphatics. It is apparent that the issue of Arabic emphatics highlights 

the problem of viewing sounds in terms of articulatory features. 

The earliest sources we have that discuss the production of emphatics are 

those of the Arab grammarians. Sibawayh describes the articulatory correlate of ifbaq 

as the tongue closing from its (primary) place up to that part of the tongue opposite 

the velum, towards which the tongue is raised, thus 'enclosing' ('covering with a lid') 

the sound between the tongue and the velum (secondarily) and the (primary) place of 

constriction. He notes that 'these four [consonants] have two places on the tongue' .25 

Interesting in the current context is that Sibawayh also classes the coronal 

emphatic f as well as the uvular stop q as majhilra ('loud') rather than mahmilsa 

('whispered'). These two terms have been the subject of some debate and have often 

been inferred as relating to 'voiced' and 'voiceless' (some scholars prefer 'fortis' and 

'lenis'), respectively. According to this interpretation, the segments f and q were 

classified by Sibawayh as 'voiced', which has led scholars to suppose that these 

segments were indeed voiced in Old Arabic. However, contrary to this view, and 

rather than being puzzling, it indicates to me that Arabic indeed fitted into the Semitic 

system of the voicing triads, such that f and q were not actually voiced, but that they 

simply lacked the aspiration that the non-emphatic voiceless sounds had. In other 

words, the terms majhilr and mahmils relate to aspiration (hence the notion of 

'whispering' denoted by the root h-m-s). This point will be shown presently in 

acoustic analyses. 

More recently, instrumental studies have shown that the articulation of 

emphatics involves moving the tongue dorsum back towards the upper pharynx, as the 

secondary articulation, i.e. simultaneously with the primary articulation (e.g. a coronal 

gesture). Ali & Daniloff (1972) observe that the upper pharyngeal wall is not actively 

involved in the articulation of emphatics (it is the tongue dorsum that retracts), and al

Ani & el-Dalee (1984) also do not show movement of the pharyngeal wall in their x

ray tracings, only of the tongue. Ghazeli's (1977) films show that emphatics have 

greatest pharyngeal constriction at the upper pharynx, across from the second vertebra. 

25 Al-Nassir (1993:50-1). 
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The investigation conducted by Marcais ( 1948), involving palatograms and 

radioscopy, indicates that the articulation of emphatics involves both retraction and 

muscular tension. The retraction is of the back of the tongue (the root approaching the 

back of the pharynx) as well as the tip. With the retraction of both tongue root and tip, 

sulcalisation of the tongue body may be seen in the palatal region. The palatograms 

show that in the production off, the tongue tip is approximately 8mm further back 

than it is fort. Lehn (1963) also confirms that both pharyngeal constriction and apical 

retraction are involved in the production of emphatics, along with muscular tension. 

Phonetic evidence supporting the claim that it is the consonants which are the 

emphatic target, and that the vowels are thus affected by the consonant, can be found 

in Ali & Daniloff (1972), in cinefluorographic tracings, where the vowels adjacent to 

the emphatics also display the backward movement of the tongue towards the rear 

wall of the pharynx, but only about half as much as that of the emphatics. 

However, retraction may not be the only articulatory modification involved. 

For instance, Lehn (1963:30-1) observes that the articulation of emphatics in 

Egyptian Arabic involves 'slight retraction, lateral spreading, and concavity of the 

tongue and raising of its back (more or less similar to what has been called 

velarization)', and then that it additionally involves at least one of the following: 

'pharyngealisation' proper, i.e. faucal and pharyngeal constriction; a degree of 

labialisation, i.e. 'slight lip protrusion or rounding'; 'increased tension of the entire 

oral and pharyngeal musculature resulting in the emphatics being noticeably more 

fortis than the plain segments'. Therefore, as Al-Masri & Jongman (2004:96) see it, 

'we cannot equate emphasis with pharyngealization proper as many linguists have 

posited'. In other words, the production of an emphatic does not necessarily involve, 

in comparison with its non-emphatic counterpart, only (uvulo-)pharyngealisation. 

This in itself indicates that the general use of a term such as 'pharyngealisation' I 

'uvularisation' to describe the phenomenon of emphasis, or a phonological analysis of 

emphasis using features which are solely articulatory in nature (e.g. [RTR] or [CP]), 

may be misleading. This reiterates the point that Arabic emphatics have to be seen 

within the broader context of the Semitic sound system, within which the emphatics, 

seen in purely articulatory terms, range in nature from ejective to (at least) uvulo-
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pharyngealised. Moreover, even an attempt to define this particular aspect of 

emphatics is problematic, since researchers have reached different conclusions as to 

whether the constriction is generally pharyngeal, specifically upper pharyngeal 

('uvularisation'), or specifically lower pharyngeal ('pharyngealisation'). For this 

reason, many prefer to designate it 'pharyngealisation', since this term focuses on a 

general role of the pharynx in the production of emphatics. 

Generally, we could say that the particularly resonant quality of emphatics 

may be enhanced by increasing the volume of the oral cavity. In addition to tongue 

retraction (and perhaps lip-protrusion, or at least lack of lip-spreadedness), this is also 

achieved by lowering the jaw in production of the emphatics in comparison with the 

non-emphatics. This lowering is what causes the dorsal concavity, or sulcalisation, 

observed in x-ray tracings. The effect of increasing the volume of the oral cavity by 

such means also potentially serves to prolong any period of pre-voicing, since supra

glottal air pressure is lowered by the increase in volume of the oro-pharyngeal cavity, 

meaning that glottal vibration can endure for a longer period before the release of the 

oral constriction. This point will be taken up again in instrumental analyses of VOT in 

the following subsection, since it is relevant to the fmding that the voiced emphatic t;l 

generally has a longer voicing lead than the non-emphatic voiced stops (e.g. band d). 

Another means of enlarging the oral cavity is lip protrusion. While in many 

dialects of Arabic there is either a degree of lip protrusion in emphatic production (in 

citation forms), or at least an apparent contrast between spread-lip position for non

emphatics and neutral lip-position for emphatics, 26 it is known that there are varieties 

of Arabic in which the production of emphatics involves lip protrusion I rounding 

which has become a systematic part of the emphatic sound. This is what we see, for 

instance, in ~ancani Arabic (Yemen), in which 'emphasis has two or three articulatory 

correlates: pharyngealization - velarization and prolabialization.' 27 Further, Watson 

(2002:269) 28 observes that 'in a number of modem Arabic dialects, 

pharyngealization ... is enhanced ... in the pharyngealized oral consonants by 

labialization and lateral spreading and concavity of the tongue. ' 29 In many dialects, 

26 See this characterisation in Ingham (1973, 1974, 1976). 
27 Watson (1996:45). 
28 Also Watson ( 1999). 
29 The point of enhancement will be taken up again in the discussion of the acoustic correlates of 
emphatic sounds. 
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such as Cairene, 30 there is slight lip protrusion or rounding, but this is confmed to the 

emphatic segment itself (and thus not systematised), while in ~anc3.ni labialisation is 

systematic to the point where the labial quality spreads across the word. 31 The 

phonological effects of this are discussed in Chapters 5-6. 

2.2.2 Auditory and acoustic characteristics 

Ladefoged (1993:231) describes one type of secondary articulation as the 

superimposition of a narrowing of the pharynx, arguing that as cardinal vowel 5- [a] 

- is the most back possible vowel without producing pharyngeal friction, it is the 

imposition of this vowel quality as a secondary articulation which causes what he 

calls pharyngealisation. This is the central tenet of this thesis (i.e. the equation of 

vowel-quality [a] and the notion of 'pharyngeal'). 

In acoustic terms, it has been well documented that emphatics exhibit 

significantly lowered second formant and perhaps slightly raised frrst formant 

transitions. 32 Several researchers claim that the upper pharyngeal constriction of 

emphatics is responsible for the low F2 transitions, whereas the lower pharyngeal 

constriction caused by retracted tongue root (in feature terms, analysed as [ -ATR]) 

causes raised F1•
33 Goad (1991) and Shahin (1996, 2002) claim that 'emphasis' is 

really backing (in other words, phonetically velarisation or uvularisation), which 

causes lowered F2, whereas it is ATR-harmony (or pharyngealisation) that causes 

lowering, which is evidenced in raised F1 alongside the lowered F2•
34 Obrecht (1968) 

claims that it is only the lowered frequency of the second formant which causes a 

segment to be perceived as emphatic. However, there is some distinction which must 

be drawn here, since it is known that labialisation or lip protrusion also causes 

significantly lowered F2. Labialisation is characterised by low F2 due to the increase 

in volume of the oral cavity created by lip protrusion. The low F2 typical of 

30 Watson (2002:270) citing Lehn & Abboud (1965) and Harrell (1957). 
31 Watson (2002:270). · 
32 See Younes (1982), al-Ani & el-Dalee (1984), Kuriyagawa et al. (1988), Herzallah (1990), 
Zawaydeh (1998), Giannini & Pettorino (1982), among others. Also Younes (1993) reports F2 drop in 
vowels affected by neighbouring emphatics, but does not mention the ftrst formant. However, his 
spectrograms show higher F 1 transitions in an emphatic environment, e.g. in comparing the minimal 
~air [daallaat] and [~aat] (pp.143-4). 
3 Card (1983), Shahin (1996). 

34 ATR vowel harmony alongside uvularisation harmony has been proposed for Palestinian Arabic (see 
Shahin, 1996, 2002). However, the laxness of the vowels in these environments is a correlate of either a 
short vowel or emphasis, and is thus not distinctive. See my discussion in Chapter 3. 
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uvularisation I pharyngealisation is also enhanced by an increase in the volume of the 

oral cavity, through tongue retraction and sulcalisation (via jaw-lowering). Therefore, 

there is some overlap between uvularisation I pharyngealisation and labialisation. 

However, a distinction should still be drawn, since although it may be predominantly 

the lowered F2 of the CV transitions that caused an emphatic to be perceived as such, 

the raised F1 is still a regular, noticeable feature, and it is this pattern that 

distinguishes u-type from a-type resonance quality. 

Figure 2.7, below, shows the typical formant patterns of cardinal vowels 1 [i], 

5 [a] and 8 [u],35 with the formant structures marked. 

35 The soundflles from which these analyses were drawn are from Bruce Hayes' website: 
http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/peoplelhayes/103/charts/VChart/. 
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Figure 2.7 Spectrograms of cardinal vowels [a], [u], [i] showing the formant 
structures; data from Bruce Hayes of UCLA (adult male) 

(i) Cardinal vowel5 =[a] 

Hz 

a 
0 0.607125 

Time (s) 

(ii) Cardinal vowel8 = [u} 

Hz 

..,.111111--- F2 u 
0 

IIIII Fl 
0.457313 

Time (s) 

(iii) Cardinal vowel] = [i] 

IIIII F3 
IIIII F2 

• 

IIIII F1 1 
0 0.425812 

Time (s) 
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This can be summarised in the following typical pattems:36 

• 'pharyngeal' [a] -low-mid spectral convergence ofF1 & F2 c. 1000Hz 
-low-mid concentration of energy (mAss) 

• 'labio-velar' [u] -low spectral convergence ofF1 & F2 c. 500Hz 
-low concentration of energy (rUmp) 

• 'palatal' [i] -high spectral convergence of F2 & F3 c. 2500-3000 Hz 
-low and high concentrations of energy (dip) 

Thus, typically, transitions into an [a]-like vowel show raised F1 and 

somewhat lowered F2, while those into an [u]-like vowel will show significantly 

lowered F2, and those into an [i]-like vowel will show significantly raised F2. 

The midpoint frequencies of the vowels given in Figure 2.7, above, are shown 

in Table 2.1 (Hz):37 

Table 2.1 

Vowel 

[a] 

[u] 

[i] 

Midpoint frequencies (Hz) of the cardinal vowels [a], [u], [i] shown in 
Figure 2.7 (data from Bruce Hayes ofUCLA) 

I FJ I F2 
I 

F3 I F2- F1 
I 

FrF2 I 

I 
737 J 1048 

1 2168_j 311 
I 

1120 J 
I 

302 
I 

754 
I 

2399 
I 

452 J 1645 
J 

I 
291 

I 
2353 

I 

3235 1 2062 I 
882 

I I 

The data in Table 2.1 give the following values when converted into the Bark scale:38 

Table 2.2 Midpoint frequencies (Bark) of the cardinal vowels [a], [u], [i] shown 
in Figure 2. 7 (data from Bruce Hayes of UCLA) 

Vowel Fl I F2 I FJ I F2- FJ j FrF2 J 
[a] 

I 
6.796 J 8.813_ j 13.55 J~17_j 4.73?_ J 

[u] 12~ 6.918 
I 

14.225 
I 

3.871 I 7.307 I 
[i] __j. 2.932 

I 
14.097 

I 
16.165 

I 
11.165 1 -=~ 

36 See the schematic spectra representing acoustic templates for the elements [A], [U] and [I] in Harris 
p994:139), where 'mAss', 'rUmp' and 'dip' are coined as labels for these spectra. 
7 To the nearest whole figure. 

38 Conversion, as per Traunmiiller (1990}, is: z = [(26.81 xf) I (1960 +f)]- 0.53. Values rounded to 3 
decimal places. 
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The reason for showing the Bark-scaled data above is that there is evidence for 

a critical distance between formants whereby if 'two formant frequencies are 

separated by less than 3-3.5 Bark, integration (fusion into a single peak [on the 

spectral template]) will occur.' 39 That is, according to the Spectral Integration 

Hypothesis, integrated formants will be perceived by listeners as effectively one 

spectral energy peak. 

The values in Table 2.2 show that (at least for the values of the vowels 

analysed here) the first and second formants of the vowel [a] are likely to be 

perceived as one spectral peak (i.e. energy is particularly salient in the low-mid part 

of the sonorant frequency range of the spectrum), and the second and third formants 

of the vowel [i] are likely to be perceived as one spectral peak (i.e. energy is 

particularly salient towards the high end of the sonorant frequency range of the 

spectrUm, in addition to the energy peak at the very bottom of it). The pattern of [u] 

shows that the first and second formants (for this instance of [u]) are marginally 

outside the critical distance for spectral integration, but this could still be considered 

near spectral integration (as compared with [a], which shows definite spectral 

integration). However, the value for the third and second formants of [u] show these 

to be perceptually very distinct, and thus quite unlike the pattern for [i], whereby these 

formants form one perceptual peak. 

In one respect, a certain similarity between [a] and [u] can be seen: for [a], 

F1-F2 are close enough to be perceived as effectively one spectral peak;40 for [u], F2 is 

so lowered that it approaches F1•
41 Thus, if the second formant were particularly 

salient in the perception of [u], there would be a potential perceptual similarity with 

[a], for which the perceptually merged peaks may be seen to have their energy mass 

beginning at around the same frequency as the salient energy mass of the second 

formant of [ u]. While I am not claiming that the formant patterns of [a] and [ u] are 

similar enough as to be perceptually confusable in isolation, I suggest that as a minor 

modification of a sound with other salient resonant characteristics, i.e. a secondary 

articulation, the systematic contrast between 'plain' and pharyngealised I uvularised 

39 Hayward (2000:155--6). 
40 Here, though, the fact that the third formant is also slightly lowered means that perceptually, a huge 
mass of energy is perceived in the middle of the sonorant frequency range. 
41 Although it should be observed here that the third formant is thus very distinct from the first and 
second. 
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vs that between 'plain' and labio-velarised, may not be especially distinct. I.e., since 

the lowering of the second formant to approach the (rising) first (creating one salient 

mass of energy) is likely to be a characteristic of the formant transitions of a 

pharyngealised I uvularised segment, and since formant transitions are necessarily 

relatively rapid, it is possible that the formant transitions of a labio-velarised segment 

(where F2 is significantly lowered into the region of the salient energy mass seen with 

[a]) may be similar enough to achieve roughly the same perceptual effect. 

Moreover, in a sound system which phonologically exploits resonance patterns 

in consonants (especially if there is a particularly small vowel inventory), the vowels 

are likely to become part of this systematic contrast, such that the resonance pattern 

which most clearly differs from the 'modified' segment may become associated with 

the 'plain' segments. That is, in a system that begins to exploit a 'pharyngeal' contrast 

primarily in its consonants (as seen in the development of emphatics), since this is 

associated with one characteristic resonance pattern, and thereby, by default, with any 

vowel which has that characteristic pattern, it is likely that the segments associated 

with 'non-pharyngeal' will become associated with the resonant pattern most distinct 

from that of 'pharyngeal'. Thus the [i] pattern is likely to become associated with 

'non-pharyngeal', contrasting with the [a] pattern of 'pharyngeal', potentially leaving 

the [ u] pattern as either neutral or associated with either of the salient resonance 

patterns of the sound system. However, since the F1-F2 and F:z-F3 patterns of [u] are 

perceptually exactly the opposite of the F1-F2 and F2-F3 patterns of [i], it is 

overwhelmingly likely that [u] will come to be associated with the 'pharyngeal', 

rather than the 'non-pharyngeal', segments, OJ;", in perceptual terms, 'back' vs 

'front' .42 This patterning is seen in certain dialects of Arabic, while in other dialects 

this [u]-patteming of 'back' (opposing 'front') sounds is not as systematic. 

One final point here is that while emphatics are known to have significant 

effects on adjacent vowels (backing /lowering of i, generally a lowering I backing of 

a and prevention of the raising I fronting effects of imala, depending on the dialect), u 

42 See Chapter 6 where I show how these are phonologically exploited in Arabic. 
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is for some dialects reported to be the least affected. 43 However, this has more to do 

with the effects of imala in the non-emphatic environment, as discussed in Chapter 6. 

Figure 2.8, following, shows spectrograms (and waveforms) of Syrian Arabic 

plain and coronal emphatic stops:44 

Figure 2.8 Spectrograms and waveforms showing Syrian Arabic 'plain' vs 
emphatic coronal stops word-initially; data from the UCLA phonetics 
database, spoken by an adult male 

(i) Voiceless coronal stops [t] and{(] 

0 0.269486 
Time (s) 

0 0.269486 
Time (s) 

0 0.290226 
Time(s) 

a 
0 0.290226 

Time (s) 

43 Younes (1982:14-15,27), for instance, shows for Rural Palestinian Arabic that short vowels display 
considerable backing in the emphatic environment, except for u (which he says is inherently back). 
44 These soundfiles are available from the UCLA phonetics database and downloadable from: 
http://www. phonetics. ucla.edu/. 
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(ii) Voiced coronal stops [d) and [{I] 

0 0.404319 
Time (s) 

d a 

0 0.404319 
Time (s) 

0 0.508157 
Time (s) 

d 

0 0.508157 
Time (s) 

These spectrograms clearly show approximation of the first and second 

formants of the vowel following the emphatics, as compared with the non-emphatics, 

with the F1 transitions noticeably raised.45 It is also clear that both the voiceless stops 

(t and 0 are lightly aspirated46 and that voiced d and {I are fully voiced, with a 

significant period of voicing lead. 47 Voiced emphatic {I also has a longer closure 

duration and intra-oral pressure is probably greater, resulting in a 'double-edge' effect. 

45 In the case of a, it is not just the transitions that are affected, but also the steady state of the vowel. 
Thus, a has the allophone [re] after d and [a]-[A] after (and{/. 
46 VOT values 30 and 35 ms, respectively (values to the nearest 5 ms). 
47 VOT values -130 and -185 ms, respectively. Burst duration (i.e. the difference between the burst 
release and the rise time of the following vowel) is 20 ms for {tal but only 10 ms for dal. 
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A study of VOT in Syrian Arabic by Jesry (1996) (using three subjects from 

different parts of Syria) 48 tested word-initial obstruents uttered within the frame 

qala ... al- 'an ('he said ... now'). The following graph summarises Jesry's results for 

average VOT values (ms)49 of voiceless stops in the environment of short vowels:50 51 

Figure 2.9 

0 

Syrian Arabic- mean VOTvalues of voiceless stops preceding [i}, [a}, 
[u] (n = 30); (from Jesry, 1996; the results are his analysis of 10 
tokens from 3 adult subjects for each of the 12 target CV sequences) 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 ms 

48 The regions of origin of the speakers or dialect-types spoken were not mentioned; the study was of 
'Arabic', the carrier sentence and target words were Standard Arabic, and the stimulus presented 
orthographically. Target phones were also Standard Arabic. However, while speakers may (to a gretaer 
or lesser degree) be aware of some differences in pronunciation between Standard I Classical Arabic 
and their native dialect, factors such as VOT seem to be unconscious and therefore uncontrolled, even 
where a speaker is aiming at 'Standard' Arabic. 
49 To the nearest whole figure. 
50 The results given for the long vowels [i:] and [u:] showed VOT values on average 7ms longer and 
lOms longer respectively than the corresponding short counterparts. For the long vowel [a:], the results 
varied from 3 ms longer to 3.5 ms shorter than the corresponding short vowel. 
51 See the Appendix for tables listing the actual results relating to all the following graphs. 
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From this, we can summarise two things for Jesry's Syrian subjects: 1) VOT 

did not change consistently as a function of vocalic environment when the vowel is 

short; 2) VOT increased as a function of type of stop (i.e. place of articulation and 

emphatic vs non-emphatic) in the following order: ~ < t < q· < k, although the 

differences were not great or consistent enough to indicate any degree of linguistic 

significance. However, it is known that place of articulation affects the VOT values of 

lag stops such that VOT increases with relative backness (from anterior-posterior 

occlusion). 52 

Overall, the results indicate that for these subjects, all four voiceless stops are 

what would be considered 'short-lag' stops, 53 that is, somewhere between the norms 

for voiceless stops in English (aspirated) and French or Spanish (unaspirated).54 

For the voiced stops, the following graph is a summary of Jesry's results for 

the average voicing lead values in ms in the environment of short vowels:55 

s2 See Lisker & Abramson (1964), and for voiced stops Smith (1978). 
sJ Ladefoged & Cho (2001:217) note that one cannot give an exact boundary for where a voiceless stop 
is effectively 'plain' vs 'aspirated'. Their study of 18languages shows that 'aspiration' is a continuum. 
S4 See Lisker & Abramson (1964), whose average values for English voiceless stops are: p 58ms; t 
70ms; k 80ms. 
ss Although the long vowels follow the general pattern summarised with respect to each other, there is 
no consistent pattern of difference in the values of the voicing leads of stops preceding long vowels in 
comparison to their short counterparts (i.e. sometimes they are longer, sometimes shorter, sometimes 
the same, apparently fairly randomly). 
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Figure 2.10 Syrian Arabic- mean VOT values of voiced stops preceding [i], [a], 
[u] (n = 30); (from Jesry, 1996; the results are his analysis of 10 
tokens from 3 adult subjects for each of the 9 target CV sequences) 

-80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 

~· ~1 

~u 

ms 

We can summarise from these results that any .increase in voicing lead as a 

function of either vocalic context or type of voiced stop (emphatic vs non-emphatic) 

is not linguistically significant. 56 However, in both these respects the results are 

interesting. Firstly, the results do consistently show that voicing lead increases 

slightly preceding a high back vowel. There is also a tendency for shorter lead in stops 

preceding (long or short) i than preceding any of the other vowels. Secondly, the 

results show that in the environment of short vowels the duration of voicing lead is 

least for the non-emphatic coronal, with the order: b > r) > d. If the long vowels are 

included, however, this order becomes r) > b > d. It is known that labials tend to have 

longer voicing lead durations than coronals, 57 but interesting that there is some 

56 Although Jesry (1996:117-18) states that voicing lead increases consistently for stops preceding high 
back vowels, since the results range only from -62 to -75 ms (i.e. a difference of only 13 ms between 
the longest and shortest voicing leads), this cannot be considered linguistically significant. 
57 See Lisker & Abramson (1964), Lehiste (1970), Smith (1978), Yeni-Komshian et al. (1977), Flege & 
Port (1981). 
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variation here between the labial and emphatic coronal r;l. As noted earlier, the 

lowered jaw alongside the dorsal concavity increases the size of the oral cavity, thus 

allowing glottal pulsing to endure for a longer period without releasing the 

constriction due to the initial lowered intra-oral air pressure. 

Overall, while there are small differences in VOT values between the 

voiceless stops and also between the voiced stops, these are phonetic and probably 

somewhat variable. In terms of linguistic significance, we can summarise that for the 

speakers of Syrian Arabic tested by Jesry, stops may be either voiced or voiceless 

(slightly aspirated), i.e. that there are two categories. This is shown in the graph below, 

which illustrates the mean VOT for all stops (averaged across vocalic environment). 

Figure 2.11 Syrian Arabic- mean VOT values of all stops preceding short vowels 
(n = 90); (from Jesry, 1996; the results are his analysis of 30 tokens 
from 3 adult subjectsforeach ofthe 7 stops) 

-80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 ms 
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The results obtained by Jesry (1996) are supported by a study of voicing in 

Lebanese Arabic conducted by Yeni-Komshian et al. (1977), whose results for 

voiceless stops preceding short vowels are summarised as follows: 

Figure 2.12 Lebanese Arabic- mean VOT values of voiceless stops preceding [i], 
[a], [u] (n = 64),· (from Yeni-Komshian et al., 1977; the results are 
their analysis of 8 tokens from 8 adult subjects for each of the 12 
target CV sequences) 

0 10 20 30 40 ms 

:- : a ~u 

The results above show that voiceless stops preceding i have a longer VOT 

than those preceding a; and a tendency to have a longer VOT than stops preceding u. 

In terms of VOT as a function of type of stop (place of articulation and emphatic vs 

non-emphatic), the shortest VOT time is more likely to be shown by emphatic ( and I 

or non-emphatic t, and the longest possibly by q. There is too much overlap, however, 

for this to be considered really systematic. 
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Yeni-Komshian et al.'s (1977) results for voiced stops preceding short vowels 

are shown in Figure 2.13 below. 

Figure 2.13 Lebanese Arabic- mean VOT values of voiced stops preceding [i], [a], 
[u] (n = 64); (from Yeni-Komshian et al., 1977; the results are their 
analysis of 8 tokens from 8 adult subjects for each of the 9 target CV 
sequences) 

b 

d 

d 

-90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 ms 

~i :-: a 

The results above show consistently that the shortest lead for voiced stops is of 

those preceding i, which are always shorter than that of stops preceding u or a (there 

is some overlap betweent the latter two). In terms of type of stop (place of articulation 

I non-emphatic vs emphatic), however, there seems to be some overlap, although the 

mean values show the decreasing order b > cj > d. It is clear that the two dialects have 

similar phonological I perceptual VOT zones, as can be seen in the following chart, 

which should be compared with that given for the results of Jesry ( 1996) (Figure 2.11 ): 
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Figure 2.14 Lebanese Arabic- mean VOT values of stops preceding short vowels 
(n = 192); (from Yeni-Komshian et al., 1977; the results are their 
analysis of 24 tokens from 8 adult subjects for each of the 7 stops) 

-80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 ms 

However, we cannot assume that results such as those above are uniform 

across Arabic dialects. In fact, it is possible that there may be an interesting pattern in 

terms of Levantine urban dialects (such as those investigated by the two studies 

above), which seem to be more innovative in this respect, compared with Bedouin(

origin) dialects. 58 

Heselwood (1996) discusses the contrast between Baghdadi and Cairene 

Arabic in terms of the VOT oft and (. What he found, in an instrumental investigation 

of the production of t and ( word-medially and word-initially by four speakers of 

Muslim Baghdadi 59 Arabic and four speakers of Cairene Arabic, was that for the 

58 Arabic dialect geography is discussed in Chapter 5. Here, the purpose is to point out that there 
appears to be some dialectal variation in terms of the potential r&nge of VOT values of emphatic I non
emphatic stops, which may be . predictable according to dialect type. Chapter 3 demonstrates the 
historical development of this variation. 
59 See Chapter 5 for dialect classification. Muslim Baghdadi (unlike Jewish and Christian Baghdadi) is 
a Mesopotamian gilir dialect, and thus a Bedouin-origin dialect. 
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Cairene speakers t and ( are voiceless and aspirated, both with quite a wide range of 

VOT values, but with the ranges and means of the VOT values for both t and (being 

extremely close. In other words, there is no distinction in laryngeal status between t 

and ( in Cairene Arabic. This contrasts, however, with (Muslim) Baghdadi Arabic, for 

which tis voiceless aspirated and (is 'plain' voiceless (with short lag), and the VOT 

values for t tend to be roughly double that of (. The range of values for t is also 

noticeably wider than that for(. His results are summarised in the charts below, with 

mean VOT values (in ms) per subject in Figures 2.15 (Baghdadi speakers) and 2.16 

(Cairene speakers), and with the absolute range of VOT values for each of the two 

dialects in Figure 2.17.60 

Figure 2.15 Muslim Baghdadi Arabic- mean VOT values of £0 and [t] (n = 4); 
(from Heselwood, 1996; the results show the means of 4 tokens for 
each of4 speakers, labelled B1-B4) 
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60 The actual results are tabulated in the Appendix. 
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Figure 2.16 Cairene Arabic - mean VOT values of fO and [t] (n = 4); (from 
Heselwood, 1996,· the results show the means of 4 tokens for each of 4 
speakers, labelled C1-C4) 
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Figure 2.17 Muslim Baghdadi vs Cairene Arabic- ranges of VOT values for £0 
and [t] for all4 speakers of each dialect,· (from Heselwood, 1996; the 
ranges are across the total 16 tokens per target) 
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The results obtained for Cairene (by Heselwood, 1996) are very similar to 

those obtained for Lebanese Arabic (by Yeni-Komshian et al., 1977) and for Syrian 

Arabic (by Jesry, 1996). 

For some dialects of Arabic, such as Iraqi, it is often noted in descriptive 

grammars that { is unaspirated, whereas t is aspirated. Grammars for other dialects 

(such as Cairene and Damascene) don't note this, however. 61 The studies above 

indicate that this may be systematic, rather than accidental. This leads one to wonder 

how far dialects can be classified as being of one type or another in terms of how 

many categories of distinctive voicing are included in the ~ound system of a given 

61 Although Harrell (1957:27) observes that in Egyptian Arabic, f has an unaspirated allophone in free 
variation with the (nonnally) aspirated realisation when f is in the onset of a stressed syllable. 
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dialect.62 In order to lend a little more credence to this hypothesis, I have conducted 

acoustic analyses of varieties of Arabic that can be classified as Bedouin( -origin), that 

is, Baghdadi Arabic and, broadly, Saudi Arabic. VOT values have been measured for 

a number of tokens, and the results displayed below. 

The tokens analysed for Baghdadi Arabic were taken from the CDs 

accompanying Alkalesi (2001), which comprises 16 lessons.63 The results are shown 

in graphs below (tables showing the tokens and individual measurements are given in 

the Appendix). 64 

The analysis consists of 48 tokens in total, six for each of the eight stops t ( k q 

b d f/. g.65 The tokens were selected from Lessons 9-1666 on the basis of being word

initial (in order to be able to measure the VOT of the voiced stops) and of being 

followed by the vowel a. 67 The mean VOT values 68 (rounded to the nearest 

millisecond for all my analyses) for each of the eight stops are displayed in Figure 

2.18 below, while Figure 2.19 shows the actual ranges of VOT values obtained for 

each of the eight stops.69 

The results presented in the graphs below clearly back up Heselwood's (1996) 

study with regards to the voiceless stops. That is, both t and k are voiceless aspirates 

62 I have not been able here to investigate this comprehensively, as it is an enormous undertaking. It 
remains as the topic of future research. 
63 Just over 6 hrs 41 mins of recording, which consisted of dialogue and lexical items (each recorded 
twice), by one speaker (the author). He describes the dialect as that of 'middle-class Baghdad', 
although clearly of the gilit (Muslim Baghdadi) type. 
64 Although three sets of analyses were performed, on three different sets of tokens, only the results of 
Analysis 1 are discussed here. This is because Analyses 2 and 3, of voiced stops, showed nothing 
further. The results of all three analyses are tabulated in the Appendix. 
65 The Iraqi dialects of Baghdad and southwards are known as the gilit dialects because they are 
marlced by the realisation of *q as g (although there are dialects further to the south where q is 
commonly realised as j [d3] or y un. There are many lexemes which are, however, realised with q. 
Additionally, these dialects (to varying degrees) palatalise k in certain environments to t [tfl. See 
Chapter 5 of this thesis. The voiceless aspirate p, which exists marginally in Iraqi Arabic (normally in 
loans from Farsi and English), has not been included in these analyses, because although the few 
tokens in these recordings which contain this segment are produced as voiceless aspirates, it is my 
experience that very few Iraqi Arabs actually produce this segment as voiceless, and instead merge it 
with b. Lastly, in these dialects, the emphatic segments *9 and *f) have merged to 9 (in some lexemes 
realised as non-emphatic o). However, some tokens in these recordings were produced with [c;l], 
presumably for pedagogical reasons to differentiate them from 9. In Iraqi Arabic normally, these two 
segments have completely merged. . 
66 The exception to this is two tokens of [c;la:bu~] (from /()abuV), which are from Lesson 5 - this is 
because there were very few tokens on the COs with this segment in initial position. 
67 The exception to this is, again, the two tokens of [c;la:butl, in which [c;l] is followed by long [a:]. 
68 VOT values for voiceless stops have been calculated by measuring the duration of the period 
between the burst release of the stop (marked at the beginning of the amplitude change on the 
waveform, and checked against the spectrogram) and the onset of regular glottal pulsing (evidenced in 
most cases by the appearance of the second formant, checked against the waveform). The VOT values 
for voiceless stops have been calculated by measuring the duration of glottal pulsing preceding the 
burst release (as seen on the waveform and checked against the spectrogram) with the onset of voicing 
evidenced by amplitude deviation from the baseline of the waveform (against the spectrogram). 
69 The actual results obtained from each token are tabulated in the Appendix. 
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and f and q are both voiceless unaspirated. The means of these VOT values were: t 

31ms, k 39ms, f 11ms, q 15ms. Therefore, the mean values fort and k are more than 

double those for f and q, respectively. Moreover, Figure 2.18 shows that the two 

ranges (t I k vs f I q) are discrete. Therefore, in Iraqi Arabic, unlike the dialects of 

Syria and Lebanon discussed above, there are two series of voiceless stops: voiceless 

aspirated and 'plain' voiceless. It is clear that these dialects, which are generally 

considered more conservative, have the three-way voicing series seen in the Semitic 

languages that have ejectives (such as Tigrinya), and as generally assumed for Proto

Semitic. 

However, the results for the voiced series are not so clear, in two respects. 

Firstly, although I argue for a three-way voicing series, what evidence is there against 

a four-way series? That is, if e.g. emphatic f is of a different voicing series from its so

called 'plain' counterpart t, it is feasible that emphatic r;l by analogy may have 

developed into a different voicing series from d, thus having a significantly longer 

voicing lead. I have never seen it claimed for any language that there are two 

distinctive series of voiced stops,70 but this cannot be ruled out on this basis alone. 

The other study seen of emphatic vs non-emphatic VOT, that of Heselwood (1996), 

analysed only the voiceless stops, so there is no other work available to check this 

issue for Baghdadi Arabic (i.e. a Bedouin-origin dialect type). However, my analysis 
I 

shows that whereas r;l clearly tends to have a longer lead than the other voiced stops, 

the value of this lead is nowhere near double that of d (the mean VOT values are: 

b -41ms, d -47ms, r;/-76ms, g -47ms), and the ranges of VOT values are not discrete 

(recall that this was the case for t vs f). The voicing lead is markedly longer than that 

of the other voiced stops, but as discussed, this is to be considered a phonetic effect 

and not linguistically significant. 71 

70 By this, I mean two series differentiated by the length of the voicing lead alone. Thus, I am not 
including here the voiced vs implosive distinction, or the voiced vs breathy-voiced distinction; likewise 
the voiced vs pre-nasalised voiced distinction, as in languages like Gbeya, Yulu, Sara, Berta, Ngizim, 
Alawa and Siriono (see Maddieson, 1984). 
71 The other two analyses (of voiced stops from other parts of the soundfJ.les) showed that, overall, f,i 
had a mean voicing lead greater than that of the non-emphatic voiced stops, with the range of absolute 
values for f,i tending to be wider than, although not discrete from, the ranges of values forb d g. The 
results are therefore not presented here, although they are tabulated in the Appendix. It should also be 
noted that gilit Iraqi dialects do not have emphatic f,i naturally (it is merged with if), but presumably for 
pedagogical reasons was pronounced as a stop in these soundfJ.les where it is written as such (in 
Standard Arabic). This may also have affected the results. Additionally, it should be noted that the 
voicing lead values for the tokens in Analysis 2 are much longer than those for Analysis 1. This is 
because the Analysis 2 tokens were selected from Lesson 1, which focuses strongly on pronunciation 
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Figure 2.18 Baghdadi Arabic- mean VOT values of 8 stops (n = 6); data from the 
soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001 ), of one adult male subject 
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and the differentiation of certain sounds. They were thus spoken more slowly, with distinguishing 
features (such as voicing) exaggerated. 
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Figure 2.19 Baghdadi Arabic- ranges of VOT values for 8 stops; data from the 
soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001), of one adult male subject,· 
the ranges are across the 6 tokens of each stop 
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Having evaluated the results for Baghdadi Arabic, the question now is whether 

other dialects that are considered to be of a conservative type would produce the same 

results as Baghdadi Arabic, rather than, say, Syrian, Lebanese or Cairene. The results 

of my analyses of tokens from the KACST Arabic Phonetic Database72 are presented 

below. The database consists of the results of nine experiments on seven Saudi 

Arabian speakers of Arabic conducted between 1984 and 1987, and contains the 

72 The database, available on three COs, is part of an ongoing speech technology project at the 
Computer and Electronics Research Institute of King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology in 
Saudi Arabia. See www.kacst.edu.sa. 
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soundfiles of all tokens recorded for the experiments. The target consonants 73 are 

presented in different positions within a carrier frame consisting of z and one of the 

three short vowels a, u, i, meaning that there are twelve tokens for each target 

consonant: 1) word-initially, word-medially and word-fmally, 2) within each of three 

vocalic environments 3) geminate or single. Thus, for example, there are twelve 

tokens for the target consonant t: ltazl, /tuz/, /tizl, /zataz/, /zutuz/, /zitiz/, /zattaz/, 

/zuttuz/, /zittiz/, /zat/, /zut/, /zit/. In my analyses, however, I have examined for the 

voiceless stops only those in word-initial and word-medial position, and for the 

voiced stops only those in word-initial position. 

Although the dialects spoken by each subject were not made directly clear, the 

birthplace of each was given. Six of the subjects come from the central Najd areas of 

north-eastern Arabia, and one from western Arabia. 74 This can be seen indicated on 

Map 2.1, below. 

73 Strictly speaking, the targets here are every haif, or consonantal segment, of Standard Arabic. This 
means that sounds such as g, which in many of the dialects of the Arabian Peninsula is the reflex of *q, 
are not included in the database. 
74 An overview of Arabic dialect groups is given in Chapter 5. 
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Map2.1 Saudi Arabia with birthplaces of K.ACST informanti5 

Arabian Sea 

Buraidah - subject 

Shaqra- subject B Huraymila - subject H 

The mean values of the VOT measurements for all KACST subjects are 

summarised for each of the target voiceless stops t ( k q into Figures 2.20-6, below. 

For each subject, the mean values have been calculated from nine tokens of each 

15 Map adapted from "Middle_east~l-200,3", downloaded from www.lib.utexas.edu. 
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consonant, that is, one for each of a, i and u, in word-initial and word-medial position 

(the latter both single and geminate).76 

Therefore, for the voiceless stops, a total of 252 tokens have been examined. 

Figures 2.20--6 show both the mean values as well as the range of values obtained per 

speaker, per target consonant. Overall, the mean VOT values in msec of voiceless 

stops for the group (across seven subjects) is t 35, ( 16, k 44, q 18. Therefore, it seems 

that here, too, VOT for t and k tend to be at least double that for ( and q (the 

exceptions are subject A and the coronals of subject M). Moreover, it can be seen 

from the ranges of values given in Figures 2.20--6 that the ranges for t and k tend to be 

discrete (or almost discrete) from those for (and q, with the exception of subject A 

and the coronals of subject M. Lastly, for subject H, one anomalous instance of a 

VOT of 10 ms fort was noted, but otherwise his VOT ranges are discrete (and the 

mean VOT oft is still a little over double that of (for this subject). 

Figure 2.20 Saudi Arabic - means and absolute ranges of VOT values for voiceless 
stops (n = 9)for one adult male subject (A, born in Riyadh); data from 
KACST database 
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76 Values rounded to the nearest whole ms. Actual values for all speakers are given in the Appendix. 
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Figure 2.21 Saudi Arabic- means and absolute ranges of VOT values for voiceless 
stops (n = 9)for one adult male subject (B, born in Shaqra); data from 
KACST database 
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Figure 2.22 Saudi Arabic - means and absolute ranges of VOT values for voiceless 
stops (n = 9) for one adult male subject (F, born in Buraidah); data 
from KACST database 
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Figure 2.23 Saudi Arabic - means and absolute ranges of VOT values for voiceless 
stops (n = 9)for one adult male subject (G, born in Albaha); data from 
KACST database 
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Figure 2.24 Saudi Arabic - means and absolute ranges of VOT values for voiceless 
stops (n = 9) for one adult male subject (H, born in Huraymila); data 
from KACST database 
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Figure 2.25 Saudi Arabic - means and absolute ranges of VOT values for voiceless 
stops (n = 9)for one adult male subject (M, born in Riyadh); data from 
KACST database 
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Figure 2.26 Saudi Arabic - means and absolute ranges of VOT values for voiceless 
stops (n = 9)for one adult male subject (Y, born in Riyadh); data from 
KACST database 
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Figures 2.2~ show that both ( and q are produced with less than half the 

VOT oft and k (the overall mean VOT values in msec for these segments across the 

group are: t 35, ( 16, k 44, q 18). 

The results of the VOT values obtained for the voiced stops b d l;P1 examined 

from the KACST database78 gave mean VOT values (msec) for the group (across 

seven subjects) as b -63, d -66, r;l -84. The results are not dissimilar to the Baghdad 

Iraqi results given above, i.e. r;l tends to have a longer voicing lead, but not long 

enough or consistently enough for it to be considered linguistically significant rather 

than a phonetic effect (as discussed). 

Figure 2.27 below summarises the overall mean VOT values (i.e. results 

averaged across all speakers) obtained for Saudi Arabic from the KACST database. 

Figure 2.27 Saudi Arabic - mean VOT values of all stops across 7 subjects (for 
voiceless stops, n = 63; for voiced stops, n = 21 ); data from KACST 
database 
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77 As noted, the target segments comprise those of 'Standard' Arabic, rather than Arabian Arabic. 
Therefore, g is not included, and rj and 9 are intended as separate segments, although the actual 
realisation of some speakers for both is 9 (fricated to a greater or lesser degree), which is more 
characteristic of Arabian dialects. . 
78 Mean values were calculated from the available three tokens per stop, that is, one for each of a, i and 
u, all in word-initial position. 
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To reiterate the results presented in this section, graphs comparing overall 

mean VOT values for all the studies presented here 79 are shown in Figure 2.28 for 

voiceless stops (including Tigrinya ejectives) and Figure 2.29 for voiced stops: 

Figure 2.28 Mean VOT values of voiceless stops in 5 dialects of Arabic and in 
Tigrinya (from Figures 2.6, 2.9, 2.12, 2.15, 2.16, 2.18, 2.27); data 
sources: Tigrinya = SOAS Phonetics Lab; Saudi = KACST database; 
Baghdadi K = Alkalesi (2001); Baghdadi H = Heselwood (1996); 
Cairene = Heselwood ( 1996); Lebanese = Yeni-Komshian et al. 
( 1977); Syrian= Jesry ( 1996) (NOTE: for Tigrinya, q = [k']) 

79 For the Baghdad Iraqi dialect of Alkalesi (2001), only the results of Analysis 1 are given, as they 
were most carefully controlled; the results of Heselwood (1996) relate only to t and !. and those of 
Jesry (1996) and Yeni-Komshian (1977) have only seven stops (no g); the results for Saudi Arabian 
Arabic (KACST), averaged across the seven S\lbjects, relate to the 252 voiceless tokens examined. 
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Figure 2.29 Mean VOTvalues ofvoiced stops in 4 dialects of Arabic (from Figures 
2.10, 2.13, 2.18, 2.27); data sources: Saudi = KACST database; 
Baghdadi K = Alkalesi (2001); Lebanese = Yeni-Komshian et al. 
( 1977); Syrian = Jesry ( 1996) 

-90 -70 -50 -30 -10 ms 

Clearly, this is not a systematic and CO!Jlprehensive analysis of this 

phenomenon. However, the evidence is that Arabic emphatic (and uvular q do not 

pattern with the voiceless aspirates t and k as regards voicing in some dialects, but that 

in others they do. This seems likely to correspond with the type of dialect. The 

Bedouin-origin dialect types discussed above, . i.e. Saudi (Arabian) and Muslim 

Baghdadi (Mesopotamian gilit), contrast t and ( for voicing as well as other correlates 
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of 'emphatic';80 the Levantine and urban Egyptian dialect types discussed above- i.e. 

Syrian, Lebanese, Cairene - do not contrast t and ( for voicing. Thus, the Bedouin

origin dialect types have a voicing series corresponding to 'emphatic' (at least for the 

voiceless emphatics), whereas in the Levantine I urban Egyptian dialects the voiceless 

emphatics have merged with the voiceless non-emphatics in terms of the voicing 

series, so that 'emphatic' has no laryngeal function of its own (this can be seen in 

Figure 2.28 by contrasting the bars corresponding to the overall mean VOT values 

obtained for each stop for the two types of dialect). It seems likely that the 

neutralisation of the voicing contrast between voiceless emphatics and non-emphatics 

in some dialect types would have been due to the increased phonological importance 

of the salience of the (backed) resonance quality of emphatics. Since it is not 

particularly economical to have multiple features associated with one contrast (by 

which I mean that it places more burden on both the phonology and on the motor 

system), 81 the one which is more salient phonologically I perceptually is likely to 

prevail. Thus, this is relevant to the overall sound system of a given dialect, and to the 

phonological behaviour of emphatics. The latter has a bearing since emphatics seem 

to have different spreading properties in different types of dialects. Therefore, the 

central focus of Chapter 5 is the (segmental) sound systems across Arabic as a whole, 

with the aim of looking at different types of dialects in order to see how far there is a 

correlation between such factors as how many voicing series a given dialect has, and 

how the spreading of emphatics works in that dialect. Eventually, such work would 

80 Additionally, a preliminary analysis of some sample soundflles of Jewish Baghdadi Arabic, which 
were kindly given to me by Eli Timan, show the same results. That is, in Jewish Baghdadi Arabic, t is 
clearly aspirated, whereas { is clearly 'plain' (unaspirated) voiceless. Jewish Baghdadi is a 
Mesopotamian qaltu dialect (in Blanc's 1964 terminology)- see Chapter 5- a dialect group which is 
not Bedouin-origin, but probably descended from the original sedentary dialects of Mesopotamia. 
81 The latter could be seen in terms of 'effort', as defmed by Flemming (2005: 10, esp. fn.5); however, 
this in no way means that languages necessarily prefer to exploit phones that are least effortful - it is 
clear that within a system saliency of certain features may be maximised, thus becoming characteristic 
of that sound system, but maximisation of a given feature may involve enhancing it through other 
mechanisms. Moreover, we should differentiate here between phonological and phonetic features; that 
is, a given salient aspect of a certain sound may be enhanced by combining articulatory mechanisms 
(e.g. jaw lowering, hence expansion of the volume of the oral cavity, may be used to enhance the 
saliency of pharyngeal stricture, or velic lowering, allowing more salient voicing, may be used to 
enhance the saliency of voiced stops, i.e. pre-nasalisation), but it is not necessarily the case that more 
that one phonologically manipulatable feature is involved, more that the phonological 'feature' is 
realised through (i.e. mapped onto) more than one articulatory feature. What is interesting, though, is 
how different sound systems manipulate different combinations of articulatory features (thus 
potentially giving a slightly different perceptual feature) in the realisation of what is normally seen as 
one phonological feature (theoretically canonised through the notion of 'redundancy'). This 
demonstrates how the phonetics-phonology interface interacts with sound systems, and why it is 
imperative that we see the sounds of a given language within the context of the overall system. 
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hope to go some way towards developing an integrated dialectal phonological 

typology of Arabic. 

Overall, then, the evidence is that certain dialects of Arabic are more 

conservative with respect to their voicing categories, which is three-way. This three

way voicing series is common to other Semitic languages, namely the south Semitic 

branch, i.e. Ethiopic and Modem South Arabian languages (see Chapter 4). As we 

have seen, however, in these languages the voicing series corresponding to 'emphatic' 

is realised as ejective (i.e. glottalised). It can thus be seen that the category 'emphatic' 

is phonologically a voicing series in Ethiopic and Modem South Arabian languages, 

and that in some dialects of Arabic this voicing series is still active, but only a part of 

the distinctive category 'emphatic' 

By contrast, there are dialects of Arabic in which the laryngeal function of 

'emphatic' seems to have merged completely with the other series (i.e. they do not 

retain a three-way series, and have only a voiced-voiceless distinction). 82 The 

historical development of emphatics is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, and this further 

supports the indication that Old Arabic would have had a three-way voicing contrast 

in the stop series, which has neutralised in some modem dialect types of Arabic. 

As a fmal note, it should be borne in mind that the acoustic studies presented 

here were very different in terms of experimental methodology and types of tokens, 

and presumably perhaps different in terms of the criteria for measuring VOT. It is 

thus perhaps misleading to compare the actual figures between these studies, and it is 

more instructive to look at the comparative values for types of stop (e.g. the t vs f 

trend between, say, Lebanese and Baghdadi). This is one of the reasons for presenting 

the data in the form of bar charts, so that the overall patterns can be seen and 

compared. As noted, the current work does not pretend to be a comprehensive 

analysis of VOT, but it does highlight the need for consistent and thorough inter

dialectal or cross-linguistic (say, across Semitic) studies (especially as regards the 

issue of the triads). 

82 However, it is not clear to what extent the neutralisation of the voiceless emphatic and voiceless non
emphatics has occurred (or is in the process of occurring) across the dialects of Arabic. As discussed 
later in this chapter, this is why a consistent and comprehensive cross-dialectal study of this feature is 
urgently needed. 
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Moving away from the synchronic angle and back to earlier Arabic, I noted in 

Chapter 1 that the eighth-century grammarian Sibawayh classified Arabic f not with t 

and k (mahmus) but with d (majhur). It should be noted that at this time, Arabic was 

in the process of spreading much more widely further to the conquests and along with 

the spread of Arabo-Islamic culture. The Arabic varieties spoken at this time would 

have been increasingly diversifying, and the grammarians themselves relied on 

grammaticality judgements of the (Arabian) Bedouin tribes. I argue, with the evidence 

that we have discussed, that the mahmus-majhur distinction relates not to 'voiced

voiceless', but to 'aspirated-unaspirated'. The fact that the voiceless segments f and q 

were classified with the voiced segments probably indicates not that they were voiced, 

but that they were voiceless, and that this distinction may have been somewhat 

neutralised word-internally and -fmally, as is often observed with 'plain' voiceless 

stops.83 It has indeed been observed that in (at least) some dialects of the Arabian 

Peninsula synchronically, emphatic f can sound somewhat voiced.84 I suggest that this 

is likely to be due to a degree of assimilation of f word-internally (/-fmally). It 

certainly corroborates the initial conclusions drawn here from the evidence presented. 

Lastly, for comparison, and to back up the phonological representations 

proposed in Chapter 3, the next two sections outline the main phonetic characteristics 

of uvulars and pharyngeals. 

2.3 Uvulars 

Maddieson (1984:32) shows that the proportion of UPSID languages with uvulars is 

14.8%, showing that cross-linguistically it is not the most common place of 

articulation for consonants. Most of the Semitic languages today have at least dorsal 

fricatives, but it is not always clear whether these are actually velar or uvular. For 

Arabic, although for some dialects the fricatives are said to be velar, they generally 

pattern most often as 'back' consonants. No Semitic language contrasts velar with 

uvular fricatives.85 The stop notated as 'q' in Semitic is generally either a uvular stop 

q or an ejective k' (which may in fact be somewhat backed).86 

83 For example, the English plain voiceless d voices intervocalically. 
84 Ingham (1982:58; p.c.). 
85 I therefore notate them throughout this thesis as x andy. 
86 Chapter 4 details the development of such segments across Semitic. 
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Within Arabic, synchronically, the situation with uvulars is not so clear-cut as 

that with pharyngeals and emphatics, since many dialects of Arabic do not have a 

uvular stop and some have velar rather than uvular fricatives. For example, Cairene 

has two velar fricatives and the historical uvular stop is produced as a glottal stop. In 

other dialects, the uvular stop is voiced, and often produced as a velar, or it may have 

simply fronted to k (as in some, typically rural, Palestinian varieties), or q is produced 

as a voiced uvular trill R (as in Khuzistani Arabic). Holes (2004:73) 87 notes the 

development of CA q as basically threefold, characterising 'city', 'rural' and 

'Bedouin' dialects. That is, the city dialects of the east (Cairo, Jerusalem, Damascus, 

Beirut) realise *q as .?; in rural Palestine *q is realised as k-If.; in Bedouin( -descended) 

populations (central and eastern Arabia and southern Iraq, including Muslim 

Baghdadi) *q is realised as g.88 However, there are dialects in which q persists.89 

2.3.1 Realisation ofuvulars 

Arabic uvulars have a similar effect on vowels as do emphatics. That is, e.g., 

synchronically, where the low vowel in many other environments is typically raised 

(to [£] or [re]) in most Arabic dialects, when following a uvular, according to 

Herzallah (1990:43), it is realised as [a] in at least Syrian Driiz, Lebanese, northern 

and Jenin Palestinian, and Iraqi. In fact, this is widely reported across the dialects. 

Uvular y, x, q are produced with much higher constriction than pharyngeals, 

but more backed than velars,90 with constriction occurring through retraction of the 

tongue dorsum towards the posterior wall of the oropharynx. Constriction is similar to 

that of the emphatics but, while in some respects they pattern phonologically as a 

class, uvulars do not trigger harmony to the same degree as emphatics.91 

Ghazeli (1977) says that the uvulars q, x and yare produced by an upward 

movement of the tongue (with constriction at the uvula), which results in a slight 

raising of the larynx. A backward movement results in the narrowing of the 

87 See for more extensive discussion Johnstone (1963). 
88 In some Bedouinite dialects, *q is palatalised in front vowel environments to palato-alveolar f or 
evendz. 
89 See Chapter 5 for more detailed discussion. 
90 Ghazeli (1977), McCarthy (1991, 1994). 
91 There are, however, many instances in Iraqi gilit dialects of emphatic ( having been apparently 
triggered by the presence of a uvular in the word. While this appears to have fossilised, it does indicate 
a degree of harmonisation. See Chapter 6 for detailed discussion of Muslim Baghdadi . 
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oropharynx. with the narrowest constriction being between the epiglottis and the back 

wall of the pharynx. However. the dorsal constriction for x in his study is slightly 

further forward than for q and y. Ghazeli (1977:59) states that backing of the front 

vowels is the only significant coarticulatory effect of the uvulars. However. the 

interesting point is that different dialects seem to treat the low vowel in the 

environment of uvulars differently. That is. in dialects where the low vowel a is 

fronted to [e] I [re] in non-guttural environments. it is both backed and lowered in the 

uvular environment. whereas in dialects where the low vowel is already central (Iraq 

and Jordan. amongst his informants). in the uvular environment it is only backed. 

According to Zeroual (2003:1859). the uvulars in Moroccan Arabic are 

produced with approximation of the dorsum and the anterior part of the velum in the 

context iCi. and between the dorsum and the uvula in the contexts aCa and uCu. 

2.3.2 Auditory and acoustic characteristics 

Segments with secondary uvulo-pharyngeal articulation (i.e. Arabic-style emphatics) 

exhibit significantly lowered F2 and raised F 1 transitions. In Arabic. the stop q has 

been observed in various studies to lower F2 transitions and some researchers also 

discuss raised F1 transitions. 92 McCarthy (1994:7) notes that uvular y and x are 

characterised by F2 as low as that of pharyngeals. but whereas the frrst formant is 

relatively high. it is not quite as high as for the pharyngeals. 

Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:36) note that the study of al-Ani (1970) (of 

Baghdadi Arabic) shows that the uvular stop lowers F2 for a following i or a. while F2 

is slightly raised in u following uvular stops (they also note that it's very evident that 

the major energy in the burst of the stop consonant is lower for q than fork). 

With regard to cross-linguistic characteristics of uvulars. Ladefoged & 

Maddieson (1996:36) discuss the results of their analysis of the production of uvular 

vs velar stops (voiceless vs ejective) by 12 speakers of K'ekchi. They observe that the 

major energy in the burst is lower for the uvulars than for the velars. and that for 75% 

92 Ghazeli (1977). al-Ani (1970), Card (1983), Bessell (1992), McCarthy (1994), Goad (1991), Butcher 
& Ahmad (1987), Shahin (2002). 
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of these K'ekchi speakers there is a noticeable lowering of F2 in the following 

vowel.93 

To conclude, I assume that uvulars (like emphatics) are characterised by the 

presence of a-quality (the element [A]). Velars, by contrast, are not. This will be 

shown in Chapter 3. 

2.4 Pharyngeals 

The majority of Semitic languages today have two pharyngeals, f and h. Those that 

don't are (Standard Israeli) Hebrew, in which f has merged with ? and h with x, 

Amharic, in which f has merged with ? and h with h, and some dialects of Neo

Aramaic. 94 The vast majority of Arabic dialects have pharyngeals, with the exceptions 

of such peripheral dialects as Maltese and Cypriot and those of sub-Saharan Africa. 95 

Additionally, in northern Yemeni Tihama the voiced pharyngeal has the reflex ?.96 

2.4.1 Realisation of pharyngeals 

It is known that pharyngeals are articulated with primary pharyngeal constriction, 

executed by the approximation of the back wall of the pharynx and the (retracted, and 

possibly lowered) root of the tongue, from the epiglottis down to the larynx. Catford 

(1977:163) notes that 'in faucal or transverse pharyngeal articulation the part of the 

pharynx immediately behind the mouth is laterally compressed, so that the faucal 

pillars move towards . each other. At the same time the larynx may be somewhat 

raised. This appears to be the most common articulation of the pharyngeal 

approximants [\'] and [h]. It is largely a sphincteric semi-closure of the oro-pharynx ... ' 

This is, according to Catford, the most common type of Arabic [\'].In-depth analyses 

93 This is supported by the work on uvulars in Salish languages by Goad (1991}, Bessell (1992) and 
Shahin (2002}, and for Caucasian languages by (in particular) Kodzasov (1987). 
94 Jastrow (1997:349) notes that in many North-East Neo-Aramaic (NENA) dialects, h > x and f > ? 
(>~. Fox (1997) notes that the NENA dialect of Jilu (a mountain village of I;Iakkari, south-eastern 
Turkey) has no pharyngeals (historical *f is simply elided, but the entire word is often 'flatted', i.e. 
emphatic). Garbell (1965) on Jewish NENA of north-western Iran and south-eastern Turkey shows no 
pharyngeals (these dialects are similar to Jilu). The Jewish NENA dialect of Arbil (Iraqi Kurdistan) has 
fin most cases, although *h is often x, although Khan ( 1999) notes that in Jewish Unnia (NW Iran) the 
pharyngeals 'have been lost' (*f is elided}, but that the entire word is pharyngealised. For the standard 
'lingua franca' Neo-Aramaic of the Iraqi Assyrians, Odisho (1975) has the two pharyngeals only in 
Arabic loans. See also Sara (1974) and Krotkoff (1982) on the Modem Chaldean of the Christians of 
the villages of Mangesh and Aradhin (respectively) in northern Iraqi Kurdistan. 
95 Kaye & Rosenhouse (1997:277). 
96 Watson (2002:18). 
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of Arabic show that in the production of f, both posterior pharyngeal wall and tongue 

root are moved inward from their rest positions, and the larynx is raised.97 The place 

of articulation with these segments is clearly the lower pharynx, as confirmed by 

Ghazeli's (1977) showing that the greatest constriction is below the epiglottis, at the 

fourth and fifth vertebrae. 

Zeroual (2003) shows for Moroccan Arabic that the pharyngeals are actually 

realised as epiglottal f and H. There appear to be two supraglottal constrictions, firstly 

there is 'constriction · between the tip of the epiglottis and the posterior pharyngeal 

wall (i.e. an epiglottopharyngeal constriction)', and secondly 'an anterior-posterior 

compression of the aryepiglottic sphincter'98 (aryepiglottal constriction), which causes 

approximation of the base of the epiglottis and the tip of the arytenoids. Additionally, 

fin Moroccan Arabic, according to this study, is always produced with laryngealised 

(creaky) voicing. Iraqi Arabic f, according to Butcher & Ahmad (1987), is a voiced 

approximant, often with stop articulation and accompanied by creaky voice. My 

impression from Iraqi is that in citation form, especially word-initially and word

finally, it tends to be a stop, often epiglottalised (the latter pre-pausally), but that in 

more rapid speech, especially word-internally, it sounds more approximant-like, but 

generally extremely creaky. It is certainly produced by speakers of dialects such as 

Iraqi and the various dialects of the Arabian Peninsula with greater constriction than 

that of speakers of sedentary dialects of the Levant, for instance. al-Ani (1970) had 

four Iraqi informants who produced f as a stop (in fact, al-Ani, 1970:62 notes that it is 

most commonly produced by his Iraqi informants as a voiceless stop, appearing on the 

spectrograms as a burst followed by 'voiced noise'), and the Iraqi informants of 

Butcher & Ahmad (1987) produced it as a voiced approximant with creaky voice, but 

word-fmally the segment had a stop portion.99 

With regard to the wide reports of creaky voice associated with pharyngeal f, 

Laufer & Condax (1979:75) hold that 'A pharyngeal with creaky voice is produced 

when the epiglottis creates an even narrower constriction with the pharynx wall, and 

97 Ghazeli (1977), Card (1983), McCarthy (1991, 1994). 
98 Zeroual (2003: 1859). 
99 In particular, see also the experimental work of John Esling on pharyngeals and epiglottals. 
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the epiglottis base touches the arytenoids with light pressure.' They thus see a 

physiological reason for creaky pharyngeals. 100 

McCarthy (1994) notes that in Ghazeli's (1977) spectrograms,101 the f looks 

like an intervocalic glide. It is my observation that fin Syria (sedentary dialects, both 

rural and urban) is articulated intervocalically as a 'soft' pharyngeal approximant, 

although in initial position it is barely perceptible in normal speech and easily 

confused with ? or even word-initial a. 102 Al-Ani (1970:91) also notes the dialectal 

variance in the production off: 'For the most part ... [it) seems to be a fricative except 

for Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, where it seems similar to the Iraqi /c/.' 103 

To conclude this section, Bessell (1992:94) summarises that: 

There are several salient details ... of Arabic pharyngeals ... which I outline here: (i) 

Arabic pharyngeals are produced with a constricted pharynx although 

descriptions vary on how this is achieved and the exact location of the maximal 

constriction; (ii) fil is often 'creaky' and/or glottalized on release; further, [?] is 

sometimes an allophone of /W; (iii) fi/ is a voiced approximant in Iraqi (Butcher 

& Ahmad 1987), reported as a spirant in Palestinian (Blanc 1953), as fricative

like in Tunisian (Ghazeli 1977), a sonorant in Lebanese (Klatt & Stevens 1969) ... 

2.4.2 Auditory and acoustic characteristics 

We have seen that most dialects of Arabic, as well as most other Semitic languages, 

have two pharyngeals - voiceless h and voiced f. h is clearly a fricative, while f is 

phonetically much more variable. 

Spectrographic evidence in Butcher & Ahmad (1987:162) clearly shows 

intense aperiodic energy in the production of h, in approximately the same frequency 

range as h (in a comparison of [hi:f] with [hi:f] ), but the second fonilant transition for 

h is significantly lower, with raised F1 also. In fact, almost all researchers observe that 

100 Without denying this as a trigger for creak in pharyngeal f, I believe that this has been systemised 
(i.e. phonologised) in Semitic, in that the creaky voice associated with ejectives has become 
perceptually linked with the creaky voice of pharyngeals. This point is taken up again in Chapters 3 
and4. 
101 These are mostly of Tunisian speakers, although his data does relate to other dialects. 
102 Also noted by Cowell (1964). 
103 Sibawayh classes f as 'between' a continuant and a stop, see al-Nassir (1993:47-8). 
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Ft is high for both f and h, whereas F2 is low. 104 As we have seen, this is the typical 

signature of cardinal vowel5, [a]. 

As Ghazeli (1977:51) argues, the constriction of the laryngo-pharynx and 

raising of the larynx creates a very narrow shape to the pharynx, which creates the 

resonance pattern of relatively high Ft and low F2. 

Examples are shown below105 of the very creaky nature of word-internal f in 

yafni 'it means', and its clear stop nature word-fmally in .faf 'it spread (out)'. 

104 Delattre (1971), Bessell (1992), Butcher & Ahmad (1987), Laufer & Baer (1988), Alwan (1986), 
Ghazeli (1977), McCarthy (1994), Al-Halees (2005), Zawaydeh (1999). Since the completion of this 
chapter, Heselwood (2007), which is a detailed study of Arabic f, has been published. 
105 As noted, this chapter is not intended as an acoustic analysis of pharyngeals; I have summarised the 
main points arising from the literature on the topic, to which the reader is referred. 
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Figure 2.30 Spectrograms and waveforms showing Iraqi (Baghdadi) Arabic word
final vs intervocalic voiced pharyngeal [f); data from the soundfiles 
accompanying Alkalesi (2001), spoken by an adult male 

(i) Word-final [f) in 'saf' 

Time(s) 

nme(s) 

(ii) Intervocalic [f) in 'yafni' 

Time(s) 

0.636026 
Time(s) 
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The waveform in Figure 2.30(i) shows a clear and significant period of lack of 

energy during the production of f, with a short period of aperiodicity leading into this 

stop which is perhaps indicative of some creak. The release of the stop is also clear. In 

2.30(ii), however, the spectrogram shows that f is characterised by irregularly spaced 

striations with a brief more resonant period in the middle. This instance of f could be 

heard as very creaky. 

2.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has sought to investigate the phonetic realisations of 'emphatic' and the 

main acoustic characteristics. I have shown that the emphatic consonants of Semitic 

do not have the same phonetic identity across Semitic languages. In Ethiopic and 

(reportedly) Modem South Arabian languages, emphatics are ejectives, while in 

Arabic and many dialects of Neo-Aramaic they are 'backed' (among other things, 

pharyngealised). However, the emphatics are not uniform across the various dialects 

of Arabic. The evidence here is that some dialects have a three-way voicing contrast, 

in which the voiceless emphatics (historically f and q) are the 'plain' series, having a 

consistently lower VOT range than the non-emphatic voiceless stops. Other dialects, 

by contrast, have only a two-way voicing contrast for obstruents, i.e. voiced and 

voiceless. This is taken into account in Chapter 3, where I investigate the 

phonological representations of emphatics. Additionally, in Chapter 4 I outline the 

historical development of emphatics and present an analysis which hinges on the 

evidence of voicing contrasts of emphatics in dialects of Neo-Aramaic. 

Further, I have sought to show in this chapter that the 'backed' emphatics (of 

at least Arabic) can be characterised by a-quality (the element [A]). I have also 

outlined the phonetic correlates of the uvulars and pharyngeals, which I argue also 

have an a-quality. This is formalised in Chapter 3. 

Lastly, it is clear from the preliminary work presented in this chapter that 

consistent and thorough pan-dialectal studies focusing on VOT of emphatic and non

emphatic stops in Arabic would be fruitful. The preliminary results presented here 

indicate that the dialectal variation is likely not to be arbitrary, but to relate to dialect 
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type (at least Bedouin-origin I Arabian types vs urban Eastern Arabic). 106 An in-depth 

study of this angle of emphatics across Arabic was outwith the scope of the current 

work, but is planned for future work. This appears crucial in the setting-up of a 

successful phonological dialect typology of Arabic, and is thus urgently needed. 

In conclusion, it is evident that the status of 'emphatic' in Semitic is not 

entirely straightforward. However, it appears that the common link between all types 

of 'emphatic' is in laryngeal contrasts. I noted earlier that emphatics are typologically 

less common than ejectives. From the fmdings of this chapter, I suggest that this 

hinges on the function of glottalisation as a primary laryngeal contrast, whereas 

Arabic-style emphatics, although inherently encoding the laryngeal contrast, at least 

historically, due to the additional secondary function of the element [A], are more 

complex. It is perfectly reasonable to suppose that non-Semitic languages that have 

something akin to emphatics (i.e. pharyngealised I velarised consonants) do not have 

the same laryngeal contrast. Nevertheless, since secondary articulations are anyway 

marked, these segments are bound to be less attested cross-linguistically. 

Following on from this, in Chapter 3, I look at the phonological representation 

of emphatics (as well as uvulars and pharyngeals). 

106 It is unclear how rural Levantine dialects pattern in this regard. This is a crucial point which it was 
not possible to clarify for the current work. but is planned for a forthcoming research project. 
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Chapter 3 
The Phonological Representation of Emphatics and Gutturals 

This chapter seeks to define what 'emphatic' actually means from a phonological 

viewpoint, thereby aiming to identify the phonological correlates of the Semitic 

'emphatics'. In Chapter 2, I provided acoustic analyses of two types of emphatic: 

glottalised (i.e. ejective) and 'backed' (i.e. those for which the predominant 

articulatory target is most commonly identified as 'velarised', 'pharyngealised', or 

'uvularised'). In the current chapter, I therefore provide a segmental phonological 

analysis of the two types of emphatic so far discussed, proposing (sub-)segmental 

representations within the framework of Element Theory, as laid out in Chapter 1. 

The procedure of this chapter is as follows. Firstly, in §3.1 I look at 

phonological systems with ejectives (aQd 'laryngealised' segments in general), and at 

their phonological behaviour, in order to identify which element is involved. Having 

identified this as the 'edge' element [?], §3.1.1.1 then shows how this element has a 

dual function in phonology, playing the role of both 'manner' prime and 'laryngeal' 

prime. In §3.1.2, I then discuss how this manifests itself within the phonological 

expression, proposing an approach to phonological expressions which involves 

subsegmental structure. In §3.2 I discuss the case of pharyngeals, identifying the 

element involved in Semitic 'back' contrasts, and then I show how my proposals for 

subsegmental structure may be applied. In §3.3 I then investigate the phonological 

representation of 'backed' emphatics, before moving on in §3.4 to Semitic uvulars. 

Before kicking off, it is worth reiterating at this point the use of the terms 

'ejective' and 'glottalic'. An ejective is one type of segment that may be made with 

glottalic airstream mechanism. Thus, the term 'glottalic' is not synonymous with 

'ejective', but includes it. Moreover, while laryngealised ('creaky-voiced') segments 

are not produced with glottalic initiation, they may be called 'glottalised'. For our 

purposes I class as 'glottalic' both segments produced with glottalic airstream 

mechanism and those which are glottalised. The reasons for considering these 

together will become clear through the following discussions. 
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3.1 The phonological representation of 'glottalic' emphatics 

Overall, this section aims to identify the phonological representation of ejectives. The 

initial part of this section reiterates points from the discussion of ejectives in Chapter 

2 in seeking to determine the acoustic cues that may be relevant. Secondly, I discuss 

some of the phonological evidence given in typological studies, before moving on to 

the representations themselves. 

It was noted in Chapter 2 that, according to the literature surveyed, one of the 

major cues to glottalisation is the distinctiveness of the release burst (increased 

amplitude in comparison with non-ejective release bursts), caused by significantly 

increased oral pressure. However, this cannot be considered the only factor because 

this release burst is only as intense as the build-up of supra-glottal air pressure allows. 

That is, the higher the air pressure, the more salient the burst, and in tum the longer 

the closure (generally speaking), the higher the air pressure.1 Thus, concomitant with 

the 'sharp' release burst typical of ejectives is voicing lag. Leaving aside for now the 

issue of so-called 'Ienis' ejectives, we can therefore assume that the most salient cue 

of ejective segments is the intense release burst concomitant with voicing lag. 

In Chapter 2, I discussed how this ejective voicing lag is not the same as the 

voicing lag evident with voiceless aspirates, since the duration of the aspirate lag is 

characterised by noise, i.e. aperiodic energy, whereas the duration of the ejective lag 

is characterised by a sharp and sustained drop in energy. In languages that contrast 

ejectives with voiceless aspirates, even where the duration of the voicing lag of both 

these are roughly equivalent, the perceptual distinction between the two is clearly 

visible in spectrograms as (what I have termed) 'stop-lag' and 'noise-lag'. Thus, a 

typical three-way plosive opposition is: 'noise-lag' vs 'stop-lag' vs 'no lag' (which 

may or may not involve voicing lead: in the case of Semitic it does seem to be voicing 

lead), i.e. a system containing ejectives often contrasts its stop series for voiceless 

aspirated--ejective-voiced. 2 

1 This is not taking into account the location of the oral constriction - the nearer the constriction to the 
larynx, the smaller the volume of the cavity in which the intra-oral air pressure builds, and therefore the 
shorter the time necessary to reach equivalent pressure. 
2 The same system will often typically have an affricate series voiceless-ejective-voiced, therefore also 
a three-way contrast. If a language has ejective fricatives, it also typically contrasts voiced-voiceless
ejective, although the ejective fricative is often phonetically affricated. Investigation of individual 
languages is necessary to determine whether an ejective affricate patterns phonologically with stops or 
fricatives. The status of pulmonic affricates is also not entirely clear, and itself a controversial area. See 
e.g. Steriade (1994), Burquest & Payne (1993), Hyman (1975). 
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The cue to the presence of the 'edge' element [?]3 is an abrupt and sustained 

drop in overall amplitude, which is exactly what we fmd in the acoustic pattern of 

ejectives, both before and after the release of the oral constriction. They are thus 

characterised by a double-burst (visible on the spectrogram as a 'double-edge'). 

Therefore, just as noise-lag characterises the acoustic pattern of voiceless aspirates, 

segments characterised by the presence of the 'stiff element [H], stop-lag 

characterises the acoustic pattern of ejectives, segments characterised by the presence 

of the 'edge' element[?]. These cues (as well as 'lead', typical of [L]) can be seen in 

the following spectrograms: 

3 As per the scheme of elements presented in Chapter 1 ( § 1.1.1 ), above. 
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Figure 3.1 Spectrograms (with accompanying waveforms) of five Tigrinya words 
showing the acoustic cues characteristic of the elements [H) [L] [? ]; 
data from the archive of SOAS Phonetics Laboratory, spoken by an 
adult male 

b~t----~~~~~~~ 
(cue for manner[?]) l 

J 

'"'"''""t'i<-.n = 'noise-lag' ='lead' (cue for laryngeal [L]) 
(cue for laryngeal [H]) 

(ii) [t'ezez] 

burst ---------r-r 
(cue for manner [?]) 

' = 'stop-lag' (cue for laryngeal [?]) 

bmst --------------~--r-~~ 
(cue for manner [?]) 
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voiceless labial stop p has the representation [U.?], then how is the ejective labial p' 

represented differently~ 

3.1.1 The role of [?] in phonological expressions 

3.1.1.1 The dual role of[?] 

In this section I discuss how [?] plays two roles in segmental representations, 

analogously with [L] and [H]. I argue that each of the elements [?]. [L] and [H] has 

both a laryngeal and a manner function in phonological expressions. 

It seems typical in sound systems with ejectives that they are contrasted with 

voiceless aspirates (often in addition to 'plain' voiceless and I or voiced stops). 6 

Languages that neutralise laryngeal contrasts in certain positions seem to neutralise 

the ejectives and the voiceless aspirates to 'plain', indicating fll'Stly that ejective 

release behaves phonologically as a primary laryngeal contrast, and secondly that 

ejectives are 'laryngeally modified' plain stops. not 'laryngeally modified' voiceless 

aspirates. Thus, while the elements [L] and [H] are now generally considered to have 

a 'laryngeal' function in addition to a 'manner' function, 7 it seems that there is 

another element that may also behave as a laryngeal element: [?]. This is to be 

expected, since in isolation it is realised as a glottal stop. which may be compared 

with the element [H], which in isolation is realised as a (voiceless) glottal fricative.8 

In this way, both these glottal elements may contribute a 'laryngeal' role to a 

phonological expression as well as being able to contribute a 'manner' role. 

In essence, then, there are two (related) arguments here: fll'Stly, that [?] may 

behave as a 'laryngeal' element and secondly that [?] therefore has two roles to play 

in phonological expressions. In this section I deal with the first of these arguments 

(providing evidence of the 'laryngeal' role of[?]), and in the following sections I deal 

s Fallon (2002) uses the feature [constricted glottis] ([cg]), in a feature-geometric model, for ejectives. 
6 See Fallon (2002); Steriade (1997) and references therein; also Yu (2004), who proposes an 
altemati ve theoretical approach. 
7 As dicussed in Chapter 1, [L] has the 'laryngeal' role of voicing and the 'manner' role of nasality, 
whereas [H) has the 'laryngeal' role of aspiration and the 'manner' role of frication. On the merging of 
[L] and [N], see Ploch (1999), Nasukawa (2005), Botma (2004). The proposal that [H] and [h] should 
be merged is usually attributed to Jonathan Kaye, see Ploch (1999). As noted, however, the merging of 
[H] and [h] is not always upheld by researchers following the Harris school of thought, e.g. Nasukawa 
& Bacldey (2005). 
8 [L) in isolation is not so easy to define, although see Ploch (1999), Botma (2004) (also Nasukawa, 
2005, who merges [L] and [N] into [N]). [L) in isolation would be either an archisegmental nasal or a 
voiced velar fricative y. Any phonologically significant distinction would normally be made through 
appeal to headedness. 
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with the second of these arguments, discussing the implication of the dual role played 

by [?] on our view of phonological expressions, and determining how this dual role 

actually works within the expression. 

First, since the independent manifestation of the element [?] involves closed 

vocal cords and raised larynx, the vocal folds must be stiff. In this way, we can 

contrast 'stiff-but-open' (the manifestation of [H]) with 'stiff-but-closed' (the 

manifestation of [?]). 

Evidence for [?] behaving as a 'laryngeal' element (in addition to its 'manner' 

role) appears to be widespread in languages that have ejectives. Various typological 

studies9 show that it is cross-linguistically common for many languages that have a 

three-way opposition of voiced, voiceless (aspirated) and ejective plosives to exhibit 

laryngeal neutralisation in certain contexts, whereby when the laryngeal contrast 

neutralises, all stops lenite to 'plain'. This can be seen, for example, in Klamath 

(Penutian) medial obstruent neutralisation, where both ejectives and aspirates are 

neutralised to plain voiceless segments before another obstruent or a creaky or breathy 

sonorant (Klamath has underlying plain voiceless, voiceless aspirated and ejective 

stops I affricates and 'plain' (voiced), voiceless and creaky sonorants): 10 

(1) a. !Jep'/ 'be flat' 

JepJep'a 'becomes flat' 

JepJepl'i 'flat' 

b. /mphet'/ 'float' 

mphet'i:qi 'floats up' 

mphetplanc'a 'floats downstream' 

c. /phech/ 'foot' 

phechwa 'puts a foot into water' 

pheck'wa 'puts a foot across' 

pheeJa 'puts a foot inside' 

d. /s?ap/ 'tell, say' 

9 See in particular Fallon (2002), which is a detailed study of the phonetics and phonology of ejectives, 
and thus has a good typological survey and an extremely comprehensive bibliography; see also 
Steriade (1997), which focuses on laryngeal neutralisation and contains some interesting case studies. 
10 Data from Blevins (1993:246), also discussed by Fallon (2002:82-6). 
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s?apa 

s?aptki 

'tells, says' 

'wants someone to tell' 

However, in Klamath all word-fmal stops and affricates are neutralised to aspirates: 

(2) a. 

b. 

c. 

/n'eph/ 

/nc'ek'/ 

/nkak/ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

[n'eph] 

[nc'ekh] 

[nkakh] 

'hand' 

'in little bits • 

'species of turtle' 

The data above show that ejectiveness patterns as a laryngeal contrast, and that 

the element responsible for this behaves in ejectives, but not in non-ejectives, as a 

'laryngeal' element. Moreover, they also show that [?] is independently the element 

involved in ejective representations. That is, it could be proposed that since [H] in its 

'laryngeal' role results in VOT lag, it could be responsible for the VOT lag found not 

only in voiceless aspirates, but also in ejectives, i.e. that ejectives have not only the [?] 

element, but also the [H] element. However, if that were the case, one would expect 

(2b) above to be realised as *[nc'ek']. The fact that it is not indicates that there is no 

[H] element present in the phonological segment k'. Therefore, it is more accurate to 

characterise [?] and [H] as having the articulatory targets of 'stiff-but-closed' and 

'stiff-but-open', respectively, than of just 'closed' and 'stiff'. 

We could also look to diachronic processes to fmd evidence of ejectives 

neutralising to plain voiceless (not voiceless aspirated) segments. For instance, Fallon 

(2002: 111) observes that 'in cases of permanent feature loss, ejectives are merged 

with the voiceless series (e.g. Fort Resolution Chipewyan, Stoney Dakota, and Udi).' 

Also, Suarez (1973) hypothesises that the ejectives of Macro-Pano-Tacanan have 

merged with plain voiceless stops in Proto-Panoan, Proto-Tacanan, Yuracare and 

Moseten, where Tehuelche has retained the ejective series. 

More evidence that it is indeed[?] alone that (while wearing its 'laryngeal' hat) 

behaves as the 'glottalic element' is to be found in the phenomenon of creaky voice. It 

is sometimes supposed that the two phenomena don't co-occur in the same 
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language; 11 however, we saw in Chapter 2 that ejectives are indeed often followed by 

a vowel with creaky onset. From the Tigrinya data, the waveform of the word t'ub in 

Figure 3.2, following, clearly shows a period of creaky vowel onset before the vowel 

becomes modal. 

Figure 3.2 

'N 
I 

0 

0 

Spectrogram and waveform showing creaky vowel onset in Tigrinya 
/t'ubl [t'ypj; data from the archive of SOAS Phonetics Laboratory, 
spoken by an adult male 

r u 

0.579501 

0.579501 
Time (S) 

Moreover, the waveform in Figure 3.3 below of the word dak'ik' shows that the 

vowel between the two ejectives is creaky for its entire duration, which can be 

compared with the modal-voiced vowel following the initial d. Since both velar 

ejectives in this word, being post-vocalic, are spirantised, 12 it could be argued that the 

particularly noticeable creakiness of the inter-ejective vowel i (lasting for its duration) 

in this token serves to enhance the perception of the two velars as glottalic. 

11 An interesting summary of responses to a question on ejectives and creaky voice on LinguistList 
11.8 (11 January, 2000) ('Sum: Q:10.1720: Phonetics/Ejectives/Laryngealization') can be viewed at: 
http://www .sfs.nphil.uni-tuebingen.dellinguist/issues/ll/ll-8.html. 
12 As noted in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 3.3 

0 

Spectrogram and waveform showing modal and creaky vowel in 
Tigrinya /dak'ik'/ [dax_ix']- on the waveform, modal [a] is regular, as 

compared with the irregularity for the duration of [i]; data from the 
archive of SOAS Phonetics Laboratory, spoken by an adult male 

d • X 

0.874772 

0.874772 
Time (S) 

Therefore, I argue that ejectives and creaky voice are in fact the same 

pheno~enon manifested in two different types of segment. Firstly, creaky voice 

necessarily requires some sort of voicing (either spontaneous, i.e. non-contrastive, or 

active, i.e. contrastive), whereas ejectives are never phonologically voiced. 13 Some 

notes concerning creaky voice are in order here. Firstly, Hayward (2000:223-4) 

distinguishes two types of what is often called creaky voice, noting that one type may 

be achieved by holding the vocal cords more closely together than for modal voice, 

resulting in 'a rather more tense quality, which we shall refer to ... as pressed voice, 

though the term creaky voice is more frequently used.' She then notes the confusion 

over terminology (creaky voice vs laryngealisation vs glottalised phonation), 

suggesting that 

13 Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:80) also note this: 'We do not know of any linguistic use of voiced 
ejecti ves'. 
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pressed is a better designation since creaky voice and laryngealisation may also 
imply the presence of irregularity like that found in low-pitched creak ... while 
pressed suggests only a greater degree of vocal fold adduction. It thus allows for 
a further distinction between presence or absence of irregularity. 

Thus, pressed refers to tense or more adducted vocal cords, whereas creaky 

refers to 'the more constricted type (closer to glottal stop).' Notably, the more 

constricted type of creaky voice is achieved by the partial closure of the glottis, along 

with the slackness of the remaining part of the glottis allowing vibration. Creaky 

voice therefore seems to be most commonly found as a contrasting phonation type in 

sonorants. Where it is found in oral stops, it seems to be the release and the onset of 

the following vowel which are creaky. Creaky voice may therefore be thought of as 

the sonorant counterpart to ejectives. 14 That is, where there is voicing (whether 

spontaneous or active), the element [?] in this function correlates with creak or 

laryngealisation, whereas where there is no voicing [?]correlates with ejective release. 

I have already shown how creaky voice is often induced by ejectives, but since 

I am claiming that the element that correlates with 'ejective' is the 'edge' element[?], 

what of the relationship between glottal stops and creakiness? Since I claim that there 

is an intrinsic relationship between ejectives and creakiness and that both are 

represented phonologically by [?], then we may logically suppose that there is a 

relationship between glottal stops and creakiness. Indeed, this is found. For instance, 

Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:74-5) note that in some languages 'glottal stops 

function more as a variation in phonation type'. They cite the case of Huatla Mazatec, 

where the glottal stop alternates freely between glottal stop realisation and 

laryngealisation of the following vowel. They also cite as an example the case of 

Jalapa Mazatec, where 'the realization is usually entirely as creaky voice on an 

14 Two further notes should be made here. Firstly, it is outwith the scope of this thesis to investigate the 
phenomenon of creaky vowels. Therefore, the assumption that they contain [?] is made as a parallel 
with ejectives and sonorant consonants. The matter remains for further investigation. Secondly, the 
distinction made by Hayward (2000) between pressed and creaky is based on phonetic investigations. 
How far this may or may not be relevant to phonology also remains a matter of further investigation, 
viz. whether a single language contrasts the two types. (Without further investigation), however, I 
suspect that this is a question of language-specific phonetic mapping, i.e. that phonologically both are 
due to the presence of [?]. Nevertheless, it may be that there are indeed phonologically two types of 
'creaky voice', the tense I adducted version being the manifestation of [H), and the irregular type being 
the manifestation of[?]. The Mpi data in Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:316) shows 'modal' vs 'stiff 
voice interacting with six tonal contrasts to give twelve possible vowel contrasts for each vocalic 
resonance quality, indicating that [?] interacts with the 'tone' elements [L) and [H). See Ladefoged 
(1983) on such phonation types. See Esling (2003), also Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:47-66). 
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associated vowel'. Moreover, Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:74-5) note that most 

commonly, 

glottal stops are apt to fall short of complete closure, especially in intervocalic 
. positions. In place of a true stop, a very compressed form of creaky voice or 

some less extreme form of stiff phonation may be imposed on the vocalic stream. 

To sum up, then, the element [?] clearly has a laryngeal function. In addition 

to its manner function, where it correlates with 'plosiveness', in its 'laryngeal' role it 

correlates with glottalic release and laryngealisation. 

The issue of implosives, while strictly outside the scope of this thesis, is 

relevant to the theoretical claims that I make here. It is not unusual for languages with 

ejectives additionally to contrast them phonologically with implosives. For example, 

Uduk (Nilo-Saharan) has the following five contrasts:15 

(3) ba? 'to be something' b [U.?.L] 

pal 'to try' p [U.?] 

phhlal 'centipede' ph [U.?.H] 

p'achaa 'fermented' p' [U.?] 

6a? 'back of neck' 6 [U.?.L] 

Moreover, Sindhi (Indo-Iranian) has five phonation contrasts in its stops, like 

Uduk, but in Sindhi, instead of the ejective that we fmd in Uduk, we fmd breathy 

voice. Therefore in Sindhi the implosive contrasts with breathy voice (the latter 

having both [H] and [L] in its representation), 16 demonstrating that implosion is not 

the realisation of [H] and [L]: 17 

(4) banu 'forest' 

panu 'leaf' 

pha11.u 'snake hood' 

bhananu 'lamentation' 

6ani 'field' 

15 Data from Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:82). 
16 See Harris (1994:135). 
17 Data from Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:83). 
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The Uduk and Sindhi data above indicate the likelihood of implosion as being, 

in fact, the realisation of some 'extra manipulation' of [?] and [L], at least in these 

languages. 18 The fact that there are languages that contrast voiced, voiceless, aspirated, 

ejective and implosive obstruents shows that all of these categories are potentially 

phonologically contrastive. I suggest (since further study is far beyond the scope of 

this thesis) that 'phonological implosives' are similar to ejectives, except that they are 

also voiced. Both ejectives and implosives are non-pulmonic (egressive and 

ingressive glottalic, respectively). Ladefoged (2001:133) notes that implosives are 

made by lowering the larynx 'so that they suck air in'. By moving the larynx 

downwards, oral air pressure is decreased, so that when the oral closure is released air 

is sucked into the oral cavity. As noted, implosives are voiced (unlike ejectives)!9 

With implosives, the lowering of the larynx also causes low pitch. 20 

A fmal point to be discussed here is the issue of ejective fricatives. In Figure 

3.3 I showed an example of Tigrinya post-vocalic spirantisation (as discussed in 

Chapter 2). It needs explicitly stating that Tigrinya [x'] (from k') is distinct from 

spirantised [x] resulting from kh. Creaky voice is also evident in Tigrinya following 

lexical (phonemic) ejective fricatives, e.g. s'. Moreover, the common affrication of 

ejective fricatives (e.g. s' ? [ts']) shows further evidence of the presence of [?] in 

ejective fricatives as well as stops. 

3.1.1.2 Ejectives are not phonologically 'plain' 

While it may be claimed that phonological representations cross-linguistically differ 

for what appear to be the same phones, it still affects our view that ejectives have the 

element [?] (in its laryngeal role). That is, the evidence of languages which do have 

the problematic contrast reflects on our view of ejective representation across 

languages. For instance, in Ladefoged & Cho's (2001) study of eighteen languages, 

18 It has been suggested that there are voiceless implosives. Maddieson (1984:115), in noting that 
voiceless implosives do occur, states that the only language in his UPSID-based survey to contrast 
voiced and voiceless implosives is Igbo. The phonemic inventory he gives for Igbo shows that the only 
'laryngealised' consonants in this language are 6, p<, and r< (in his transcription). One would be 
tempted to suggest that the 'voiceless implosives' p< and t< are therefore phonologically ejectives. 
19 Ladefoged (2001:133) notes that 'when the vocal folds are pulled downwards ... they leak a bit, and 
get set into vibration by the air that is passing between them ... Most of the languages that have 
implosives produce them as voiced sounds, although it is possible to make them with the vocal folds 
~htly together so that they are voiceless'. 
2 I suggest that implosives are most likely to have a phonological representation with [L] as 'manner' 
and [?] as 'laryngeal', effectively (in terms of phonological representation) like a glottalised nasal. 
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those which contrast kh, k' and k are: Apache, Hupa, Navajo and Tlingit. The average 

VOT for the 'plain voiceless' kin these languages ranges from just under 30ms to 

around 45ms, meaning that k in these languages cannot possibly be thought to be 

phonologically voiced (i.e. to contain [L] in the representation). Languages which also 

contrast these three segments with g include the Daghestanian languages Khinalug21 

and Lezgian, 22 and the UPSID surver3 has the following languages which contrast kh, 

k', k and g: Yuchi, Mazahua, Otomi24 and Hamer?5 

In this way, although the most common contrast in systems with ejectives 

seems to be like that of the Ethio-Semitic languages, i.e. (voiceless) aspirated

ejective-voiced, thus kh, k', g, for which it could be argued that the ejective series is 

effectively the 'plain' voiceless series, there are many languages which do indeed 

contrast ejectives with 'plain' voiceless stops. Moreover, a three-way contrast which 

appears to have no 'plain' series may often be preferred precisely because the stop 

series are maximally contrastive;26 under this view, the ejectives don't seem to behave 

as the 'plain' series anyway- this may be considered analogous with a typical three

way vowel system where the three vowels are normally peripheral (and schwa appears 

only in neutralising positions). 

Therefore, any theory which holds that phonological expressions are important, 

and which seeks to investigate phonological representations, needs to be able to build 

ejectives into phonological expressions. The argument just presented shows that it 

cannot be said that ejectives just function as the 'plain' stop series. 

This argument is further strengthened when one looks at the case of ejective 

fricatives. Clearly, as previously shown, glottalised fricatives have [?] in their 

representation. They are therefore not a 'plain' (laryngeally unspecified) series. Since 

glottalised fricatives do not consitute a 'plain' series, it would be inconsistent, if not 

illogical, to claim that in systems such as Ethio-Semitic (which have both stop and 

21 
AKA Xinalug (usually considered a marginal member of the Lezgic branch). In addition, Khinalug 

also has a 'tense' series (as do the majority ofDaghestanian languages). See Kibrik (1994a, 1994b). 
22 

AKA Lezgi (of the Lezgic branch). Unusually, this language does not have the tense series: See 
Haspelmath (1993). 
23 See Maddieson (1984). Note that the database only comprises 317languages. 
24 Otomi additionally has a laryngealised (creaky) voiced series. 
25 In fact, the voiced member of this series is implosive. 
26 See the case of Maidu, which contrasts the following stop series: aspirated, ejective and implosive, as 
compared with Swahili, which contrasts aspirated with 'plain' voiceless and implosive. Maddieson 
(1984:372,296). 
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fricative ejectives) the ejective stops are a 'plain' series, while the ejective fricatives 

are laryngeally specified. This would be tantamount to claiming that glottalisation has 

two separate functions within a given sound system, where in the case of glottalised 

obstruents (as in Semitic) these laryngeal contrasts are clearly parallel. 

In other words, Semitic languages with ejectives have three-way fricative 

series (e.g. s, s', z). If s' is represented with an additional [?] element, then we are 

saying that ejectives in such a sound system are not plain. 

Overall, it is clear that in seeking to identify the representation of ejectives the 

focus should be on the element [?]. The obvious solution would be to propose that [?] 

is the head of an expression which is realised as ejective, thus manifesting its full 

'edge' characteristics. This immediately runs aground on various theoretical points, 

however, and this is the subject of discussion in §3.1.2, to which we now move. 

3.1.2 The role of 'laryngeal'[?] in phonological expressions 

This section aims to explore how [?] fits into phonological expressions and how the 

phonology distinguishes its 'laryngeal' role from its 'manner' role. To that end, I 

therefore start by discussing the notion of headedness. 

The only clear definition of headedness is given by Harris (1994:105), who 

states that within element-type frameworks, 'fusion involves some kind of 

asymmetric relation between the elements of a compound ... the phonetic manifestation 

of a compound reflects the preponderance of one element over another'. Moreover, 

Harris (1994) and Harris & Lindsey (1995) state that as the head of an expression, an 

element manifests its full characteristics: 'As a head [it] is free to assert the full 

elemental pattern it displays in isolation ... When [it] occurs as a dependent, the full 

effect of its elemental pattern is attenuated' ?7 This view of headedness is what I term 

the 'external' view.28 Under this view, since ejectives seem to display the full acoustic 

characteristics of a glottal stop, in addition to the characteristics of a stop segment, 

one might therefore surmise that ejectives are represented by an expression headed by 

the element [?]. In this way, the acoustic characteristic of [?] being 'edge' is 

27 Harris (1994:126). 
28 I should also note that while this 'external' view of headedness is very clear in the case of vocalic 
representations, it is not always so clear in the case of consonantal representations. 
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maximised in ejectives. However, while I adopt the Harrisian view of elements as 

representing (or mapping directly onto) sound signal patterns, I have also adopted the 

view (normally associated with the Revised Theory of Elements) that the elements [L] 

and [H) have two functions ('manner' and 'laryngeal'). The arguments that follow 

therefore reflect this view. 

The alternative view of headedness is what I term the 'internal' view, since the 

arguments relating to headedness are here motivated by theory-internal factors. For 

example, it has been proposed29 that nasal consonants are headless. The reasoning 

behind such proposals lies in certain phonotactic constraints; for instance, English 

nasals are not permitted in branching onsets, or liquids never constitute the initial 

member of a branching onset, but are happy to be in 'coda' position or to be the 

second member of a branching onset (thus, e.g., *lbue, but blue and bulbous). In the 

framework of GP, both the post-nuclear rhyme (i.e. 'coda') and the second part of a 

branching onset must be licensed by the onset head (i.e. in blue, the initial part of the 

branching onset, that dominating the expression b, must license its dependent, that 

dominating the expression l). In order to be able to license, there must be a governing 

relation whereby the onset head governs its complement (thus the position dominating 

b governs the position dominating l), or whereby a post-nuclear rhyme ('coda') is 

governed (and thus licensed) by a following onset (so in bulbous, the position 

dominating b governs the position dominating l). 30 The relevant point here concerns 

what it is in the phonology that actually controls these phonotactic constraints in the 

first place. Under this ('internal') version of the theory, the answer to that is usually 

held to be the notion of headedness. A 'good' governor in an onset is headed, whereas 

a 'good' governee is headless.31 Therefore, liquids are good governees, but not good 

governors. This means that where there is a governing relation, liquids may only be in 

the dependent, or governee, position, and thus liquids may be found in non-branching 

29 Jonathan Kaye (these proposals not published, but taught over a number of years at SOAS: Monik 
Charette, p.c.). 
30 This is the view espoused by Jonathan Kaye after the notion of 'charm' was abandoned. Previously, 
elements were said to be specified with a charm value, with governing segments (positively) 'charmed' 
and governees 'charmless' (if the governor is not charmed, then it must be more complex than its 
f.Overnee). See Kaye et al. (1990), Charette (1991). 

Under the 'external' view, John Harris sees it as a question of complexity, whereby 'the melodic 
expression occupying the governing position must be at least as complex as the expression occupying 
the governee' (complexity generally relating to the number of fused elements in an expression) (Harris, 
1994:170). 
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onsets (which is not a governor position), or in post-nuclear rhymes or the onset 

complement, but liquids do not occur, for instance, as the first member of a branching 

onset. 

In tandem with this 'internal' view of headedness, it is often maintained that 

phonological representations have no basis in phonetics, 32 and therefore that 

headedness is a function of (more abstract) phonological systems only. Thus, in order 

to determine the headedness of any given segment, the overall phonology of the 

language must be investigated. Therefore, specific phonological representations are 

not universal. While I concur with the notion that phonological segments function 

within sound systems and not in isolation, this overall view means that headedness is 

essentially a theoretical device, with arguments for headedness based on theoretical 

considerations only. 

Having looked at both interpretations of the notion of headedness, I now show 

why ejectives are problematic for the standard view of phonological expressions. 

3.1.2.1 Theory-internal problems with the representation of ejectives 

In this section, I discuss the various roles that ejectives could potentially play in 

phonological expressions, and show how these possibilities cannot hold. For ease of 

reading, I have broken the various arguments down into sections. 

( i) The representation of ejectives under the 'external' view of headedness 

Under the 'external' view of headedness, one would expect that [?] in its laryngeal 

role is head of an expression, as previously noted. However, one would then logically 

have to suppose that voiceless aspirates are headed by the [H] element, that voiced 

stops are headed by the [L] element, and, presumably, that plain voiceless stops must 

be headless. This in itself is problematic, since it would imply that the most salient 

characteristic of an obstruent is its voicing contrast, rather than its resonance or 

manner characteristics. Moreover, it predicts that voiceless aspirated stops and 

voiceless fricatives function as a class to the exclusion of other fricatives and stops 

32 See e.g. Kaye (1989:42-9), Ploch (1999). A distinction must be drawn between articulatory and 
acoustic bases. These two authors reject both, although many of the arguments explicitly reject the 
articulatory bases while not really discussing the acoustic bases. 
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(both being headed by [H], so that, say, a voiceless coronal fricative would be 

represented as [H,R] and a voiceless aspirated coronal stop as [!!, ?,R], compared with 

an ejective coronal stop [1,R] and an ejective coronal fricative [1,H,R]). 

In this sense, the proposal that [?] is the head of the expression implies that 

ejectives are primarily glottals, with secondarily modifying characteristics (resonance, 

manner). The evidence from the language systems that we have looked at, however, is 

that 'glottalic' functions within the sound system as a modifying laryngeal contrast, in 

the same way as 'voiced' or 'aspirated'. I thus assume that[?] is not head in ejectives. 

(ii) The representation of coronals 

We run into further problems with the representation of ejectives when we look at 

coronals. However, two approaches to the theory of elements need explication. The 

first approach is that of Harris (1994) and Harris & Lindsey (1995), while the second 

is that of Kaye. 33 There are two aspects of these two approaches that need explication: 

the representation of fricatives, and the issue of headedness. 

Firstly, there are two ways of looking at fricatives. According to the approach 

of Harris (1994), all fricatives contain the 'noise' element [h]. Therefore, in a 

'reduced element' approach whereby the function of what was formerly [h] is merged 

with [H], all fricatives contain [H]. Thus, voiced and voiceless fricatives, in addition 

presumably to ejective fricatives, would contain [H]. The difference between strident 

and non-strident fricatives is deemed to be one of headedness (whereby strident 

fricatives are headed by [H]), as seen in the representations in Figure 3.4, following. 

The second approach (Revised Element Theory) holds that voiced fricatives do not 

(necessarily) contain [H]. Extrapolating from this, we could suppose that under this 

approach, ejective fricatives would also not necessarily contain [H]. In Figure 3.4, 

below, I give possible representations using an adaptation of the Harris (1994) scheme 

(i.e. 'merged' [H]). For convenience, however, these representations also retain 

Harris' coronal element [R],34 and for purposes of comparison I adapt Kaye's original 

33 Monik Charette (p.c.). 
34 I discuss later how coronals are represented without [R]. It is shown here for convenience, since I 
have not yet discussed structure. Without [R], the representations in (5) would overlap even more. Note 
also that I do not support the merging of the functions of [A] and [R], i.e. that [A] = coronal. 
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representations35 so that [R] is given where he would have [A]. (Note that elements 

are given for convenience in the order: 'manner'.'resonance'.'laryngea1'.) 36 For 

clarity, I indicate representations containing the same elements with arrows (for the 

Harrisian representations, the head of the expression is underlined; I have not marked 

headedness in the Kayesian representations, as that is discussed shortly). 

Figure 3.4 
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Sample segmental representations extrapolated to ejectives as per the 
scheme employed by Harris (1994) (adapted for consistency) and in 
comparison with Kaye (by tradition), for which headedness is not 
shown, but discussed below (adapted for consistency) 
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Js Monik Charette, p.c. It must also be noted that Kaye (p.c.) has held that ejectives do not need any 
special representation because they do not phonologically contrast (that is, with 'plain' or implosive). 
The evidence given in this chapter, however, goes against this view. 
36 Although for ejective stops, since an element is either present or not present (i.e. it doesn't occur 
'twice'), I have given the[?] element as the first member of the expression. 
37 As Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:199) point out, languages are not known to minimaJJy contrast 
voiceless lateral approximants and fricatives, indicating that they probably have the same phonological 
representation. However, we may view the transcriptions i and las not necessarily arbitrary. That is, 
transcription may be used to reflect a segment's systemic value rather than its IPA value (for instance, 
Arabic q may be systemically transcribed as -¢> - see Chapter 4). Therefore, even though the 
representation of i and l may appear identical, in different sound systems they may well have different 
(systemic) functions. • 
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In the following discussion, I omit the strident vs non-strident contrast, as that 

is explicitly dealt with by both Harris and Kaye in terms of headedness. Therefore, as 

seen in Figure 3.4, under the Harrisian view, the segments t, t' and l all contain the 

elements [?.R], and the segments th, s', i (or .l). i' and 8' all contain the elements 

[?.R.H]. According to Harris (1994:125), coronal stops are headed by [R], while 

laterals are headed by [?]. For the ftrst set of segments, proposing that one of the 

expressions is headless would contrive enough different expressions to cover the 

relevant segments (although this would seem contrived rather than empiricially 

motivated). However, for the second set of segments, there are ftve segments which 

may be phonologically distinct, yet only four possible represeQtations. 

Moving on to the Kayesian view, I should note that I have not denoted 

headedness in Figure 3.4 since there are two slightly differing schemes attributed to 

Kaye. In the ftrst scheme, stops are headed by the 'laryngeal' element (my 

interpretation of this being that 'plain' voiceless stops must be headless}, while 

strident fricatives are headless. This would mean ejectives being headed by[?]. Under 

the second scheme attributed to Kaye, obstruents are headed by the resonance element, 

whereas fricatives are unheaded in some languages, and in other languages headed by 

[H] if voiceless and [L] if voiced. Under both these schemes, liquids, nasals and 

velars are headless. 

The contrasts between d and !J, between d and z, and between th and i (or .l) (if 

the latter, as a lateral, is deemed to have the element [?]) could be derived by 

headedness. 

The contrast between s, 8 and i (or.J) (if the latter is deemed as a fricative not 

to have [?]), the expressions correlating with which all contain [R.H], could also be 

argued to be one of headedness. The two alternatives for s and 8, according to the two 

schemes, are either: s = [R.H] and 8 = [R.H1 (which I term 'Kaye 1 ');or: s = [R.H1 or 

[R.H] and 8 = [R.H] (which I term 'Kaye 2'). 

Therefore, i (or .l) under Kaye 1 would have to be [R.H] and under Kaye 2 

either [R.H] or [R.ffi. In this way, the contrast could again be derived, although again 

it does seem somewhat contrived. 
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However, it is very clear from Figure 3.4 above that the real problem is with 

the segments t, t', s', l and I', which all have exactly the same elements, [R.?]. 

Whichever of the two Kayesian views of headedness is adopted, there would simply 

not be enough isomers available for the number of segments. Now in the Modem 

South Arabian languages, the segments t', s', l and I' are contrastive, 38 and must 

therefore have distinct phonological representations. 

(iii) The representation ofvelars 

It is also clear that whichever version of headedness one adopts, the usual, essentially 

linear, view of the segment is apparently too restrictive to be able to represent the 

difference between a plain velar stop k, represented as [?] or [1] (depending on 

whether one represents velars as headless segments, or segments which simply have 

no defining resonance characteristic), a glottal stop'/, represented as either [1] or [?], 

and a velar ejective k', also under the 'linear' view represented as [1] or [?]. It could 

be argued that this may not be a problem for Semitic languages, which tend to have 

the (stop) contrast: Ch- C' (and a corresponding voiced member), meaning that the 

velars could be represented as: kh [?.H], k' [?] g [?.L], with headedness being used to 

differentiate between k' [?]and 'l [?].However, as discussed in §3.1.1.2, one runs into 

problems with the 'ejectives are phonologically plain' hypothesis when looking at 

languages that do have a phonological contrast between a 'plain' velar stop k, an 

ejective velar stop k' and a glottal stop'/. Out of the ten languages39 noted in §3.1.1.2 

to have a contrast between kh, k and k', the only one not to have a glottal stop 'lin its 

inventory is Hamer. 

Moreover, the patterning of fricatives also goes against this view. That is, 

since the evidence is that ejective fricatives contain the element [?], the 'ejectives are 

phonologically plain' hypothesis cannot be maintained when in fricatives the 

'phonologically plain' series must, if anything, be the voiceless series. 

38 See Lonnet & Simeone-Senelle ( 1997). " 
39 These were Apache, Hupa, Navajo, Tlingit, Khinalug, Lezgian, Yuchi, Mazahua, Otomi and Hamer. 
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( iv) The problem of fricatives 

I noted in Chapter 2 that ejective fricatives are often (although not always) 

phonetically affricated (e.g. s' ~ [ts']). Also, in §3.1.1.1, Figure 3.2 of this chapter, I 

showed that Tigrinya k' is post-vocalically realised as [x'] (and not *[x]). 

However, problems are encountered when trying to identify the representation 

of ejective fricatives, since segments that contain both [H] and [?] are normally 

presumed to be aspirated stops. Even though, as seen above, we could suppose that s 

is represented as [1.H.R], it would be hard to see how this would pattern as a fricative 

(given that we would suppose under the above hypothesis that a voiceless coronal 

fricative is represented as [H.R] and a voiced coronal fricative as [L.H.R]). Despite 

the fact that ejective fricatives are often described as affricated, 40 this is not always 

the case, and I argue that these segments are often only phonetically affricated, and 

thus phonologically fricatives. Moreover, although ejective stops are far more 

frequent cross-linguistically than ejective fricatives or affricates, and although the 

presence of both affricate and fricative ejectives always implies the presence of 

glottalic stops, there are languages that do have ejective fricatives. Maddieson 

(1984:109) states that 12.6% of the UPSID languages in his survey have ejective 

affricates, and 3.2% have ejective fricatives. 70% of the languages with ejective 

fricatives also have ejective affricates. The ejective fricatives are most commonly s' 

and .f, but labials, retroflexes, palatals, velars, uvulars and laterals are also found, 

contrasting with other ejective fricatives and also with ejective affricates and stops. 

To sum up the discussion of the problems encountered when trying to use 

element-based representations of the segment, it seems that the theory is simply too 

restrictive. However, since I have provided strong evidence for the involvement of the 

element [?] in glottalic representations, and since it would be arbitrary to start 

assuming new elements, I think we need to examine the view of the segment thus far 

presented. That is, the view of the structure of phonological expressions has so far 

been essentially linear; therefore, it may be this 'linear' view of the segment which is 

40 As discussed, the preponderance of ejective affricates over fricatives is very often, presumably, 
phonetic. I.e., what produces the characteristic 'popping' sound of ejectives is the high intra-oral air 
pressure created by complete oral constriction and raising of the larynx with the vocal folds tightly 
adducted. The incomplete closure inherent in fricatives (for turbulent airflow) prevents enough build
up of pressure for the characteristically sharp burst of the ejective release and its markedly rapid decay. 
In order to facilitate enough build-up of air pressure the oral constriction is made tighter, if not actually 
completed. Thus, what may phonologically be a fricative ejective may be phonetically affricated. 
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erroneous. In the next sections I explore alternative possibilities, primarily arising (for 

me) firstly through the observation that certain types of segments don't appear to fuse 

fully (e.g. f is more fused than p") and secondly through the question of what exactly 

an affricate is (since it has always struck me that the difference between e.g. th and ts 

[under this view perhaps more properly f] is simply one of the resonance quality 

(which maps onto the articulatory category place of articulation) spreading into the 

• • • h ~ s) aspJiate portion, I.e. ., . 

3.1.2.2 Ejectives as consonant clusters? 

Having concluded that ejectives are not [?]-headed, and moreover that the answer to 

our quest (to understand the representation of ejectives) may lie in the structure of 

phonological expressions, I now tum to the issue of how ejectives are represented. 

A point which has so far not been explored relates to the question of whether 

an ejective could really be a sequence of /C?/ (that is, e.g., whether k' could 

phonologically be /k?/). Distributional constraints in languages that have ejectives, as 

· well as processes such as those seen in (1) and (2) in Klamath, are argued to disprove 

this suggestion in many cases. Moreover, we would then be forced to suppose that 

voiceless aspirates are /Chi sequences, rather than one segment /Ch/. However, as 

noted in Botma (2004:23-25), there don't appear to be languages that contrast within 

an onset, nucleus or coda a laryngeal segment and the corresponding laryngeal 

modification. That is, we don't fmd linguistically significant contrasts like */thl -/th/ 

or *It?/ - It' I within an onset (where, for instance, a word-initial sequence of [th] is 

found, either it does not actually contrast with [th] in this position, or it is a sequence 

of two onsets with an intervening empty nucleus). 

This, among other reasons, leads Botma (in an Element-Based Dependency 

framework) to follow Kehrein (2002) in assuming that 'the distribution of laryngeal 

distinctions is regulated by subsyllabic rather than by segmental positions. '41 In other 

words, the 'phonation component' is directly dominated in this framework by an 

onset, a nucleus, or a coda. Botma thus represents segments as follows:42 

41 Botma (2004:23). 
42 Note that he assumes a 'direct link between syllable structure and contrastive feature specifications' 
meaning that 'there is no longer a level which corresponds to that of the segment', which is, for him, 'a 
move towards a non-segmental phonology' (Botma, 2004:24). 
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Figure 3.5 The scheme of segmental representation of Botma (2004) 
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This view of phonological segments is essentially different from the view of 

Element Theory as used in Government Phonology in several fundamental ways. 

However, the insight offered us by this structural separation of the various functions 

of the elements not only answers the questions I posed above concerning the lesser 

degree of fusion of ph thanf, and the issue of affricates such as t being only one step 

away from aspirate stops (in this case t"), but it may also answer the question of how 

ejectives are represented. The following section therefore explores this idea further. 

3.1.3 The structure of segmental expressions 

I should begin this section by noting that while I have arrived at the following 

proposals by working through problems such as those outlined in §3.1.2.1, proposals 

involving a 'contour' view of segmental structure are not new. I have already noted 

that this is the view advanced by Element-Based Dependency, but there are also those 

working in Government Phonology who have been led to similar conclusions. For 

instance, investigations into Korean consonants led Heo (1994) to propose that 

segments are formed of a contour, with a separate phonation component.43 

The discussions in the previous sections have led us to the question: is it 

possible that ejectives are segments that are not fully fused? This naturally also leads 

us to pose exactly the same question for aspirates; and if it is possible that these two 

types of laryngeal contrast are not fully fused, then we are forced also to question 

(contrastively) voiced obstruents. In other words, perhaps the elements responsible for 

contrastive laryngeal specifications are somehow separate, linking into a different 

43 Since finishing this chapter, I have found that Scheer (2003) also proposes contour segments for 
affricates and aspirated stops, although with a somewhat different use of elements from that argued for 
in this thesis. 
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node. Questioning the structure of the segment in this way leads back to the much 

earlier idea that phonological primes are organised into some kind of geometry. 44 

Within the framework of elements, this idea was formalised by Harris (1994), who 

proposes the following melodic geometry:45 

Figure 3.6 The melodic geometry of Harris ( 1994) 

X 

R 

This can be used as a base model, but the revisions to the theory of elements 

incorporated into the current framework necessitate some modification. This relates 

primarily to the use of seven elements (where the Harrisian model uses nine), 

whereby the function of [h] is subsumed under [H] and that of [N] subsumed under [L] 

(as discussed in Chapter 1). We can thus see segmental structure as comprising 

maximally three nodes onto which the elements themselves attach: 

44 For the major work on segment structure within the framework of features (Feature Geometry), see 
Sagey (1986), also McCarthy (1988) and Halle (1992); for the major work in this framework applied to 
Semitic, see McCarthy ( 1994 ). 
45 Harris (1994:129); I have added [H) and [L] for clarity. Note that Harris (1990:262-4) discusses the 
'breaking' of phonological expressions (which feeds lenitory processes), whereby an expression 
undergoes a reduction in fusion (i.e. decomposition without element loss). The model I propose below 
is compatible with his analysis, but carries his model one step further. It also accounts neatly for the 
loss of aspiration [H) in the lenited (tapped or glottalled) segments, since the ROOT node in my model is 
maximally binary branching. The breaking (i.e. splitting into two branches of a contour) of the 
expression, whereby [?] is no longer fused with [R], means that the 'offshoot' MOD node containing [H) 
is not interpretable since it would require fusion with the 'breakaway' branch linked to[?], or it would 
result in an illicit triple branch (triploid). 
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Figure 3.7 Subsegmental structure showing the contributing function to an 
expression of the various nodes 

man;;;; 
..,.., ..,]\. 

..,...., .... ..,...., .... .., .... .., .... .., .... 
resonance laryngeal I secondary 

Figure 3. 7 shows the contributing function of the elements linking into the 

nodes (but doesn't label the nodes themselves). The main body ('core') of the 

expression above is composed of the two nodes into which the resonance elements 

and the manner/laryngeal elements link (i.e. the latter when linked to the node 

labelled 'manner' are interpreted in their 'manner' role). Elements linking into the 

'offshoot' node are interpreted in their 'laryngeal' role (in the case of [?], [H], 

[L]).46,47 

This type of representation deals with questions such as (for example): what 

makes a segment ph notf? Both[?] and [H] are present, but in the former [H] acts as a 

'laryngeal' element while in the latter contributing a more 'fundamental' role as 

'manner'. While the 'laryngeal' vs 'manner' function could be derived by headedness, 

bearing in mind the problems outlined above, this 'manner' I 'laryngeal' distinction is, 

I think, more likely to be due to contour shape in the structure of the segment. In other 

words, the segment ph is not fully fused. If the 'aspiration' is fused with the segment, 

then f results, with the [H] element contributing its 'manner' function. It would seem 

that nodes generally, as will be seen in the representations following in Figure 3.8, 

prefer to have only one element attached (i.e. not to branch into more than one 

46 Note that representations are somewhat limited when shown in two-dimensional diagrams. I 
represent the 'offshoot' node to the right simply for convenience; this is not related to articulatory 
timing. Therefore, the 'core' of the expression does not necessarily precede the 'offshoot' node 
temporally. Thus, despite the fact that [L] in this role tends to be interpreted temporally as pre-voicing, 
it links to this node as do [H] and [?]. The temporal interpretation of an element seems to be one of 
those language-specific phonetic interpretations which is unlikely to be reflected in subsegmental 
structure per se. In this view, it would thus be argued that phenomena such as pre-nasalisation (in 
Greek loanwords, for instance) and pre-aspiration (e.g. Icelandic) are language-specific temporal 
phonetic interpretations of phonological representations often interpreted as 'voiced' and 'voiceless 
aspirated', respectively. 
47 One may wish to employ this node to represent secondary articulations, especially for languages (e.g. 
Caucasian) with complex sets of secondary articulations. This is outside the scope of this thesis. As 
seen in Chapter 6, this is not the case for Arabic. Moreover, Semitic languages with labialised velars, 
e.g. kw, would have [U] attached to the resonance node. This possibility is therefore not investigated 
further here. 
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element), and thus the linking of [H] to this node (as in the spirantisation process ph 

7 f) 'knocks out' [?](i.e. [?]is delinked).48 

The node at the top of the structure (and thus in a sense a 'mother' node) I 

think is more accurately characterisable as the ROOT node (as per Harris, 1994). This 

node can be seen as being somehow most fundamental to the identity of a segment. 

Elements attaching to this node are interpreted as what we would roughly call 

'manner'. 

The ROOT node usually49 projects downwards into the RESONANCE node (or 

RES), to which the resonance elements attach. As noted, I consider this to be the 'core' 

of the expression, with elements attached to these two nodes together giving a 

segment its essential QUALITY characteristic. The ROOT node can then project into an 

'offshoot', which I shall call the MODIFIER node (or MOD}, since elements attaching to 

this node seem to do so in a modifying capacity (i.e. laryngeal I phonation 

modification). Obstruents considered 'plain' (e.g. 'plain' voiceless stops) have no 

such modification. In this way, segment structure always has QUALITY, but does not 

necessarily have modification of this. The template for this subsegmental structure is 

therefore as follows. 

Figure 3.8 Subsegmental structure showing the nodes to which elements link 

ROOT ~ 

RES ! ~ MOD 

What should also be noted from this structure is that the ROOT node maps 

directly onto a skeletal point. This makes it a quasi-contour segment in that the 'core' 

(QUALITY) of the expression and the 'offshoot' (MOD node) are not entirely fused. 

With the above in mind, I now move on to outline the approach of Nasukawa 

& Backley (2005) (henceforth N&B) and examine the way in which the major 

insights built into their model could be adopted to develop the model I presented 

above. 

48 There may be a parameter concerning the linking of mutiple elements to one node (or indeed a 
Earameter militating against bare nodes). See Chapter 6 for discussion of this in Arabic. 
9 The exception to this, as will be seen, is (placeless) laryngeals. 
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The first insight specifically built into the N&B model is that of the C-V 

dichotomy. That is, 'consonants and vowels are fundamentally different, both in their 

acoustic properties and also their linguistic function'. 50 Therefore, they propose that 

the inventory of elements is naturally grouped into two sets (each of which 

contributes its own type of acoustic information to the speech signal); the 'resonance' 

set (RES) comprises the elements [A I U], and the EDGE set comprises [? H N h].51 

At the risk of oversimplifying somewhat, these two groups further subdivide, so that 

the EDGE set comprises EDGE (elements[? h]) and SOURCE (elements [N H]), and the 

RES set comprises RESONANCE (elements [I U]) and FUNDAMENTAL (element [A]). 

Moreover, they propose that consonantal structures are the reverse of vocalic 

structures. Therefore, in non-nuclear positions EDGE dominates RES, whereas in 

nuclear positions RES dominates EDGE: 

so Nasukawa & Backley (2005:82). 
s• N&B do not merge the elements [h] and [H]. Also, they use the element [N] where I use [L] (the 
latter the usual element used under Revised Element Theory). 
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Figure 3.9 The revised element geometry of Nasukawa & Rackley (2005) 

(i) Non-nuclear positions 

{?,h}=X EDGE 

I 
{ 'H} 

EDGE set 
SOURCE 

{I,U} RESONANCE 

I RES set 
{A} FUNDAMENI'AL 

( ii) Nuclear positions 

{A} =X FUNDAMENI'AL 

RES set 
{ , U} RESONANCE 

{N,H} SOURCE 

I EDGE set 

{?, h} EDGE 

N&B note that this approach is intended to constrain the fusion operation, 

while formally incorporating the C-V dichotomy. In this model, when the structure is 

linked to a non-nuclear position (with EDGE thus dominating RES), bare 

FUNDAMENI'AL is interpreted as velarity in consonants, while a simpler structure 

terminating in bare RESONANCE is interpreted as coronality. In this way, there is no [R] 

element in such a model. 52 

There are two aspects of this approach that I believe would benefit the model 

of segmental structure that I proposed above in Figure 3.8: frrstly, the reversed 

structures incorporating the C-V dichotomy, and secondly the structural deriving of 

52 This has its roots in Backley (1993, 1998), who argues against the existence of an [R] element. 
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coronals (making the [R] element obsolete). If the structures I have proposed were 

further broken down, the structure would then be as in Figure 3.10, following. Note 

that the MOD node, elements attached to which are interpreted as secondarily 

modifying characteristics, is 'optional', i.e. it is not present in all structures. 

Figure 3.10 Subsegmental structure- Bel/em (2007) 

( i) non-nuclear positions 

ROOT 

RESONANCE MOD 

FUNDAMENTAL 

( ii) nuclear positions 

(ROOT=) FUNDAMENTAL ~ 

RESONANCE l "\. MOD 

Therefore, the elements which could link to each of the nodes above are as 

follows: 
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Figure 3.11 Subsegmental structure (Bellem, 2007) showing to which nodes 
elements potentially attach 

non-nuclear position 

H ------... ,.. 
I..r'',' , 
?' 

... ' ... , 
u ,' ,' , 

I 

.... 
A 

nuclear position 

A·---~1\ 
,"' I 

I "' I 
"' I vi 

(HL ?UIA) 

A comment here on the structure of vocalic representations is in order. 54 

Firstly, following N&B, bare nodes in the 'core' (QUALITY) of the expression are 

interpreted as schwa-type vowels: bare FUNDAMENTAL is interpreted as 'a, non-high 

central vowel such as [A] or [~]. while bare RESONANCE is interpreted as the high 

central vowel [i].'55 Secondly, where elements attach56 to MOD, they have one of two 

functions. Firstly (in the case of [H L ?]), they are interpreted as 'laryngeal', thus 

yielding tonal contrasts (including laryngealisation, which also sometimes interacts 

with tone). 57 Secondly (in the case of [U I A]), they are interpreted as a diphthongal 

53 As noted, it may be that there are languages which utilise the MOD node in secondary articulations, 
such that resonance elements may link here. This is not the case for Arabic (see Chapter 6) and is 
outside the scope of this thesis. 
54 One could also think of a as the 'ultimate vowel', in that it is maximally open, which is 
fundamentally incompatible with consonants. This, too, is how we could see the lack of a-f 
alternations (as noted) in comparison with the high vowels and glides (and such structural 
representations formalise this). 
ss Nasukawa & Backley (2005:86). They cite languages with two central vowels such as (Ethiopic) 
Ennemor Gurage. 
56 In N&B's framework elements are either active or inactive. Thus, where I have elements 'linking' to 
nodes, they have elements being active under a given node. This is not compatible with the framework 
I propose because it would not be possible for elements to spread into another node in the same 
expression (or to be shared by two nodes). Presumably, in N&B's framework this would violate some 
restriction that elements are activated only once in each phonological expression. 
51 For instance, the Tibeto-Burmese language Mpi, as discussed by Ladefoged (1983:353), has 'six 
tones, each of which may occur with a plain or laryngealized vowel, so that the same segments, lsi!, 
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off-glide, which is where vocalic representations are usually considered to be 

branching. 58 

Moreover, such a structure would also explain why nasalised vowels cross

linguistically are observed to prefer to be low (in fact, to contain [A]), which is 

commonly observed for French, Romagnol dialects and Brazilian Portuguese among 

other languages. 59 That is, in vowels with an 'offshoot' MOD in their structure, it may 

be that the FUNDAMENTAL node (which in vowels is essentially the ROOT node) cannot 

remain bare, and thus [A] must be linked in order to support (or act as head for) MOD. 

Additionally, in the same vein, this structure may explain certain pharyngeal 

interactions with tone. 60 Many Asian languages have a 'register' distinction that 

normally relates predominantly to pitch. However, in the Mon Khmer languages there 

are varying realisations of this register distinction. In Rengao, the first register 

correlates modal voice and higher pitch with voiceless onsets and RTR vowels, 

whereas the second register correlates breathy voice and lower pitch with voiced 

onsets and A TR vowels.61 I suggest62 that perhaps where the second register has [L] 

linked to MOD, the first register has this MOD offshoot but terminating in a bare node. 

This means that [A] either needs linking to FUNDAMENTAL in order to 'support' the 

MOD offshoot (in the case of vowels not lexically containing [A]), or (in the case of 

vowels with lexical [A]) the [A] element becomes the head of the expression.63 

Finally, as per Figure 3.11, there is a fundamental difference in geometry in 

expressions linked to nuclear as opposed to non-nuclear positions. However, the 

overall shape of the structure is generally the same (but with the function of the 

respective nodes varying slightly). Such structures may explain the observation that 

consonants containing the [A] element are cross-linguistically marked, if we were to 

have 12 different meanings'. Additionally, languages such as Vietnamese have been shown to have 
both breathiness and creakiness involved in the tonal system - see Pham (2003). Also on tone and [?] 
interactions in the Chin language Zahao (Laizo), see Yip (2002). See also Esling (2003). 
58 See e.g. Kaye (1989: 125-39). 
59 See Ploch (1999) for discussion of what he terms 'the height myth'. 
60 Thanks to Moira Yip for pointing this angle out to me. 
61 Yip (2002:32). 
62 With the caveat that this of course would need more careful investigation. 
63 Note that it does not appear to be a tense-lax distinction that could be analysed as a headed-headless 
distinction. That is, the register 1 vowels are[~ Ou e :l a], and (corresponding) register 2 vowels are [i u 
eo a]. Thus, clearly, either [A] is added or it becomes dominant. In register 2, schwa [a] is an empty 
expression and thus can't be headed. 
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suppose that languages tend to prefer (all other things being . equal) 64 simpler 

structures. Thus, many languages perhaps do not allow (i.e. license) [A] to link to a 

representation (into the FUNDAMENTAL node) where the dominating RESONANCE node 

is bare. Moreover, it would provide an explanation for the observation that the low 

vowel does not seem to correlate with a pharyngeal approximant in parallel with the 

high vowels and the glides w andj.65 That is, the high vowels i and u have exactly the 

same structural shape as the glides y and w, whereas the low vowel a does not have 

the same structure as a pharyngeal approximant (the transcription of which would 

presumably be f, see the discussion in §3.2, following): 

Figure 3.12 Representations showing the difference between glides and vowels 

(i) (Non-nuclear) approximants I glides 

J w 

... J 
u'' 

f 

64 Here I make appeal to the idea that the overall shape of individual sound system's arises from the 
resolution of the conflicting pressures to which they are subject, detennined on a language-specific 
basis, and is what makes sound systems unique. This is formalised by Flemming (2004, passim). 
65 For instance, it is clear that in Arabic, consonantal [1], i.e. j, alternates wi.th vocaJ,ic [i], as in the word 
(normally transcribed as) fil 'elephant', which in Arabic is written !lS ~. i.e. FYL, and the root of 
which is clearly F-Y-L, as evidenced by the plural formfiyala ~ FvaL", where the expression [I] is 
clearly consonantal. This same alternation is seen for [U] between w and u, but never between a and f. 
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(ii) (Nuclear) vowels 

i u 

a 

To wind up, then, the evidence so far is that phonological representations have 

an inherent structure. The remainder of this section gives potential representations for 

some basic types of consonants. However, these do not necessarily hold of all 

languages, since phonological segments participate within an overall sound system, 

which varies cross-linguistically. For example, I argue in Chapter 6 that languages 

like Arabic have phonologically palatal(ised) coronals. The representations given here, 

then, are to exemplify the arguments up to this point, and language-specific 

modifications will be discussed where relevant. Additionally, in the present section I 

do not further discuss, or show, headedness, because any evidence for this has not yet 

been presented, and also because this too presumably is language-specific to a certain 

degree. Headedness will be shown later. 
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Figure 3.13 The representation of coronal stops 

t 

r ----1 

d 

r ----1\ 
' ' ' L 

t' 

--l'\ 
?--- l \ 

In the representations given above, it may be seen that what distinguishes an ejective 

t' from a plain voiceless tis that there is an offshoot (MOD) node projecting from the 

ROOT. This means that the element [?] (since this is the element linked into the 

'mother' ROOT node) is interpreted not just as 'manner' but also as 'laryngeal 

modifier', hence an ejective stop. How strongly this is interpreted is a matter of 

(language-specific) phonetic mapping. Therefore, a language may interpret this as a 

'fortis' ejective or as a 'Ienis' ejective. The delinking of this empty node would result 

in lenition whereby the ejective becomes 'plain' voiceless. 
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Figure 3.14 The representation of coronal sibilants 

s 

s' ...... I\ ...... 
If 

... 
\ 

\ 

? 

z 

The representations of the coronal non-sibilant fricatives (8, d, 8') would have 

essentially the same structure as the sibilants in Figure 3.14, the difference being one 

of headedness (Harris, for instance has [H] as the head of sibilant fricatives but [R] as 

the head of the non-sibilant series).66 

Harris (1994) has a 'neutral' element [@] present in all representations, but 

manifesting its presence only when head. This element, when head of a consonantal 

expression, is interpreted as velar. In a framework without this element, 'neutral' is 

manifest as headlessness (in the case of vowels) or just as the lack of a resonance 

element (in the case of velars, which in fact means that some velars are considered 

unheaded expressions). However, in the N&B-style framework adopted, velars arise 

through structural interpretation. In this approach, the last 'offshoot' of the expression 

terminates in a FUNDAMENTAL node. When this 'offshoot' is present, but with no 

element linked to it (in other words, when the expression has a bare FUNDAMENTAL 

node), the expression is interpreted as velar. This gives us the following 

representations for the velar stop series: 

66 Headedness of these segments (for at least Arabic) is discussed and shown later. 
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Figure 3.15 The representation of velar stops 

r 
...... ...... 

k 

g 

' ' ' L 

? ...... 
... ... ... 

' 

k' 

' ' ' 'H 

Lastly, I conclude this sub-section by giving the representations of labial stops 

and palatals.67 Pharyngeals, (Arabic) coronal emphatics, and uvulars are discussed in 

§3.2, following, and further in Chapters 4 and 6. 

67 The palatals represented here are assumed to be phonologically stops, although cross-linguistically 
they may most often be phonetically realised as palato-alveolar affricates. This is not to say that there 
aren't languages in which such segments aren't phonologically affricates. This is outside the scope of 
this thesis, although due to the structural representations adopted here, further research is warranted. 
For now, I assume that resonance quality is interpreted also in MOD. 
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Figure 3.16 The representation of labial stops 

p ph 

--!\ --?-

- ' - ' u ............ , ......... , 
' H 

b p' 

--1\ --r 

..... 
,,""' ' u..... ', 

L 

Figure 3.17 The representation of palatals 

--1\ --r 

' -- ' I 
~~ ................. - ' ' H 

I t 

--1\ --r 

.,.,-' ' 
I-- ', 

L 

c' 
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3.1.4 Conclusion 

To conclude §3.1, I recap the main fmdings and proposals. At the beginning of this 

section, I discussed the evidence leading to the conclusion that 'glottalicness' is an 

interpretation of the element[?]. From this, it is clear that this element plays two roles 

in phonological expressions: 'manner' and 'laryngeal'. This supports the proposals of 

other researchers who have concluded that the elements [L] and [H] also have two 

functions, effectively 'manner' and 'laryngeal', since all three of these elements 

clearly have a dual role. The question is therefore how this is exploited in 

phonological expressions. I noted that the distinction between the two roles (for the 

elements [L] and [H]) has been derived by headedness by researchers in the school of 

Kaye. However, it is very clear that the[?] element cannot function in this way.68 This 

further supports the view that phonological expressions are not linear but have an 

internal structure. 

Based on the insights of researchers working in both feature-geometric and 

element-geometric models, I assumed consonantal representations consisting of a 

(QUALITY) 'core' which may be further modified. The 'core' consists of the ROOT 

node (='manner') and two RESONANCE nodes (='place'): RES (elements [I] and [U], 

yielding palatals, labials, and, if bare, coronals) and FUND (element [A], yielding 

pharyngeals, and, if bare, velars). The ROOT node may project an 'offshoot' 

terminating in the MOD node. All elements may link to this node, receiving 

interpretation in their secondary resonance or laryngeal function. 

What is crucial for the purpose of this chapter is that in this model ejective 

stops have the structure of a 'plain' stop, but with the ROOT node projecting into bare 

MOD. Therefore, the[?] element attached to the ROOT node (thus having interpretation 

in its 'manner' capacity) also receives interpretation in its 'laryngeal' capacity (being 

projected as it were into the MOD node). 

The last point to be made here concerns the systemic status of ejectives. Why 

do some languages with a three-way stop series contrast e.g. ph and b with p' rather 

than p? That is, if p' takes the place in the system normally taken by p, could p' 

actually be the 'plain' series? This may certainly be the case for some languages,69 but, 

68 There are researchers who derive 'stop' manner structurally. However, in my view the evidence 
wven in §3.1 of this chapter shows that this may be very difficult to maintain. See Jensen (1994). 

See e.g. the argument of Monaka (2001) that ejectives in Shekgalagari function as the 'plain' series. 
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frrstly, we have seen above that there are indeed languages that contrast ejective stops 

with plain stops, and, secondly, this would appear to be a case of maximising the 

distinctiveness of a contrast.7° For example, it is well noted that vowel systems tend to 

prefer to maintain maximally salient distances between their members (based on the 

resonance patterns). Therefore a three-term system will have i-a-u (rather than, say, 

i-1-i). This type of patterning with ejectives has presumably the same purpose. That is, 

in a system with a three-way contrast in its stop series, a voiced stop would be likely 

to have some voicing lead, and a voiceless aspirated stop to have some voicing lag. If 

there is a plain stop with roughly zero VOT, then the voicing contrast may not be 

particularly great between, say, the voiced and plain members of the series. Moreover, 

there may be positions in which this contrast is masked (for instance in certain types 

of consonant cluster, or intervocalically, where the plain stop is likely to be partially 

voiced). Thus, the perceptual contrast between the three types of stop may be 

maximised or enhanced by being categorised as 'no-lag' vs 'noise-lag' vs 'stop-lag', 

which would be a more salient contrast than the perceptual zones of voicing (which 

effectively could be categorised as 'minus-lag' vs 'not-much-lag' vs 'lag' in a three

term system). 

Leaving behind the issue of glottalics, I move on now to the issue of Arabic

style ('backed') emphatics. However, the representation of emphatics is intrinsically 

linked to the representation of pharyngeals. In Chapter 4, where I investigate the 

historical development of emphatics in Semitic, I argue that the original Semitic 

emphatics were in fact glottalic, with Arabic-style 'backed' emphatics developing 

from these, and that the pharyngeals have a crucial role to play in this development. 

Therefore, understanding the identity of 'pharyngeal' is a prerequisite to 

understanding the identity of Arabic-style 'backed' emphatics. For this reason, §3.2 

investigates the representation of Semitic pharyngeals, with Arabic-style 'backed' 

emphatics in §3.3 and uvulars in §3.4. 

70 In the sense of Edward Hemming, who encodes this directly into his adaptation of Optimality 
Theory. See Hemming (2002, 2005). 
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3.2 The phonological representation of Semitic pharyngeals 

In this section I investigate the phonological representation of the pharyngeals in 

Semitic languages, with the aim of identifying the phonological 'pharyngeal' 

character. I start by recapping the phonetic evidence given in Chapter 2, and then look 

at phonological evidence. Finally, I propose phonological representations using the 

structural model proposed in §3.1, above. 

Most dialects of Arabic have the voiceless pharyngeal fricative h and the 

voiced pharyngeal f, 71 as do most varieties of Neo-Aramaic, Hebrew, many Ethio

Semitic languages and the South Arabian languages~ 72 These two pharyngeals are thus 

a typically Semitic feature. The identity of f has caused some problem in the literature, 

since although it is usually assumed to be a voiced fricative (i.e. the voiced 

counterpart to h), it is variously described additionally as a stop or an approximant. 

The medieval grammarian Sibawayh73 describes Arabic f as 'between' a continuant 

and a stop. 

In Chapter 2 I discussed how in Arabic dialects such as Syrian, f is typically 

approximant-like (showing what I argue is a lenitory process, i.e. vocalisation), 74 

whereas in dialects like Iraqi it is most often realised as a stop/5 word-internally if not 

stopped at least very creaky, and word-fmally most often an epiglottal stop, especially 

in careful speech. I showed spectrograms of Baghdad Iraqi f from Alkalesi (2001) 

where word-initial f is a stop, distinguished perceptually from glottal '} predominantly 

by the quality of the following vowel (e.g. C)[ a] vs ?[a]). 

71 The exceptions are: Nigerian and Juba Arabic and Ki-Nubi. In Cypriot, Maltese and Chadian Arabic 
they are rare (Kaye & Rosenhouse, 1997:277). Also, in northern Yemeni Tihama the reflex of *f is J 
~atson, 2002:18). 

In varieties of Neo-Aramaic which don't have a segmental manifestation off, there is clear evidence 
of historical *f which is manifest supra-segmentally. Oriental (Mizrahi) Hebrew retains the 
pharyngeals, although in Modem Israeli Hebrew *f has merged with 'I and *h with x (see §4). In some 
Ethio-Semitic languages (e.g. Amharic) the pharyngeals have merged with the laryngeals, a clear case 
of lenition. In MSA Mehri, f is observed to be very weak in the dialect of Yemen, and not to occur in 
that of Oman (Janet Watson, p.c.). 
73 See Semaan (1968), al-Nassir (1993), Bakalla (1981). 
74 McCarthy (1994) notes that in Ghazeli' s (1977) spectrograms, the flooks like an intervocalic glide. I 
should note that in Syrian Arabic, word-initial f is barely perceptible. This is also noted by Cowell 
(1964). On the lenition trajectory, vocalisation. where obstruent weakens to resonant, is the last stage 
before deletion. Harris (1994a:122) does not include [A] as a 'primitive' segment which can be the last 
stage in a lenition process, although the above constitutes evidence that it is indeed a 'primitive'. 
75 al-Ani (1970) had four Iraqi informants who produced f as a stop, and the Iraqi informants of 
Butcher & Ahmad (1987) were more likely to produce it as a stop than a continuant. 
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The resonance characteristics of both f and h, as seen in spectrograms, and as 

reported very widely in the literature, are raised F1 and lowered F2•
76 This is exactly 

the proflle of the element [A], which clearly plays a role in the identity of the 

pharyngeals. In the following section, I therefore investigate the phonological 

evidence, and in §3.2.2 I discuss the actual representations off and h. 

3.2.1 Phonological evidence of 'pharyngeal' [A] 

There is abundant evidence across Semitic of pharyngeal vowel-lowering. While this 

has been noted cross-linguistically outside of Semitic, I focus here on Semitic since it 

is the systemic function of Semitic pharyngeals which is relevant. 77 

One example of pharyngeals containing [A] may be found in Cairene Arabic, 

where pharyngeals cause lowering of vowels through the spreading of [A)-quality. 

Observe the following data: 78 

(5) a. tifmil [t£\'mil] 'she does, makes' 

filif Wle\'] 'he went up' 

ihna [ehne] 'we' 

b. yikuhh [yikohh] 'he coughs' 

hubb [hobb] 'love' 

fumar [\'omar] 'Omar' 

(5a) shows that i is lowered to [E] before a syllable-fmal pharyngeal,79 consistent with 

the spreading of [A]. (5b) shows that u is realised as [o] when either following or 

preceding a pharyngeal, again consistent with the spreading of [A]. Bearing in mind 

that I argue that Arabic syllable structure is CV only, it seems that the pharyngeal 

76 According to El-Haleese (1985}, the raised F1 of the pharyngeals proper is important in 
distinguishing them perceptually from other gutturals. 
77 It is evident that this systemic function is very important. One reason for focusing only on Semitic 
here is, as I argue, the role of pharyngeals in historically triggering the 'backing' sound change in 
emphatics. Moreover, pharyngeals play a different role in the sound systems of non-Semitic languages. 
For instance, the Caucasian languages are well known for their sometimes huge array of uvulars and 
pharyngeals. However, in the North-East Caucasian (Daghestanian) languages, pharyngeals clearly 
ftattem with palatals in processes of (what I term) palato-pharyngealisation. See Bellem (2005). 
8 Watson (2002:271) citing Woidich (1999:27-8}, Kaye (1997:193) citing Harrell (1957:72-3). 

79 Watson (2002:271) does not indicate what happens to i when it occurs to the right of a pharyngeal. 
Furthermore, there are no examples of what happens with an intervocalic pharyngeal (i.e. to 
demonstrate whether it is only the vowel to the right that is lowered, or both adjacent vowels). 
However, see the Baghdadi data in Chapter 6, where a medial pharyngeal clearly induces a in V1 of 
verbs (where otherwise i is found}, and where a medial coronal has triggered i, this is lowered by an 
initial fto [e]. 
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spreads [A] into the following nucleus if that nucleus is realised. When the nucleus 

after the pharyngeal is not realised,80 [A] spreads into the preceding nucleus instead, 

thus also serving as an acoustic cue for the pharyngeal. 

Lowering is attested across the dialects of Arabic. In (Muslim Baghdad) Iraqi 

Arabic for instance, the 2PS masculine and lPP independent pronouns ('you (m.s.)' 

and 'we') are inta and ihna, realised as [mta] and [ehna] respectively. The realisation 

of ihna as [ehna] shows the spreading of [A] from the pharyngeal. Moreover, this 

shows that it is not simply vowel-laxing, as the 2PS masculine inta is realised with a 

lax initial vowel [mta] in exactly the same context. 

We also fmd Arabic dialects in which pharyngeals trigger a where a default 

vowel i would otherwise be found. The following data, from the al-Ristiq dialect of 

Omani Arabic, shows selected forms from the imperfective paradigm of the verb 

yiktib 'he writes' compared with the same paradigm of the verb yiqham 'he descends', 

which demonstrate vowel-zero altemations:81 

(6) 'laktib 'I write' 'laqham 'I descend' 

yiktib 'he writes' yiqham 'he descends' 

ykitbu 'they (m) write' yqahmu 'they (m) descend' 

ykitban 'they (f) write' yqahman 'they (f) descend' 

The data show that the default vowel is i, except after a pharyngeal or uvular, when it 

is a, indicating that [A] spreads from the pharyngeal or uvular into the empty nucleus, 

obviating the need for the default [I] to link to the phonetically interpretable position. 

Again in Arabic, we fmd that in the (qaltu) dialect of Rabica82 the colour 

words are of the form VCCaC (a_Fal),83 where the initial Vis normally a, e.g. aswad 

'black' .84 In guttural (and emphatic) environments, however, the initial V is a, e.g. 

ahmar 'red'. Also in this dialect, i occurs word-fmally only after non-gutturals (and 

80 Meaning that the pharyngeal is in what is more traditionally seen as 'coda' position. 
81 Prochazka (1981 :24 ). . 
82 A small town in the province of Mosul in north-western Iraq, just inside the border with Syria. The 
Mesopotamian dialects are known as qaltu and gilit, which is discussed in Chapter 5. The dialect 
discussed here is that spoken by the sedentary (Sunni) population ofRabi•a (Abu-Haidar, 2004:1-2). 
83 Abu-Haidar (2004). 
84 As discussed in Chapter 1, in element-based theories, a has been shown to be the phonetic realisation 
of a phonologically empty expression (i.e. there are no elements linked to this position in the string). 
See among others Harris (1994, 1997) on lenition and neutralisation, Charette (1991) on schwa and 
Charette & Goksel (1998) on Turkish vowel harmony. 
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non-emphatics), 85 i.e. the feminine singular ending -i ~ [a] after gutturals and 

einphatics. Compare (7a & b): 

(7) a. sani 'year' 

na4Jmiiyi 'star' 

halwi 'pretty (f.s.)' 

waluli 'one (f.s.)' 

xiili 'maternal aunt' 

b. xarqa 'rag' 

balaha 'date, palm-tree' 

(aq(aqa 'noise' 

What we see in the above data is that the pharyngeals (along with the uvulars and 

emphatics) condition a where otherwise we fmd i or a.86 

We also fmd that in Tiberian Hebrew the pharyngeals condition short a 

(transcribed in the data as 'a'):87 

(8) a. singular plural 

melek mala:ki:m 'king' 

se:per sapa:ri:m 'book' 

b. heder hlida:ri:m 'room' 

fe:der fli.da:ri:m 'flock' 

The Hebrew data show that V 1 is reduced to schwa a in the plural form, but 

that following a pharyngeal this is realised as [a]. Since schwa is analysed in element

based theories as the realisation of a nucleus devoid of lexical content (i.e. an empty 

expression), the only analysis possible here is that the pharyngeals spread [A] into the 

empty nucleus. 

85 This includes also r, e.g. sayyiira 'car', maniira 'minaret', karra 'once'. 
86 Note that in Rabi"a Arabic, the short vowels are: medially a and a, fmally a, i, u. This indicates that i 
and u have merged (to a) word-medially. 
87 McCarthy (1994:209). 
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More evidence of pharyngeals containing [A] may be found in Ethio-Semitic. 

For instance in both Tigre and Tigrinya, h and flower a following tJ to a,88 the a

quality presumably having spread from the preceding pharyngeal:89 

(9) a. Tigrinya 
' 

stJbtJrtJ 

ltJmm;mtJ 

b. Tigre 

StJltJk 

btJ'ltJs 

stJbrtJ 

'he broke' 

'he begged' 

'wire' 

'husband' 

'he broke' 

hastJbtJ 

faddtJgtJ 

habtJl 

falzam 

halbtJ 

'he thought' 

'he bought' 

'rope' 

'charcoal' 

'he milked' 

Tigre also has an interesting process of neutralisation, whereby ['l] and [\'] in 

words containing a pharyngeal or an ejective (emphatic) are said to be in free 

variation.90 Observe the following data: 

(10) 'laddtJha 

'larqa/1 

'lafa:l 

faddtJiza 

farqaj 

fafa:l 

'noon' 

'bed' 

'goats' 

Thus, what can be seen in the data is that there is a degree of neutralisation between 

the laryngeals and the pharyngeals in words containing ejectives or pharyngeals. 

Bearing in mind that these forms are apparently in free variation, it seems that there is 

optional spreading of the MOD node (linked to [A]) from pharyngeals and ejectives, 

showing again that pharyngeals have · [A], but also that they may pattern with 

laryngeal '/. In other words, this analysis would show f as being effectively a 

pharyngeal stop or glottalised pharyngeal stop in this language. 

In summary, it is clear from both acoustic and phonological evidence that the 

pharyngeals are characterised by the presence of [A]. However, there seems to be a 

88 Rose (1996:92-3) discusses how in Tigrinya this occurs with pharyngeals and laryngeals, whereas in 
Tigre it occurs with pharyngeals and ejectives. For an early element-analysis of Tigre, see Kaye et al. 
p985). 
9 Data from Palmer (1962) and Rose (1996), who cites (for Tigre) Palmer (1956) and Kaye et al. 

&J.985), and (forTigrinya) Berhane (1991). 
Leslau (1945:155-7), Raz (1983:5), also noted in McCarthy (1994:224). 

91 The velar ejective k' (=systemic <:P) is traditionally transliterated as 'q'. 
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degree of variation with the voiced pharyngeal f, since it appears sometimes to be an 

approximant and sometimes a stop. This is both inter- and intra-dialectal, as will 

become clear in §3.2.2, following, in which I look at representations. 

3.2.2 The role of [A] in the representation of pharyngeals 

It is clear that both the pharyngeals have the element [A] in their phonological 

representation. There is general consensus that the voiceless h is a fricative, but the 

voiced f is sometimes an approximant and sometimes a stop, 92 as seen in the phonetic 

evidence presented, but also apparent phonologically. 

To take the less complicated case first, it follows that the expression realised 

ash contains [A.H]. As seen previously, I assume that in fricatives, [H], as 'manner', 

links to the ROOT node, as follows: 

Figure 3.18 The representation of pharyngeal h 

A point to be made explicit here concerns my representation of pharyngeal h 

(also f, as will be seen presently) as primarily a pharyngeal, rather than as a 

pharyngealised glottal (or an 'emphatic' glottal). Indeed, the pharyngeals are often 

seen as 'emphatic laryngeals', or pharyngealised counterparts to laryngeal h and ?.93 

That this is not the case (for Semitic) may be argued from various angles. 

92 Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:168) state that they agree with the sentiment of Catford (1977) that 
Semitic pharyngeals are 'often wrongly described as fricatives', noting that 'there is audible local 
turbulence in the sound that Catford symbolizes as h, but, as he notes, it is very seldom apparent in 
what he symbolizes as t.' However, it is clear that his not a stop, and it is voiceless. It is also clearly 
an obstruent. Note the spectrograms in Chapter 2 showing that there is intense aperiodic energy in the 
acoustic pattern of h, noted also by Butcher & Ahmad (1987:162), among others. 
93 This assumption is conunonly made for the various Caucasian languages which have pharyngeals. 
Here, however, I argue that this is indeed likely to be the case, since the 'pharyngeals' pattern as 
pharyngealised laryngeals, and uvulars often pattern as 'phonological pharyngeals'. See Bellem (2005). 
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Firstly, Arabic h in emphatic environments (which I transcribe in the data as M 

does not become h.94 This is not to say that h could never lenite to h, merely that if the 

voiceless pharyngeal fricative h were actually a pharyngealised (or emphatic) glottal 

phonologically (or systemically), then one would expect h -+ h in an emphatic 

environment (where the laryngeal does not block the spread of the emphatic property, 

of course). Observe the following data from Sancani Arabic:95 

(11) 9f!.rf!.IJ-hii 

"(nf!.rf!-9-/:l(l 

'he hit her' 

'her illness' 

The tz of f!lf:lrf!-9-/:l(l 'her illness', where the emphatic property has spread to the right 

edge of the feminine possessive suffix, is not a pharyngeal fricative. The emphatic 

proper:tY having spread into the suffix is cued only by the quality of the following 

vowel (low back ii which I indicate as emphatic by use of the subscript dot). If the 

Arabic pharyngeal were a pharyngealised glottal, then one would expect *~rf!-9-h{i. 

While there is clearly a correlation in lexical roots between emphatics and 

pharyngeals,% synchronically, Arabic laryngeal h does not become pharyngeal h in 

emphatic environments. Since the same is true also of ? (i.e. that synchronically in 

emphatic environments it does not become f), I therefore argue that the Arabic 

pharyngeals are indeed primary pharyngeals (and not pharyngealised, or emphatic, 

glottals). 

Another argument against pharyngeals being 'pharyngealised' or 'emphatic' 

glottals is that this assumption leads to the supposition that in languages with glottalic 

ejectives (for instance, South Arabian), the reflexes of the pharyngeals should actually 

be ?' and h' (i.e. systemic <?> and <lp). Alternatively, one would predict that all 

Semitic languages have 'backed' and not 'glottalic' emphatics, which is not borne out 

94 As noted in my transliteration scheme, the traditional transliteration of the voiceless pharyngeal 
fricative is indeed ~. This is potentially misleading, since I argue that systemically ~ would be a 
pharyngealised (or emphatic) glottal. Therefore, I reserve~ for the transcription of the (Arabic) glottal 
fricative h in an emphatic environment, and use h for the voiceless pharyngeal fricative. 
9s From Watson (2002:281). 
96 Morpheme Structure Constraints, or Root Co-Occurrence Restrictions, evidenced across Semitic, 
mean that certain classes of consonants tend to avoid occurring together in lexical roots. The table in 
McCarthy (1994: 204), showing co-occurrence of consonants in Classical Arabic (based on a statistical 
analysis of verbal roots in Wehr (1971)), shows that in lexical roots there is a markedly low co
occurrence of emphatics (especially q) with laryngeals (as compared with the co-occurrence of 
emphatics with pharyngeals) while non-emphatics occur roughly equally with both laryngeals and 
pharyngeals. Nevertheless, emphatics do occur with laryngeals. This perhaps indicates a historical 
spreading process. 
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by the empirical evidence. Indeed, if f were an emphatic, then one would expect to 

fmd the triad <h, ?, ?>(where the segment f is systemically<?>). However, what we 

fmd is two glottals and two pharyngeals. There is thus no reason for f to line up in the 

system as an emphatic. Furthermore, the emphatic triads are noticeably obstruents, 

where h and ? tend not to pattern as typical obstruents (glottals in many languages are 

argued to be placeless). Moreover if the pharyngeals were the emphatic counterparts 

to the glottals, then the system would have no 'primary' pharyngeals, or segments 

which were fundamentally pharyngeals, thus leading us to question why the 

emphatics in languages like Arabic and some Neo-Aramaic became 'pharyngealised' 

in the first place. That is, the emphatics clearly pattern with the pharyngeals (as I 

argue in §3.3, following), yet (as I argued above) the pharyngeals do not behave as 

emphatics. Thus, they are primarily pharyngeals (i.e. with [A] linked to the primary 

RES node). Moreover, I assume that in primary pharyngeals, [A] is head of the 

expression, thus h is [A.H]. 

The exact representation of the voiced pharyngeal f is a more complicated 

issue than that of h and appears subject to dialectal variation. In what follows, I argue 

that the manifestation of simplex [A] in a non-nuclear position is the pharyngeal 

approximant f, as in some dialects of Arabic.97 However, as discussed in the previous 

section, there is evidence that f may differ from one dialect to another in Arabic, 

which is discussed presently. In the meantime, in parallel with h, I suggest that early 

(and I or pre-)Semitic fis represented as follows in Figure 3.19, with[?] linked to the 

ROOT node. The reason for this representation (rather than [?] linked to MOD) will 

become clear during the course of the following discussion. 

97 Although [A) as a simplex expression is voiced, it is not active voicing, as is present in voiced 
obstruents. Rather, voicing in sonorants is a secondary spontaneous effect (see Harris, 1994a:135~). 
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Figure 3.19 The representation of early (or pre-) Semitic pharyngeal ~ 

? 

.... .... .... 
f 

It follows from this that lenition results in either a glottal stop (as in Akkadian, 

as discussed in Chapter 4, or Amharic) or a pharyngeal approximant (as we may 

initially assume for Arabic dialects like Syrian). This is shown in Figure 3.20. 

Figure 3.20 The representations of the lenited glottal and voiced pharyngeal 

(i) (Lenited) pharyngeal approximant~ 

f 

(ii) (Lenited) glottal stop? 

Having given these representations, the discussion kicks off with dialectal 

variation in the realisation of the pharyngeal f. Firstly, it has been noted in the 
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literature that the voiced pharyngeal is often produced as an epiglottal.98 Edmondson 

et al. (2005:382) call h a 'pharyngeal fricative' and f a 'voiced resonant', 

acknowledging that 'different dialects of Arabic have different phonetic realizations 

of the "voiced resonant",' namely a voiced approximant or an epiglottal-pharyngeal 

stop. Laufer & Baer (1988) describe the f of both Arabic and Oriental Hebrew as 

entirely epiglottal (and not involving the tongue), 99 and Zeroual (2002, 2003) 

concludes for Moroccan Arabic that it is an approximant with some trilling of the 

aryepiglottal folds in 'prosodically emphatic situations' }00 Esling (1996,1999) also 

notes a common correlation between what is normally suppOsed to be a voiced 

pharyngeal f and varying degrees of epiglottal articulation. 101 

However, in looking at the phonological representation of this segment in 

Semitic, there are two factors to be considered. Firstly, this epiglottal realisation is 

often noted to be somewhat allophonic or unstable and not completely systematic 

across all Semitic language varieties. Secondly, what is the evidence for 'epiglottal' as 

a phonological feature? No Semitic language contrasts epiglottal and 'plain' 

pharyngeal as a linguistically significant feature. In Arabic, for instance, many 

varieties commonly produce f as an approximant with no reports of epiglottalisation 

(as in Syrian, for instance). Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:169) argue that the 

conclusion of Laufer & Baer (1988) that Hebrew and (Palestinian) Arabic f is 

epiglottal and not pharyngeal 'may be somewhat of an over-statement in that a more 

recent x-ray study by Boff Dkhissi (1983) concludes that the movement of the 

epiglottis is not independent from that of the root of the tongue; rather the two 

elements work together in forming the constriction'. Moreover, where f is known to 

be often produced with a degree of epiglottalisation, this appears to be contextually 

determined. That is, it is more apparent in careful speech, or citation forms, and in 

prosodically strong positions (intervocalically and post-tonically, for instance, it is 

98 In many (at least North-East I Daghestanian) Caucasian languages the voiceless pharyngeal is also 
produced as an epiglottal. In these languages, this may well have been systemised. Because of the 
different role of these segments within the Caucasian sound systems, I do not discuss them further here. 
See Kodzasov (1987), Bellem (2005). 
99 Laufer & Condax (1979) actually note that f has several allophones in Hebrew, ranging from a 
voiced fricative to a voiceless stop, to creak, and to a glide. Here, they say that it actively involves the 
ec2iglottis and pharyngeal wall, not the tongue. 
1 See also Heselwood (2007), which has appeared since completing this chapter. 
101 In fact, for many NE Caucasian languages, Kodzasov (1987) adopts the term 'epiglottalisation' and 
'epiglotto-pharyngealisation', thus implying its secondary role. This correlates with what I have termed 
'palato-pharyngealisation' as it patterns phonologically with both palatals and pharyngeals. 
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much less likely). This is the case in Iraqi and Moroccan Arabic. Additionally, 

according to the intuitions of speakers themselves, f lines up with the voiceless 

pharyngeal h, which has never, to my knowledge, been reported to have 

epiglottalisation in Semiti~ languages. 102 

Additionally, Laufer & Condax (1979) view the creakiness with which 

pharyngeal f is often produced as an involuntary and spontaneous effect of epiglottal 

retraction. That is, the retraction of the epiglottis means that it 

also goes at the same time down far enough to touch the arytenoids ... ; it touches, 
or if folded and retracted further, pushes on the tops of the arytenoids... This 
pushing on the arytenoids presumably disturbs the fine adjustment needed for 
voicing and produces an involuntary glottal stop or, if not a stop, then glottalized 
voice (creak). 103 

This argument, however, rests upon the assumption that the target of this articulatory 

gesture is primarily epiglottal retraction, therefore implying that this gesture maps 

onto a phonological feature which is inherently [epiglottal]. If this argument is flipped, 

we could equally well assume that the target of the gesture is actually the 

glottalisation (i.e. stop and I or creaky voice}, which I have shown is the manifestation 

of the element [?], and that it is the epiglottal involvement which is spontaneous. 

In light of the arguments above, it therefore follows that while f may indeed 

often be epiglottalised, this feature is not phonological but phonetic, and simply 

serves to enhance perception. That is, in languages where f often seems to be realised 

as a stop (especially word-fmally), its epiglottal realisation serves to differentiate it 

perceptually from '/. As argued above, however, the pharyngeals are primary 

pharyngeals and not 'pharyngealised' or 'emphatic' glottals. 

We are back then to the question of whether f is phonologically an 

approximant or a stop. That is, although we can roughly consider lz as a voiceless 

pharyngeal, and f as a voiced pharyngeal, this does not tell us what the phonological 

representation off is. Moreover, is f really voiced? That is, if it is an approximant, the 

voicing is spontaneous, rather than active, meaning that [L] is not phonologically 

distinctive (or 'active'). Also, if fis phonologically a stop, then is it actually voiced or 

simply 'plain' voiceless? In either case, [L] may not play an active role. According to 

102 Again, this contrasts with NE Caucasian languages, which often do have epiglottal H. 
103 Laufer & Condax (1979:73). 
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al-Ani (1970:62-3), the most common allophone off in Iraqi Arabic is a ('plain') 

voiceless stop (which may in intervocalic position appear 'as a glide continuation of 

the preceding and following vowel formants'). Intervocalic voicing would then be 

expected if the segment were 'plain' voiceless. It thus follows that reports of creaky 

voice in Iraqi (see Butcher & Ahmad, 1987) are due to f intervocalically picking up 

voicing, typical of 'plain' stops, indicating that [?] links to ROOT not MOD.
104 

That f is not a (voiced) fricative may be argued on several counts, 105 among 

which that if it were phonologically a fricative it would always be voiced but would 

be unlikely to fortify to a stop, analogously with the other fricatives in Semitic. Thus, 

in languages (or dialects) where f is normally assumed to be a voiced fricative, I 

argue that it is more strictly a voiced continuant. 

Tying together the preceding arguments, and moving on to the representation 

of pharyngeal f, it seems likely that there are differing representations in different 

Semitic languages I varieties. Firstly, I propose for common Semitic, 106 i.e. the early 

or original Semitic f, a pharyngeal stop with[?] linked to ROOT. The argument for this 

runs as follows. The pharyngeals have never been part of the triadic system, 107 per se. 

If they were, one would expect to have (had) voiced, voiceless (aspirated) and 

glottalised emphatics, which no-one has proposed or evidenced. It is thus more likely 

that, as in the glottals, the laryngeal-manner element in the pharyngeals is actually 

attached to the ROOT node. These are the representations given in Figures 3.18-19. 

The reason for assuming that the pharyngeal f must at least historically have 

been a phonological stop now becomes clear: when [L] is attached to the ROOT node it 

is interpreted in its 'manner' function, and thus contributes nasality. To my 

knowledge such segments (i.e. pharyngeal nasals) do not exist. 108 Thus, the 

104 Van der Hulst (1995:106) notes that creaky voice is commonly represented as a combination of 
glottalisation plus oral voice (i.e. [?.L] ). Butcher & Ahmad's (1987) spectrograms show f as voiced, as 
is mostly claimed in the traditional 'grammar' literature. 
105 I noted previously that Edmondson et al. (2005) argue that f is a voiced resonant. Also, Ladefoged 
& Maddieson (1996:168) note that Semitic f is rarely a fricative (phonetically), concurring with J.C. 
Catford's remark that they are 'often wrongly described as fricatives' and noting his description of 
them as approximants. 
106 See also Chapter 4, where I discuss the sound system of Proto-Semitic (or historical common 
Semitic). 
107 The system of triads is discussed in Chapter 4, where I present the arguments for early Semitic 
emphatics as primarily ejectives, rather than primarily 'backed'. 
108 The International Phonetic Association judges them articulatorily impossible. 
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pharyngeals h and fare manifestations of [A] with either of the two possible elements 

attached to ROOT (since [L] does not attach here in conjunction with [A] in RES). 

It seems very likely that the dialects of Arabic, for instance, in which f is 

realised most often as a stop have the same representation as that given in Figure 3.19, 

above. However, this may not be the same for other Semitic languages. In §3.2.1, I 

discussed the optional.?-f alternation in Tigre showing f as a (glottalised) pharyngeal 

stop. Since the Ethio-Semitic and Modem South Arabian languages have ejectives, it 

seems more than likely that Figure 3.21 below is the phonological representation off 

in these languages. Many Ethiopic languages spirantise stops in certain positions, but 

spirantised ejectives retain glottalisation, indicating the de-linking of[?] from ROOT, 

although it remains interpreted in MOD. This spirantisation occurs also with the 

pharyngeal stop, intervocalically. 109 This representation is: 

Figure 3.21 The representation of glottalised pharyngeal stop ~ 

f 

To sum up, then, in this section I have argued that the pharyngeals are indeed 

primarily pharyngeals, and not 'emphatic' or 'pharyngealised' glottals. I have 

proposed that the representation of his (A.H], and that fhas varying representations 

These representations naturally show lenitory processes as the loss of any of 

these elements, or the simplification of structure, leading to either approximant f, 

vocalic a or glottal stop .?. As we have seen, these are indeed attested in Arabic, with 

word-initial f preceding a in dialects like Damascene being barely perceptible (having 

effectively merged with the vowel), and word-initial f in Iraqi Arabic being 

109 In Amharic, pharyngeals have lenited to plain glottals, which also backs up this representation (i.e. 
in Amharic, the structure of laryngeal expressions contains neither the RES node nor the MOD node, and 
[?] or [H] are interpreted in ROOT). 
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effectively 'l, with only the difference of the following vowel remaining (and word

fmally, where there is no following vowel, it is distinctly epiglottal). 

In §3.1, I proposed that the reason for pharyngeal fnot equating with vocalic a, 

although in dialects of Arabic where f is an approximant this may be expected, may 

be due to the phonological representation of f and a having different structures. That 

is, the RESONANCE node dominates a FUNDAMENTAL node, which thus differentiates 

the glidesj and w, which equate with i and u, and have the same structure. 

Finally, I should also note here that since I argue that the differing realisation 

of f is not merely accidental and not entirely phonetic, and that factually has different 

phonological representations in different languages I dialects, it follows that this must 

play a part in the overall sound system of a given language variety. That is, this 

phenomenon is not to be seen in isolation, but correlates with other salient properties 

of the sound system. Therefore, f-variation can be considered one of the dialect 

classificatory features (part of the set of phonological variables) used in Chapter 5. 

Having now seen that 'pharyngeal' equates to the manifestation of consonantal 

[A], I shall now show how Arabic-style 'backed' emphatics are represented. 

3.3 The phonological representation of 'backed' emphatics 

In this section I discuss the phonological representation of the 'backed' emphatics. 

These are well attested in Arabic, as well as in certain dialects of Neo-Aramaic. I start 

by discussing the attested emphatic segments (noting the primacy of 'coronal') and 

recap the phonetic evidence presented in Chapter 2. I then look at the empirical 

evidence for the involvement of [A] in the emphatic contrast. Finally, I propose 

phonological representations on a par with those for which I have already argued. 

Firstly, in Old Arabic there are widely believed to have been four coronal 

emphatics: *~ *f *4 *f[. 110 While ~ and f are retained in all dialects that have 

emphatics, 111 the reflex of *cj and *f/ is overwhelmingly either (merged) cj or (merged) 

f[ (- ?:). The exception is that some dialects of Yemen (and perhaps Asir in Saudi 

Arabia) have an interdental fricative reflex of *f[, and *cj is generally a backed 

110 The development of these emphatics from common (or Proto-)Semitic is discussed in detail in 
Chapter4. 
111 Almost all dialects of Arabic have emphatics. Those that don't are Cypriot, Maltese, Chadian, some 
Nigerian, Juba and Ki-Nubi (Kaye & Rosenhouse, 1997:275). 
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lateral.112 It is commonly assumed that in Classical Arabic these two emphatics were 

distinct. However, the evidence is that by the time of Classical Arabic, 113 for most 

dialects there were no distinct segments rj and ¢.114 The segment transliterated as rj 

(~)corresponds to the reflex of Proto-Semitic *15, and t;f (..1:.) to *~(i.e. [6']).115 The 

likelihood is thus that there was a trajectory of development in pre-historic Arabic: 

Figure 3.22 The trajectory of Arabic Q and 9 

*15 _____ _. *15 f 116 

__ _.*8'~---~ •a' --+ *8' 

According to this trajectory, in most early (pre-historic) Arabic dialects, *Or 

(systemically <(b) merged with (pre-existing) *15r (although the earlier stage appears 

to have fossilised in some Arabic). It is conceivable that there may also have been 

dialects in which both segments merged to *dr. The emphatic lateral fricative lost its 

laterality in most dialects, becoming an interdental fricative. Some Arabic dialects 

have fossilised at this stage of development (al-Wer, 2004:22-3 calls this Type IT), 

while in other dialects a further shift saw the loss of all the interdentals in favour of 

stops (- sibilants). 

Most dialects of Arabic today, then, have the three emphatics: ~ f rj - t;f. In 

addition, many dialects have what seems to be an emphatic rand, marginally,?. 117
' 

118 

112 I am grateful to Janet Watson for pointing this out to me. 
113 I use the term here to refer to the form that became standardised through the canonisation of the 
Qur'an and as evidenced also through the works of the medieval grammarians. However, as will 
become clear, Classical Arabic is to some extent an idealised form which probably never had an exact 
historical parallel. In other words, what was assumed to be 'pure' Arabic was based on the writing 
s~stem and the traditions, which themselves incorporated dialectal variation. 
1 4 See al-Wer (2004), who discusses this issue in detail. Note, however, that there remain some 
dialects of Arabic (in the southern Peninsula) in which these segments are distinct (generally, *t;l is a 
backed lateral, while *t! is a fricative, usually voiceless}, indicating that the earliest Arabic indeed had 
a distinction between them (Janet Watson, p.c.). Nevertheless, it is doubtful that this distinction 
remained in the majority of dialects, including the Arabic canonised as 'Classical Arabic'. 
115 The Proto-Semitic system and its development is the subject of Chapter 4. 
116 See Chapter 4 for my argument that this segment was already backed in Proto-Semitic. 
117 Apparently emphatic r is not uncommon, and there are many examples of minimal pairs in many 
dialects (see Younes, 1994). However, as a coronal, this is not surprising. Regarding the coronal ?, 
Ferguson (1956:107) notes that 'The emphatic ? occurs in three kinds of situations ... (A) in certain 
forms of the word for God, (B) in the neighborhood of other emphatic consonants, and (C) in other 
unpredictable items, sometimes loanwords, sometimes inherited Arabic vocabulary." Ferguson notes 
the following minimal pairs for 'God' -words: CA waUaahu 'and God' wallaahu 'he appointed him'; 
CA waUaahi 'by God', wallaahii 'and the one who amuses'; Syrian Arabic ?aUa 'God', ?alla 'he told 
her'; most dialects waUa 'by God', walla 'he appointed'. Note that Ferguson does not show the vowel 
transcription, but I can confmn that in the words with ? the emphatic variant of the vowel is used, but 
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The Neo-Aramaic emphatics vary. In some (North East Neo-Aramaic) dialects 

it is analysed as a purely prosodic feature, whereas the Jewish North-East Neo

Aramaic of Arbil has segmental emphatics f ~ l) ?:. 119 In Modem Chaldean (Christian 

East Neo-Aramaic) the emphatics are f?? 1 ~?: r,120 and the Western Neo-Aramaic of 

Ma c10.1a has f ~ t;1 ~ ?:· 121 The phonetic characteristics are similar to those discussed for 

Arabic (see Chapter 2 and below), with the exception of some dialects which retain 

glottalisation, as discussed. 

The Arabic emphatics, as noted in Chapter 2, are known to have a number of 

articulatory targets, which may vary somewhat inter-dialectally. However, we could 

generally summarise that the particularly resonant quality of emphatics is achieved 

through increasing the volume of the oral cavity. This oral-cavity increase is generally 

achieved through (s~ondary) pharyngeal constriction, 122 which may be enhanced by 

jaw-lowering and lip protrusion. Acoustically, emphatics are characterised by 

significantly lowered F1 and slightly raised F2 transitions, exactly the pattern of the [A] 

element. However, there are dialects (e.g. Iraqi and Yemeni) in which emphatics are 

known to interact with labials, and in which the 'emphatic' quality appears to relate 

primarily to F2-lowering, which is characteristic of both the [A] and the [U] elements. 

This is discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6 in relation to these dialects. 

It should be noted that part of the problem in the analysis of Arabic emphatics 

is the (traditional) implication that 'emphatic' has the same systemic role across the 

dialects. My hypothesis is that 'emphatic' clearly does not have the same role across 

the dialects of Arabic (any more than it has the same role across the various Semitic 

languages). Therefore, any analysis of emphatics has to be able to take this on board 

since emphatics are a product of a sound system and must therefore be looked at 

not in the words with 'plain' l . Additionally, we see: Iraqi Arabic xaUi 'my vinegar' , xalli 'leave, let' 
and xaa?i 'my uncle', xaali 'empty, deserted' (Ferguson's transcriptions). Again, as a coronal, this is 
not surprising, although I suggest that its status as a 'primary' emphatic is marginal possibly because fj. 
in Classical Arabic is considered to have been some kind of lateral articulation, thus CA *r!fl. -+ 

modem fj. (in some dialects merged wi~). For these Iraqi alternations it appears that historically, 
uvular x has spread [A) into l, but note the morphemic boundaries, a point discussed in Chapters 5-6. 
118 In addition to the so-called 'primary' (i.e. lexical) emphatics, other segments are said to become 
emphatic in certain contexts, most commonly 11 I? f ~ ? r ~. However, I refute the assumption that 
labials or velars become 'emphatic' in parallel with coronals. See Chapters 5 and 6 for discussion. 
119 Khan (1999). 
120 Krotkoff (1982) in his description of the dialect of Aradhin near Amadia (north-west Iraq), which 
concurs with the account of Modem Mandaic given by Malone (1978), although Sara (1974) in his 
description of the Modem Chaldean of Mangesh (northern Iraq) gives ? r f fj. ~· 
121 Jastrow (1997). 
122 As discussed in Chapter 2, different researchers have given different articulatory terms for this (e.g. 
'velarisation', 'pharyngealisation', 'uvularisation' ). I argued that such terms are misleading. 
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within a context. This is the objective of Chapters 5--6, where I look at the behaviour 

of Arabic emphatics in different dialects in the context of the overall sound system. 

With this in mind, it should be reiterated here that 'emphatic' in earlier 

Semitic was a laryngeal contrast, and thus a property of the obstruent system. It is 

notable that the so-called 'primary' emphatics of Arabic, the coronals ~ ( fj - r/, are 

indeed obstruents, while the emphatics that are marginally 'primary' (i.e. those about 

which there has been some dispute, but which most researchers would now agree are 

often 'primary' emphatics in the Neuarabische Sprachen) are the sonorants (and r. 

This is evidence of the changing function (and 'meaning') of 'emphatic' within the 

sound system. If 'emphatic' is no longer a voicing contrast, then it no longer needs to 

be a characteristic only of obstruents. In this way, we can trace the historic change of 

the role of emphatics in the sound system of Arabic whereby sonorants also develop a 

lexical emphatic I non-emphatic contrast. In this section, I therefore focus on the 

representation of the coronal emphatics (the uvular is discussed in §3.4, following). 

3.3.1 Phonological evidence of 'emphatic' [A] 

Variation in pronominal suffixes shows the presence of [A] in emphatics. For instance, 

in the Shici Bahrain dialect of Fariq al-Maxariqa, the 3PS masculine suffix -i is 

normally realised as [a], but after emphatics as [a].123 Also, in (general) Shici Bahrain 

Arabic and the Omani dialect of al-Ristiq the 3PS feminine suffix -he is realised as 

[ha] after emphatic consonants.124 

In Rural Palestinian Arabic the feminine suffiX (normally -i) is realised as [a] 

after pharyngeals, but after emphatics as [a]: 125 

(12) [ba~a] 

[fu~a] 

[buu~a] 

'a duck' 

'a chance' 

'ice cream' 

123 Prochazka (1981:43); Fariq al-Maxariqa is a quarter in Manama. This dialect of Shici Bahrain 
differs from the Samahij and Diriiz (Shi"i Bahrain) dialects in this respect, since in the latter this sufflx 
is realised as -[u] after emphatics (this labialisation is discussed further in Chapter 6). Note that Holes 
(1983) further divides Shici Bahrain into village and town dialects (the latter pertaining to Manama)
this distinction is clear in the variant realisations of the 3PS masculine pronominal, where the -[a] 
realisation characterises the Shi•i Bahrain town dialect (of Manama) and the -[u] realisation 
characterises the Shi•i Bahrain village dialect(s). 
124 Prochazka (1981:43). 
125 Herzallah (1990:59). 
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In the dialect of Levantine Arabic spoken in Damascus, the feminine sufflX is 

normally [e]!26 but after emphatics it is realised as [1!]: 127 

(13) a. mad rase 'school' 

kbire 'big (fem)' 

Iarke 'society' 

b. ?a~~a 'story' 

xayyii(a 'seamstress' 

fari{ia 'wide (fem)' 

In gilit Iraqi, long e (which arises from *ay or is found in loans) is palatalised, 

but not after emphatics, uvulars or pharyngeals. 128 Thus: 

(14) a. *zayn zen [zien] - [zjen] 'good' 

*husayn hsen [hsien] - [hsien] 'Hussain' 

*dayn den [dien] - [<lien] 'debt' 

*bayt bet [biet] - [biet] 'house' 

*bay{/ bet! [bie()] - [bie()]129 'eggs' 

*i8nayn 8nen [8nien] - [8nien] 'two' 

b. *xayr xer [xe:r] 'good' 

*~ayf ~ef [~e:f] 'summer' 

*yayr yer [ye:r] 'other (than)' 

*qahhayt gahhet [gahhe:t] 'I coughed' 

The last set of data here is from Mardin Arabic.130 The data show instances of 

(long) e ( < i) and o ( < u) next to emphatics: 

(15) a. 'he becomes' 

'he flies' 

126 In Chapter 5, I argue that this is phonological i. 
127 More strictly speaking, after gutturals it is [a] and after emphatics [a). Data from Cowell (1964), his 
transcription retained. 
128 Blanc (1964:34) states that it is typical not just of Muslim Baghdadi, but also Jewish and Christian 
(the latter two are qaltu dialects). ~e notes it as 'a composite sound with [i)-like on-glide that gives the 
effect now of a rising diphthong ['e), now of a falling diphthong [f)' . Ingham (1982:79-80) gives this 
feature as one of the isoglosses distinguishing the North East Arabian dialect group into Arabian and 
Mesopotamian (with [1~]-[le] characteristic of Mesopotamia and [e:] or [ei] deftning the Arabian type). 
129 The palatalisation here indicates that the initial b is not emphatic. This is discussed in Chapter 6. 
130 This is a qaltu Mesopotamian dialect spoken in the Turkish city of Mardin. Data from Grigore 
(2007:77). These vowels are lowered not just by emphatics, but also by q y x h f . 
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yt;fef 'he gets lost' 

~era 'form; manner' 

b. {)lor 'bird' 

~a~~or 'cat' 

maqfof 'cut (m.s.)' 

ballof 'chestnut' 

Grigore (2007:77) also notes that 'Dans tous les cas signales ci-dessus, les 

voyelles /e/ et /o/ sont seulement des allophones des voyelles rii et /fJ/ avec lesquelles 

elles altement, parfois librement: y~er-y~ir; yroh-y[iih.' 

The emphatics in Arabic thus clearly show evidence of the presence of [A]. 131 

3.3.2 The role of [A] in the representation of 'backed' emphatics 

In Chapter 2 I showed that emphatics are characterised by transitions with raised F 1 

and lowered F2• If the emphatics had an [U] element, one would expect to see not only 

a significantly lowered F2 transition, but also no F1 raising. That is, where the profile 

of cardinal vowel [a] is raised F1 and lowered F2 (i.e. merging of the two formants in 

the low-mid zone of frequency), the profile of cardinal vowel [u] is low F1 and low F2 

(i.e. approximation of the two formants in the lowest frequency zone). Where the 

coronals may generally be said to show a slightly raised F1 (due to the raising of the 

tongue tip), comparisons of samples such as darb vs t;farb (for Muslim Baghdadi, for 

example) clearly show not just lowered F2, but also noticeably slightly raised F1 in 

t;farb, which can only be due to the timbre of emphatic t;f. 

Secondly, it is striking that in all the data given for various dialects arguing for 

'secondary' emphatics such asp r ~?(where they do not occur in the environment of 

'primary' emphatics), these consonants always (and only) occur next to (back) a or a. 

Examples are papa (< baba) 'Daddy', ras 'head', ~ayy 'water' (< OA mii'), a?fah 

'God' (< OA allah). Such examples of 'marginal' emphatics never occur next to u u. 

131 There is evidence of labialisation (i.e. the triggering of [U]) with emphatics in some dialects. This is 
discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6, since it does not affect the representations that I give here. That 
is, the [U]-triggering effect occurs to varying degrees in different dialects, and is somewhat dependent 
on the vowel system (specifically the status of i and u). Thus, where a high vowel is 'specified', it is 
realised as i [I] in non-emphatic (or non-guttural) environments and u [U] with emphatics. This keeps 
the high vowels distinct from the low vowel and serves to demarcate 'front' from 'back' environments. 
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Additionally, even for dialects that have some sort of labialisation (such as MB, as 

will be seen presently), while the a in examples like (Ja(Ja is clearly low and back, it is 

not rounded, which would be expected if the emphatic property were u-quality. 132 

'Backed' (coronal) emphatics are therefore characterised by the presence of 

the element [A]. However, they are primarily coronals, and pattern with coronals in 

such processes as defmite-article assimilation (where pharyngeals and uvulars don't 

participate), meaning that [A) is present as a secondary characteristic (contributing 

secondary resonance quality), and is not head of the phonological expression. 

I now move on to the representations that I propose for the coronal obstruents 

of Arabic, although this is a little premature because the evidence of vowel backing I 

fronting that I present in Chapter 6 leads me to conclude that coronals in such 

languages (with a salient 'front'-'back' contrast) are characterised by the presence of 

[1). The representations below have thus not yet been fully evidenced, so I ask the 

reader to bear with them until we reach Chapter 6. 

I assume headedness, shown by underlining the head, as follows. Harris 

(1994:126) says: 'As a head [an element] .. .is free to assert the full elemental pattern it 

displays in isolation', i.e. headedness corresponds to saliency. Therefore, I assume 

that palatals are [I)-headed, while labials are [U)-headed (I argued above that 

pharyngeals are [A)-headed). 133 I shall take the stance that (denti-alveolar) coronals 

are manner-headed (e.g. a coronal stop is headed by [1)), with interdentals being 

distinguished by headlessness. This also means that [I) in coronals is a secondary 

characteristic (as opposed to the palatals).134 By analogy with the coronals, I assume 

also that the velars (and thus the uvulars) are manner-headed. 

One further point needs reiterating. I argued earlier that on the basis of 

laryngeal contrasts (and the systemic role of emphatics), Arabic dialects can be 

roughly classified as 'conservative' and 'innovative'. In the trajectory of development 

of the obstruent system, voiceless emphatics merge with the voiceless non-emphatics 

132 This was made very clear to me on one occasion in hearing some Iraqi friends (MB) joking around, 
where one affected a fake Persian accent by rounding his ii vowels, which were produced as [o:], e.g. 
[jo: bo:bo] for yii biiba 'oh Daddy'. This was instantly recognised by the others as mimicking a 
'Persian accent', and contrasts with the ('back') unrounded emphatic a- ii produced in MB. 
133 Generally, the schemes of representations attributed to Jonathan Kaye also assume headedness of 
the resonance element in these obstruent classes. 
134 This means that s J 8, which would otherwise have an identical representation, are differentiated by 
headedness (s = [I.H], J = (!.H), 8 = [I.H]). 
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in terms of laryngeal contrast. This is what is seen in urban dialects such as Cairene 

(in which obstruents are either voiced - with [L] - or 'plain' voiceless), and the 

difference then is in the presence or lack of [A]. Such dialects are, in terms of 

'emphatic', more innovative. In the Arabic dialects with a three-way laryngeal 

contrast, the voiceless emphatic stops are not true counterparts of the voiceless non

emphatics in that the emphatic I non-emphatic contrast is not minimal. Here, voiceless 

emphatics have [A] and no laryngeal element and voiced emphatics have [A] and [L]. 

These dialect types are, in terms of the role of emphatics, the more conservative type. 

The coronal stops of conservative-type dialects thus have the representations: 

Figure 3.23 The representation of coronal stops in 'conservative' Arabic dialects 
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In most of the conservative-type dialects, the voiced coronal emphatics are 

realised as (merged)¢, an interdental fricative. The fricative series is thus: 
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Figure 3.24 The representation of corona/fricatives in 'conservative' dialects135 
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135 Watson (2002:40), in a feature-geometric framework, has a tertiary [dorsal] feature for the 
interdentals (it is a secondary feature of palatoalveolars ). She notes (fn.l4) that a similar view, but in an 
element/particle-based approach, is per Broadbent (1999), who has interdentals with dependent [I] 
(palatoalveolars have [I] with equal status to the coronal element, which in her framework is [A]). 
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Finally, in the innovative-type dialects, where the interdentals are likely to 

have merged with the stops, and where the voicing series is generally two-way (with 

the voiceless series being unspecified), the representations are: 

Figure 3.25 The representation of coronal obstruents in 'innovative ' dialects 
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I do not discuss the liquids in this chapter, as they are potentially more 

complicated, and because they are not part of the 'emphatic' system of Semitic 

generally, but interact with emphatics only in languages like Arabic which have 

'backed' emphatics. The representation of liquids is discussed in Chapter 6. I 

therefore move now to uvulars. 

3.4 The phonological representation of uwlars 

In this section I discuss the issue of uvulars within Semitic, since the uvular stop q (in 

Semitic languages which have it) behaves systemically as 4>.136 I then recap the 

phonetic evidence presented in Chapter 2. In §3.4.1 I provide empirical evidence for 

the presence of [A] in uvulars, and in §3.4.2 I look at phonological representation. 

Since Arabic has received the most attention in the literature, I shall start here 

by discussing the uvulars in Arabic. In addition to the velar k, Old Arabic is said to 

have had the dorsals q, y and x. The first is a voiceless uvular stop and the other two 

voiced and voiceless dorsal fricatives, respectively. All three of these segments were 

classified by the medieval grammarian Sibawayh as mustacliya ('elevated'),137 along 

with the four emphatics ~ f l) t! (the latter being additionally mufbaq). This indicates 

that in medieval Arabic the dorsal fricatives were considered phonetically and 

phonologically to be uvular. 138 

136 The relevance of this is discussed further in Chapter 4. 
137 See al-Nassir (1993:51). He notes further that Ibn Jinni (d.l002CE) also classifies these same as 
mustacliya, which he opposes to munxa.fit!a ([lit. 'lowered') associated with the vowel i). 
138 I should reiterate at this point that q was also classified by Sibawayh as majhur (along with f and the 
voiced consonants). I have argued that this equates to 'without aspiration' rather than 'voiced', and that 
q was phonologically 'plain' voiceless (although it may intervocalically pick up ambient voicing at the 
phonetic level). 
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In Arabic dialects today, uvular q has various reflexes.139 There are dialects in 

which it is indeed realised as q. In many dialects (generally Bedouin I Bedouin-origin) 

it is realised as voiced g, which although phonetically velar behaves often as a uvular I 

emphatic (in gilit Iraqi, for instance, as discussed in Chapters 5-6). Moreover, in 

some of these dialects the g reflex may front (generally in palatal environments) to J 

(e.g. south gilit Iraqi and areas of the Arabian Peninsula) or to dz (mostly areas of the 

Arabian Peninsula). There are additionally a few dialects that have a c reflex (some 

rural Palestinian). 140 In many urban dialects the reflex of q is 'l, as in the city dialects 

of the Levant and Lower Egypt. Between this, there are (generally rural Levantine) 

dialects in which the reflex is velar k (reflecting the loss of its emphatic quality). 

Lastly, Khuzistani Arabic (south-west Iran) has y (historical q having merged in this 

dialect with etymological y). 141 Rarely, a further variant is glottalised (i.e. ejective), as 

in the Zabid dialect of North Yemen, which has k '. 142 There are also some additional 

sporadic variants, e.g. x (some Iraqi lexemes) and h (Jugari Arabic of Uzbekistan).143 

There is known to be at least some degree of correlation between reflexes of 

uvular q and reflexes of velar k. Historically, the eastern dialects can be roughly 

divided on this basis into 'urban', 'rural' ifallahi), and three types of Bedouin I 

nomadic (or 'Bedouin-origin') dialects. Generally, the following can be seen:144 

(16) Bedouin 1 q7g k 7 c (palatal context) 

Bedouin 2 q 7 g ( 7 J palatal context) k 7 c (palatal context) 

Bedouin 3 q 7 g ( 7 dz palatal context) k 7 ts (palatal context) 

Rural q7k k7c 

Urban q7'l k=k 

139 For a good overview of the reflexes of q and their distribution, see Kaye & Rosenhouse (1997:270-
3 & Table 14.2), Behnstedt & Woidich (2005:ch's 6-7, maps 12-14,16), Taine-Cheikh (1998) and 
Bahloul (2007). See also Blanc (1969). 
140 Bahloul (2007). To my knowledge, this has not been reported elsewhere in the literature, but I have 
been told by Syrians that this is an occasional reflex in parts of the (rural) north of (what was) 
Palestine, and villages in the Golan Heights (although I did not hear this reflex from speakers from the 
major city of the Golan, Quneitra). It seems that this pertains to a small number of falliihi (mostly) 
Palestinian dialects. Bahloul (2007:258) says that the c reflex of *q is found 'in some villages south of 
the West Bank ... [and] within the rural (Fallahin) communities [of Palestine]'. This point would benefit 
from fieldwork in the area. 
141 See Ingham (1974) for discussion of this. 
142 As detailed in Prochazka (1987:58-9). This dialect also hast'< *f. I am grateful to Janet Watson for 
bringing this to my attention. 
143 Kaye & Rosenhouse (1997:271). 
144 This summary adapted from Holes (2004:74); see also Holes (1991). 
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Other Semitic languages with uvulars include the following varieties of Neo

Aramaic: Jewish North-East Neo-Aramaic, Assyrian (Nestorian Iraqi koine) and 

Eastern Neo-Aramaic of 'furoyo (most of which have in addition to the stop q two 

uvular fricatives). 

Modem Hebrew (generally, Israeli) tends mostly to realise the equivalent of q 

(e.g. the pronunciation of the letter 'qof or 'qop' p) as velar k. However, in Oriental 

Hebrew (AKA Mizrahi), p is realised either as [g) or [q] (the former apparently 

common in the speech of Yemeni Hebrew, and the latter in the speech of Iraqi and 

other Oriental Jews)}45 In Israeli Hebrew, the dorsal continuants are velar (the voiced 

one being actually a rhotic, and the cognate of Semitic y being the velar stop g). 

The South Semitic languages, although they often have pharyngeals, generally 

do not have uvulars. However, in these languages the emphatics are glottalic rather 

than 'backed', so that the velar ejective k' (which has the systemic value <\0-) is 

generally the South Semitic equivalence of the uvular q of most Central Semitic 

languages. Generally, the transliteration 'q' is used in comparative Semitics for the 

velar ejective (equating to the systemic value <\0-). 

Having said this, the ejective k' of Tigrinya is noticeably backed in realisation, 

and actually sounds rather uvular (i.e. [q']). When spirantised post-vocalically, it still 

sounds uvular (i.e. [X']).146 

The case of the Semitic dorsal fricatives is thus an interesting one. That is, if 

the uvular stop q is systemically <\0-, being an emphatic and thus uvular in languages 

with 'backed' emphatics, then why do the dorsal fricatives y and x behave very often 

as uvulars rather than velars? Sibawayh, for instance, classified medieval Arabic y 

and x along with q and the ('backed') emphatics. In Arabic dialects of today, the 

vowel a following these dorsals does not undergo raising to e I a! as it does following 

145 See Laufer & Baer (1988) on Israeli Hebrew, Zuckermann (2005) on the sound system of Israeli 
Hebrew as essentially like that of Yiddish, thus European not Semitic. It is said that the Y emenite Jews 
have preserved the 'original' Hebrew pronunciation. However, it is unclear to what extent the 
pronunciation of Oriental Hebrew actually reflects the sound system of the dominant superstratum 
language (i.e. most often either a dialect of Arabic or Neo-Aramaic). Thus, e.g. the voiced reflex g of 
Yemeni Hebrew may actually reflect those dialects of Yemeni Arabic which have g as a reflex of OA 
*q. Soundflles of apparently Yemeni Hebrew (although I suspect enunciated by a speaker of Ashkenazi 
Israeli Hebrew) are available online at: http://sagavyah.tripod.com.ALEFBET.html. 
146 See Figure 3.3, above. 
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velars and coronals. Moreover, in dialects such as Iraqi gilit, y actively participates in 

emphatic domains.147 

In a nutshell, we can say that the dorsal continuants are sometimes velar and 

sometimes uvular. Some Arabic dialects have velar continuants in non-emphatic 

domains and uvular continuants in emphatic domains (at least phonologically). 

Outside this, where the dorsal continuants behave as uvulars (rather than velars), I 

suggest that they underwent the same process of 'backing' as did the emphatics, and 

contributed towards the increasingly salient 'guttural' nature of these languages. The 

change is therefore evolutive!48 but to be seen in the context of the overall sound 

system, and thus not arbitrary or spontaneous. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, uvulars are produced with dorso-pharyngeal 

constriction, and the locus of constriction is much higher than that of (true) 

pharyngeals, but further back than that of velars. The voiceless continuant x is often 

produced with a constriction further forward than that of y and q, and in some dialects 

it is more likely to be treated as velar than the other uvulars (e.g. in some dialects a is 

less backed I lowered after x than after y or q). Acoustically, uvulars are characterised 

by significantly lowered F2 transitions, although there is no consenses over the status 

of F1 transitions.149 This, then, indicates the presence of [A], but not as strongly as in 

pharyngeals. 

3.4.1 Phonological evidence of 'uvular' [A] 

Evidence of uvulars containing the element [A] may be seen in countless data. In 

§3.2.1, I noted some data from al-Ristaq Omani Arabic where the epenthetic vowel in 

imperfect verb paradigms is [i], except after pharyngeals and uvulars, when it is [a]. 

As further examples, we fmd the following. In Najdi Arabic, the dorsal continuants r 
and x150 condition the short vowel a in positions where otherwise i or u are found:151 

147 Thi . h . Ch 6 s 1s s own m apter . 
148 As distinct from adaptive, in the sense ofCadora (1992:1), quoting Anderson (1972:12). 
149 As noted in §3.2, El-Haleese (1985) concludes that F1 is significantly higher in pharyngeals than in 
uvulars. Some researchers, however, do report raised F1 in uvulars (see Chapter 2). 
150 This is true of the whole class of gutturals, also as in many other dialects. Therefore, this applies not 
~ust to the dorsal continuants, but also to the pharyngeals and h. 

Sl Ingham (1994:18-19). 
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(17) a. nisad 'he asked' 

kitab 'he wrote' 

gumaz 'he jumped' 

b. lzalaf 'he swore (an oath)' 

xala~ 'he mixed' 

yamaz 'he winked' 

[A] is also spread from uvulars in the following context in the Sunni Bahrain 

dialect of Arabic, where the Shici Bahrain forms show a lexically empty nucleus: 152 

(18) Shici Sunni 

yi~ub yxa~ib 'he betrothes' 

muyrub my arb 'evening' 

yifruj yfarj 'he knows' 

galzma glzama 'shift of pearl-divers' 

Looking at other languages which seem to use uvulars systemically in the 

same way as, e.g., Arabic is potentially very revealing.153 It has been noted in many 

languages that uvulars pattern phonologically with pharyngeals. For example, in 

Interior Salish languages154 vowel-lowering is caused by the uvulars and pharyngeals 

q, q\t: q', q'\t: x. x\t: f, fw, f', f'\t: Additionally, in (the Athabaskan language) 

Chilcotin, uvulars pattern with 'backed' coronals: 155 Chilcotin has two sets of coronal 

sibilants: plain and 'backed', and two sets of dorsals, which correspond with Arabic 

velars and uvulars. 'Backing' spreads to vowels, so that the 'backed' (uvular) dorsals 

have a lowering effect (seen acoustically in lowered F2) on adjacent vowels ('backed' 

coronals have a lowering effect on all vowels in the word).156 

tsl Holes (1983:19). The process seen in the Sunni dialect is known as the galulwa (or in this case 
!fslulwa) syndrome. 

3 I do not say all uvulars, because they may behave differently in other languages. For instance, as 
noted, in NE Caucasian (Daghestanian, at least), the uvulars seem to behave as primary pharyngeals. 
Nevertheless, this itself indicates that the uvulars and the pharyngeals share a phonological 
characteristic. This is, of course, the element [A]. The reason I don't look at Caucasian here is that the 
pharyngeals pattern either as 'pharyngealised laryngeals' or they pattern with the palatals (and are thus 
in my view palato-pharyngeals). They thus have a different role in the sound system. 
154 See Elorrieta (1991), Rose (1996). In particular, for comparative analyses of Arabic and Interior 
Salish, see Bessell (1992) and Shahin (2002). 
tss Goad (1991), Rose (1996). 
1s6 Goad (1991). 
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We also fmd evidence in (the Indo-Iranian language) Kurmanji Kurdish of the 

composition of uvular q. Firstly, a process of 'pharyngeal dissimilation' in 

Kurmanji, 157 whereby only one uvular I pharyngeal I emphatic may occur in a word, 

reveals the composition of q when the emphatic property is removed: k. This is seen, 

for example, in the Kurmanji realisation of the (Iraqi) Arabic loanword rabaqa, which 

becomes Kurmanji ftebtek ('level, floor'). Similarly, in a process of either 

'hypercorrection' or reinterpretation in the context of low vowels, we see the reverse 

in the loanword zakaat, which in Kurmanji is realised as zsqat ('almsgiving').158 

The issue of reinterpretation in the presence of a following low or back 

vowel159 has a bearing on the present discussion. Kahn (1976b:43) observes that the 

emphatics, pharyngeals and the uvular q almost always occur with a following low 

vowel [re, a, o] (or occasionally word-fmally). In other words, the segment under 

discussion here, q, co-occurs with vowels containing the element [A]. 

3.4.2 The role of [A] in the representation of uvulars 

§3.4.1 showed that the Arabic uvulars are 'backed' counterparts to the velars160 and 

show evidence of having the element [A] in their representation. Moreover, it has also 

been shown that the uvular stop q is generally unaspirated in the dialects of Arabic 

that retain a three-way voicing contrast (i.e. 'conservative' in terms of emphatics). 

However, in the dialects of Arabic in which the aspiration distinction has neutralised, 

the uvular stop is slightly aspirated like the voiceless velar k (these dialects I've 

termed 'innovative' in terms of emphatics). 

Nevertheless, it is also clear that the uvulars are not primary pharyngeals. 

Therefore, the phonological representation is equivalent to that of the (coronal) 

emphatics, which are characterised by the secondary presence of [A]. 161 I noted earlier 

157 See Kahn (1976a, b). For a more recent (comparative) analysis of her data, see Hoberman (1989). 
158 Kahn (1976b) discusses the issues of reinterpretation and what she terms 'hypercorrection' in 
Arabic loans in detail. 
159 Kahn (1976b:89). 
160 The evidence of Semitic triads, where q is sytemically <\C>, as well as evidence to be seen in 
Chapter 5 of the behaviour of q with emphatics patterning not strictly with h and f, goes against the 
hypothesis of Scheer (2003), which argues for q as the stop counterpart to f and h. As noted, I argue 
that uvulars in NE Caucasian are generally 'true' pharyngeals {phonlogically), but Semitic uvulars are 
'backed' velars. 
161 In Chapter 6, I argue that uvular q is not the same as ('backed') dorsalis that is found in some 
dialects of Arabic. This latter is 'velarised', which is distinct from 'pharyngealised' or 'uvularised' by 
the presence of secondary [U]. 
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that velars have no resonance characteristic of their own, 162 so that the representation 

terminates in a bare FUNDAMENTAL node, whereas the uvulars have an [A] element 

but are distinct from the coronal emphatics which have an [I] element linked to RES 

(see Chapter 6). As noted, I assume that velars are manner-headed, analogously with 

coronals. I do not reiterate here the representation of velar ejectives. 

Figure 3.26 The representation of Arabic dorsals 

(i) Dorsal stops in conservative-type dialects with q 

' ' ' ' ' H 

(ii) Dorsal stops in conservative-type dialects with g 

' ' ..... , 
' H 

162 Although see Chapter 6 for some modification of this for Arabic. 
163 Although see the discussion in Chapter 6. 
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(iii) Dorsal stops in innovative-type dialects with q 

k 

( iv) Dorsal continuants behaving as uvulars 

X 

------H 

----A 

(v) Dorsal continuants behaving as velars 
X 

--H ... ----

-----
A 

q = ·~· 

r 

L 

r 

At the beginning of §3.4 I noted more variants of the uvulars than shown in 

Figure 3.26 above. Firstly, in the Arabic dialects of the major cities of the Levant and 

Lower Egypt, the reflex of the voiceless uvular stop is '/. Clearly, this is a case of 

lenition, where not only has the element [A] de-linked, but the (bare) resonance part 

of the structure deleted, so that the 'core' of the expression realised as 'l (<q) thus 

contains only a ROOT node. However, 'l (<q) is less likely to completely lenite to a 

glide, unlike etymological ?, which normally does so intervocalically. Therefore, it 
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may be that 'J (<q) is actually distinct from etymological 'J, with its representation 

keeping a bare RES node (and the 'J- k difference being thus one of headedness). 

Secondly, I noted that some dialects of Arabic have](< g) in palatal contexts. 

Clearly, here a following vowel containing the element [I] spreads into the empty RES 

node of g (see Figure 3.26(ii), above). 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, firstly, I showed the involvement of the element [?] in glottalic 

segments, providing evidence that it is phonologically contrastive. I then discussed 

the role of [?] in segmental expressions, showing that it has both a 'manner' and a 

'laryngeal' function, in parallel with [L] and [H]. In discussing the possible 

representations of ejectives it became clear that representations as standardly assumed. 

in what I termed 'linear structure' cannot handle glottalic contrasts. I then proposed 

structural (or contour) representations consisting of a 'core' (comprising a ROOT node 

and the resonance nodes RESONANCE and FUNDAMENTAL), and optionally of an 

'offshoot' MODIFIER node, inspired by the model ofNasukawa & Backley (2005). 

In the subsequent sections, I discussed the phonological representation of 

pharyngeals, 'backed' emphatics and uvulars, showing how these are characterised by 

the element [A]. I also showed how the simplified obstruent system of 'innovative'

type Arabic dialects is phonologically represented. 

The status of 'emphatic' in Semitic is therefore not entirely straightforward. 

However, it appears that the common link between all types of 'emphatic' is in 

laryngeal contrasts, although this has diverged (and is diverging) across Semitic so 

that 'emphatic' has come to be part of a more general 'front'-'back' contrast (as will 

be shown in Chapter 6). 

I noted previously that emphatics are typologically less common than ejectives. 

From the fmdings of this chapter, it seems clear that this hinges on the function of 

glottalisation as a primary laryngeal contrast, whereas Arabic-style emphatics, 

although (historically) inherently encoding the laryngeal contrast, are more marked 

due to the additional secondary function of the [A] element, and the consequently 

more complex representations. 
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Chapter4 
The History of Semitic Emphatics 

The aim of this chapter is to give a brief overview of the historical background of the 

Semitic emphatics so that the common link between the different types of modem-day 

emphatics can be established by tracing their historical development. In the field of 

comparative Semitics there have historically been debates over certain points relevant 

to this thesis, which are therefore discussed here. 

I begin this chapter by outlining the classification and spread of Afro-Asiatic, 

and then Semitic. In §4.2 I look at the sound system of (Proto-)Semitic, comparing it 

with Proto-Afroasiatic and attested ancient Semitic. §4.3 moves on to the likely 

historical origin of the Semitic emphatics and their place within the sound system, 

evaluating the debate over the (original) Semitic emphatics and that concerning the 

lateral series (which concerns the origin of Arabic¢). In §4.4 I discuss the emphatic 

trajectory hypothesis of Dolgopolsky (1977); phonological representations are then 

traced through the emphatic trajectory, leading us up to the realisations of emphatics 

across the modem-day Semitic languages. 

4.1 Historical background 

The Semitic languages comprise one sub-branch of the Northern branch of the 

Afroasiatic phylum (formerly Hamito-Semitic). It has been most commonly proposed 

that the Afroasiatic language family is made up as per the following model (individual 

languages in italics): 1 

1 Adapted from Bender (1975) (see also Bennett, 1998; Appleyard, 2003). 
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Figure 4.1 The Afro-Asiatic language phylum 

Berber 
Semitic 

Semitic 
Akkadian 
Assyrian 
Babylonian 
Eblaite 

Gec:ez 
Tigrinya 
Tigre 
Chaha 
Amharic 
Harari 
Sil~i 

South 

Old 
South 

Semitic 

Arabian 
Sabean 
Mine an 
Qatabanian 
Hadramawt 

Gurage (Western & Eastern) 

odem 
South 
Arabian 
Soqo~ri 
Mehri 
Jibbiili 
!farsusi 
Ba~J:zari 
Hobyot 

Aramaic 
( Neo- )Aramaic 
Mandaic 
Samaritan 
(Modern) Chaldean 

Cushitic 

Central 

Canaanite 
Ugaritic 
Hebrew 
Phoenician 

Nth Arabian 
Arabic 
Thamudic 
Safaitic 

This classification is probably the most widely accepted contemporaneously, 

although the older classification, whereby West Semitic was divided between South 

and Northwest Semitic languages, the former comprising Arabic, Ethiopic, Old South 

Arabian and Modem South Arabian, and the latter comprising Aramaic and Canaanite, 

has been argued for in recent times by Corriente (1996). Moreover, a particularly 

interesting development in research (and relevant to our purposes) is the rejection of 

the earlier assumption that Semitic spread into the Hom of Africa from the Arabian 

2 The classification given is based on the work of Hetzron (1972, 1974). See Faber (1997), Bennett 
(1998) and Appleyard (2003) for recent overviews of the internal classification of Semitic, along with 
original sources. 
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Peninsula, which was thus the homeland or Urheimat of Semitic. 3 It is now 

increasingly accepted that the Urheimat of Afro-Asiatic was most likely somewhere 

around what is now northern Sudan,4 and that further to the 'second explosion' of 

Afro-Asiatic somewhere around 8-7000 years ago, by which Semitic-Cushitic moved 

east into the lands of (what is now) Ethiopia, Semitic then spread via the Red Sea into 

Arabia Felix. 5 

Map 4.1, below, gives a likely scenario for the dispersal of the Afro-Asiatic 

languages (although the underlying map itself is contemporary, for ease of 

reference).6 

3 The actual tenn 'Semitic' derives from the Biblical name 'Shem' (the son of Noah), and is a tenn 
adopted in the late eighteenth century by a Gennan historian (Schlozer) to refer to these languages. 
4 Bender (1975, 1997) argues for the area around the Blue-White Nile confluence (Khartoum), 
although Bernal (1980) holds that it was further south, in the (modem-day) border area of Ethiopia and 
Kenya, and Diakonoff (1965, 1988) proposed further west, to the southern fringe of the Sahara. 
5 Given the contemporaneous dispersion of Afro-Asiatic language$, and their phonological, 
morphological and syntactic systems, this scenario is well evidenced, especially when we reflect that 
the previously widely held view that Semitic spread west from Arabia was merely an assumption based 
on eurocentricism and on religious grounds and maintained because the non-Semitic Afro-Asiatic 
languages had not been consistently and methodically studied. In fact, the current state of research into 
the Afro-Asiatic phylum, with Afro-Asiatic languages linked in the way that they are known to be, 
itself pretty much discredits the (pre-twentieth century) notion that there was a (Hamito-)Semitic 
homelend in Arabia. See Bender (1997). This in itself casts doubt on the assumption that Arabic-style 
emphatics were the earlier fonn (from which ejectives developed). 
6 This is the scenario proposed by Bender (1997); my Map 4.1 is an adaptation of his Map 2 (1997:32). 
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Map4.1 The spreading of Afro-Asiatic languages (per Bender, 1997) 

1-2-3 Egyptian, Chadic, Omotic 

4-5 Berber, Semitic-Cushitic 

6 Semitic 

The Semitic branch of the Afro-Asiatic language phylum is the least disputed 

and most well documented. The Omotic branch is particularly disputed, and some 

scholars still prefer the label 'Western Cushitic'. 7 

7 For detailed discussion of the classification of the Afro-Asiatic phylum, in particular the status of 
Omotic, see Bender (1975, 1976, 1997) and Ehret (1979), who differ greatly. 
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4.2 The (Proto-)Semitic sound system 

This section presents the sound system commonly reconstructed for Proto-Semitic.8 

Table 4.1 below shows the probable development of the consonant system9 from 

Proto-Afroasiatic through to Proto-Semitic and then to the attested reflexes of these 

segments in the documented ancient Semitic languages. 10 

8 See Moscati et al. (1964:15) on the notion of 'proto-language'. 
9 For reasons of space, I have omitted the following segments: m, w, r, n, y. Also, for the same reason, 
the * denoting the reconstructed (and thus not actually attested) status of individual items is omitted, 
but is indicated by the column headinJl where apJ?fopriate. It should be noted that the (phonemic) 
symbol 'c' is normally used to denote [ts], 'c' for [tSJ, and 'g' I 'f for [(ij]. The use of other symbols 
and diacritics is made clear in the table and relevant footnotes. 
1° For the reconstructed Proto-Afroasiatic and Proto-Semitic consonants, columns are given according 
to the different sources noted. 
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1~=~~:'t. 
p+f> p+f> p p p p p p p 
j>+b> p'+b> b b b b b b b 

c (=j) c+ts> a <tY?) 1 a ~ (= j) ~ <= j)l a !(=a) t s 

~ (= tJ') c' ~ (tY'?) ! ~ ~ (=s' ltsls\') ~I<:(= ts) ! (= ~) ~ ~(!) ~ 
(= s') 
3 (= d3) j ldz a (dY?) g a z z dla d a a z 
~ (=i') (dl below) (~below) !! I gl 7lat. fries (~below) (~below) (~below) (c below) (~below) (~below) (~ 
below) 
t t t t t t t t t t t t 

~ t' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (= t') ~ 
(= t') 
d d d d d d d d d d d d 
c (= ts) s' + s> s s s s s s s s s3 (= s) s 
<: (= ts') tl' ~ (s') ~ ~ ~ (= s') ~I<; (=ts) ~ ~(tsls') ~ ~ (= s') ~ 
(= s') 
316 z z z z z z z z z z z 
c + 817 > i i s i H=j) s (= J Is) S(=j) s s (= j) S2 = s (= i) ~ 

(= j) 

(~above) dl ~ <6) (!!above) t (= 6) ~ ~I<; ~ c <=n ~ <=6) ~ (= 6)18 ~19 

11 Adapted from Moscati et al. (1964:43-44); they posit a four-way series for the interdentals, where I have classified them as laterals (see Moscati et al. pp.27-8). 
12 'Afrasian', as per Militarev & Stolbova (1987). 
13 Ehret (1995:481-2). 
14 Moscati et al. (1964:43-44). 
15 Moscati et al. (1964:24); Ethiopic hasp as well as/, although the former apparently corresponds mostly to Greek borrowings. They note the possibility that Proto
Semitic may have had/which became p outside of Arabic and South Semitic. 
16 This phoneme is unfortunately missing from the Proto-Afroasiatic consonant system of Militarev & Stolbova (1987:46). However, looking at their cross-Afro
Asiatic equivalences, and their positioning *'3' with *'c' and*'<;' (p.48) the symbol '3' presumably represents z. 
17 Militarev & Stolbova (1987) use 'c' to represent a voiceless lateral affricate, and 's' for the voiceless fricative of that series, presumably that traditionally 
transliterated as's', i.e. [i]. (Ehret, 1995, has only ifor these.) Also, M&S have P-Afr *'s' [07 Arabic's', 'h2'; Hebrew & Aramaic's', 'h2'; Akkadian 'f, 's'. 
18 See Steiner (1977:Ch.ll) for a good discussion of the literature on this. 
19 Moscati et al. (1964:30) note that Ethiopic t;l merges with~ soon after the early Aksum inscriptions; thereafter, graphemes are subject to arbitrary interchange. 
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s s 
k k+kw> 
q k' +kw' > 
(=k') 
g g+gw> 

q+ll+q> x+xw> 
(= x)22 
923 y+yw> 

(= \') 

\1 \1 
(=h) 
c \' 
(= \') 

h h 

? 

(= ?) 

20 > s I_ V[+pal]. 
21 > s I_ V[+pal]. 

c 
k 
\( (k') 

g 

X 

y 

\1 

\' 

h 

? 

I I 
s s s 
k k k 
q q (= \() q (?k') 

g g g 

~ X ~ (=x) 

g y '(=?) 

\1 h '(= ?) 

c \' '(= ?) 

h h '(= ?) 

? '(= ?) 

s s s s s1 <= s) s 
k k k k k20 k21 

q q q q q (= k') q 

g g g ~ (=d3) g g 

\1 (=h) ~ (=x) \1 (=h) ~(=x) ~(=x) ~ 

c (= \') g(=y) c (= \') g(= y) g(=y) c 

\1 (=h) \1 (=h) \1 (=h) \1 (=h) \1 (=h) \1 

c (= \') c (= \') c (= \') c (= \') c (= \') c 

h h h h h h 

'(= ?) '(= ?) '(= ?) '(= ?) '(= ?) 

22 Moscati et al. (1964:40) note that Ethiopic b gradually merges with~. 
23 Militarev & Stolbova (1987)-use '9' to notate the voiced affricate member of the uwlar series (see their consonant inventory, p.46), i.e. '9' = Glf. It seems that 
they posit this representation because they assume affricate counterparts to the coronal and dorsal spirants (where other series comprise stops). Thus, they posit a 
uwlar series consisting of a 'spirant' and three affricates: voiceless, emphatic ('glottalized') and voiced. Given the Afroasiatic correspondences that they show for 
this series, where not one is affricated, and the only uvulars are *y and *b from various of their Proto-Afroasiatic uvular series, an affricated uwlar series seems 
unlikely in my view. Therefore, for Militarev & Stolbova's '9' I assume *'y', and for the other dorsals *'x'. 
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Table 4.1 above raises some points of discussion which I shall outline here. 

Firstly, there has been some debate over whether Proto-Semitic t! and s should be 

positioned with, respectively, interdentals and sibilants (as per Moscati et al., 1964, 

above),24 or whether they actually formed, along with l, a lateral series (as per Ehret, 

1995, and the scheme I adopt, labelled as 'updated', above). The arguments for the 

lateral series are now fairly well accepted and are outlined in §4.3, following. 

Secondly, there appears to be a degree of variation between 'c' (ts) and ·~· 

(when it is realised ass'). In §4.3, below, I argue that this is typologically predictable, 

and that [ts], at least in Semitic, is phonetic but not phonological. Therefore, 'c' ts 

should be taken phonologically as~ [s']. 

Additionally, the segment notated as 'q' does not necessarily have the sound 

value q. However, the reasons for the apparent inconsistency are to do with its 

phonological status and the tradition within Semitic linguistics of notating it as 'q' 

(due to its value in languages like Arabic which is, historically at least, uvular q). I 

argued in Chapter 3 that uvular q, at least where present in Semitic languages,25 is 

phonologically an emphatic velar, i.e. it has the phonological systemic value ~. and is 

thus a uvularised velar (strictly, in phonological terms lk~/, although I continue to use 

the notation q). In Semitic languages with ejectives, its phonological systemic value~ 

indicates k '. 

Finally, Militarev & Stolbova (1987) propose four series of affricates, 

including dorsal *'q', *'q' and *'9', 26 with a corresponding voiceless fricative. 

However, where uvular affricates are common in certain Caucasian languages 

(especially [qX] < q"), I cannot see any reason (either typological or going on the 

evidence of inter-Afro-Asiatic reflexes) for suggesting the affrication of the Proto

Afroasiatic dorsals, beyond that of making the system look more symmetrical. I thus 

agree with Ehret (1995) in assuming the following Proto-Afroasiatic dorsals: *k, *k', 

*g, *x, *y.21 

24 Although note that Moscati et al. posit that *f) is a voiced emphatic lateralised interdental. 
25 It is important to distinguish this here, because in many Caucasian languages it seems that uvular q is 
in all probability a phonological pharyngeal (as argued in Bellem, 2005). 
26 They use '9' to notate what they propose to be a voiced affricate member of this uvular series 
!vresumably [au]). This is typologically and systemically highly unlikely- see fn. 23, above. 

I remain neutral regarding his reconstruction of labialised dorsals, which are not relevant for Semitic. 
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I have not yet mentioned the issue of the original form of Semitic emphatics 

(i.e. the 'glottalised'-'pharyngealised' debate), leaving these segments in the table 

above notated as ·~· .28 However, as discussed in §4.3-4 of this chapter, following, it 

is most likely that these segments were indeed glottalicised (i.e. ejectives), in both 

Proto-Mroasian and Proto-Semitic, and that they went through several stages of 

development to become, essentially, 'backed' in Arabic and other subsets of Semitic. 

Lastly, the vowel system commonly reconstructed for Proto-Semitic is like 

that assumed for Classical Arabic, i.e. the three peripheral vowels *i, *a, *u, along 

with their long counterparts. Additionally, there are two diphthongs, *ay and *aw. 

4.3 The role of emphatics within the Semitic sound system 

Having presented the likely original consonant system of Semitic and, for context, its 

predecessor (the Proto-Afroasiatic reconstruction), this section discusses the issues 

surrounding the reconstruction of the Proto-Semitic sound system, in particular the 

debate about the original identity of Semitic emphatics (i.e. the 'glottalised'

'pharyngealised' debate), and, following on from this, the 'lateral' hypothesis and the 

issue of affricated ~· This leads into a discussion of the triadic nature of the Semitic 

sound system. 

4.3.1 The original emphatics 

Dolgopolsky (1977) takes the view that modem-day emphatics have developed from 

ejectives,29 and although the more widely accepted view seems to be that original (i.e. 

earlier Semitic) emphatics were ejectives (with Arabic-style 'backed' emphatics 

developing from these), this is not the universal view. Leslau (1957), Ullendorff 

28 C = Consonant. 
29 While the tenn 'glottalic' is often used in the Semitic context interchangeably with the tenn 
'ejective', the distinction should here be made explicit. as Semiticists all too often do not distinguish 
the tenns, thus implying that the two tenns are equivalent. In fact. the tenns are only interchangeable in 
the context of voiceless obstruents, since (as we saw in Chapter 2) ejectives are not the only types of 
sounds produced with glottalic initiation. The tenn 'glottalic' is thus wider than the tenn 'ejective', and 
could refer also to implosives. Moreover, and again as discussed in Chapter 2, the relationship between 
ejectives and laryngealisation (creaky voice) would legitimise the tenn 'glottalic(ised)' being used in 
reference to laryngealised sonorants or voiced obstruents. Therefore, although I also use the tenn 
'glottalic' in discussing Semitic emphatics, the distinction should be borne in mind. This is important 
here, because Proto-Semitic *tj tends to be thought of as emphatic (as tj is in many attested Semitic 
languages), but since the segment is known to have been voiced, it could not have been ejective, and if 
it were glottalic, then this means it would have been implosive (which no one, to my knowledge, has 
proposed or evidenced). This does not disprove the ejective hypothesis, however, as is discussed 
presently. 
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(1955)30 and Kaye (1986, 1997b), for instance, hold that Arabic-style emphatics were 

the earlier form, 31 which is also implied by the system given in Moscati et al. 

(1964),32 and that the Ethiopic languages have borrowed ejectives from neighbouring 

Cushitic languages (or that Cushitic influence prevented the disappearance of the 

ejectives). By contrast, Cantineau (1960) and Martinet (1953) reconstruct ejectives 

(and lateral[ised] if) as the earlier form. 33 It also seems that proponents of the view 

that Arabic-style ('backed') emphatics were the earlier form (and thus that ejective 

realisation of emphatics was an innovation borrowed from Cushitic) are those who 

maintain that Semitic spread originally from Arabia into the Hom of Africa.34 Having 

disputed this theory in §4.1, I here maintain that since the stronger evidence (from the 

work on Afro-Asiatic) is that Semitic spread into Arabia from the Hom of Africa, and 

since it is the languages of the Hom of Africa which have the ejective realisation of 

emphatic (along with Modem South Arabian, situated in Arabia Felix),35 this further 

backs up the other arguments for ejectives as the original emphatics of Semitic. In 

further support of this is the empirical data used by Dolgopolsky (1977) to support his 

emphatic trajectory hypothesis (discussed in detail in §4.4), which comes from Neo

Aramaic. In various dialects of Neo-Aramaic, emphatics are realised as (at least 

partially) glottalised. If the original emphatics were 'pharyngealised' (and not 

ejectives), one would not expect to fmd evidence of glottalics in a Semitic language 

spoken to the east and north-east of the Mediterranean, with little likelihood of 

enough contact with Cushitic languages of the Hom of Africa to undergo such drastic 

influence on the sound system. 

30 See p.156. Brockelmann (1908-13) and Bergstrasser (1928) also maintain that Arabic-style 
emphatics were the original Semitic. 
31 In my view, this view is due, amongst other reasons (noted above) to the commonly held assumption 
that Arabic emphatic { and q were voiced. This view seems to stem mainly from the characterisation by 
Sibawayh of these segments as majhur, which is commonly assumed to mean 'voiced'. I have argued 
strongly against this above, and consider that one of the reasons for assuming that majhur is interpreted 
to mean 'voiced' is the Eurocentric assumption that languages like Arabic contrast only 'voiced' and 
'voiceless', rather than having (at least historically) a three-way voicing contrast. 
32 In fact, Moscati et al. (1964:23-4) briefly outline a couple of arguments for each of these 
hypotheses, implying if anything that they perhaps favour the ejective hypothesis; however, as I discuss 
in more detail in §3.2, the system that they set up for Proto-Semitic, where {1 is included with the 
emphatics, means that the emphatics in their system cannot be seen as ejective. They do seem to fall in 
favour with the 'lateral(ised)' hypothesis for *{1, though, see pp.27-8. 
33 See Moscati et al. ( 1964) for a brief overview of the arguments. 
34 Amongst these scholars, there has been further debate over whether Arabia was indeed the homeland 
of Semitic, or whether it was elsewhere (Syria, according to Garbini (1984), cited in Versteegh (2001), 
which contains a good discussion of this view). 
3s Epigraphic South Arabian is assumed to have had an ejective reflex of emphatics. 
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Moreover, when looking more widely at Afro-Asiatic, this itself casts doubt 

on the theory that ejectives were a later development of emphatics. The languages of 

the Southern branch of Afro-Asiatic (namely Chadic, Cushitic and Omotic) are 

characterised by the presence of glottalics within their sound systems. In fact, when 

we look at Semitic in the context of Afro-Asiatic (and not just in isolation) the 

prevalence of glottalics within the Afro-Asiatic sound systems stands in stark relief. 36 

Given that the only other branch of Afro-Asiatic which has 'backed' (rather than 

glottalic) emphatics is Berber, and given that most of the emphatics in Berber are said 

to have been historically borrowed from Arabic anyway,37
•
38 the logical conclusion to 

be drawn is that the original Semitic emphatics were ejectives ('inherited' from Afro

Asiatic), and that the 'backed' realisation (and loss, or lenition, of ejective release) of 

emphatics was a later innovation. 

Further support for the theory that Semitic emphatics were originally ejective 

is to be found in evidence of the affrication of the emphatic fricative~· Steiner (1982) 

provides compelling evidence that ~ was affricated in Hebrew, Aramaic and 

Phoenician. It is known that ejective fricatives are often realised with a degree of 

affrication (see Chapter 2), and this is known to be true of both Ethio-Semitic 

languages and Modem South Arabian, where some of the ejectives are assumed to be 

affricates rather than fricatives. I argue that these segments are often not phonemically 

affricates, but that affrication is a phonetic effect, resulting from the need to maintain 

enough intra-oral air pressure to produce a salient glottalic release. None of the 

Semitic languages with purely 'backed' emphatics have, or show any evidence 

whatsoever (to my knowledge) as having had, an affricated realisation of~. supporting 

36 The cognates of (Proto-)Semitic emphatics are shown predominantly as ejectives in (Proto-)Chadic, 
~to-)Cushitic and (Proto-)Omotic, see Bender (1975:89-90), Ehret (1995:481-2). 

7 There is no real body of data for Berber, although there is some descriptive work available from the 
medieval Arab historians and geographers (e.g. Ibn Battuta and Ibn Khaldun, see Applegate, 
1970:588). Thus, most of the attested Berber data dates from the 19th century onwards. The pre-CE 
Libyco-Berber inscriptions, while assumed to be Berber, have not been interpreted. See Applegate 
~1970) for bibliographical overview; see also Kossmann & Stroomer (1997) and Heath (2005). 
8 Chtatou (1982:242-243) outlines some of the literature on Berber emphatics, noting that it is 

generally considered a feature borrowed from Arabic; Kossmann and Stroomer (1997:464) hold that 
'Proto-Berber had only two pharyngealized phonemes, r! and ~· the other emphatics having been 
'borrowed from Arabic'. According to the table in Militarev & Stolbova (1987:48), Proto-Berber *~ 
and *r! correspond to Proto-Afroasiatic *f, *?and *f (some merging) (see Table 4.1, where Ehret has 
*tl' [?i], *c' [?s'], *dl [?6], respectively, for these PAA consonants). The Berber evidence may 
indicate, in my view, that in fact Proto-Afroasiatic *dl (probably [6]), or at least Proto-Semitic *dl, 
may have been somewhat backed, even though this may not have been a systemic feature. Also, *tl' 
[?i], *c' [?s'] presumably merged to some degree in Berber and (while voiced at an earlier stage) 
probably backed analogously with *dl, being (or having come to be) analysed as part of the same 
phonological series. 
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the hypothesis that the affricated realisation of ~ was due purely to its status as an 

ejective. 39 

Lastly, typologically, ejectives are cross-linguistically extremely common (the 

fourth most common type of stop cross-linguistically, occurring in up to 20% of the 

world's languages). However, 'pharyngealised' consonants are far rarer.40 This would 

follow from the fact that ejectives are used within sound systems to indicate voicing 

(or laryngeal) contrasts, whereas phenomena such as 'pharyngealisation' are 

secondary articulations, which are generally more marked. Moreover, we could also 

add that since it has been argued that ejectives in Ethiopic and South Arabian 

languages were borrowed from Cushitic (i.e. the emphatic series was reinterpreted as 

ejective due to the influence of Cushitic ), one would expect to see at least some 

systematic remnant of the 'pharyngealised' nature of the earlier realisation of the 

emphatics in at least some of these languages. It seems odd, to say the least, that 

'pharyngealised' segments would be transformed wholesale into ejectives with no 

remnant of their former identity (or function in the sound system). 

Positive evidence for the hypothesis that ejectives were the earlier form of 

emphatics was presented in Chapters 2 and 3, where I argued that the three-way 

voicing contrast in plosives of (what I have termed) the conservative dialects of 

Arabic41 is akin to the three-way contrast of languages which have ejective emphatics. 

Under the argument that the original (Semitic) .emphatics were 'pharyngealised' 

(Arabic-style), one would then have to suppose that some of these developed into a 

separate voicing series, although the perceptual cues for Arabic-style emphatics are 

clearly robust enough to stand independently, obviating the need for enhancement 

through further cues such as voicing. Moreover, we saw in Chapter 2 that ejectives are 

not necessarily perceptually distinguished from the voiceless (aspirate) series by VOT 

zones anyway, which makes this an even stranger development. 

Therefore, since the perceptual cues to Arabic-style emphatics are robust 

enough to stand independently, there would have been no cause for the development 

of this separate voicing series. It is hard to see a systemic cause for the development 

39 See Steiner (1982:88). 
40 I noted in Chapter 2 that only 1% of languages in Ruhlen (1975) are said to have 'pharyngealised' 
consonants, six out of these seven being Afro-Asiatic. 
41 Again, here I mean 'conservative' with respect to emphatics and the system of laryngeal contrasts in 
obstruents. 
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of ejectives from 'backed' consonants. On the other hand, there is an obvious 
\ 

systemic cause for the development of 'backed' emphatics from ejectives, and that is 

the increasing salience of (the phonological feature correlated with) 'pharyngeal'. 

Finally, if the original emphatics had been 'backed', one would expect this 

systematically to affect consonants of both voicing series. However, as we have seen, 

it affects voiceless consonants (with the exception of Semitic r;l < *[5, which I shall 

argue in §4.3.2 was originally a backed voiced lateral fricative *6 rand not originally 

an emphatic, becoming incorporated into the emphatic system in certain languages 

only as emphatics became 'backed' rather than ejective). That is, one would expect to 

fmd (originally) emphatic *g, *?J, *?:,and so on, if the emphatics had originally been 

'backed'. What we actually fmd is that the emphatics are voiceless, leading to a three

way (triadic) voicing opposition (as will be demonstrated in the next section), which 

is not what would be expected if Semitic emphatics were differentiated by a 

resonance quality contrast. 

To conclude this part of the discussion, then, the evidence is that Semitic 

emphatics in their earliest form were ejectives.42 

4.3.2 The Semitic triads and the lateral debate 

In this section, I discuss the issue of Semitic laterals and then show how emphatics 

fitted into a sound system chara~terised by triads. I also discuss the development of 

the sound system. 

The arguments for a lateral series (as opposed to interdental) in Semitic are 

now fairly well accepted,43 post-Cantineau's (1951) study of the evidence that had 

accumulated over the previous decades.44 Firstly, it is well known that Modem South 

Arabian has, as realisations of Semitic '9' and 's', the laterals !; and i, respectively, 

with no evidence that these were the result of innovation or borrowing. Moreover, 

42 I have steered clear of the debate over the identity of Akkadian emphatics. It was traditionally 
assumed by default that these would have been 'backed', although this is now disputed. Geers (1945), 
who shows that in Akkadian only one emphatic was allowed per word I root, and that where Semitic 
cognates show more than one emphatic, Akkadian dissimilated all but one to its non-emphatic 
counterpart (Geers' Law), does not define 'emphatic'. The Akkadian case has an interesting parallel in 
(unrelated) Kurmanji Kurdish (see Kahn, 1976, especially on the point of hierarchy), although on the 
other hand Akkadian has no pharyngeals. See Buccellati (1997), Moscati et al. (1964). 
43 See in particular Steiner ( 1977), and references therein, for discussion of the history of the various 
eroposals and detailed discussion of all the evidence. 

Reprinted in Cantineau (1960). 
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Arabic r;l was clearly produced as a voiced lateral fricative at least until the eighth 

century CE, as per the description given by the medieval grammarian Sibawayh.45 

Additionally, in the :tfa<;framawt dialects of southern Yemen, Arabic r;l is produced as 

the emphatic lateral (.46 

On top of this, there is much evidence that r;l in loanwords from Arabic in the 

early years of the Arabo-lslamic conquests was interpreted in other languages as 

'ld'.47 There is also the evidence of the Akkadian merger of / 8 (<etymological 's', 

i.e. f) and l before apical stops and spirants, which makes sense if Akkadian s was (at 

least historically) a lateral 1-. Additional evidence, parallel with 'ld' for Arabic r;l in 

loans, is drawn from examples such as Greek balsamon 'Commiphora opobalsamum 

(tree)' borrowed from Semitic *b-s-m, 49 also from reported variation in Arabic of 

certain forms, e.g. qisda - qilda 'clarified butter sediment' ,50 and in Hebrew between 

certain roots, e.g. #:zq - sl:zq ('laugh'), 51 and also inter-Semitic variation in certain 

roots, as in (again) that relating to 'laugh', which is Arabic r;il:zk and Hebrew ~l:zq -
'J.n 52 
s~"l · 

Going back to (early) Arabic r;i, several points are clear. Firstly, it was a lateral 

('Sibawayh referes to the feature of laterality being shared between the Lam and the 

Pad': al-Nassir, 1993:44), secondly it was both voiced and a continuant. However, it 

was not homorganic with I and, according to Sibawayh 'without velarization 

[i(baq] ... the Pad will be out of the speech [system] because it has no homorganic 

other letter' (al-Nassir, 1993:45); this uniqueness of r;/led to the Arabs' coining the 

name luyat al-r;liid 'language of the r;l'. Moreover, according to Sibawayh, while r;l is 

45 See in particular al-Nassir (1993), also Semaan (1968) and Carter (2004). 
46 Watson (2002:2), Kaye & Rosenhouse (1997:275). 
47 E.g. Spanish alcalde 'judge' (< Arabic al-qiitji), arrabal 'suburb' (< Arabic al-rabatf). Note also 
within Semitic, examples such as Akkadian ruldii'u- rul{ii'u from the Arabic name for the God rutjii'. 
48 Note that for Akkadian, the transcriptions (as in Table 4.1) may not be accurate. There is evidence 
that Akkadian in fact had a 'sibilant' distinct from s, although a merger occurred by the Middle 
Babylonian period. This distinct sibilant is etymological s (sometimes written for Akkadian as 'sx'). 
The whole issue is complicated by the fact that the (Sumerian) cuneiform writing system used for 
Akkadian did not distinguish certain Akkadian phonemes, and that much of the evidence of the 
Akkadian sound system is drawn from a script devised for a language without many of the typically 
Semitic phonemes, and thus unsuited to it. See Steiner (1977:48-50, 158) for discussion of Akkadian 
·~· s. 
49 Steiner (1977:123-9) discusses the case of balsamon and its relevance to the lateral hypothesis, and 
jjves the reflexes across various Semitic languages. 

Steiner (1977:95-98) discusses this and similar cases. qisda- qilda is noted as a variant by the ninth
century grammarian ai-Kisa'i in his Lisiin al-cArab (Steiner, 1977:95). 
51 Steiner (1977: Ill ff. ). 
52 See the cognate sets in Steiner (1977:26-29) for more examples of the same nature. 
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classified as sajri (palatal), 53 it is not homorganic, its place of articulation being 

'between the beginning of the tongue's edge and the molars which are by the 

tongue' 54 and in Sibawayh's groups of sounds according to place of articulation 

(running from back to front of the oro-pharyngeal cavity) r;l is accorded a special place 

between that of the palatals J, s, y and the lateral/ (which is then followed by the other 

coronals). Thus, it was clearly 'backed' (also evidenced in the grammarians' 

discussions of assimilation). 55 The reason for reiterating this point is that I propose 

that this realisation of r;l may well go back to much earlier Semitic, 56 if not even to 

early Mro-Asiatic. 

It could only be supposed that Proto-Semitic *r;l was emphatic (by which I 

mean included in the system as one of the emphatics) if one followed the theory that 

Proto-Semitic emphatics were 'backed' (rather than ejective). For instance, Moscati et 

al. (1964:27-8) posit for Proto-Semitic a four-term interdental series, one member of 

which is *r;l (which they query as ?lateralised) and which according to them is one of 

two emphatic interdentals: '!' 1J and 'g' (or 'g') r;l. However, *r;l couldn't have been 

strictly emphatic in its earlier form if emphatics were ejectives, since it couldn't have 

been both ejective and voiced. Having already discounted the theory that the original 

Semitic emphatics were 'backed', and argued strongly in favour of the ejective 

hypothesis, the status of *r;l as a Proto-Semitic emphatic must also be discounted. As I 

have also presented (some of) the evidence for the lateral hypothesis, which I follow 

here, this means that *r;l in Proto-Semitic was a voiced lateral fricative, but certainly 

not emphatic (by this I stipulate that it was not part of the emphatic system). However, 

I propose that it is not quite true to say that Proto-Semitic had no 'backed' segments 

in its system, and this is where *r;l comes in. In my view, it is very likely that Proto

Semitic *r;l was not only a lateral but also 'backed' . Therefore, while the emphatics 

themselves at that stage were ejectives (and not 'backed'); *r;l was backed, but not an 

emphatic. 

53 al-Nassir (1993:44); al-Hasan al-Karouri (1996:55). 
54 Semaan (1968:41). 
ss See Semaan (1968}, al-Nassir (1993), Carter (2004). 
56 Subsequent to writing this chapter, I have come across the same proposal made by Bennett 
(1998:13}, who concludes that 'It would be consistent. . .to assume a pre-Aramaic Northwest Semitic 
pharyngealized lateral (voiced or voiceless) as the reflex off. He also notes that 'The pharyngealized 
lateral [i.e. [t] as a reflex of .f.) ••• seems to have undergone a similar change in early Aramaic, probably 
yielding a uvular fricative [i.e. y]'. 
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Firstly, I suggest that the reason for the 'backed' realisation of *r;l [fif) was its 

distinction from other laterals; liquids cross-linguistically tend to pattern as 'clear' or 

'dark' .57 Since laterals appear particularly prone to assimilation processes which may 

have led to its phonetically overlapping with the other laterals, and thus made it less 

perceptually distinct, this may have caused it historically to have come to be realised 

as the 'dark' member of the series, if it wasn't already 'dark', i.e. 'inherited' as such 

from Proto-Afroasiatic. The suggestion that it was 'dark' at least as far back as early 

Semitic is backed up by the fact that the voiceless member of the lateral series, *i, 

came to be realised in many of the daughter Semitic languages as the palatal fricative 

's' (= ./), as seen in Table 4.1, whereas *r;l has no palatal reflexes. This perhaps 

indicates an original underlying resonance contrast between *r;l [fif) and *i [fi].58
•
59 

There are also other correspondences which indicate the 'backed' nature of *{J. 

For example, Table 4.1 shows the Syriac60 reflex of this as the voiced pharyngeal f, 

such as e.g. 'liraf 'earth' (cf. Arabic 'art!). The pharyngeal reflex of this follows if the 

earlier Semitic form was already 'backed'. Moreover, Bennett (1998:13) notes that 

Syriac f is the reflex of Biblical Aramaic q.61 It is also potentially of interest that 

Syriac, according to Militarev & Stolbova (1987:48), had dorsal y as a reflex of 

Proto-Afroasiatic *15 (which in their scheme is *~).which then became pharyngeal f. I 

think it most likely that this earlier Syriac y developed from a velarised lateral ll', 

again indicating the backed nature of earlier *{J. 

To summarise, I have argued that Proto-Semitic had emphatics which 

functioned in the sound system as a laryngeal contrast and were ejectives. In addition, 

51 For instance, English has clear liquids syllable-initially but dark liquids syllable-finally (under the. 
traditional view of the syllable}, whereas Russian has a phonemic contrast between clear (palatalised) [l 
and dark (velarised) zv. Gennan has clear r syllable-initially and dark r syllable-fmally. Brazilian 
Portuguese has clear l syllable-initially and vocalised w (<dark l) syllable-fmally. 
58 I use the palatalisation symbol for my phonetic representation of *1 not to indicate that it was overtly 
~alatalised, but to indicate that it was •clear' as opposed to •dark'; also see Chapter 6. 
9 Note that in many other Semitic languages *4 merged with .f, indicating that it was not robust enough 

within those sound systems to survive, and indicating its fricative nature. I suggest that this happened 
through reanalysis of *4 as an affricate, and at some point the loss of the •back' quality and voicing 
<UsiJ > [dz~] > [dz] > [ts]). Table 4.1 shows that .f was affricated in Hebrew, Syriac, Phoenician and 
Ethiopic. Ugaritic is closely related to Hebrew and Phoneician, both of which had affricate ts for *.f. 
60 A note would be in order here concerning the usage of the terms •syriac' and •Aramaic'. On the 
whole, where I use a given source, I stick to the tenn used therein. Generally, comparative Semiticists 
use the tenn ·syriac' in reference to Old (attested) Aramaic. However, note that it is used by Bennett 
(1998) in reference to later Aramaic, which he contrasts with Biblical Aramaic. Outside of this, 
however, the tenn •syriac' more usually (or historically in Iraq) denotes the Aramaic-speaking 
Christian minorities or denominations; alternatively, •syriac' is sometimes used to refer to the Aramaic 
dialect of the area around Orhai or Edessa. Thus, •Aramaic' can be seen to have broader reference. See 
Odisho (1975) for discussion of this point. 
61 This may well have been /y/, which still evidences a •backed' earlier */5. 
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Proto-Semitic had a series of laterals, of which the voiced fricative member either 

merged in daughter languages with~ (when it had the values' or ts) or had a 'back' 

realisation (Arabic emphatic {1, Syriac I Aramaic pharyngeal i). I have suggested that 

this voiced laterallJ was probably already 'backed' (i.e. what would traditionally be 

called 'velarised') in earlier Semitic, if not also originally in Afro-Asiatic (and 

probably itself resulting from a sound change, from original *i'). Thus, while I have 

argued for the original identity of Semitic emphatics as ejectives, I have also proposed 

that it is not true to say that earlier Semitic had no backed consonants in its sound 

system, but frrstly that at this earlier Semitic stage, 'backness' was not systematically 

exploited as part of the system, and secondly that this 'backness' was not related to 

the emphatics, since *lJ only later became part of the emphatic system (in Arabic). 

We can now see that what is commonly reconstructed for (Proto-)Semitic is a 

series of triads, as follows: 

Figure 4.2 The Semitic triadi2 

t ~ 

\7 
d 

s 

g 

62 What is noticeably missing from the triadic system shown here is a labial (stop) series, although this 
is usually reconstructed for Proto-Afroasiatic, viz. *p, *p, *b. Proto-Semitic, however, is reconstructed 
with the labials *p, *b, with Proto-Afroasiatic *p, *b having merged in Proto-Semitic to *b. There are 
no labial fricatives, although in early (or Proto-)Arabic, Epigraphic South Arabian and Ethiopic, Proto
Semitic *p becomes f There is also no palatal triad. Thus these triads are proposed only for coronals 
and velars, which according to the representations proposed in Chapter 3, are precisely those which do 
not have a resonance element. 
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In addition, there is a series of three laterals, but while these are usually 

included in the triadic scheme, I have rejected the assumption that one of these 

laterals was emphatic since the triadic series typically contain three members 

differentiated by voicing contrasts, that is, voiceless (aspirated), voiceless glottalic 

and voiced. The lateral series, while triadic, does not contain an emphatic (glottalic) 

member, but instead a sonorant and two fricatives (one voiceless, one voiced): 

Figure 4.3 The Semitic lateral series 

I think it more likely that this is not part of the triadic system of Proto

Semitic 63 (although earlier Mro-Asiatic probably had a triadic opposition in the 

lateral series), but that i and !J form a pair, as do l and r. All the other consonants, 

apparently with the exception of s (f), form pairs (normally voiceless-voiced), as seen 

in Table 4.1.64 

4.4 From the diachronic to the synchronic 

In this section, I look at the development of the earlier Semitic system into the 

systems that we see across Semitic today. I start in §4.4.1 by presenting the emphatic 

trajectory hypothesis set up by Dolgoposky (1977), and then in §4.4.2 I discuss the 

emergence of the 'pharyngeal' character along this trajectory. Lastly, in §4.4.3 I 

contextualise the preceding discussions in terms of phonological representations. 

63 I noted above that the triads are proposed only for those consonantal series which would not be 
thought to have a resonance element (according to my model of representations presented in Chapter 
3). I proposed above that {5 in early Semitic is likely to have been 'backed', and would thus have a 
resonance element, which would fit with these segments not being part of the triadic system. 
64 As noted, I omitted from Table 4.1 the segments r, m, n, w, y (= IPA J). These appear to consitute 
pairs, with r partnering las liquids (whereas the lateral fricatives don't seem to behave as liquids), two 
nasals and two glides. 
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4.4.1 Genesis - the emphatic trajectory hypothesis 

The emphatic trajectory hypothesis of Dolgopolsky (1977) posits that the original 

Semitic emphatics were glottalics and that the development into the system seen today 

in Arabic can be mapped along a trajectory, the stages of which are evident in various 

dialects of Neo-Aramaic. In this respect, Arabic is the most innovative of the Semitic 

languages. He discusses the Proto-Semitic consonant system in terms of a three-way 

distinction between voiced-voiceless-emphatic, maintaining that Proto-Semitic 

emphatics did not have a voiced-voiceless contrast, unlike the emphatics of modem

day Arabic and Berber. He argues that this is due to the glottalisation of emphatics in 

Proto-Semitic, where the triadic opposition of consonants would be manifest 

articulatorily in an opposition of the three main positions of the glottis: open glottis -

vibrating vocal cords (i.e. approximated glottis)- closed glottis.65 Thus, if the Proto

Semitic emphatics were actually glottalised, it would not have been possible to have a 

voiced-voiceless distinction. 

Investigating the emphatics of the living Semitic languages, Dolgopolsky 

(1977) notes that there are three different realisations of emphatics. Firstly, those in 

Arabic are 'uvularised'. Secondly, in Ethiopic and Modem South Arabian emphatics 

are glottalics. This is true also of some Neo-Aramaic dialects, but here glottalisation is 

accompanied by tongue retraction and 'recession' of adjacent vowels (or of the whole 

word). Thirdly, Dolgopolsky argues that in some other Neo-Aramaic dialects the 

emphatic/non-emphatic opposition is actually a non-aspirated/aspirated opposition 

(respectively). 

Dolgopolsky then discusses the Neo-Aramaic dialects in terms of representing 

the stages of the transition, in order to trace the trajectory from ancient glottalisation 

to Arabic 'uvularisation'. Figure 4.4 represents the trajectory proposed by 

Dolgopolsky, tracing the emphatic/non-emphatic distinction (in voiceless obstruents). 

65 This corresponds to the articulatory targets that I classify as (i) 'stiff-and-open', (ii) 'lax' and (iii) 
'stiff-and-closed', which map onto the acoustic patterns (i) 'noise-lag', (ii) 'lead' = 'minus-lag' (or 
perhaps 'no-lag'}, and (iii) 'stop-lag'. 
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Figure 4.4 Dolgopolsky's ( 1977) emphatic trajectory 

Proto-Semitic 

stage 1 

stage 2 

stage 3 

stage 4 

EMPHATIC 

glottalic 

glottalic 

backed 

backed 

(semi-glottalic) 

backed 

non-aspirated 

backed 

NON-EMPHATIC 

aspirated 

aspirated 

non-backed 

non-backed 

aspirated 

aspirated 

non-backed 

non-backed 
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According to Dolgopolsky, in the first stage of the trajectory the glottalic 

articulation of the emphatics causes recession of both the emphatic and the adjacent 

vowels, which may spread across the entire word.66 Therefore, the emphatics are both 

ejective and backed. The non-emphatic voiceless counterparts are distinctive in being 

aspirated (but not recessed). This first stage is evident in Urmian Nestorian Neo

Aramaic (Neo-Assyrian) (spoken by the Christians of Urmia [Rezaiye ], in north-west 

Iran [South Kurdistan]) and also some varieties of Kurdistani Jewish Neo-Aramaic.67 

In the second stage of this trajectory, glottalisation is weakened to semi

glottalisation, and the distinctive opposition between emphatic and non-emphatic is 

now perceived as primarily that of aspiration vs recession I non-aspiration. This stage 

is represented by the Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialects of north-west Iran and south-east 

Turkey, specifically, Urmia, Salmas, Ba§kale and Gawar (Ytiksekova) (all in 

Kurdistan, on either side of the Turkish-Iranian border). 

In stage 2 of Dolgopolsky's trajectory, the phonological emphatic vs non

emphatic distinction is perceptually that of aspiration vs recession, thus, since the 

contrast does not depend on the perceptual salience of glottalisation, 'fortis' ejective 

realisation is weakened to 'Ienis', and the VOT lag shortens. 

Therefore, although the opposition of emphatics vs non-emphatics is primarily 

that of aspiration vs recession, the (non-aspirated) emphatics are still nevertheless 

glottalic, even though this may not be the most salient feature, and this is presumably 

still part of their phonological representation. It may alternatively be argued that the 

'glottalic' feature is no longer part of the phonological representation, meaning that 

the emphatics would be plain voiceless - indeed this is what is found in stage 3 of 

Dolgopolsky's trajectory. Therefore, although, as will be seen in §4.4.3, I show the 

phonological representation of stages 1 and 2 as being identical (with varying 

phonetic mappings), it could also be argued that it is stages 2 and 3 which are 

phonologically identical (with varying phonetic mappings). 

The third stage of Dolgopolsky's trajectory sees the complete loss of 

glottalisation, and emphatics are now distinguished from non-emphatic voiceless 

66 Dolgopolsky does not indicate why glottalic articulation should trigger backing, but seems to assume 
it as a given. 
67 Dolgopolsky doesn't specify these. 
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consonants as non-aspirated from aspirated and as recessive, which also causes the 

recession of adjacent vowels, from non-recessive. This stage is reflected in the Neo

Aramaic of Tiir c Abdin (AKA Turoyo, in south east Anatolia). 

Finally, aspiration is then lost and the emphatics are distinguishable only by 

recession, which is, according to Dolgopolsky, what we see in Arabic. 

However, in contrast to this fmal point of Dolgopolsky's hypothesis is my 

argument, which actually backs up his theory of the emphatic trajectory, and which I · 

have used to argue for the ejective hypothesis, that Arabic does indeed, at least 

historically, have a three-way voicing contrast in plosives. In the dialects of Arabic 

which maintain a three-way voicing contrast between voiceless aspirated (voiceless 

non-emphatics), 'plain' voiceless (voiceless emphatics), and voiced consonants, we 

can see how the emphatics have developed from earlier Semitic, since although there 

is a three-way voicing contrast in stops, there is actually a four-term stop series due to 

the interaction of both voicing and backing. The perception of the emphatic I non

emphatic contrast, while being primarily cued by recession, is enhanced in such 

dialects by the aspiration contrast. However, in what are in this sense more innovative 

dialects, the laryngeal contrast of the two voiceless series has neutralised; according 

to the emphatic trajectory hypothesis, such characterisation of Arabic dialects appears 

well founded. 

In contrast with plosives, fricatives in the languages which have lost the 

glottalisation of emphatics do not have the three-way voicing opposition that may 

characterise the stops, as is most commonly the case cross-linguistically.68 Arabic 

fricatives may be one of four types: voiceless non-emphatic, voiced emphatic, 

voiceless emphatic, voiced emphatic. Thus, there is only a two-way voicing contrast 

in fricatives, with the emphatics being true counterparts (in terms of voicing) of the 

non-emphatics, unlike the (voiceless) stops, which are not true counterparts in . the 

dialects which maintain the voicing distinction of the emphatics. 

68 Although not very common, there are languages that have voiceless aspirated fricatives - three 
languages (out of 317) in Maddieson ( 1984) have a voiceless aspirated fricative (in all cases s~. 
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4.4.2 The emergence of the 'pharyngeal' character 

In this sub-section, I focus on the emergent 'pharyngeal' character of the emphatics, 

and how this may have happened; since Arabic represents the last stage(s) of the 

trajectory, Arabic is the logical focus of the discussion here. 

Firstly, I have argued that early Semitic had a backed voiced lateral fricative 

*/5 (i.e. [fi\']) as a member of the lateral triad. At some point in early Semitic, it seems 

that *I became palatal *s [~ - J], although this must have occurred after a split 

between South Semitic (Ethiopic and South Arabian), 69 since South Arabian retained 

the lateral reflex. The merging of *15 with ~ in Akkadian, Hebrew and U garitic 

indicates that~ in these languages had probably lenited (ts' 7 ts)/0 and probably */5 

lost its laterality (and its 'backed' quality) to become *dz, which then devoiced. In 

Syriac, as noted, */5 becomes y (thus merging with historical y), presumably as a 

result of its backed quality, and then y merges altogether with f, retaining the backed 

quality. Arabic retained the lateral fricative /5, although backed, as I have argued, 

which is why I believe that Arabic, almost alone among the Semitic languages, 

actually retained its lateral quality until fairly recently. That is, since Arabic 

systemised the 'back' quality, it naturally retained l3 (=[fi\']), which was incorporated 

into the emphatic system, which by that stage of Arabic was phonologised as 'backed', 

and later losing the lateral quality but retaining it as emphatic. 

This leads on to the question of how 'backness' came to be systemised as a 

correlate of emphatic. Firstly, Steiner (1982:88-9) outlines suggestions by Martinet 

(1964:113-4) and Catford (1974:26) to the effect that 'a change from glottalic to 

pulmonic pressure initiation brought about the phonologization of 

pharyngalization ... According to this hypothesis, pharyngal compression was 

originally an automatic concomitant of glottalic pressure initiation'. However, this 

implies that there is an intrinsic link between ejectives and 'pharyngeal constriction', 

such that on this account ejectives cross-linguistically would be expected to pattern 

with pharyngeals or lenite to some sort of pharyngeal, which is not the case.71 

69 In early Ethiopic, *i also apparently became palatal I, and fj. merged with ~. indicating that these 
laterals fell out of the system. 
70 As discussed earlier, ejective fricatives tend to affricate, which initially is phonetic. This presumably 
in Hebrew, etc, was systemised (i.e. phonologised), since~ would otherwise have merged with s. 
71 The major recent work on the typology of ejectives, Fallon (2002), which is impressive in its scope, 
makes no link between ejectives per se and 'pharyngeal'. 
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Secondly, Heselwood (1996) 72 presents an account of the development of 

emphatics from Proto-Semitic ejectives to modem-day Arabic 'backed' emphatics 

(with the Cairene Arabic voiceless emphatic ( then becoming aspirated, while ( in 

Baghdadi Arabic fossilises at the stage of 'plain' voiceless). According to Heselwood 

(1996), the emphatics of Proto-Semitic lost their glottalic initiation (in earlier Arabic), 

becoming voiced and laryngealised (creaky). They then lost the laryngealised quality, 

becoming instead pharyngealised, since 'the laryngopharyngeal constriction was then 

"reanalyzed" as the salient phonetic correlate of emphasis and ascended higher up the 

pharynx' (p.27). His scheme for the emphatics is as follows: 73 

Table4.2 

f.zarf 

.b 

.J:a 

(.)4 

~ 

Probable ~honetic evolution of the principle allophones of apical 
obstruents 4 

trans lit P-Sem >Arabic development 

~ t' > ?q ><! >t\' 

() !6' > ?ct' > <!(! ><1 > lJ\' 

~ ts' > s' > s\' 

" ti' > ?<!\3 > <!\3 >6 >\3\' > lJ\' 

According to this scheme, glottalisation to backing occurred as follows 

(Heselwood, 1996:27): 

the glottal occlusion characterising ejectives weakened slightly to 
laryngealisation resulting in a constriction in the glottis accompanied by a 
narrowing of the laryngopharynx which may have involved ventricular and 
aryepiglottic constriction ... The weakening ... could have involved merely a 
slackening of the longitudinal tension such as accompanies creak phonation ... The 
laryngopharyngeal constriction was then 'reanalyzed' as the salient phonetic 
correlate of emphasis and ascended higher up the pharynx ... then modal voice 
phonation would result and the emphatic sound become phonetically voiced. 

It is certainly extremely likely that larygealisation was left as a remnant of the 

lenited glottalic. However, in my view, this does not in itself account for the 'backing' 

72 Chapter 2 presented the results of his analyses of VOT in Cairene and Baghdadi Arabic. 
73 Heselwood (1996) does not discuss the development of q (from Proto-Semitic k'), which under his 
account would presumably have lenited and voiced, becoming laryngealised g. 
74 Adapted from Heselwood (1996:22), retaining his transcription. For Proto-Semitic he adopts 
Cantineau (1960), following revisions made by Martinet (1959). 
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process seen in both Arabic and (some) Aramaic, which clearly became such a 

distinctive characteristic. Moreover, if this were the case, one would expect to see 

evidence (either historical or in dialect variation) of voiced *~,which is not the case.75 

Additionally, under this account, emphatic ( also underwent this 

laryngealisation, showing wholesale change from ejective to voiced (laryngealised) 

and then spontaneous and wholesale change back to voiceless as the laryngealisation 

was lost, which doesn't fit with lj I rJ, which show no evidence of having devoiced. 

Thus, while it is clear that ejectives lenited, and while I agree that the 

creakiness which is often a correlate of glottalisation was a factor in backing, I don't 

think that this in itself triggered such systematic backing of the emphatics. That is, 

while Heselwood argues for a purely phonetic account of this sound change, I believe 

that the sound change was the result of the association of glottalisation (through 

creakiness) with an already existent pharyngeal character inherent in the sound system. 

I argued earlier that the lateral series of Proto-Semitic was not part of the triadic 

system because *IJ r was not ejective and was already backed. Moreover, sound 

changes involving palatalisation of *1 evidence an i-quality which indicates that 

Proto-Semitic already had a back-front contrast.76 I agree that as the ejectives lenited 

in a sub-set of Semitic, they left a remnant of their former identity in creakiness (or 

laryngealisation). Since the voiced pharyngeal f is known across Semitic to be 

realised as creaky/7 it is likely that the creaky emphatics became associated with the 

pharyngeals, and thus associated with the 'back' quality which was already evident in 

the 'backness' of IJ. Thus, there was a more wholesale systemisation of back vs non

back contrasts, i.e. a step-by-step emergence of a general 'pharyngeal' quality to the 

Semitic sound systems. In this sense, the backing of the emphatics was an adaptive 

change (i.e. internal to the sound system). 

75 Heselwood (1996:28) says that 's"' may have been voiced at some stage (although he doesn't 
indicate any laryngealisation). 
76 In Chapter 6 I argue that (at least in Arabic) non-emphatic coronals are [I)-specified and that this is 
an inherent part of the sound system. 
77 The voiced pharyngeal is also reported to be frequently glottalised in Ethio-Semitic and Cushitic. See 
Hayward & Hayward (1989:190). This further supports the evidence of a perceptual link between the 
voiced pharyngeal and the emphatics. 
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4.4.3 The emphatic trajectory - phonological representation 

The aim of this section is to present the various stages of emphatic development in 

terms of changing phonological representation. I start with earlier (or common) 

Semitic (as Proto-Semitic) and move through Aramaic and Arabic. 

Firstly, earlier (or Proto-)Semitic had glottalised (i.e. ejecti ve) emphatics. 

Therefore, as per Dolgopolsky's articulatory characterisations, the three-way (triadic) 

contrast of at least four Proto-Semitic consonant series represents the three states of 

the glottis: open, approximated, closed (i.e. stiff-but-open, slack, stiff-but-closed). 

These articulatory targets map onto the acoustic targets noise-lag, no-lag, stop-lag, 

being realised roughly as voiceless aspirated, voiced and glottalised. For the purpose 

of exemplification, the representations given are for the coronal stop series, t d (: 

Figure4.5 

(i) 

Phonological representation of Proto-Semitic triads: coronal stops 
Stage 0 

*voiceless (aspirated) coronal 

(ii) *voiced coronal 

..-'!\. ......... 
? 

' ' ' ' 'L 

(iii) * (ejective) emphatic coronal 
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The frrst stage of the trajectory reflects the backing of the emphatic series. I 

have argued that this involves the element [A]. However, as I demonstrate in Chapter 

6, this seems to have been part of a more general 'back'-'front' characterisation of the 

sound system whereby non-emphatic coronals are 'front' and thus have an i-quality 

([I)-specification). In this stage, however, the emphatics, although 'backed' are still 

glottalic: 

Figure4.6 

(i) 

Phonological representation of stage 1 voiceless stops: 
Neo-Aramaic - Urmian Nestorian, some Kurdistani Jewish 

backed glottalic emphatic stop 

.................... 
PHONETIC MAPPING 

• • • • • • • • • • 
~ 

'STRONG EJECTIVE' 

(ii) aspirated non-emphatic stop 

~~~~ 
?/ l '\._ 

~ ...... 
I,...,,.,. ',, H 

Under this account of emphatic development, the emphatics ftrst become 

backed, due, as discussed to the emergence of a general 'front'-'back' contrast in the 

sound system. Emphatics then gradually lenite, with the element [A] becoming frrst 

the dominant or most salient factor in the distinctive opposition of emphatics, and 

then the only salient factor (as the glottalic factor lenites completely, i.e. the element 

[?] de-links). However, the decreased glottalicness of the emphatics in stage 2 is not 

necessarily encoded in the segment itself, but is a phonetic correlate. That is, in stage 

1, where- according to Dolgopolsky- emphatics are fully glottalic, the element [?] 

linked to the relevant part of the structure maps onto the phonetic characteristic 
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realised as 'strong (fortis) ejective'. This mapping is clearly language-specific,78 thus 

partially lenited ejectives which still nevertheless have a clear degree of ejective 

release or creaky release (thus contrasting in this respect with other segments}, 

therefore may be argued still to have the phonological representation which maps onto 

'glottalic' (even though the exact phonetic implementation of this may be different 

from that of another language). Therefore, the phonological representation of stages 1 

(above, Figure 4.6) and 2 (below, Figure 4.7) are the same, but with slightly different 

phonetic realisations. 

Figure4.7 

(i) 

Phonological representation of stage 2 voiceless stops: 
Jewish Neo-Aramaic of NW Iran & SE Turkey 

backed semi-glottalic emphatic stop 

················~ PHONETIC MAPPING 

• • • • • • • • • • 
~ 

'SEMI-ElECTIVE' 

(ii) aspirated non-emphatic stop 

,,'~ 
?/ l '\._ 

, ..... , ..... 
I,,' ' ..... H 

78 For example, some languages have voiceless aspirates which average 50ms VOT, whereas others 
have voiceless aspirates which average 90ms VOT (see Ladefoged & Cho (2001) for a good cross
linguistic study of this). Since these don't contrast within a given language, they could not be 
considered phonlogically contrastive, thus encoded in phonological representation, but a product of 
language-specific mapping of phonological categories onto phonetic features. 
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Stage 3 of the trajectory, represented by Tiir c Abdin Neo-Aramaic and some 

(more conservative) Arabic dialects, shows the complete loss of glottalisation (the de

linking of [?]): 

Figure4.8 

(i) 

Phonological representation of stage 3 voiceless stops: 
rar CAbtfin Neo-Aramaic & 'conservative' Arabic 

backed non-aspirated emphatic stop 

(ii) aspirated non-emphatic stop 

The fmal stage of the trajectory shows neutralisation in terms of laryngeal 

contrast of the voiceless stops, so that the emphatic I non-emphatic contrast is now 

purely 'back'-'front': 
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Figure4.9 

(i) 

Phonological representation of stage 4 voiceless stops: 
'innovative' Arabic 

backed (neutralised) emphatic stop 

(ii) (neutralised) non-emphatic stop 

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has investigated the historical background of Semitic emphatics, tracing 

their development from common (or Proto-)Semitic to the present, and looking at the 

changing phonological representations. I presented the commonly reconstructed 

sound system of Proto-Semitic and the consonant systems of older attested Semitic 

languages. Accordingly, I have argued on various grounds that the Semitic emphatics 

were originally glottalics (ejectives), and followed the 'lateral hypothesis', which is 

now widely accepted. However, I argued that by the time of early Semitic, the lateral 

series did not strictly have an emphatic member. Moreover, I proposed that the voiced 

lateral *IJ ('<:f') was already 'backed' by at least early Semitic, if not earlier. Having 

presented the Semitic triads, I then discussed the emphatic trajectory hypothesis of 

Dolgopolsky ( 1977) and argued that the emergence of the pharyngeal character led to 

a systemic 'front'-'back' contrast in which emphatics play a crucial part, meaning 

that the backing of emphatics (and subsequent lenition of the previous . salient . 

laryngeal contrast) is not an arbitrary sound change. Further to the subsegmental 
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primes and structures of phonology for which I argued in Chapter 3. I then traced the 

emphatic trajectory in terms of changing phonological representations. 

Overall. it can be said that what is perceptually crucial in the production of 

emphatics in Semitic historically is the voicing opposition. To my knowledge. across 

the whole of Semitic it is only in the more innovative dialects of Arabic that this 

voicing opposition which distinguishes the emphatics has completely neutralised. 

Therefore. in seeking to answer the question 'what does it mean to be "emphatic .. ?'. 

the answer lies essentially in the the original function of 'emphatic' within the 

obstruent system as a laryngeal contrast. which is mostly maintained. However. the 

changing overall characteristic of various Semitic sound systems has led to the 

systemic importance of the laryngeal function being lost. and the systemic importance 

of these (formerly secondary) characteristics being promoted. In these languages. it is 

the pharyngeal characteristic of the emphatic which can affect the nature of certain 

domains (i.e. syllables. roots or words). 79 and it is this which therefore receives 

primary attention in the literature. 

In the next two chapters I move on to look at the behaviour of emphatics 

within the various sound systems of Arabic dialects. as it is this which will 

(eventually) enable the setting up of a fully comprehensive typology. 

79 This point is returned to in Chapter 6, with reference to Arabic. 
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Chapter 5 
Towards a Typology of Arabic Sound Systems and Emphatics 

We saw in Chapter 4 how Arabic fits into the Semitic language family. This chapter 

discusses in more detail the sound systems of various dialects of Arabic in relation to 

the behaviour of emphatics. The aim is to look at emphatics across dialects in order to 

see how 'emphaticness' functions within the sound system. Therefore, several 

different types of dialects are looked at. This necessitates looking at dialect 

classification and it raises the question of the degree to which 'dialect type' equates 

with varying emphatic behaviour. In fact, it seems that reports of varying behaviour 

are complicated by the (theoretical) approach and assumptions of the researcher to a 

degree. However, since the dialects clearly do have differences in sound systems, 

emphatics indeed have a varying role. The major sections of this chapter are therefore 

restricted to the issues of dialect classification and the variant sound systems of 

representatives of each major dialect group (under the traditional five-group 

classification), whereas analytical issues (and more in-depth discussion of emphatic 

behaviour) are kept mainly for Chapter 6. 

This chapter can also be seen as a step towards bringing together the facts of 

the various dialects as a potential point of reference for future research. It is not a 

definitive account, since it is an enormous topic, and too large in scope for the current 

thesis, but a starting point which aims secondarily to bring under the spotlight the type 

of work which needs to be done in order to gather a more comprehensive corpus of 

pan-dialectal data for such a typology. 

Additionally, due to the restrictions of the size of this project, it has been 

necessary here to confine discussion to issues which are more generally segmental. 

Therefore, topics such as syllable structure, stress assignment, etc, are not really 

looked at here. 

The chapter proceeds as follows. Firstly I discuss Arabic as a language and 

look at dialect classification, detailing both the more geographical classification and 

then what has been called 'ecolinguistic' classification. §5.2 gives an overview of the 

(traditional) consonant and vowel system of Old Arabic. In §5.3 I discuss the issue of 
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phonological classification, noting the segmental characteristics which vary across 

dialects and positing a number of key variables to be investigated across the dialects. 

This leads us into the details of the sound systems of the dialects, in §5.4, where the 

key variables are detailed for a sample of dialect types, and where I also discuss any 

particularly salient features of the sound system, or any further aspects not fitting into 

the criteria. The concluding section sums up the major points arising from the cross

dialectal survey undertaken in the previous section. 

5.1 Arabic as a language 

Arabic today is a widely spoken language. As the language of the Qur'an, it spread 

via the Arab conquests and growth of the Islamic umma, or 'community', 1 from the 

time of the Prophet Mul;lammad (d. 632 CE) onwards, beyond the Arabian Peninsula 

into Mrica, Asia and Europe. The Classical Arabic (CA) of the Qur'an lives on now 

as 'the religious and liturgical language of all Muslims, 2 regardless of origin', 3 but it 

is not spoken, or acquired by children, as a native language. As a lingua franca, a 

standard form of Arabic commonly termed Modem Standard Arabic (MSA) has 

developed as the language of the media, education and academia, literature, 

bureaucracy, international trade, and so on. Put another way, MSA is, in the words of 

Holes (2004:6), the 'language of power and control, as opposed to the language of 

intimacy and domesticity (the dialect)' .4 Since MSA is not limited to the educated 

elite, it has been assumed that a situation of diglossia exists in relation to 'colloquial' 

and 'formal' Arabic (see for instance Altoma, 1969), although as Holes (2004:49) 

incisively puts it: 

1 Islam itself was probably the least important influence initially on the spread of the Arabic language 
after the Arab conquests. See Holes (2004:35). 
2 This is not at all to say that all Arabs are Muslims! According to Holes (2004:4), more than 90% of 
Arabs are Muslims, although there are large communities of Christian Arabs and, until relatively 
recently, Arab Jews. Moreover, the designation 'Muslim' often arises from cultural heritage rather than 
actual religious practice. Indeed, many Arabs who are culturally Muslim do not actively practise the 
faith (in Iraq, for instance, the major opponent to the Ba"thist regime has traditionally been the 
Communist Party, founded in 1934, which survives despite the utmost repression). 
3 Holes (2004:1). 
4 Holes (2004:6) also calls MSA 'a kind of communally owned linguistic reservoir that [Arabs] can dip 
into when they need to'. 
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The concept of Arabic as a 'diglossic' language, if it was ever accurate, is now an 

oversimplification: the behaviour of most Arabic speakers, educated or not, is 

rather one of constant style shifting along a cline at opposite ends of which are 

'pure' MSA and the 'pure' regional dialect, more accurately conceived of as 

idealized constructs than real entities. 

Currently, some variety of Arabic is spoken as a native language by somewhere 

around 250 million speakers, and Arabic is an official language in twenty states in the 

Middle East and Africa: 5 Mauritania, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Sudan, 

Djibouti, Somalia, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Oman, the United Arab Emirates, 

Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, as well as the Palestinian 

Territories. There are also large minorities of native speakers of Arabic6 in Khuzistan 

(a region of southern Iran adjacent to Iraq), the Balkh region of Afghanistan, 

Uzbekistan, north-eastern Iran, the part of south-eastern Turkey that borders Syria, 

northern Nigeria, Mali, Niger and Chad. Cypriot Arabic is also spoken by a 

decreasing community of Maronite Christians in Northern Cyprus, 7 and Maltese, 

although showing the strong influence of contact with European languages, is usually 

designated as a dialect of Arabic. 

5.1.1 Arabic dialects 

In their very broadest classification, Arabic dialects8 (as opposed to Standard Arabic) 

are generally spoken of in terms of Eastern (Mashriqi) and Western (Maghribi).9 The 

geographical division between the two dialect groups runs along the Egyptian Delta. 10 

5 Holes (2004:1). 
6 Holes (2004:2) puts this rather nicely: 'In adjacent areas once but no longer under Arab hegemony, a 
linguistic flotsam was left by the receding imperial tide.' 
7 Ethnologue states 140 speakers, in the village of Kormakiti. 
8 Discussion of the use of the term 'dialect' is outside the scope of this thesis. I use it here to mean 
'native language variety', i.e. the various systems or varieties of Arabic that are acquired as a mother 
tongue (unlike Modem Standard [MSA] or 'Classical' Arabic [CA]). See Owens (2006), Holes (2004). 
9 For a comprehensive up-to-date introduction to Arabic dialect geography (with dialect atlases) see 
Behnstedt & Woidich (2005). For a survey (and classification) of Arabic dialects with discussion and 
sample texts, see Fischer & Jastrow (1980). 
10 Versteegh (2001:134). To illustrate, he cites the isogloss which is taken to characterise the distinction 
between the Eastern and Western dialect groups: 'All dialects of the Maghreb are characterised by the 
prefix n- of the frrst person singular of the imperfect verb', thus Moroccan Arabic naktab but Syrian 

Arabic ?aktob 'I write'. 
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As Holes (2004:3) puts it, Arabic dialects 'may be thought of as being 

distributed along innumerable sets of intersecting continua, from Morocco in the west 

to Oman in the east, and from the borders of southern Turkey in the north to Sudan in 

the south'. The classification of Arabic dialects is not only tricky (due to various 

complicating factors), but also, as Versteegh (2001:140) states, even arbitrary. Firstly, 

dialects are not normally discrete entities independent of one another, but form 

continua, so that it is not possible normally to draw distinct lines on a map between 

speakers of one dialect versus another. Moreover, any attempt to do this would 

depend on the basis on which one judges one dialect distinct from another, e.g. 

phonetic features, lexical distribution, and so on. As Versteegh (2001:140) points out, 

'The selection of different isoglosses as distinguishing marker leads to different 

divisions.' Moreover, this is further complicated in the Arabic case by the coexistence 

of sedentary and Bedouin dialects across the Arabic-speaking world. Having said that, 

Versteegh (2001:141) holds that the nomadic (Bedouin) dialects may be easier to 

classify, and that they 'may be regarded as discrete dialects, which are maintained 

even when the members of the tribe disperse over a large area. They reflect in their 

linguistic features the history of their migratory pattern.' With this traditional pattern 

of migration, though, the (nomadic) Bedouin dialects are not strictly areally defmed in 

the sense of the sedentary dialects, but defmed by tribal affiliation. 11 Other Bedouin 

dialects show the patterns of waves of migrations and settlement of formerly nomadic 

Bedouin tribes, meaning that in many areas of the Arabic-speaking world we fmd a 

sedentary vs Bedouin dialect dichotomy (also commonly called urban vs rural). Thus, 

for instance, the dialects classified as North-east Arabian (Najdi) are historically 

related to tribally defmed speech communities, those of the Shammar and c Aniza. The 

former includes some of the Bedouin dialects of Iraq, and the latter includes the 

dialects of Kuwait, (Sunni) Bahrain, and the Gulf States. Also included in the 

classification of North-east Arabian is the Syro-Mesopotamian dialect group, which 

includes the Bedouin dialects of North Israel and Jordan. Alternatively, we fmd that 

within the Arabian group, the dialects classified as North-west Arabian (according to 

the reclassification of Paiva, 1991) include the dialects of the Negev and the Sinai, 

11 Ingham (1982), see chapters 1 & 2. 
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southern Jordan, the eastern coast of the Gulf of c Aqaba, and some regions of north

western Saudi Arabia.12 

Generally speaking, Arabic dialects are classified into the following five major 

groups: (1) Eastern (Mashriqi): (i) Arabian (peninsula) I Bedouin, (ii) Mesopotamian, 

(iii) Syro-Lebanese (or Levantine), (iv) Egyptian; (2) Western (Maghribi): (v) 

Maghrib. However, these do not necessarily relate to strictly demarcated geographical 

regions, and there is much overlapping, certainly in the case of the Arabian, 

Mesopotamian 13 and Maghrib groups. The five major dialect groups may then be 

further classified roughly as follows: 

12 Although see the more recent work of de Jong (2000). 
13 The case of the Mesopotamian dialects is especially complex. See Versteegh (2001:156-9) for a brief 

overview; Blanc (1964) for thorough discussion of the qaltu and gilit dialect distribution in Baghdad; 

Jastrow (1978) for work on the qaltu group of dialects; Ingham (1997) and Ingham (1982:ch's 1-2) for 
Mesopotamian Bedouin dialects. 
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Figure 5.1 

(1) 

Arabic 

dialects 

The classification of the modem-day Arabic dialects 

Arabian (peninsula) 

Mesopotamian 

Levan tine 

Egyptian 

Maghrib 

North-east 
South( -west) 

Hijazi (I West Arabian) 

North-west 

gilit 

Lebanese I Central Syrian 

ba7Ul 

North Syrian 

ba?ul & baqul 

Palestinian I Jordanian 

Delta 

bagul & bakU/ 

Eastern 

Western 

Central 

Cairo 

Middle Egyptian 

Upper Egyptian 

Sudanese15 

Pre-Hilali (sedentary)16 

Hilali (Bedouin) 

Holes (2004) differs slightly from the classification in Figure 5.1 in that he 

classes as one group the dialects of the old-established cities of the Fertile Crescent 

14 So called after the two main variants of the reflex of CA qultu 'I said' which broadly differentiates 
Mesopotamian dialects. See Blanc ( 1964 ), who coined these terms, for an in-depth study of the 
distribution of these dialects in Baghdad (between Muslim, Christian and Jewish speech communities); 

Jastrow (1978) (an in-depth study of the qaltu dialects) for discussion. The choice of these lexemes 
reflects both a phonological variable and a morphological one (the reflex of OA q and the retention of 
the -tu form of the IPS verbal suffix). The term was then applied to the Levantine dialect group 
(although for the non-past forms of the same verb), reflecting another morphological variable: that of 
the pref!xation of b- to non-past verbal forms, which differentiates these dialect groups from the 
Bedouin dialects of this area (Levan tine) which do not have the b- prefix. 
15 This would seem to include not just Sudanese, but also Nigerian dialects. 
16 Hilali refers to the two stages of Arabicisation of North Africa: (1) late seventh century (during the 
Arab conquests); (2) tenth and eleventh centuries (the Banii Hila! invasion). See Versteegh (2001:164). 
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and Cairo. In fact, this is relevant in relation to another type of distinction often made 

(at least, for the Levant) which is what may be called 'ecolinguistic' (Cadora, 1992). 

However, Holes (2004:70) discusses in addition to the sedentary-Bedouin division 

discussed above, a 'third socioeconomically defmed dialect type', typical especially 

of the Levant, which differs from the 'city' dialect types and 'Bedouin' dialect types, 

and that is 'ruralite' (i.e. that spoken by 'long-established settled farming 

communities in villages'). He notes that throughout the Middle East, 'The overall 

effect is that of a dialectal patchwork quilt'. This distinction between Arabic dialect 

types - Bedouin (nomadic) vs rural sedentary vs urban sedentary - is developed in 

most detail in the 'ecolinguistic' theory presented by Cadora (1992). He notes that 'As 

a culture area the Arab world has had for more than a millennium three different 

ecological structures - nomadic (bedouin) and sedentary (rural and urban) - with 

parallel linguistic systems.' 17 He then notes that in correlation to 'identifiable 

transitional stages' along the passage from one to another of the ecological structures 

is linguistic adaptation as follows: 18 

BEDOUINITE -7 BEDOUINITE-RURALITE -7 RURALITE -7 RURALITE-URBANITE -7 URBANITE 

This distinction between Bedouin, sedentary-rural and sedentary-urban 

dialect types, along with the formal acknowledgement of transitional stages in 

between, which is characteristic of the Levant, is likely to be a factor in the varying 

behaviour of emphatics and 'emphasis' in the Levantine dialects of Arabic. 

A fmal point of note here concerns gender variation. This is a topic which is 

rather under-researched for Arabic, although attention towards it is increasing in line 

with research more generally in the field of sociolinguistics on gender variation. 19 The 

topic of gender variation in Arabic dialects is outside the scope of this thesis and 

therefore not discussed further here. 

17 Cadora (1992:1). 
18 Cadora (1992: 1-2). 
19 See e.g. Kahn (1975), Haeri (1997), Khattab et al. (2006). 
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5.2 Arabic segmental systems 

5.2.1 Consonant system 

The realisations of certain consonants in Old Arabic (OA)20 are somewhat disputed. 

We have recourse to the accounts of the medieval Arab grammarians, which provide 

us with a reasonable guide to the consonants of what they considered 'pure' Arabic, 

but they themselves noted dialectal variation, and are not entirely clear on some 

points. 21 Moreover, there is still debate over the correct interpretation of their 

descriptions, particularly in relation to segments such as rj,, q and (, on which more 

presently. What is generally agreed to have been the consonantal system of OA, as 

seen in Chapter 4, is repeated here: 

Figure5.2 The consonant inventory of Old Arabic 

b 

t d r!

J 
k 

q 

? 

f 
8 d r!-

s z ~ 

x r 
h f 
h 

m w 

n l r 

y 

A point of note relating to the above is to reiterate that the issue of the 

independence of rj, and ~ in earlier Arabic is disputed. 22 Otherwise, variation with 

respect to the consonantal system is discussed throughout this chapter. 

5.2.2 Vowel system 

It is fairly clear that Old Arabic (OA) had the three short vowels a, i, u. What are 

generally transliterated as the three long vowels ii i u are reflected orthographically as 

20 As noted previously, I use the tenn OA somewhat non-committally, but avoid the tenn Classical 
Arabic (CA), which could be argued to be a 'hypothetical' construct, and has certain connotations. In 
what follows, I also refer where relevant to written Arabic or what is generally 'Standard Arabic'. 
21 In fact, as discussed, one problem with the accounts of the Arab grammarians relates to the issue of 
phoneme-grapheme correspondence. 
22 See the discussion in Chapter 3. 
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effectively 'aa' 'iy' 'uw', respectively. These would presumably have been realised as 

long vowels where immediately followed by a consonant, but otherwise, y and w in 

this position have a 'consonantal' value. Additionally, there were two diphthongs ay 

and aw (in addition to the ay and aw sequences where y and w have consonantal 

values). The treatment of these diphthongs across contemporary Arabic dialects varies. 

Where some dialects retain the diphthongs, other dialects have diphthongs in only 

some positions, but the coalesced monophthongs e and 6 in others, and many other 

dialects have e (in some dialects i) and 6 (in some dialects u) in most positions. This is 

shown in relation to individual dialects presently. 

Insofar as the function of vowels within words is concerned, in Arabic (as well 

as to varying degrees in other Semitic languages) vowels do not have the lexically 

contrastive function that vowels typically have in many other languages, and this is a 

crucial feature of the morphology, which involves an essentially consonantal system 

of lexical roots. Ingham (1994:16ff.) divides vowels (for Najdi Arabic) into two types: 

those which have a 'specific grammatical marking function' and those which do not. 

He notes that where they have a grammatical function they tend to be more stable, 

while the non-marking cases of vowels are unstable and 'subject to the effect of 

phonological processes associated with morpheme structure conditions'. Ingham 

shows that vowels involved in verbal person I number affixes do not elide and are not 

affected by the short vowel raising rule (a ~ [re]). Additionally, in Najdi there are 

'stem vowels' marking such contrasts as perfective vs imperfective, and transitive vs 

intransitive vs passive. This is well known for Old Arabic, but less well discussed for 

contemporary dialects. 23 

What is relevant for our purposes, however, is that the (short) vowels in 

contemporary Arabic dialects are often not especially stable, particularly the high 

vowels, which often appear to elide or to be epenthetic, and the realisation of which is 

often highly subject to consonantal influence. The low vowel a, while appearing more 

stable, is also subject to a degree of consonantal influence as well as to imiila, 

meaning that its realisation may vary considerably. 

23 There is, however, a body of literature on apophony. This is far outside the scope of this thesis and is 
thus not investigated here. 
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5.3 Phonological classification 

In this section, I outline the phonological variables that may be used as classificatory 

criteria in setting up a phonological typology of Arabic dialects. The aim of this 

chapter overall is to put the sound systems of Arabic dialects into the context of 

(typical) dialect classification, highlighting the role of emphatics within these sound 

systems. So far, I have outlined the development of Arabic and rough distribution of 

the Neuarabische Sprachtypen, as commonly classified. I have also outlined some of 

the typical properties of the Arabic morpho-phonological system as a whole and 

introduced what are most commonly accepted as the common historical consonant 

and vowel inventories. This section therefore looks at those variables of the sound 

system that vary across the dialects of Arabic. These are the variables used in the 

assessment of the dialects in the following section. 

Since information on all the variables is not available for all the dialects (or 

dialect types) that I look at in the next section, setting up such a typology should in 

fact enable us to make predictions about dialects concerning one or more of these 

variables based on the patterning of the other variables of that dialect's sound system. 

Indeed, this work highlights the need for the gathering of such information, to be 

analysed consistently, which is a point I come back to in the concluding chapter to 

this thesis. 

The working hypothesis is that certain generalisations for Arabic dialects can 

be made about sound-system types based on these phonological variables (the 

classificatory criteria). 

Properties of the sound system that vary across the dialects are as follows. 

Firstly, we have seen that generalisations have been made about the realisation of 

historical q, k (and to some extent J). Given the analysis of the uvular stop q as the 

emphatic (or 'backed') member of the velar triad, and given that palatals are said in at 

least some dialects to block the spread of the emphatic property, the reflex of the 

dorsals in a given dialect can be assumed to have a bearing on the nature and 

behaviour of emphatics. Moreover, the dorsals more generally may play a crucial role 

in establishing front-back contrasts, as will be seen in the next section. 
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Previous work classifying dialects into broad types based on phonological 

variables focused on the realisation of q and k. The earliest is the work of Haim Blanc 

who, using the sedentary-nomadic dichotomy, gives the following system:24 

Figure 5.3 Blanc's ( 1964) sedentary-nomadic dichotomy 

OA [qatad] [qatid] [kubr] [kabir] 

sedentary type nomadic type 

(i) RETENTION (i) FRONTING (1) 

[qa\'ad] [qi\'ad] [ga\'ad] [ga\'ad] 

[kubr] [kabir] [kubr] [kjabir] or [ cabir] 

(ii) (a) q-DEBUCCALISATION (ii) FRONTING (2) 

[?a\'ad] [?a\'ad] [ga\'ad] [ja\'ad]25 

[kubr] [kabir] [kubr] [cabir] 

or: (b) FRONTING (iii) FRONTING (3) 

[ka\'ad] [ki\'ad] [ga\'ad] [dza\'ad] 

[cubr] [cbir] [kubr] [tsabir] 

According to the scheme above, dialects are classified as sedentary or nomadic. 

Blanc posits a trajectory of development, along which the dialects of today may be 

seen as more conservative or more innovative (compared with OA). The sedentary 

dialects are seen primarily in two stages: (i) retention of OA q and k (Blanc calls this 

stage de-voicing); (ii) either q-debuccalisation, or fronting (of both q and k in all 

environments). The nomadic dialects are seen primarily in three stages, although in all 

cases the reflex of OA q is voiced: (i) fronting #1 (of only *k in front-vowel 

24 Adapted from Blanc (1964:30). It should be noted that Blanc (1964) has 'a' for the OA uvular stop. 

As previously discussed, however, I refute the hypothesis that this was necessarily voiced G (in Old, or 

pre-divergent, Arabic). Blanc (1964:29) argues for G on the basis of Sibawayh's classification of it as 
majhUr (where I argue above that majhur sounds were in opposition to the voiceless aspirates, i.e. 

mahniUs sounds). Those who consider the OA uvular stop to have been G argue that it subsequently 
devoiced to q, although as Proto-Semitic has *~(i.e. [k']) it seems odd that this would spontaneously 
have then become voiced, especially given that G is typologically extremely marked, and given that 
other emphatics ({and~) did not. Therefore I have not included Blanc's 'de-voicing' stage (1). 

zs Note that I use]to denote the voiced palato-alveolar stop, IPA [d3] 
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environments); (ii) fronting #2 (of both q and k in front-vowel environments); (iii) 

fronting #3 (of both q and kin front-vowel environments). 

Holes (1983:14-15) uses a similar analysis for the various (Sunni and Shici) 

dialects of Bahrain, adding OA y and J. 26 He notes that Blanc's analysis seems 

applicable not only to the classification of Mesopotamian dialects, but additionally to 

dialects of Arabic well outside Mesopotamia, so that, for instance, dialects conform to 

Blanc's stages as follows: (A) sedentary: (i) the Omani dialect discussed by Reinhardt 

(1894 [1972])27
; (iia) urban dialects of the Levant; (iib) rural village dialects of central 

Palestine, some North African rural sedentary dialects, and most Bahraini Shici 

dialects; (B) nomadic: (i) the Bahraini Sunni dialect;28 (ii) the Mesopotamian rural 

dialect of Khuzistan (southern gilit); (iii) the central Arabian dialects. 

In addition to the reflexes of OA dorsals and palatals, another phonological 

variable to be considered is the number and contrastivity of vowels. As seen earlier, it 

is generally assumed that OA had three short vowels i a u. However, in many dialects 

the high vowels i and u have at least partially neutralised (in some dialects they have 

entirely merged), such that i is found in front (non-emphatic) environments, and u is 

found in back (emphatic) environments. It may also be relevant to look at the reflexes 

of OA ay and aw, since these are retained in some dialects but in others are realised as 

e and 6. In Mesopotamian gilit, Ce is diphthongised to CY[I£] in non-emphatic 

environments, meaning that it participates in the emphatic I non-emphatic contrast. 29 

Such factors are also thus included as relevant phonological variables. 

Moreover, I have already noted that OA *t! and *t;f are not independent 

phonemes in the vast majority of the Neuarabische Sprachtypen, 30 and that their 

identity seems to depend at least partly on whether the dialect is considered to be in 

26 All the Sunni dialects (of Bahrain) have the reflex G or q for OA y, and OAf is realised by different 

dialects variously as (IPA) 4J.J, g or j. 
27 Reinhardt (1972 [1894]). 
28 It strikes me from this classification alone that the Sunni Bahrain dialects as classified by Holes 
(1983:14) are more likely to fit Blanc's stage (2) of the nomadic-type dialects, since OA q is] in front
vowel environments and OA k is systematically c in front-vowel environments. Blanc's stage (1) 
reflects Muslim Baghdadi Arabic (gilit Mesopotamian). 
29 Cf. ((abb-type) Muslim Baghdadi (a gilit dialect) [biu~91 'eggs' (*[\>~:9]) (OA baytf), where the word
fmal emphatic does not spread into the initial b, which is palatalised, and does not prevent 

diphthongisation, in contrast with [9£:f] 'guest' (OA ifayf), [~e:h] 'falling' (OA *(ayh), [~e:r] 'birds' 

(OA (ayr), [~e:f] 'summer' (OA ~ayf) (contrast the latter with [si1ef] 'sword', from OA sayf). 
30 Except for some dialects of Yemen, as discussed in Chapter 3, §3.3, above. 
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this respect more 'conservative', in which case ¢ is prevalent, or 'innovative', in 

which case t;l - ~ is prevalent. This appears to go hand in hand with whether a given 

dialect has interdentals (i.e. whether OA *d and *8 are retained). 

Also noted earlier is that there are dialects in which the VOT contrasts 

between voiceless emphatics and non-emphatics is retained (i.e. that there is a three

way voicing contrast), but that in other dialects there is a two-way voicing contrast 

(where the voiceless emphatics and non-emphatics are all generally somewhat 

aspirated). In addition, I noted that there appears to be dialectal variation in the 

realisation of the voiced pharyngeal f, which in some dialects is realised commonly as 

a stop, and in others as an approximant. These are two factors that are often not taken 

into consideration in descriptive works, and the information is thus not always 

available (in the following section indicated as necessary per dialect). 

In addition to these variables, I noted in Chapter 3 that in some (Bedouin-type) 

dialects there is a type of resyllabification in guttural contexts commonly known as 

the gahawa syndrome (in some dialects ghawa). Since this further reinforces the 

general perception of 'guttural' quality, this is also relevant to the overall sound 

system and is included. 

Lastly, the variables which directly involve emphatics are as follows. Some 

dialects have been analysed as having a greater number of 'phonemic' emphatics than 

others. Therefore, where possible, I include a list of such emphatics, as given by the 

relevant source. Secondly, the minimum and maximum domains of spread of the 

emphatic property are also said to be subject to dialectal variation. Additionally, 

where particular segments are known to block the spread of the emphatic property, 

this information is given. Lastly, in some dialects, almost all cases of words which are 

partly or wholly emphatic contain a phonemic (normally coronal) emphatic which is 

the trigger. Other dialects, however, have some words or domains which contain such 

a segmental trigger, and other words or domains which are deemed emphatic without 

having a clear segmental trigger (e.g. in Iraqi gilit where certain combinations of 

consonants (and vowels) are interpreted as emphatic). 

Since all the above factors potentially interact in the sound system of any 

given dialect to give it its distinct quality, and since the behaviour of emphatics in a 
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given dialect is presumably not arbitrary but a function of the sound system as a 

whole, it is relevant to any cross-dialectal, comparative account of Arabic emphatics 

to look at the overall sound system. Moreover, all these factors clearly participate in 

the pan-Arabic phonological typology. 

Therefore, for each variety of Arabic detailed in the following section (where 

the information is available) the following phonological variables are shown as 

potential classificatory features: 

Table 5.1 Dialectal phonological variables 

1 reflex of OA q, k and J 

2 vowel system (identity and contrastivity of short vowels; realisation of OA 

diphthongs ay and aw) 

3 presence I absence of interdentals; realisation of OA *tj I *t! 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics 

5 VOT contrasts (three-way vs two-way voicing contrast) 

6 realisation of the voiced pharyngeal f (predominantly stop I approximant) 

7 syllabification in guttural contexts (gahawa I ghawa syndrome) 

8 minimum and maximum domains of spread of the emphatic property 

9 potential blockers to the spread of the emphatic property 

10 presence of non-segmental trigger(s) of the emphatic property 

Finally, where other factors are relevant, or involved in backing, or where 

there are other points to be made about emphaticness, this is discussed after the main 

points above. For instance, since words in many dialects apparently can't be seen 

simply in terms of segmentally triggered 'emphatic' and 'non-emphatic' sequences, 

and this point is elaborated on where necessary. 

A last point to be revisited before moving on to the details of the dialects 

relates to some of the terminology employed by the Arab grammarians (and those 

following) which is used where relevant in this chapter. Firstly, the grammarian 

Sibawayh31 classified the consonants of Arabic according to various criteria. One of 

31 I use Sibawayh here as representing the Arab grammarians, since he is generally considered the 
'founding father' of the Arab grammatical tradition. 
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these was ifbiiq, 'lidding, covering', which was characteristic of the emphatic 

consonants (the hurilf mufbaqa 'lidded phonemes'). Secondly, the term tafxim 

referred to a 'backed' allophone of ii, although was later taken to refer to the process 

of the spreading of emphaticness or backing, causing segments to become mufaxxam 

('puffed up'). Lastly, in non-guttural, non-emphatic contexts, ii was fronted I raised 

(generally where the preceding or following vowel was i), in a process called imiila 

'inclination' (i.e. inclination towards i). These three concepts are referred to at various 

points in the current chapter. 

5.4 Dialect phonology 

In this section, I go through the various dialect groupings of Arabic to identify typical 

properties of the sound system per group. For the purposes of this thesis, the reliance 

has had to be predominantly (although not entirely) on the descriptions available in 

the literature, rather than my own primary sources.32 However, in itself this gathering 

together of the data typically available for the dialect types is a crucial basis for a 

phonological typology. A secondary aim of this chapter is thus to highlight any types 

of data which are so far either unavailable or sketchy. 

5.4.1 Arabian 

According to Versteegh (2001:148) and Paiva (1991), the Arabian dialects can be 

classified as follows: 

(1) North-east: dialects of the Najd (esp. of the c Aniza and the Shammar): (i) 

c Anazi dialects incl. those of Kuwait, the Gulf states, and the Sunni (c Arab) 

communities of Bahrain; (ii) Shammar dialects incl. some of the Bedouin dialects of 

Iraq;33 Syro-Mesopotamian Bedouin dialects 

32 As discussed in my concluding chapter, it is intended that as an extension to the current work. first
hand data can be gathered for each of the dialect groups, and that consistent methodological (both 
phonological and acoustic) analyses will enable a more fully comprehensive account of Arabic 
phonological typology. 
33 Holes (1983) shows the relationship of the Shi"i dialects of Bahrain to the 'sedentary' (/'semi
nomadic') dialects around the periphery of the Arabian peninsula and into lower Mesopotamia 
(Ingham's, 1976, ahl il-naxiltit classification for the dialects of the sedentaries and town-dwellers on 
the Sha« il-"arab and lower KarOn river); he shows that the Sunni dialects of Bahrain (classilled as 
South(-west) Arabian above) are 'nomadic' and comparable to Ingham (1976)'s carab classillcation for 
the lower Mesopotamian dialects of the (sedentarised) nomads of the Euphrates. 
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(2) South(-west): dialects of Yemen, l:ladramawt, Aden, the Shicite (Bal;larna) 

communities in Bahrain 

(3) l:lijazi (=West Arabian): Bedouin dialects of the l:lijaz and the Tihama and 

the (sedentary) dialects of the urban centres of this area, chiefly Mecca and Medina 

(4) North-west:34 dialects of the Negev and the Sinai, also southern Jordan, 

eastern coast of Gulf of c Aqaba, the regions of l:lisma and l:larrat al-Ri})a in north

western Saudi Arabia 

In this section, I shall outline the behaviour of emphatics in the dialects of 

~anca (Yemen), Negev Bedouin and Sinai Bedouin. 

Map5.1 The Arabian dialect area35 

Arabian, .Sea 

34 The north-west Arabian dialect group proposed by Paiva (1991) is generally accepted (although 
Versteegh, 2001, doesn't mention it. subsuming these dialects under north-east Arabian). However, 
further work by de Jong has raised some questions about the north-west Arabian dialect group. 
35 Map middleeast_refOl (adapted) from the collection of the Perry Castaneda Library, University of 
Texas, available at http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/. 
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5.4.1.1 ~&!lc~ 

The features of the phonological system of ~anc~ taken into consideration here are 

as detailed in Watson (2002).36 

Table5.2 Phonological features of~anciini 

1 OA q ~ g (voiced) - all items (including MSA borrowings and what may be 

termed Hocharabische, e.g. al-gur'liin 'the Qur'an') 

OAk~k 

OAJ~J 

2 i, u, a31 

in ~ancani md most Yemeni dialects, there is some merge between i and u, 

although they are contrastive 'in most contexts' (Watson, 2002:22) 

iii iiayaw 

3 interdentals = 8 d t! 

OA *f/. I *t! ~ t! 
4 lexical (segmental) emphatics = f ~ t! a is marginal- only in aUiih 'God' and 

derivatives of this word) 

as stated by Watson (2002:279) the pharyngealisation of the Yemeni emphatics 

is weaker than that of other dialects, but this is compensated for by the 

emphatics being instead strongly labialised (as is clear from the soundfiles I 

have listened to i 8 

5 voicing contrast = three-way (f is voiceless unaspirated; t is voiceless 

aspirated)39 40 

36 Her transcription adapted slightly here: I notate consonants as throughout this thesis; Watson (2002) 
denotes emphatic spread by underlining segments - I use underscript dots to reflect this (while 
acknowledging that this has the unfortunate effect of obscuring the emphatic trigger, as well as 
implying that all segments become emphatic in the same way as the coronals - a point that I refute). 
37 Watson (2002:22) notes that in ~an•aru and most Yemeni there is some merge between i and u, 
although contrastive 'in most contexts' . The neutralisation context(s) is not made clear here, but 
presumably the reference is to those contexts where labialisation harmony triggers i ~ u, thus 
neutralising the opposition (Watson, 1996; 1999; 2002:279-284). The data indicate that this context 
creates a considerable degree of neutralisation. 
38 These are the soundfJ.les of ~an•aru recorded by Janet Watson and available on the SemArch website: 
http://www.semarch.uni-hd.de/tondokumente. 
39 This is noted by Blanc (1969:24-5), who says that the 'primacy of the aspiration feature and the 
instability of voicing is even more striking [than in Najdi]'; also Qafisheh (1992:2), who says that '/t/ is 
a little aspirated ... while /tf is unaspirated'. 
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6 fis realised as at least very creaky, more often as a stop (with creaky release)41 

7 no re-syllabification in guttural contexts: 'coffee' = gahwih 

8 the emphatic property spreads L-R within the phonological word stem: 

minimum emphatic domain is CV, e.g. ((zrig 'road, way'; maximum domain is 

the phonological word, e.g. f~~g42 

9 • rightward spread of the emphatic property under the analysis in Watson 

(2002) is optionally blocked by non-tautosyllabic r, e.g. f(lwrl - f<Z~U 'long 

(m.s.)' 

• suffixes become emphatic only when immediately adjacent to the 

emphatic trigger, e.g. f<Z!ll:lf-{if 'bags', TJl{lr<Z¢-fu:z 'her illness', vs f<Z?¢J-iit 

'demands' darab-ha 'he hit her'43 
' ..... 

• prefues and clitics usually do not become emphatic, even where 

tautosyllabic with an emphatic: bi-r<Z/;J/;J(lf 'he is tying', bi-t-l'}(lf/fl<ZTJ'l 'she 

arranges', yi-f?<Zf 'he goes up'; however, cf. a¢-f[~J:zr 'midday', where the 

stem-initial emphatic ¢has caused assimilation of the definite article al

(as for all dialects seen); the first three examples (of non-spread) involve 

prefues which are inherently 'front' context 

40 Watson's (2002:43) analysis of ~an•am as having three triads (t-f-d, s-~-z. 8-t;f-t!) leads her to 
conclude that 'voice is [thus] non-distinctive in the ~an•ani emphatics', since ~an•am emphatics do not 
have emphatic counterparts contrasting for voice. For her, therefore (using monovalent features), where 
the non-emphatic voiced coronals have [voice] and voiceless don't, this also means that the emphatic 
coronals don't have [voice]. This is contrasted with Cairene, in which emphatics have a [voice] 
contrast, since Cairene has the two four-term systems t-f, d-t;l, s-~. Z-? (i.e. the emphatics contrast for 
voice amongst themselves). However, there are two problems with this: firstly, although the notion of 
redundancy would be invoked here, it does not explain why (or predict that) in ~an•am t;f is voiced 
while f I~ aren't; secondly, this view does not explain why emphatics in certain dialects, of which 
~an•am appears to be one, are produced consistently with (roughly) zero VOT, in contrast with the 
voiceless non-emphatic stops, which are slightly aspirated (as shown in Chapter 2, above), whereas in 
dialects like Cairene, emphatic and non-emphatic coronals have overlapping (or roughly the same) 
VOT zones. While redundancy may be invoked, i.e. for Watson a coronal obstruent with (tertiary) non
primary [dorsal] and the acoustic feature [strident] therefore has no [voice] feature, these features do 
not form a natural class and there is no sense of phonetic naturalness inherent in this. I therefore 
assume that ~an•ani emphatic stops are 'plain' voiceless, whereas other voiceless stops have [H]. 
41 This information is not specified in Watson (2002), but these facts are clear from the soundftles 
(available online, details as above). 
42 I argue in Chapter 6 that the emphatic property targets only coronals, so that the g in ~ntg is not 
actually emphatic, but just not in a 'front' (imala) context. I am slightly puzzled by the example of 
~nv~g 'roads' and ~ntg 'ways', vs IJI{l!l{lt;/ug 'areas', where the first two are denoted as entirely 
emphatic while in the last example, -ug is not shown as emphatic; I suggest that any apparently 
conflicting data is because velars and labials don't become emphatic, but are perceived as being in 
'front' or 'non-front' domains. In these examples there is no 'front' domain. 
43 Again, the data conflicts as to whether 'emphaticness' spreads rightwards into labial b, which is 
shown as emphatic only when there is no following ('non-emphatic') vowel. Again, I suggest that this 
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10 non-segmental triggers: Watson doesn't show certain combinations of 

consonants to be emphatic (as compared with, say, Mesopotamian gilit); 

however, there is 'labial spread' which seems equivalent to what is notated as 

emphatic in gilit, although this is more extensive in ~ancani (most likely due to 

different reflexes of the suffixes); labialisation spreads predominantly L-R and 

is not restricted to the stem, but active in suffiXes; it targets short high vowels 

so that it is manifest in an alternation between i - u, data below 

Some of the data showing labialisation of short vowels is as follows.44 

(1) labialised non-labialised 

mag(ub-uh 'diligent (f.s.)' maktub-ih 'written (f.s.)' 

yiwa~~ul-uh 'he brings it (m.)' yiwaggif-ih 'he stops it (m.)' 

fa~ I-us 'your (f.s.) class' dars-is 'your (f.s.) lesson' 

hiifit;f-1-uh 'remembering it (m.)' ]iihiz-1-ih 'ready for it (m.)' 

~iiyum 'fasting (m.s.)' kiitib 'writer' 

mat;fiirub 'wooden beaters' madiiris 'schools' 

A last point of note is that Watson (2002:281) notes that 'the erstwhile 

enhancing feature [labial] has adopted the role of compensatory feature with the result 

that non-primary [labial] is now more active in signalling emphasis spread than non

primary [guttural]'. While in my analysis [labial] is not emphatic per se, and while the 

analysis (per Chapter 6) is not of [guttural] and [labial] features, but the elements [A], 

[U] (and [1]), I think Watson's conclusion is interesting in that it highlights the role of 

[labial] (for me, [U]) in the overall 'back'-'front' contrast. Moreover, Watson 

is not because b becomes emphatic, but that it is in a 'back' (u- or a-) context rather than a 'front' 
context. In md (/{lr{l(J-1 'he didn't hit', it is the presence of the 'back' variant of a preceding the fmal bs 
(and the lack of a following vowel, and thus the possibility of a 'front' or imdla context) which make 
bs seem 'back' here. Moreover, since the emphatic property is shown to spread into a suffix only when 
it is directly adjacent to the emphatic trigger (i.e. a 'primary' coronal emphatic), in this example s 
cannot be emphatic (the lack of following vowel removes the context in which 'frontness' or 
'backness' is perceivable). 
44 From Watson (2002:281), see also Watson (1996, 1999). It should also be noted that non-domain
fmal labials and dorsals are labialised to the right of u and w (and dorsals to the left of u), e.g. 
du[kkw]an 'shop', indicating that the velars are 'backed' by [U] (see Chapter 6). 
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(2002:279) notes that 'the degree of pharyngeal constriction in the ~ancani oral 

emphatics differs from, and is less than, that in the Cairene oral emphatics'. Firstly, I 

suggest that this is why 'emphaticness' is much less likely to spread into affixes. 

Secondly, this indicates that this cross-morphemic-boundary type of spread is likely to 

be more related to co-articulation, and is thus on a different level from the spread 

within the stem that affects other coronals (as discussed in Chapter 6). Lastly, this also 

indicates that the role of 'emphaticness' within the sound system is part of the general 

'front'-'back' contrast, but is not itself the only correlate of 'back' (or rather, 'non

front', which I think is the crucial point). Since ~ancani has more u-quality (which I 

argue for other dialects in Chapter 6 is actually [U] domains), the a-quality ([A] 

domain) is not so crucial in distinguishing the 'non-front' context (which is another 

way of interpreting Watson's analysis of this). 

5.4.1.2 Negev Bedouin 

According to the classification of Paiva (1991), 45 Negev Bedouin is North-west 

Arabian. Previously, the Bedouin dialects of l;loran I South Palestine I Jordan (the 

bagul dialects) and Negev Bedouin were considered continuations of l;lijazi dialects 

(because western Arabia, except Mecca, was almost a terra incognita). Paiva, 

however, holds that there are two types of bagul dialects, and that the conditionally 

affricating (g [<*q] 7 j and k 7 c in palatal environments) bagul dialects are the 

Syro-Mesopotamian branch of North Arabian, whereas the bagul dialects without 

affrication (slightly further south) are a markedly different type of Bedouin which he 

calls North-west Arabian. This Negev Bedouin is one of these NW Arabian dialects. 

The account of Blanc (1970) of the Arabic dialect of the Bedouins of the 

Negev46 shows the following characteristics in relation to the phonological variables 

discussed in the previous section: 

45 Although see the work of de Jong (2000) on the Bedouin dialects of north-west Sinai. 
46 He notes that they are semi-nomadic tent-dwellers, and that the dialect is represented chiefly by the 
speech of the :?:ullam, inhabiting predominantly the area around the northern and central Negev (Be'er 
Sheva district) (Blanc, 1970:1-2). 
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Table 5.3 Phonological features of Negev Bedouin 

1 OA q 7 g (voiced) 

OAk 7 k ('fortis')47 

OA I 7 most speakers have I (some speakers have d, some have tJf) 

2 i u a 

partial merge of i and u; only closed syllables truly contrastive ((~~ 'he 

arrived', (u~~ 'arrive!', (i~~ 'medicine') 

ii e i {J a ay aw iy uw 

many speakers merge most instances of e with i (bit 'tent', *bet< OA bayt) 

OA ay + aw preserved mostly only when following guttural or emphatic (fayn 

'eye', (ayr 'bird') 

some speakers merge o and a 7 [o] 

iy and uw common word-fmally (guwiy 'strong', a~uw 'father') 

no internal imiila but word-fmal (OA) ii and ii' normally 7 iy, except when 

following emphatic or preceding V = a (miy 'water' <OA mii', ndiy 'call' < 

OA nidii') 

emphatics cause 'flatting' of adjacent vowel accompanied by rounding and 

backing (except ay 7 [ay]) 

3 interdentals = () d r! 
OA *f/,1 *r/7 r! 

4 'phonemic' (segmental) emphatics = ( ~ r! <r ? ~ ~ f are products of 

environment, see 10 below) 

5 voicing contrast = three-way (( is voiceless unaspirated; t is voiceless 

aspirated)48 

6 no information given re-exact realisation of the voiced pharyngeal f 

47 Blanc (1969:24) includes this dialect as one which has aspirated k and t (and unaspirated f). 
48 Blanc (1969:24) states that in this dialect, voiced consonants are de-voiced word-fmally (although 
not aspirated). Therefore. word-fmally the contrast is one only of aspiration. This fits with the 
argument I presented previously that Sibawayh's characterisation of obstruents as majhUra and 
mahmilsa relates to 'unaspirated' and 'aspirated', respectively (not 'voiced' and 'voiceless'). which is 
the point argued by Blanc (1969). who cites also Garbell (1958). Blanc (1969) argues that 'voicing' is 
not used as a feature by Sibawayh because it is 'not quite sufficient as a distinctive feature• (p.l3) since 
the voiced consonants may devoice in certain positions. and f and q are also not entirely stable in tenns 
of voicing (the latter indicating to me that they are phonologically voiceless 'plain' and thus vulnerable 
to ambient voicing). 
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7 guttural-initial clusters (h f h y x + C) normally realised with a (gahawa 

'coffee'), VI often reduced to [i] (saMr- sihar 'month'< OA sahr) 

8 Blanc (1970:21) notes that the domain is maximally the word, minimally the 

syllable, and that it spreads into suffixes only where there is a word-fmal 

emphatic (both lexical or environmental) 

9 blockers seem to be lexical I historical i (and i), cf. ¢ill 'shadow' 

10 non-segmental emphatic property: 

(i) r occurs generally with emphatics, gutturals, labials and (historical 

elided) u (yasra/;J 'he drinks', trii/;J 'earth'); also always word-fmally 

after ii (niir 'frre' ,lu:niir 'ass'); r occurs in i-environments, including 

where this is historical but elided (sirib 'he drank', kriib 'fallow', 

driif 'ann')49 

(ii) ( occurs following a or u adjacent to x y g (daxa( 'he sought 

asylum', mangu(iit 'transported (f. pl.)', suy( 'work'), also if 

intervening labial (ga/;J( - gabl 'before' ,50 gaiJl(a 'a flea' ,51 axa/;Ja( 

'crazy'); otherwise l (diixil 'one seeking asylum', mangUlin 

'transported (m.pl.)', siylih 'a job'); non-derived forms with 

historical *u or *a show ( whereas *i shows l (xliif 'except' <OA 

xiliif, gliif 'forts' <OA qiliif, but g(u/;J 'hearts' <OA qulub, g(iiiJl 

'pens' <OA aqliim, x(iig 'character' <OA axliiq); suffixal i does not 

affect this (xa((i(h) 'my vinegar' vs xallih 'let him', xii(i(h) 'my 

maternal uncle' vs xii(a 'he took aside'); note that word-fmally (is 

always found after a and ii, but after u and u it is optional (yu( - yul 

'ogre', fgu(- fgul 'tethers')52 

49 As seen for other dialects, it seems that r is intrinsically 'back' (and triggers backing in other 
segments), but may be 'de-emphaticised' by adjacent i or adjacent non-back consonants (i.e. imiila 
contexts). 
50 I suggest that the variation here is due to whether or not the word is interpreted by the speaker as 
having the usual anaptytic [i] (giving gabl) or anaptytic [u] due to the labial (giving ga~(). 
51 But note gaml and gamil 'fleas', where this plural form is interpreted with Iii, which disallows this as 
an emphatic environment. 
Sl The exception to this is the verb 'to say', where variation is seen in the 3n1 person past tense forms 
(giil - gal 'he said', gii{at - giilat 'she said', gii?aw - giilaw 'they (m.) said', gii?an - giilan 'they (f.) 
said'), but all other forms have only l (gult 'I said', gul 'say!', agul 'I say'). 
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5.4.1.3 Sinai Bedouin 

This section details a Bedouin dialect of the northern Sinai Littoral. 53 The details here 

are of the Smecniy and coeliy dialects, spoken by the Samacnah, a tribe fully settled 

in the oasis of Gatyah (in the north-west of the Sinai), and the c Agaylah, a tribe to the 

west of the Samacnah (who are settled now in villages near the northern coast of the 

Sinai). 

Table 5.4 Phonological features of Northern Sinai Bedouin 

1 OAq>g 

OAk> kand~ 

OAJ>J 

2 short vowels: i a u 

i? [1] in front environments 

? [t] (backed and centralised) after an emphatic 

? [ e] next to pharyngeals 

u ? [ u] in 'neutral' environments 

? [ o] near emphatics or after a pharyngeal 

a? [e] in 'neutral' environments 

? [a] after pharyngeals or laryngeal h 

? [a] preceding or following emphatics 

long vowels: i e ii o a 

OA diphthongs ay and aw > e and 654 

3 interdentals retained: OA 8 d t;1 > 8 d t;1 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics: ( ~ t;1 ( (~ rl5 

53 All details from de Jong (2000). 
54 In the related Rmeliy and Swerkiy dialects of the coastline of north-eastern Sinai (bordering the 
Negev), de Jong (2000:8fr8) notes that the OA diphthongs are retained when preceded by emphatic, 
uvular, pharyngeal or laryngeal consonants. 
ss De Jong (2000:250) states that he recorded no minimal pairs isolating r and ? as phonemes 
independent of rand l; most of the data show rand? in the environment of gutturals and ii (cf. e.g. gii( 
'he said' vs gul 'say (m.s.)!'). Additionally, he gives k and~ as separate phonemes, although phonemic 
~ is given only for the masculine singular and plural pronominal suffixes -u~ and ~{n I ~w. Notably, 
both of these 'velarised' ks appear in a labial environment. There are some words where~ is notated, 
e.g. rtDP 'knees', indicating that this is not just 'emphaticisation' triggered by coronal emphatics. In 
Chapter 6, I argue that these cases are predictable, but that they simply show lack of i-colouring (or 
imiila). I would also expect cases such as yfukk 'he unties' to have~ as the examples above, although 
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5 there is a three-way voicing contrast in northern Sinai Bedouin 56 

6 no information on the exact realisation of the voiced pharyngeal f 

7 some resyllabification in guttural contexts ('coffee' = gahawah) - not all 

morphological categories show this 'gahawah vowel', but many do (there is 

variation in some categories); generally the stress is not displaced57 

8 minimum domains of spread of emphatic property = CV unit, maximum is 

potentially the word; there is little data showing emphaticisation of affixes, 

with the exception of the feminine -ih - -ah suffiX, which is -ah after 'back' 

consonants, and the data show rulJ'llJliinah 'ankle', pviinah 'his brothers' 58 

suggesting that n has become 'backed' under the influence of rightward spread; 

also suy?it-na 'ours' (here the feminine suffix is -it due to the following suffix) 

is given as [Juylrtna], indicating that emphatic? has caused 'velarisation' of the 

following suffiXal t and n; ~a~ii?-fzulJl 'their (maternal) uncles' is given as 

[xawa:tbom], again indicating L-R spread from? 

9 rightward spread within the stem is blocked by y s j t d z: glJllisih 'a piece of 

cloth', rassiit 'sprayings', fayyiis 'wavering', farabiyyiit 'cars',59 (iisih 'pan', 

ha~iitih 'his pebble',fifisih 'prey animal' 

10 although not explicitly discussed, clearly there are instances of what are 

notated as emphatics where there is no ('primary') emphatic coronal: kulJllin 

'also'' r~al? 'knees' 

this is not notated, since k is 'back' ('velarised') in labial (including u) environments, as argued in 
Chapter6. 
56 Most interestingly, for the Rmeliy and Swerkiy dialects, de Jong (2000:61) acknowledges Blanc's 
(1970) observation that Negev Bedouin has voiceless Ienis unaspirated f, and further notes that 't 
followed by a vowel is often accompanied by a degree of glottalization ( ... t'). Such glottalization is 
especially apparent when ( (an "ejective stop", IPA [t']) is followed by a stressed vowel.' He notes 
(p.249) that glottalisation off was heard only once in Smecniy. 
57 De Jong (2000:264-6). 
58 DeJong (2000:64). 
59 DeJong (2000:64) gives the IPA here as [~orabey:re:t] [sic], the 'e' here indicating that the b is not 
'front'. 
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5.4.2 Mesopotamian 

Mesopotamian dialects, which extend roughly from the Gulf along (and between) the 

Tigris and Euphrates rivers up to the Anatolian plateau (in eastern Turkey), 60 are 

broadly divided into gilit and qaltu dialect groups. The qaltu dialects, according to 

Jastrow (1978:318), 'are assumed to descend directly from the Arabic vernacular of 

medieval Iraq, whereas the gilit dialects represent a more recent type of Arabic which 

resulted from an influx of Beduin dialects and the Beduinization of the older language 

stratum'. 61 The qaltu dialects cover the areas of (south-)eastern Turkey, 

(north-)eastern Syria (specifically Deir az-Zor), and northern Iraq (including the 

Christian and Jewish speech of Baghdad). The gilit dialects cover southern Iraq 

(including the Muslim speech of Baghdad), as well as Khuzistan (in south-west Iran), 

as far south as the Gulf. The qaltu dialects are further sub-classified by Jastrow (1978) 

into Anatolian, Euphrates and Tigris. 

60 Blanc (1964:5); Jastrow (1978:318). 
61 This was one of the major conclusions reached by Blanc in his 'communal' studies (1964), and is 
now widely accepted. Some further evidence is presented in Levin (1994 ). 
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Map5.2 The Mesopotamian dialect area62 

5.4.2.1 Muslim Baghdadi (sedentary gilit) 

Muslim Baghdadi is classified as (sedentary) central Mesopotamian gilit. Ingham 

( 1997: 14) identifies this sub-group as comprising 'a central Mesopotamian area 

centred around Baghdad, Musayyab, flilla and Karbala', which contrasts with 

southern Mesopotamian gilit. 

It is well known that the Arabic spoken in Baghdad can be roughly divided 

along communal lines, i.e. Muslim, Jewish and Christian varieties. 63 Muslim 

62 Map of Iraq from http://www.unimaps.com/mideast-today.html. 
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Baghdadi (MB) is a gilit dialect. whereas Christian (CB) and Jewish Baghdadi (JB) 

are varieties of the qaltu dialect. It has been noted that MB is not (traditionally) a 

homogenous dialect,64 and it would seem that the old quarters of Baghdad (which 

would have been predominantly Shici, Sunni, etc) roughly demarcated the different 

varieties. However, since the publication of Blanc (1964) the dialects of Baghdad 

have undergone a certain amount of change. Firstly, since 1948 the Jewish community 

of Iraq has gradually diminished.65 Secondly, there has been considerable levelling of 

the differences between the sub-varieties of MB,66 due predominantly to population 

movement within the city. Additionally, a large-scale influx of rural immigrants to the 

city from the late 1950s onwards (i.e. after the 1958 revolution and subsequent 

political upheavals) has resulted in further changes. For current-day MB, Abu-Haidar 

(1988) distinguishes between a xasS:type and a (abb-type variety,67 where the former 

is 'the well-established standard Baghdadi term',68 and the latter is a formerly rural 

(i.e. from outside Baghdad) term.69 

Blanc (1964:166-8) surmises that the qaltu dialects in Baghdad (viz JB and 

CB) reflect the earlier form of Arabic present in the area, i.e. that they are 'direct 

63 See the seminal work by Blanc (1964); for qaltu dialects see the work by Otto Jastrow; for Baghdadi 
(and Christian Baghdadi) see the work by Farida Abu-Haidar; for the dialects of lower Iraq, see the 
work by Bruce Ingham. 
64 Blanc (1964:9 and fn. 2) notes that Massignon (1914) treated (albeit in a rather confused account) 
seven different dialects of Baghdadi Arabic, including three Sunni and two Shici varieties, although 
apparently 'unburdened by substantiating data'(!), and which don't correspond to the variations within 
MB that he observed. 
65 According to the Wikipedia entry 'History of the Jews in Iraq' (accessed Aug 2007), fewer than 100 
remain. According to Maurice Shohet, only 23 Jews were known to be in Baghdad in 2004 
(http://www .samba.co.illiraqijewslhistory .doc). 
66 Abu-Haidar (1988:74-5). 
67 Based on the word used for 'to enter'. I have been told that the xa§a:type is a hallmark of the older 
generation of 'original' Baghdadis, whereas the fabb-type tends to be spoken by the majority of the 
younger generation in Baghdad and those of rural origins (immigrants from southern areas). It appears 
likely that there is some degree of political affiliation associated with the different types, since the 
fabb-type may have been either consciously retained or adopted as a mark of sympathy with or 
affiliation to the anti-Baathist or left-wing movements that had a stronghold in the south (which is 
traditionally seen as the seat of rebellion). This would have been the case up until fairly recently. 
However, it is unclear how this is changing with the recent socio-political developments in Iraq; at the 
time of writing there has been mass internal migration within Baghdad itself, as well as mass 
emigration of refugees, and the political situation (along with allegiances and political thought) has 
changed rapidly. 
68 Interestingly, the word xaii is used by Negev Bedouin, as per Blanc (1970), and I have heard it used 
by rural northern Palestinians (Galilee region) of Bedouin origin. 
69 Blanc (1964:168) also notes that an ongoing (i.e. early 1960s) process of rural immigration into 
Baghdad has led to differences within MB, and that many speakers of MB are identifiable as being of 
rural origin. 
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descendants of dialects spoken by the urban population (both Muslim and non

Muslim) of Abbasid Iraq'. MB, by contrast, is likely a descendant of the gilit dialects 

of the rural south and of (semi-)nomadic tribes who were likely to have settled in 

Baghdad from the seventeenth century onwards (Blanc, 1964:170). Thus, the dialectal 

variation in Iraq reflects the waves of population movement and settlement over the 

centuries. 

Table5.5 Phonological features Muslim Baghdadi 

1 OA q ~ g (voiced) -most items (some lexemes retain q; some lexemes have J, 

e.g. ]idar 'cooking pot', gumar 'moon', fariq 'road', biigilla - bii]illa 'broad 

beans'; rarely k, as in wakit 'time') 

OA k ~ k (- c mostly in palatal environments, although cf. e.g. subbiic 

'window', caff- cjUf'palm- palms (of the hand)'; thus cis phonemic; cis also 

common in the large number of Perso-Turkic loans peculiar to Iraqi) 

OAJ~J 

2 short vowels: a i u (although i and u have neutralised in many contexts) 

long vowels: i e ii 6 u 
OA diphthongs *ay and *aw usually e 6 

3 interdentals = 8 d t;1 

OA *t;ll *t;f ~ t;f 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics: f ~ t;1 (?. ? r) 

5 voicing contrast = three-way (f is voiceless unaspirated; t is voiceless aspirated) 

6 f predominantly stop (word-initially and -fmally}, inter-vocalically mostly 

creaky continuant 

7 no resyllabification in guttural contexts (gahwa 'coffee') 

8 minimum and maximum domains of emphatic spread: minimally the syllable, 

maximally the word; spread into affixes is generally only where there is a 

word-fmal ('primary') emphatic 

9 potential blockers to the spread of the emphatic property: i, i and palatals 

rightwards; the situation is rather complex in MB, and is detailed further in 

Chapter6 
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10 presence of non-segmental trigger(s) of the emphatic property: in MB, there are 

certain sequences of consonants which are said to trigger 'emphasis' as they 

seem 'backed'; these are most often xI yin combination with labials, r or l, g 

in combination with r (and often labials and l), where the vowel is u or a; this 

is discussed in detail in Chapter 6 

The distribution of the vowels seems crucial to the behaviour of emphatics in 

the gilit dialects, and is therefore detailed further here. Firstly, and as remarked on by 

Blanc (1964:37), 'the preponderance of [u]-coloring environments is one of the salient 

features of M[B] in contrast to J[B] and C[B] and, indeed, to most Arabic dialects'. 

MB has the short vowels i, u, a, and a, 70 although i is restricted to unstressed open 

syllables and is quite rare. For some speakers, there is no contrast between i and a, 

and for all speakers Blanc (1964:31) observes that it is hard to fmd true minimal pairs 

involving these. Moreover, although u contrasts with a, there is a good deal of 

neutralisation, and it is not the case that OA i and u show the MB reflexes a and u. 

Blanc (1964:36-7) notes that the occurrence of a and u 'is usually predetermined by 

contextual factors', that is, the consonantal environment. He defmes three types of 

consonantal environment: colour-preserving; a-colouring (i.e. neutralisation of the 

short high vowels); u-colouring. 

(i) colour-preserving: OAu-+MBu 

OAi-+MBa 

(some OA a--+ MBa) 

• environment: CVC where one C is a velar and one C is non-back, 

non-emphatic, non-labial 

• examples: OA MB 

ya'kul yiikul 'he eats' 

*miikil miikal 'eating' 

ya'xuo yiixuo 'he takes' 

*miixio mii.xao 'taking' 

70 Blanc (1964) uses e to symbolise neutralised i and u ('a phoneme with allophones clustering about a 

mid, central [a]', p. 30). 
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(ii) a-colouring: 

• environment: 

• examples: 

(iii) u-colouring: 

• environment: 

• examples: 

rukba 

rakibat 

OAu-+MBa 

OAi-+MBa 

rukba 'knee' 

rakbat 'she rode' 

eve where neither e is colour-preserving or u

colouring 

OA MB 

~udqiin ~adqiin 'friends' 

bustiin bast lin 'garden' 

rajul rajal 'husband' 

8ul8 8ala8 'third' 

OAu-+MBu 

OAi-+MBu 

(some OA a-+ MB u) 

eve where one e is a velar or emphatic and one e is a 

labial 

OA MB 

hiimit} lzlif!lU9 'sour• 

wiiqif wiiguf 'standing' 

t/.iibi( 9ii~u(11 'officer' 

~idq ~udug 'truth' 

daniibug 'drums' 

qamar gumar 'moon• 

ba~al ~u~al 'onions' 

kamas a kuma! 'he grasped • 

71 Blanc (1964:37) actually has this MB form as ¢Pur, although normally MB has 9 for both OA 9 and 

t;l, but p. 17 notes~ as a phoneme (in addition to 9 < OA 9 and t;l), with no further note. Woodhead & 

Beene (1967) have only 9 and list the above lexeme as 9~ur, Erwin (2004 [1963]:37) also has 

9aaPur. Two Iraqi informants (native speakers of rabb-type MB) confmn this form as 9iiPur. Blanc 
(1964: 18) also gives ~rujfor 'envelope', for which both my informants produced 9aif. However, 
Erwin (2004 [1963]:14) has~ givingJau 'it creaked' as an example, and Erwin (1969:50) notes that 
'In most instances, ~ occurs near another emphatic, or after j in the same syllable', giving as further 
examples ~mar 'he boasted' ,]uUJIIl 'boots' ,ji¢aan 'wallet' . He lists it in his phoneme inventory. 
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The examples in (iii) above can be contrasted with MB words of the same 

shape as follows. V 2 as u in hiir,nu~, wiiguf, l}iiPuf contrasts with V 2 as a in e.g. hiimal 

'carrying, pregnant' and liizam 'necessary'. Both Vs of ~udug (the second of which is 

'epenthetic') contrast with the Vs of sa]an 'prison' (<OA sifn). 72 The fmal V of 

daniibug contrasts with the a of hwii]ib 'eyebrows'. The first V of gumar and Pu~al 

contrasts with V1 as a of Jamal 'camel' and samac 'fish'. V1 of kumas and kuPar 

contrasts with V1 as a of ga(ac 'he cut', raka~ 'he ran', ~ahak 'he laughed'. 

Also noted by Blanc (1964:37) is u-colouring in the environment of r (which 

is more restricted). r sometimes behaves as an emphatic in the environment of a low 

vowel. That is, rand bas 'flanking' consonants cause both *a and *u to merge (to u) 

when a (or often also ii) is adjacent tor. So we fmd that after ii there is variation, e.g. 

siirab- siirub 'drinking', ~iirab- ~iirub 'hitting' .73 However, where r is preceded or 

followed by a there is always u (from *i or u), as in maryarrub 'having gone abroad', 

buraq '[the lightning] flashed' and burak 'puddles' .74 There appears to be a degree of 

u-conditioning when a 'back' consonant is also present, as in yurab '(the sun) set' 

(*yarab cf. rakab 'he rode'). However, in some words there appears to be variation 

when r is adjacent to a 'back' consonant, e.g. muyrub - mayrab '(at) sunset'. 75 

Finally, Blanc (1964:37) says that in the rand labial environment, u is always the 

'epenthetic' vowel: darub 'road', gabur 'grave', harub 'war' (cf. barad 'cold', sara] 

'saddle'). 

Erwin (2004 [1963]:37-8) also notes (for 'educated' Baghdadi Arabic) that 'In 

a great many words ... non-flnal i and u are in complementary distribution, and that the 

two vowels contrast in only a few words. 76 

72 It should be noted that ~udug does not fit the 'u-colouring' environment as defmed by Blanc, above, 
since neither vowel is immediately adjacent to both a labial and a velar I emphatic, although the whole 
word could be considered to comprise a 'u-colouring' environment. 
73 Blanc (1964:38) gives the form swiirab without the variant 5Wiirub for 'moustaches', although 
another plural of the same shape shows u, viz daniibug 'drums', above, and thus one would expect the 

same form (or at least variation) for 5Wiirab. 
74 The latter two examples are as given by an informant, confirming Blanc's analysis. Woodhead & 
Beene (1967:32) give the frrst word as biraq (i.e. for Blanc baraq) which was not accepted by my 

informant, and the second form as birak (for Blanc barak), which my informant rejected, and the 
singular as burica - birlca 'puddle', for which my informant accepted only burica. 
15 Woodhead & Beene (1967:334). 
76 It should be noted that the short vowels given by Erwin are: i, u, o, a, with no distinction between i 
and a. The short vowel o is marginal, appearing in loan words. 
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Lastly, as noted above, Mesopotamian gilit dialects are typically considered to 

have 'emphaticisation• triggered by certain sequences of consonants, as in e.g. gumar 

'moon •, gabul 'before •, where the entire word is considered emphatic (and often 

transcribed as such). In Chapter 6, I argue that sequences such as gab and gam are not 

actually emphatic, but in a sense 'neutral • in that they are not subject to the i-quality 

that occurs with 'front' consonants (non-emphatic coronals, for instance). This also 

means that in examples such as ma~{aba 'bench•, realised according to Erwin 

(1969:48-50) as ~{l~{{l~{l, it is not that the labials are actually emphatic, but that there 

is no 'front' environment to effect imala of the vowels. This example is contrasted 

with maktaba 'library• to show that the labials of ~~!{l~{l are emphatic, but I argue 

that in maktaba the front environment (oft and k) triggers imala, so that the contrast 

is labials in a front environment vs labials in an environment where they display their 

full characteristics (e.g. acoustically the a vowel in such an environment will have a 

lowered F2 in comparison with the a vowels in maktaba, which I argue is due to the 

absence of imala). 

5.4.2.2 Sedentary Khuzistani (gilit) 

Khuzistan is a province in south-western Iran, abutting Iraq, with a large number of 

Arabs. The dialect is of the southern Mesopotamian gilit type, and forms a branch 

with dialects of the region of B~ra. and probably Na~iriyya and al-e .Amara.77 Ingham 

(1976:76) divides the dialects of southern Iraq and Khuzistan into four groups: (i) 

Sha« al-e Arab and lower Karlin, (ii) e Amara and surrounding marshlands, (iii) the 

Euphrates, (iv) Zubair and parts of Fau. The first three groups are Mesopotamian gilit 

dialects and the fourth is similar to Kuwaiti Arabic and is thus north-eastern Arabian. 

The dialect detailed here is that of the palm cultivators of the banks of the Sha« al

e Arab and lower Karon, who are sedentary (haifar). 

77 Ingham (1997:13-14). 
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Table5.6 Phonological features of KhuzistanP8 

1 OA q ~ y most items,79 or g (some lexemes, e.g. gahwa 'coffee', gcadat 'she 

sat down', gilit-gallet 'I said'; rarely k, as in kital 'he hit'80
) 

OA k ~ k - c, the latter mostly in palatal environments, although cf. e.g. kila 

'he ate' [*cila], killa 'all of it' [*cilia]; note phonemic ~ in Persian loans e.g. 

cara 'trick, stratagem') 

OA J ~ y (yab 'he brought [MB jab], yimal 'camel' [MB jimal], diyay 

'chickens' [MB dija]J) 

2 final: i au 

non-final: a a 

vowels highly variant, especially a, which is most often [1], but in emphatic 

environments [Y], in labial environments [u], with pharyngeals in non-

emphatic environments [a], with slight context-dependent variations on these81 

'ieaoa82 

3 interdentals = (} d t;f 

OA *f/. I *t;f ~ t;f 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics: ~ ~ t;f 

5 voicing contrast: as far as I am aware, this is three-way (~ is voiceless 

unaspirated; t is voiceless aspirated) 

6 f generally a 'frictionless continuant' ,83 except where geminate, when there is 

'a full closure' .84 Preceding h, it assimilates (i.e. r ~ h) (according to Ingham 

this is in common with other fricatives, as opposed to stops, thus evidence that 

78 Ingham (1974), with further details and clarification from Ingham (1973, 1976, 1997). 
79 Note however, that in emphatic contexts, while many speakers have g (Ingham uses this to denote 
'back' g), for others there is free variation of g-y, meaning that for the latter there is neutralisation of 
*q and *r in emphatic contexts > g-y. Non-emphatic *q > y is apparently much more stable. See 
Ingham (1973:537) for some details, and for comprehensive discussion Ingham (1974). This y reflex of 
q is a prominent feature of Khuzistani, which immediately identifies the Khuzistani speaker. Other 
southern Mesopotamian gilit dialects have mostly j for *q. 
80 This contrasts with cital 'he killed', where palatalisation occurs. Both forms relate to OA *qatal. 
81 I have recordings of an informant from Samawa (the Euphrates side of southern Iraq) producing hauz 
'sadness' as both [hizn] and lh?zn] in the same conversation. 
82 In this dialect, as in other Mesopotamian gilit, e: following coronals, in non-emphatic environments, 

is realised as something like [Ie] (Ingham, 1974:152, shows this as [Ia]). 
83 Ingham (1974:104-5). 
84 Ingham (1974:104-5). 
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it is phonologically a fricative in this dialect) 

7 no resyllabification in guttural contexts (gahwa 'coffee')85 

8 • minimum domain of the emphatic property is the syllable - however, 

Ingham (1974) shows that syllables may be either: fully emphatic, fully 

non-emphatic, increasingly emphatic or decreasingly emphatic; this 

indicates that the domain is not necessarily the 'syllable' in traditional 

terms, but the CV (or VC) unit (see below) 

• maximum domain of the emphatic property is potentially the word, but it 

seems more likely that this is due to the complicating factor of two 

processes: 'emphaticness' ('pharyngealisation') and 'velarisation' (the 

opposite of 'lip-spread'); the latter has generally to do with labials and 

gutturals (see below) 

9 spreading of backing or emphaticness is blocked by apicals z d 8 n and palatals 

J c s y, and sometimes by l (since the latter is backed only in certain limited 

contexts) 

10 Ingham (1974) analyses two types of emphaticness - (1) unpredictable (i.e. 

phonologically distinctive, or phonemic), occurs with: ( ~ ¢; (2) predictable, 

occurs with: a sequence of two of: bilabial, velar, r; or a word-fmal sequence of 

x+l; or a sequence of g+l when not separated by a long vowel 

Ingham (1974) gives a syllabic analysis of emphasis, following the prosodic 

analysis of Firth. He notes that there are four types of syllable: 

(i) totally emphatic, e.g. 9al? 'he twisted' 

(ii) totally non-emphatic, e.g. oeb 'he threw away' 

(iii) increasingly emphatic, e.g. sa(86 'river' 

(iv) decreasingly emphatic, e.g. 9An87 'he thought' 

as In the rural Arabic dialect of the region, there is resyllabification in guttural contexts, thus ghawa 
'coffee', y?i/Hlt 'she overturned' (cf. urban yi?/Hlt), ~fa?a 'he threw him' (cf. urban ~ifa?IJ), etc. See 
Ingham (1997:9-12). 
86 He transcribes this to reflect velarisation (but not pharyngealisation) of the initial consonant, thus 

[fA\]. 
87 Transcribed with velarisation of fmal consonant, i.e. [~AU]. 
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The syllables which are semi-emphatic under this analysis are said to be 

partially velarised, partially pharyngealised. That is, in the increasingly emphatic saf, 

c. is velarised, and c2 pharyngealised (the latter with fmn stricture, i.e. significant 

muscular tension). In the decreasingly emphatic 9ttn, C1 is pharyngealised, and C2 

velarised (the latter without fmn stricture). Ingham (1976:77) holds that the velarised 

consonants are acoustically-impressionistically between emphatic and non-emphatic. 

Thus, a consonant may be non-emphatic, semi-emphatic (velarised) or emphatic 

(pharyngealised). Additionally, the vowel~ (iii-iv above) is 'approximately between 

the positions of [E] and [a]' (i-ii above). Ingham also contrasts the spread-lip position 

of the vowel in (ii) with the neutral-lip position of the vowel in (i), i.e. 'emphatic' 

equates to neutral lip position whereas non-emphatic equates to spread lip position. 

Under a Firthian analysis, emphasis is seen as a feature of the syllable or word 

(i.e. a linguistic segment larger than the phoneme). The particularly interesting point 

about this analysis is that it formalises the contrastive I non-contrastive roles of 

emphatics. That is, in certain domains there is the possibility of an emphatic I non

emphatic contrast (unpredictable emphasis), whereas in others it is not possible to 

have a contrast (predictable emphasis). Therefore, Ingham (1976) analyses certain 

roots as within an E-system (he says about these that it is necessary to assign the 

feature of emphasis I non-emphasis to a prosodic element of structure) and others as 

outside the E-system (where the pattern of emphasis I non-emphasis can be related to 

the nature and ordering of its consonants, i.e. emphasis is predictable). A root is 

classed as being within theE-system 'so long as there is potentially the possibility of 

contrast'88 between emphatic and non-emphatic. So, for example, the following data 

are classed as E-roots because they are minimal pairs distinguished only by the 

presence of emphasis (although note that it is the potentiality of contrast, rather than 

necessarily the existence of minimal pairs that places a root within the E-system):89 

(2) [~al;>] 

[~al;>] 

[llatJ 

88 Ingham (1974: 83). 
89 Ingham (1974:83). 

'he poured' 

'he twisted' 

'he put' 
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[seb] 

[6Eb] 

[hat] 

'he reviled' 

'he threw away' 

'it (leaf) fell' 



For roots outside the E-system, 'the feature of emphasis or non-emphasis is a 

characteristic of the particular configuration of C and V units involved' .90 Therefore, 

E-roots and non-E-roots can be defmed by two criteria: (i) the presence or absence of 

t, s, o or{, ~. ~; (ii) the presence or absence of sequences of consonants associated 

with emphasis (mostly combinations including labials I velars I r). E-system roots 

therefore always contain t, s, o or{,~.~ (where emphasis is non-predictable). It should 

be noted, however, that both E-roots and non-E-roots may be: non-emphatic; partially 

emphatic; totally emphatic. 

To summarise, the system of E-prosody has been set up to account for an 

emphatic feature which is phonologically relevant (E-roots) and an emphatic feature 

which is phonetic (and not phonologically relevant). Although (for reasons of space) I 

don't analyse this particular dialect in Chapter 6, it should be borne in mind that in 

terms of the processes looked at in this thesis, this dialect of Khuzistani is very similar 

to Muslim Baghdadi Arabic, for which I shall argue that the sound system is 

characterised by i-quality, a-quality and u-quality, and that it is the interaction and 

conflict between these resonance qualities across domains which creates the effect of 

'emphasis' vs 'non-emphasis'. 

5.4.2.3 Christian Baghdadi (qaltu) 

The Mesopotamian qaltu dialect group is now thought to comprise four main 

branches,91 one of which is focused on here. However, there is considerable variation 

between these branches, and sometimes between individual dialects within one branch, 

in terms of the realisation of some of the phonological variables with which this 

section is concerned. These will be noted where relevant, and where the data is 

available, but may well be due to adstrata influence, i.e. the unique situation of this 

group of dialects where they are generally isolated in areas where the majority speak 

non-qaltu dialects of Arabic (in the larger gilit-speaking area, i.e. north-eastern Syria 

and central and southern Iraq) or the majority or official language is not Arabic (in the 

90 Ingham (1974: 84). 
91 Jastrow (1978:1-26), the seminal work on these dialects, divided the Mesopotamian qaltu dialects 
into three major groups (Anatolian, Tigris and Euphrates). This classification was updated by Jastrow 
(1994) and incorporated dialects discovered further to his 1978 work. 
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Turkish- and I or Kurdish-speaking areas, i.e. eastern Turkey and north-eastern 

lraq).92 

As discussed, the Mesopotamian qaltu dialects are generally considered to be 

the 'original' dialects of the region. That is, these were the sedentary dialects of 

Mesopotamia which in parts of the region (southern Iraq up to Baghdad, at least for 

the Muslim population) were historically displaced by the immigrating Bedouin tribes. 

They remain typical of the non-Muslim population, and to some extent Sunni, rather 

than Shici Muslims, since the latter dominate the south of Iraq and the former the 

north of Iraq (with Baghdad being more of a melting pot).93 

Jastrow (1994) divides the Mesopotamian qaltu dialects into four branches 

(individually comprising groups of dialects): Anatolian, Kurdistan, Tigris and 

Euphrates. The Anatolian branch is formed of the dialects of Arabic spoken in what is 

now south-eastern Turkey, the Kurdistan branch consists of the dialects of Arabic

speaking Jews of Iraqi Kurdistan who have now emigrated, the Tigris branch 

comprises those dialects which follow the Tigris south from around Mosul to 

Baghdad (and including the Jewish and Christian Baghdadi dialects, as well as the 

Jewish and Christian dialects of the remainder of southern Iraq, predominantly Ba~ra 

and c Amara), and the Euphrates dialects follow the Euphrates south-east from around 

Der iz-ZO~ towards Baghdad.95 

In general, it could be said that the qaltu dialects are well known for the 

salience of imiila (fronting I raising of the long low vowel a toe or even f),96 and that 

this in particular distinguishes this group of dialects from the gilit dialects. 97 

92 Jastrow (1994:119) also notes this: 'the present-day q~ltu dialects in North-Eastern Syria and in 
Central and Southern Iraq are language isolates (Sprachinseln) imbedded [sic] in the large gilit dialect 
area ... the Kurdish area is interspersed with isolated q~ltu dialects ... ' 
93 However, it would be interesting to see how far this is reflected in Abu-Haidar's distinction between 
(abb-type and xaii-type dialects. How far this has or has not been affected by the current situation in 
Iraq is unclear. 
94 Often transliterated as Deir az-Zawr. 
95 It should be noted that although the q~ltu dialects are (or were) spoken by the non-Muslim 
population of these regions, it is by no means confmed to these communities: see Jastrow (1994) for 
fuller details. 
96 This is not the case, however, in guttural and emphatic environments, where imiila does not occur. 
97 Blanc (1964:48 and fn.75) remarks that in medieval times, according to various sources, imiila was a 
well-known characteristic of Iraqi Arabic, and particularly of Baghdadi. Thus the qaltu dialect group 
reflects this, whereas the gilit group does not, being a later import historically. 
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Additionally, with the exception of the Euphrates group of dialects, 98 as the 

nomenclature shows, this group of dialects is known for its retention of OA q. 

However, these dialect groups differ with regard to some of the phonological 

variables noted in this section, since there are certain phonological isoglosses which, 

as Jastrow (1994:120) notes, 'apply only to part of the qaltu dialects', and may thus be 

seen to typify one group in particular. These are, firstly, that the Tigris branch 

typically has y (voiced post-velar fricative) for Old Arabic r (where the other dialect 

groups typically have [r]).99 Thus, OA *y and *r have merged in these dialects to y. 

Secondly, the Euphrates group of dialects exhibits partial variation between g- q, and 

c - k, making it 'intermediate between the gelet and qeltu types' .100 Many dialects of 

the Anatolian branch have a palatalised [kj] allophone of k in front vowel 

environments (as in Turkish), and q as the first consonant in CC may be realised as 

[x]-[y]. In the Siirt and Sason groups of Anatolian, however, q varies with[?] or may 

be elided (as is typical of Syro-Lebanese dialects). 

For vowel systems, Jastrow (1994:120) notes that in the qaltu dialects there 

has been a 'wide-spread merger of old *i and *u to a' (which doesn't include the 

Euphrates branch). Additionally, the OA diphthongs ay and aware often preserved, 

although most systems have five 'long vowels', including e and o, these often arising 

through imiila, or through the lowering of f and a in guttural/ emphatic environments, 

or in loanwords. 

I have chosen to exemplify this dialect group with the dialect of Christian 

Baghdadi (CB), 101 as this was the dialect for which I could fmd the most information 

relevant to this chapter. However, because of the availability of some information 

showing that the dialect group as a whole may show considerable variation with 

regard to the ten variables shown, I have given further information (where available) 

on dialectal variation in footnotes. 

98 The Euphrates group has voiced g < *q. 
99 It is not uncommon for speakers of gilit dialects to realise r as either a voiced uvular fricative or an 
alveolar approximant, in which case they seem to view it as a 'speech defect' (lu(Jya) (p.c.- various 
MB speakers) but certainly not as a feature of the dialect. See the detailed discussion in Blanc (1964: 
20-5, fn. 41). This is occasionally (although not nearly so regularly) attested in other dialects. 
100 Blanc (1964:26), see also Jastrow (1978, 1994). 
101 Detailed fully in Abu-Haidar (1991), also see Jastrow (1978, 1994), Blanc (1964). 
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Table5.7 Phonological features of Mesopotamian qaltu - Christian Baghdadi102 

1 OA q -7 q in CB (g is rare, occurring mostly in loans and proper names)103 

OAk -7 k (with c occurring in loans)104 

OA J -7 palato-alveolar affricate J 

2 h rt 1 . 105 s o vowe s: 1, a, a, o, u 

OA diphthongs: *ay > e and *aw > 6 

additionally, in guttural I emphatic environments, 6 in CB arises as a reflex of 

OA *a and e < *i106 

imiila (where 'long' a is realised as [e:], except in guttural I emphatic 

environments) is a salient feature of CB 

3 CB has no dental fricatives: 107 OA *8 > t and *o > d108 

OA *r) I *t;f > r) 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics = r r) ~ 
'secondary' emphatics are~? 1Jl ~.which become emphatic in the environment 

of a 'primary' emphatic and a back vowel109 

102 Abu-Haidar (1991), Jastrow (1978; (1994), Blanc (1964); most of the data is from Abu-Haidar, and 
I retain her notation of emphatics, even for labials (which I dispute) since this shows environments 
where labials are non-front. 
103 As for all qaltu dialects, excepting the Euphrates branch, where there is some variation of q with g. 
Also, much of the Anatolian branch has optional allophones [x]-[y], although Siirt and Sason appear 
more similar to Syro-Lebanese dialects in having free variation between [q]-[?] (or complete elision). 
104 As for most of the qaltu dialects, although, as stated, the Euphrates dialects show partial variation 
between k and c, and the Anatolian dialects have palatalised [kj] in front vowel environments. 
105 This is the system given in Abu-Haidar (1991). Schwa is realised as [1]. Short o is rare, but occurs 
sometimes in fmal open syllables preceded by the gutturals~. f, q or y. 
106 Abu-Haidar (1991:18) notes that 'o is far more common in CB than in either MB or JB'; where CB 
has 6 but MB doesn't, this is mostly in guttural environments (with or without an emphatic). This does 
not appear to happen universally, though, and in the only two examples I could fmd where u occurs in 
an emphatic environment with no gutturals, it is given as u (not *6). The same is true of e < *i. Blanc 
(1964:41) notes that it is a tendency and 'not carried out with entire consistency'. This lowering of i > 
e and u > o is noted also for other qaltu dialects, especially the Anatolian branch (Jastrow, 1978, 1994). 
107 This merger of the OA dental fricatives with coronal stops is not typical of the qaltu dialects, a 
majority of which retain the dental fricatives. CB (Tigris branch) along with the (Jewish) Kurdistan 
branch and the Diyarbakir group and the Jewish Nusaybin I QamHli dialect (Anatolian branch), have 
coronal stops instead of dental fricatives; many of the other Anatolian dialects (as well as the Tigris 
dialect of Bal).zani) have the alveolar sibilants [s], [z], [~] in place of dentals. Unusually for the Arabic 
dental fricatives, their realisation as labiodental [f), [v], [y] is attested in various dialects of the 
Anatolian group: all the Siirt dialects as well as one Mardin dialect and a village in which a Diyarbakir 
dialect is spoken (Jastrow, 1978:34-5). 
108 Abu-Haidar (1991:8) notes that the situation is changing among the younger generation, where the 
interdentals, particularly 6, have been reintroduced in loans and proper names. 
109 Blanc's (1964:17) consonant inventory gives Pi~ l i: as phonemes for JB and CB (along with MB). 
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5 no information is available for the qaltu dialects on aspiration or non-aspiration 

of voiceless plosives; however, as discussed in Chapter 2, at least JB seems to 

have a three-way voicing contrast (voiceless non-emphatics are aspirated 

whereas voiceless emphatics are non-aspirated}, in common with the gilit 

dialects110 

6 no information available on the exact realisation of the voiced pharyngeal f 111 

7 no resyllabification in guttural contexts 

8 the emphatic property is minimally across the syllable and maximally the 

word; it seems that spreading is much more limited than in gilit dialects, and 

the data in Abu-Haidar (1991) doesn't show any particularly clear patterns in 

this: there are cases where the emphatic property seems to spread into an 

adjacent syllable purely because otherwise there would otherwise be no 

acoustic cue (e.g. CVCV~ becomes CV~V~). but other cases where it seems 

to spread unnecessarily (in terms of the necessity of extra acoustic cues); b is 

much more likely to become emphatic than any other segment (>P}, although 

there are some puzzling examples which lead me to question the accuracy of 

the data, e.g. mafbaca 'printing press' (p.23)112 (such examples alongside e.g. 

lll{iam 'to thread' (p.15) and muna4t;lama 'organisation' (p.9) vs. nll{ia~ 'to 

compose' (p.14) show the necessity of acoustic I experimental analysis as they 

appear inconsistent) 

emphaticness seems not to spread into affiXes, cf. Pii~-iit 'buses', Piif!.-at 'she 

laid (an egg)' (p.15) 

9 in the data given, the only clear blockers to the spread of the emphatic property 

seem to be i, e, cf. Piif!.at 'she laid an egg' 113 vs. bet! 'eggs', na~ib 'fate' and 

mabit;l 'ovary' vs. safap 'to cross out' and napat;i 'pulse' 114 

110 It is possible that this VOT contrast in JB is due to gilit adstrata influence, and that other qaltu 
dialects may not have such a contrast. I have not been able to verify this one way or the other. 
111 In the Anatolian dialects, the pharyngeals are rather unstable: Jastrow (1978:43-4) discusses 
assimilation of, and variation between, c and h, which in some cases may also either depharyngealise 

(> J h, respectively) or elide. 
112 Although cf. ma(~ox 'cooked' and ma~?ox 'skinned' (p.27) in which the adjacent consonant is given 
as emphatic, cf. ~abbOya 'blackboard' (p.27), ~a~an 'soap', (d~q 'bricks' (although p.30 has (dbOqa 'a 
brick'), ~fl?on 'sitting-room' (p.25), ~abah ' radiant' (p.28). 
113 Abu-Haidar (1991:15) gives this as ?xUJat, which is presumably a typo. 
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10 generally, emphaticness seems to be triggered almost always by a 'primary' 

emphatic consonant (f ~if); Abu-Haidar doesn't show any instances of what she 

considers to be 'emphatic' being triggered by combinations of segments 

5.4.3 Levantine 

There are generally considered to be three major groups of Levantine (Syro-Lebanese) 

dialects: (1) Lebanese I Central Syrian consists of Lebanese (e.g. Beirut, Tripoli, also 

includes Maronite Cyprus) and Central Syrian (e.g. Damascus, but also includes the 

dialect of the Druze); (2) North Syrian (e.g. Aleppo, also includes Hatay peninsula 

[Turkey]); (3) Palestinian I Jordanian consists of the following sub-groups: Palestinian 

town dialects, central Palestinian village dialects, rural sedentary dialects of southern 

Palestine and the Jordan Valley, which includes the dialects of the lforin (although 

there are further differences between lforani and southern Palestinian- Jordanian).115 

The above dialects are also sometimes classified by non-past forms of the verb 

'say': group (1) is ba'ul; much of group (2) (except the major cities) is baqu/;116 group 

(3) splits into: (i) ba'ul (thus, Palestinian large-town I city dialects tend to be 

classified as group (1), since they are ba'ul dialects); (ii) baku/ (generally, central 

Palestinian rural dialects); (iii) bagul (the north Palestinian rural dialects which are 

often seen as generally 'Bedouin', rural north Jordan, including the I;Ioran). 

Cantineau (1938), which classifies sedentary Levantine,117 divides the dialects 

into three major groups, primarily on the basis of the reflex of *q: (1) his group S1 

(reflex= q) is most of the villages I small towns of sedentary Lebanon and Syria, this 

is the 'meridionale' part of Lebanon, Mount Hermon, southern part of the Beqca 

Valley. south of the Beirut-Damascus line, the Druze of the l;loran, and the plains and 

coast of Syria (but mostly the towns, not the cities); (2) his group S1 (reflex = .?) is 

almost all the cities of the region, as well as the general countryside region of north 

114 These data actually serve to exemplify my position that the labials are not emphatic vs non
emphatic, but 'front-environment' vs 'non-front-environment'. 
us The classic work on the classification of this dialect group is Cantineau (1938). See also Cleveland 
(1963) for a useful (very concise) summary. Versteegh (2001:153) also summarises this and discusses 
the well-known isoglosses of the region. 
116 This is shown on Map 9 of Behnstedt (1997); the q dialects are those north of Horns ~). 
especially along the coastal region, but excluding the larger cities such as Aleppo (which have.?). 
117 He treats nomadic (i.e. Bedouin) dialects separately. 
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Lebanon which is north of the Beirut-Damascus line (including the Beqca Valley) and 

stretches south-east over the Anti-Lebanon to Damascus; (3) his group S2 (reflex = k) 

(and concomitant is unconditional *k > c, unlike the Bedouin-type conditional 

affrication of *k) is the large part of the Palestinian plateau (except the cities of Haifa, 

Yafa [Jaffa] and Jerusalem, which have 'l, as above) as well as two Syrian villages in 

northern I;Ioran (Canacer and :laeye) and in the (Syrian desert) oasis of Suxne. 

A last point here is that Jordan is very split. Traditionally, as a desert kingdom 

(or, previously, desert region of 'Transjordan'), the population was predominantly 

nomadic, i.e. Bedouin, and the predominant dialect type thus Arabian. This situation 

still obtains today to the east and south-east of today's Jordan, although northern and 

western Jordanian dialects (of an earlier sedentary, rural population) are classified 

with rural Palestinian. 118 It seems that Amman may be an odd case, in that it may have 

had a predominant dialect classifiable as 'southern Palestine & Jordan Valley' (bagul), 

excluding it from all the other large towns and cities of the region, which seem to be 

ba'ul! 19 However, with the increasing influx of refugees, this may have changed quite 

quickly (the usual figure bandied about is that around 60 per cent of Jordanian 

nationals are Palestinian). Moreover, over the last few years there has also been a 

huge influx of Iraqis. It remains to be seen how these dialects mix in the future. The 

case of e.g. Damascus is a little different, as the migrants have not outnumbered the 

original inhabitants (Sawiim), and as the ba'ul type of dialect perhaps has regional 

prestige (if younger people equate 'the city' with 'sophistication', that is education, 

wealth, and other social markers of prestige), meaning that this type of dialect is likely 

eventually to 'win out' over the more rural-sounding bagul where the context is 

present (as in Amman). 

118 Paiva (1994) discusses the case of the Jordanian city of al-Sal~ (about 30km north-west of Amman), 
which 'displays important typological markers of both Bedouin and sedentary dialect type', and 
discusses whether it is a 'bedouinized ex-sedentary dialect or, rather, a sedentarized ex-Bedouin 
dialect' (p.459). He concludes the former, arguing that 'during the first centuries of the Ottoman era 
Sal~ was a rural sedentary dialect that was strongly influenced by neighbouring Bedouin dialects ... In 
the nineteenth century, the linguistic development took another course, toward the /:la(lari [sedentary] 
type, a development which recently has started affecting the Bedouin dialects of the area' (p.469). 
119 Cleveland (1963:59) states that 'In • .Amman the b;~'ul-group is found among refugees from Haifa, 
Jaffa and Jerusalem. This dialect grouping ... has greater similarity to the dialects of Damascus and 
Lebanon ... and should be regarded as a variety of Levantine Arabic.' However, Paiva (1994:466) notes 
sociolinguistic variation along gender lines: 'the "masculine variety" tends to be /gl (bigul), whereas 

the "feminine variety" tends to become m (bi:lal).' 
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Map5.3 The Levantine dialect area: map of the Palestine-Jordan area120 

120 Map israel_pol_2001 from the collection of the Perry Castaneda Library, University of Texas, 
available at http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/. 
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Map5.4 The Levantine dialect area: map of the Syria-Lebanon area121 
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In this section I give details for three Levantine dialects: Damascene (a major urban 

dialect), l:forani and rural Palestinian. The former is group (1) of the above 

classification and the latter two are both group (3). Perhaps more importantly, the first 

is urban and the latter two are both rural. 

121 Map syria_pol_l990 from the collection of the Perry Castaneda Library, University of Texas, 
available at http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/. 
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5.4.3.1 Damascene 

The data for this dialect (DA) are taken from Cowell (1964), Ambros (1977), 

Ferguson (1961) and Grotzfeld (1965), but have all been checked with an informant 

(born and raised in central Damascus. 

Table 5.8 Phonological features of Damascene 

1 OAq>'J 

OAk>k 

OA]>.J 

2 3 short vowels: a i u, although i and u have almost completely merged (> 11) 

and are contrastive only in unstressed final syllables (where they are usually 

transcribed as 'e' and 'o')122 

diphthongs ay and aw > e and o 
3 DA has no interdentals; the regular reflexes of OA interdentals are the stops t d 

r;l; however, there are also many examples123 of *8 *d *t! > s z?: 

OA *r;l I *t! have effectively merged to r;l; however, there are examples of *t;f > 

?: (MSA borrowings), and?: arising through emphaticisation 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics: ( ~ r;l (?:) 

additionally, there are examples of emphatics in words not containing the 

122 In all open unstressed syllables a is elided, e.g. /carob 'books', sareb '(a) drink', vs flue 'going out I 
up' (.qaluc <OA {Ulu"), t'il 'heavy' (<ta'il <OA 8aqll). The fmal example also shows OA a> i because 
of the following i (although analysed 'phonemically' as neutralised schwa). Also, a is preserved in 
unstressed syllables. Note that the transcriptions 'e', 'o' reflect a difference here in the phonetic 
realisation of i and u, which led to the assumption that such varieties of Arabic have five phonemic 
short vowels. However, the distribution of the apparent mid vowels 'e' and 'o' is restricted to the fmal 
(realised) vowel of a word (and notably always unstressed positions), i.e. _# or _C#, and when 
sufftxation occurs (causing also the vowel in question to be in a tonic position), these vowels are 
'neutralised' to schwa (or merged i and u). Hence, 'kateb' 'clerk' 7 kiitab-na 'our clerk' and 'byatrok' 
'he is leaving' 7 byatrakna 'he is leaving us'. Moreover, word-fmally, these vowels generally reflect 
the feminine sufftx '-e' (<OA -a) and the masculine possessive sufftx '-o' (<OA -u(h)), whereas what 
appear to be the high vowels 'i' and 'u' word-fmally are in fact cognate to OA long vowels i and u. The 
reflex of all word-final long vowels in these dialects is short. Compare 'bi§iifo' 'he sees him', 'bisiifu' 
'they see'. See the neutralisation schema in Ambros (1977:17). Cantineau & Helbaoui (1953:15) also 
give only three short vowels for DA. See Table 10 for discussion of this point for Rural Palestinian. 
123 Ambros (1977:111-12) calls these sibilant reflexes 'classicisms'. 
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above coronal emphatics (and many loanwords) - these are all with the low 

vowel a, but there are minimal pairs which researchers propose suggest a 

degree of phonemicisation of ~ 1Jl ~ ? 124 (e.g. biib-a 'her door' vs ~ii~a 

'Daddy')125 

5 Cowell (1964) and Ambros (1977) both say (impressionistically) that t is 

lightly aspirated while ( is not; however, Lebanese Arabic has slightly aspirated 

t and (, 126 and my own measurements of VOT for Damascus Arabic show that 

both t and ( are similarly at least slightly aspirated,127 or at least that VOT is not 

a factor in distinguishing the two 

6 the voiced pharyngeal f is realised predominantly as an approximant128 

7 no resyllabification in guttural contexts ('coffee'= ?ahwa [?ahwe]) 

8 • the emphatic property apparently spreads maximally to the beginning or 

end of the word, including affixes; it is said to spread through (and 

affect) the segments noted in ( 4) above, as well as laryngeals ? h, and 

124 Cowell (1964:8) states that DA has 'no contrast between rand r in the same contexts', noting that 
!Ari 'flowing' and !Ari 'my neighbour' are homophonous, but that other parts of 'Greater Syria' do 
indeed have such contrasts (and thus, supposedly, phonemic rand r). Ferguson (1961:228) also notes 
that DA 'differs from most sedentary Syrian Arabic in not having the r:J;" pair which is very common 
throughout the Syrian area ... and in having the n:r.t pair which is very rare elsewhere'. However, most 
generally, in DA, r occurs except next to i. This is discussed in Chapter 6. 
125 Card (1983), for Jerusalem Arabic (i.e. urban Palestinian, classified along with the other major city
dialects of the Levant), gives the (lexical) emphatic consonants as f t! ~ ~ ? ~ ~-
126 See Chapter 2, details from Yeni-Komshian et al. (1977), see also Khattab (2002). Obrecht (1968) 
makes no mention of VOT variation for his (rural north) Lebanese subject, noting {pp.24-5) fort a 'gap 
of approximately 20-25 msec between burst and onset of vowel resonance' and for f that '[d]urational 
features match /tJ'. The southern rural Palestinian dialect of Ya«a also appears to have a two-way 
distinction in the voiceless series: in the spectrograms and waveforms in El-Haleese (1971), it is very 
clear that whereas t and k are (voiceless) aspirated, f is unaspirated and voiceless. 
127 See Chapter 2. Additionally, data from soundflles which have subsequently become available -
Liddicoat et al. (1998) (available online at www.syrianarabic.com)- show under analysis that both t 
and fare generally slightly aspirated. The VOT range appears to be somewhat variable for both of these 
segments, and there is no clear distinguishing zone. 
128 Obrecht (1968:27) notes that for his (northern) Lebanese subject (from Kfarsghab, near Tripoli) f 
has a 'rasping onset which consists of irregular and abnormally wide spacing between voice striations', 
which may be termed 'voiced noise, having a generally harmonic structure, but with some of the scatter 
and blurring associated on the spectrogram with noise'. He observes 'four bands of 
resonance ... corresponding to the subsequent formants, but with some blurring'. This is not like any of 

the fricatives described if s of z ~ x y) in that those have much random noise in the top half of the 

spectrogram and no clear bands of resonance, although h and h 'have noise-filled formants', but it 

seems that the latter are much more 'noisy' than f, and the description off is more consistent with it 

being an approximant. Cantineau & Helbaoui (1953: 14) note that f is easily confused with a, implying 
that in DA it is not produced as saliently as in some other dialects (see the discussion in Chapters 2-3): 

'On evitera de confondre e avec le voyelle a ... ' 
129 Also noted by Cowell (1964:26). 
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pharyngeals f h; with the presence of a primary emphatic the spread is 

strongest (and may effect emphaticisation of other coronals), whereas 

with (other types ot) tafxim the overall auditory effect is weaker (and it 

generally doesn't cause t s d to become emphatic); I therefore see only 

the coronals as 'emphatic', whereas tafx'im is effectively 'neutral' (i.e. a 

non-front I non-imiila context) - this is discussed in Chapter 6 

• most generally, where a word has more than one coronal obstruent, they 

are either all emphatic (f ~ f) ?:) or all non-emphatic (t s d z)129
- cf. 

examples of etymological emphatic becoming 'plain', as in dars 'molar 

(tooth)' (<.f)irs), dayyi'l 'tight' (<.f)ayyiq), sadda? 'he believed' 

(.qaddaqa) - these examples apparently show the influence of other 

(non-emphatic) coronals or the palatal glide (i.e. imiila) 

9 potential blockers to the spread of the emphatic property seem to be: 

rightwards: the ('traditional') syllable boundary 

leftwards: palatals 

10 non-segmental emphatic triggers are generally not noted (as they are in, e.g., 

Baghdadi), see Chapter 6 
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5.4.3.2 I;Iorini 

The I;loran is a volcanic region to the far south-west of Syria, abutting the Golan 

Heights and Lake Tiberias to its west, and overlapping the Jordanian border up to 

around Irbid. 130 The area has a considerable number of Druze villages, the Druze 

being later incomers to the region, 131 and remaining distinct, culturally and 

linguistically, from the other Arab inhabitants of the region. 132 

Map5.5 Syria and environs showing the lforiin to the far south133 

The data given here are for the Central I;lorani dialect. It is clear that there are what 

may be termed 'peripheral' J:lorani dialects which show some features in common 

130 See the detailed description in Cantineau (1946:1-8). 
131 The Druze are a secretive and introspective minority sect of Shi"i Islam, often considered heretical 
by the mainstream. The largest communities are in Syria and Lebanon. Cantineau (1946:6) notes that 
about two and a half centuries ago, Druze migrations from Lebanon and Mount Hennon (Jabal a5-
Sayx) to Jabal ( 'Mount') I:Ioran caused a gradual exodus of the sedentary I:Ioranis. The mountain is 
occupied now solely by the Druze, along with some Christian groups, and has come to be known as 
Jabal ad-Diiiz. 
132 The Druzi dialects are considered to be Lebanese-type. 
133 Map syria_sm_2007 from the collection of the Perry Castaneda Library, University of Texas, 
available at http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/. 
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with dialects of the surrounding areas, and are thus somewhat 'transitional' in the 

dialect continua. 134 

Table 5.9 Phonological features of l:foriini135 

1 OAq>g 

OA k > c in some environments, mostly palatal, so that OA k has split into two 

phonemes: k (which is always 'back') and c (which is always 'front') 

OAJ>J 

2 short vowels: i u a 136 

long vowels fa ii {j e, i.e. *ay > e, *aw > 6131 

3 interdentals are preserved: 8 d if 

OA *t) I *t/ > if 
4 lexical (segmental) emphatics are f ~if; however, 'secondary' emphatics are P 

~ f r? ~ ~ (these are described as consonants which may become 'mufaxxam by 

position'; additionally, w kg x yare described as 'mufaxxam par nature', that 

is, they are intrinsically 'back' and spread this back property) 

5 VOT contrasts: no information on this is given 

6 no information is given as to the exact realisation of the voiced pharyngeal f 

7 no resyllabification in guttural contexts ('coffee'= gahwa) 

134 Cantineau (1940, 1946), but see also Behnstedt (1997:Map 515). 
135 All data from Cantineau (1946). 
136 Cantineau ( 1946: 176-9) reflects various realisations of these vowels in his transcriptions. Short a is 
often 'pure' (something like [a]), especially next to postpalatals, velars, pharyngeals and laryngeals; it 
is backed 'd' [a] next to emphatic or mufaxxam consonants and labials; it is fronted 'a' [re] next to 
interdentals, dentals, sibilants and prepalatals 'a condition qu'aucun des phonemes capables de 
maintenir le timbre pur a n'exerce une influence contraire'. Short i is never 'pure': its normal phonetic 
realisation is 'e' (presumably a somewhat lax [£]),next to labials and mufaxxam consonants it is often 
closer to 'o'. There are also cases of *i > u next to labials. Short u is generally realised as such next to 
labials, and sometimes next to postpalatals and velars; however, the most common realisation of u are 
'o' and 'o' (the latter seems mostly to be the result of the influence of emphatics, pharyngeals and 
mufaxxam consonants). Generally, there is a considerable degree of neutralisation of i - u word
internally, although examples such as bent 'girl' (*bunt) indicate that this is not entirely the case. 
137 Cantineau (1946:156) argues that this is purely phonetic: 'les sujets parlants sentent dans ce cas, non 
pas des voyelles tongues e ou 6, mais bien des groupes ay ou aw ... Ce qui renforce ce sentiment, c'est 
}'existence d'autres formes de Ia meme racine ou lew ou ley apparaissent nettement- ou bien encore 
I' existence de grandes series morphologiques qui imposent, par analogie, I' analyse de e et de 6 en ay et 
en aw. Ainsi les pluriel byat et twar [8war] font que le sujet parlant sent bet 'maison' et tor 'taureau' 

comme representant *bayt et *tawr ... Les voyelles tongues e et 6 n'auraient done pas en horanais (non 
plus qu' en beaucoup de parlers arabes) d 'existence phonologique.' 
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8 • according to Cantineau, influence of mufaxxam ('backed') consonants 

spreads rightwards, and tends to spread to the end of the word (but 

rarely leftwards); his data show that { ~ t;fmay spread R-L, however 

• minimum domain = CV or VC unit - Cantineau seems to differentiate 

tafx'im from 'emphasis' proper; tafx'im may spread into suffixes, 

although suffixal t does not become { (which again seems to 

differentiate tafx'im from 'emphasis') 

9 1) the few words in the data which show a 'primary' emphatic and another 

coronal show that 'emphasis' may spread leftwards (e.g. ~a{0? 'pail' , 

from OA sa(l), although not necessarily to the beginning of the word 

(e.g. sman{ara 'cover', where leftward spread may have been blocked 

by the n, or may be due to the syllable structure since { here is preceded 

by a 'closed' syllable) 

2) general (L-R) backing caused by the adjacency of back vowels to the 

intrinsically back consonants w kg x y is blocked by coronals I palatals 

and i; coronal t s din words with tafx'im do not become emphatic (e.g. 

[Us 'heads of cattle' *[U~ and darra 'he winnowed' *t;farra) and block 

the rightward spread (e.g. the feminine possessive suffix added to ras 
would be [Us-he, *[Us-?UJ) 

3) rightward spread may be blocked by a historical (elided) i, as in bayii{re 

'blacksmith' < OA bayii{ire, ru{be 'damp' < OA ra{iba; the block of 

spread in both directions is exemplified by yalrt;f 'thick', * ya?it;f, where 

the presence of the r prevents the l from being 'backed' under the 

influence of either ya or t;f 

10 in addition to the backing effect of { ~ t;f, general 'backing' (tafx'im) is seen: 

1) to the right ofw kg X y 

2) where one of the 'neutral' segments b m f l r h c h is found next to a 

back vowel u a, or to the right of one of the above 'inherently back' 

(mufaxxam) or emphatic (mu{baq) consonants) in which case the 

'neutral' consonant is backed and may then spread this backing 

rightwards 
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To add to the information given in the table above, one could see the entire 

consonant system of J:loliini as follows: 

Figure 5.4 The lforiini consonant system 

FRONT NEUTRAL BACK 

(block backing) ('mufaxxam by position') (ifbaq I 'mufaxxam by nature') 

t b w 

d m k 

n I g 

8 r X 

d l r 
s h r 
z c 

~ 

c h if 

I 

s 

y 

'} 

What clearly differentiates the 'front' consonants is that they are all coronals I 

palatals. The 'back' consonants are the dorsals, labio-dorsal wand emphatic coronals. 

The neutral consonants are the labials, liquids, pharyngeals and glottal h. Chapter 6 

discusses the unifying phonological factors of these classes, especially since the most 

immediately obvious natural class here is that of the 'front' consonants, which are 

normally implied to be the 'inactive' members of this oppositional process in Arabic. 

Furthermore, Cantineau clearly sees tafxim as somewhat different from i(biiq, as the 

Arab grammarians originally did. In modem (Western) linguistic theory, however, 

'emphasis' is generally seen as one phenomenon. This conflict between the two views 

is, I believe, the major cause of most of the controversy in the debate over Arabic 
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emphatics and their analysis within current phonological frameworks. Again, this 

point is taken up in Chapter 6. 

5.4.3.3 Rural Palestinian 

The details here are of the Abu Susa dialect, which is a western central rural (jalliihi) 

Palestinian dialect which was spoken in the pre-1948 village of Abu Susa, a few 

kilometres south of Ramla.138 

Map5.6 Israel and the Palestinian Territories139 

Ramla 

138 Other rural Palestinian dialects are dealt with in Generative Phonology frameworks by Herzallah 
(1990), Younes (1993) and Davis (1995). Younes reports for Ya~\a that L-R emphatic spread is 
apparently blocked by w and palatals. This is in addition to the slightly different analyses, which 
themselves may be partially responsible for what is otherwise analysed as differing spread. 
139 Map israel_pol_1972 from the collection of the Perry Castaneda Library, University of Texas, 
available at http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps. 
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All the data for this dialect are from Shahin (2002). 

Table 5.10 Phonological features of Abu Susa Palestinian 

1 OAq>kl~ 

OAk>c 

OAJ>J 

2 short vowels: i u a140 

OA diphthongs *ay and *aw are realised as e and o 
3 OA interdentals 8 d t;f are retained 

OA *r! I *t;f > t;f 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics: f ~ t;f ~ r? 1J1. ~141 

5 there is no mention of VOT contrasts or aspiration for this dialect, so it is not 

possible to assess this point142 

6 voiced pharyngeal f is predominantly an approximant, 143 with no mention of 

any stop realisation 

7 no resyllabification in guttural contexts ('coffee' is presumably ~hwa) 

8 the (maximum) domain of spread is the word - two types of 'post-velar 

harmony' are proposed: 

140 However, see the discussion, following. 
141 Shahin (2002:55-9) posits emphatic ~ r ? ~ ?J. She argues for only one rhotic, r. which is 'de
emphaticised' in certain contexts. Also,~?~ ?J are presumed to exist in the inventory alongside non
emphatic k l m b (note k I~< OA q, and most instances of OA k > C). Most of these 'lexical emphatics' 
are argued for on the basis of a small lexical set including papa 'dad', ~YY 'water', ~rra 'occasion', 
a((dh 'God', etc, although it is well known that they occur only in the environment of a. However, 
since there is no other (primary, coronal) emphatic in these words to trigger this emphasis, it is often 
argued that either these consonants have (marginal) emphatic counterparts, or that the low vowel has 

split into two phonemes a and (1 . Shahin proposes that the gutturals in her dialect r X f h J h trigger 
vowel pharyngealisation, whereas the emphatics (including ~) trigger both vowel pharyngealisation and 
vowel-consonant uvularisation. There is an interesting parallel here with such analyses as Cantineau, 
for l;lorani, Blanc, for Mesopotamian gilit and Negev Bedouin, and Ingham, for Khuzistani. 
142 The two spectrograms each for t and { in Shahin (2002: 160) are not clear enough (or labelled) for 
VOT to be obvious. This point would be interesting to ascertain for rural Levantine dialects. However, 
spectrograms and waveforms of the rural southern Palestinian dialect of Ya«a, on the West Bank, south 
of Hebron (see Map 5.6), show that t and k are aspirated, whereas {is unaspirated (Younes, 1993). 
143 Shahin (2002:57) concludes that f is an approximant (although her discussion of the literature on 
guttural approximants does not take into account any possible cross-dialectal variation in its realisation, 

which has presumably obliged her to disregard the results of al-Ani (1970), who found Iraqi f to be 
predominantly a stop, and she thus perhaps over-generalises, assuming that this is the same for Arabic 
pan-dialectally). From analyses of her own fieldwork, she states (fn.3): 'Tokens of Palestinian word

initial fl~t/ are frequently voiceless for most of their duration and accompanied by frication. In a word
medial, voiced context. .. they are voiced throughout and high amplitude, with full formant structure.' 
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1) pharyngealisation ([RTR]) 

triggers: emphatics, gutturals, vowels pharyngealised by being in a 

closed syllable 

targets: short vowels 

opaque segments: stem-fmal vowels, long vowels 

2) uvularisation (emphatic-spread) 

triggers: emphatics 

targets: (short and long) low vowels, consonants 

opaque segments: palatal obstruents s c J 

• pharyngealisation harmony affects all (non-fmal) vowels in a word 

• uvularisation spreads both ways into prefixes and suffixes, and may be 

blocked in either direction by the palatal obstruents (under this analysis) 

9 as per (8), potential blockers to emphatic spread are palatal obstruents s c J 

10 the analysis that vowels in closed syllables are pharyngealised (i.e. 'lax' or 

RTR vowels) assumes a non-segmental trigger (see Chapter 6, however, for 

discussion of what Shahin analyses as lexical 'emphatics' lf.1Jl? p, which, when 

not 'emphaticised' by another segment, occur only next to a, suggesting that 

this type of backing may be due to certain segmental combinations) 

In Table 5.10, I gave three short vowels for this dialects. However, Shahin 

(2002) argues that there are five lexical short vowels: i u a, as well as the mid vowels 

e and o. Nevertheless, the status of these mid vowels seems at best marginal, if indeed 

they exist. The three examples of short o seem likely to be (phonetically) shortened o 
(lobia 'type of bean', bomali 'pomelo', and the 'endearment' suffix in sid-o 'grandpa' 

and xal-t-o '(maternal) auntie'). These are all realised as [o], and there are no 

examples of 'lax' [::>].It is thus comparable withe [e], as follows. Examples of e are 

of two types. Firstly, those which I think are likely to be (phonetically) shortened e 
(realised as [e)); the example is teta 'grandma'- most other examples of nouns of the 

form CVCV show V1 as a shortened vowel, as in sid-o 'grandpa' (<lsid/) and dud-a 

'worm' (<ldiid/). Secondly, there is e which I think has undergone imiila and 

significant laxing (realised as [e]). This latter e only occurs in the data as the first 
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vowel in a word- notably, with the exception of two verbs, melle, 'he fllled', kela 'he 

fried', always as v. in CVCVC nouns, where V2 is a (they are belad 'country' and 

leban 'yoghurt'). Otherwise, most CVCVC nouns have a harmonised epenthetic [i] or 

[u] as V2- the two exceptions (CVCVC nouns which have V2 as a) are ~mar 'moon' 

and falam 'flag', where imiila would not occur because of the emphatic environment 

or the pharyngeal. The remaining example of e is the adjective selik 'boiled', for 

which I suggest V 2 is not epenthetic but lexical (the corresponding Standard form 

would be saliq, of the form fafil). Moreover, there are no true minimal pairs (in 

particular, no examples of o vs o, e vs a, ore vs i), and, significantly, no examples of 

what she posits as lexical e in the environment of a guttural or emphatic (although she 

does note [p.70] 'faux amis' instances of apparent e and o which are clearly lowered i 

and u after a pharyngeal). The issue of phonemic mid-vowels is also relevant to 

Syrian Arabic, see Table 5.8 on Damascus. 

Lastly, an interesting point argued by Shahin (2002:57), who cites also 

Younes (1993; 1994), is that the rhotic (at least in these rural Palestinian dialects) is 

inherently 'back', i.e. mufaxxam (they both say 'emphatic') r:. and that in certain 

contexts it is 'de-emphaticised' [r], which is what is often found with other dialects 

(see the discussion in Chapter 6). 

5.4.4 Egyptian 

Very broadly, the Egyptian dialects can be divided into two major groups: 

Upper and Lower Egyptian (Cairo is included in the latter).144 These can to a degree 

be characterised by their respective reflexes of *!and *q: g and ? in Cairo and part of 

the Delta, J and g in Upper Egyptian. This typical classification, however, ignores the 

position of the East and Central Sudanese Arabic dialects, and also Nigerian, which 

are generally considered to pattern with Egyptian and should thus be added. 

As noted by Fischer & Jastrow (1980:29), the Egyptian group takes a special 

position between Eastern and Maghribi Arabic. Very roughly, (to the) west of the 

Delta and the Nile Valley, the dialects are often classified as Maghribi. An important 

144 Fischer & Jastrow (1980:29). 
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isogloss runs north-south through the western part of the Delta and very 

approximately along the Nile.145 

Until relatively recently, the dialect of Cairo was seen as the Egyptian dialect 

per se, and little was known about Arabic dialects of the rest of Egypt. While recent 

work is going some way to redress the balance, 146 it has proven difficult to fmd work 

relevant to the purpose of this chapter other than on Cairene. It would perhaps have 

been instructive additionally to be able to detail the sound systems (and emphatic 

behaviour) in, say, an urban Delta dialect such as that of Alexandria, and rural Upper 

Egypt and Middle Egyptian dialects. Up to this point, it seems that it is what may be 

seen as 'rural' dialects which display the most divergence across the Arabic-speaking 

world, and it is therefore these which may be particularly useful to future research on 

this topic. This section therefore details the system of (urban) Cairene, and leaves 

rural Egyptian (and East African) for future research. 

As for the actual classification of Egyptian dialects, the general consensus147 

seems to be: (1) Delta148 (divided into Eastern, Western and Central, with the latter 

including Cairene), (2) Middle Egyptian (from Giza to Asyiit); (3) Upper Egyptian 

(from Asyii~ to the south) - divided into four groups: (i) from Asyii~ to Nagc · 

I;lammadi; (ii) between Nagc I;lammadi and Qena; (iii) between Qena and Luxor; (iv) 

between Luxor and Esna.149 In addition are the Oases dialects of the Western Desert 

(i.e. the Libyan Desert), which are presumably seen as Maghribi dialects, and the 

dialects of central and west Africa, which include at least Nigerian and Sudanese 

Arabic as well as Chadic. This 'belt' of the dialect area stretches from Sudan through 

the Central African Republic, Chad and Cameroon to Nigeria; however, all these are 

14s Versteegh (2001:134-5). The isogloss is the first person singular of the imperfective verb, which in 
Maghribi Arabic is n-, so that 'I write I we write' is n-aktab I n-katb-u in Moroccan, but a-ktob I n-aktob 
in Damascus. 
146 The work of Manfred Woidich and Peter Behnstedt is particularly important in this respect, see in 
particular Behnstedt & Woidich (1985). 
147 Although here I incorporate the conclusion of Woidich (1994) that Cairene is generally central 
Delta. As noted, Holes (2004) classes Cairene along with the major urban centres of the Levant. 
148 The Delta is the part of northern (Lower) Egypt where the River Nile spreads out and drains into the 
Mediterranean. It spreads along the Mediterranean coastline from Alexandria in the west to Port Said in 
the east, and from north to south is about 160 km long, beginning a little north of Cairo. Because it is a 
rich agricultural region, in contrast with much of the rest of Egypt, the population here is much denser 
(with the exception of Cairo itself). 
149 Upper Egypt generally, i.e. roughly to the south of Cairo, is known as the Sa"Id, and Egyptians 
themselves usually call all southern varieties of Egyptian Sa"Idi, in contrast with the prestige dialect of 
Cairo. 
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Bedouin (baggara) dialects, and may in fact tum out to be better classified along with 

the Arabian Bedouin varieties. 

Map5.7 The Egyptian dialect area150 

150 Map egypt_pol97 from the collection of the Perry Castaneda Library, University of Texas, available 
at http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps. 
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Map5.8 The Nile Delta 151 

5.4.4.1 Cairene 

As noted by Watson (2002), Cairene is an urban, innovative dialect. It is also a 

prestige dialect, and often taken as 'standard' Egyptian. Two particularly salient 

features of Cairene for non-Egyptians, and which thus clearly mark out Egyptian 

(more strictly, Cairene) speech, are the g reflex of *j and the stress system under 

which Cairene stresses the penult where other dialects stress the antepenult, e.g. 

Baghdadi madrasa, Cairene madrasa 'school'. Woidich (1994) concludes that 

Cairene is a central Delta dialect, although it shares quite a number of features with 

dialects of the region to its south, probably due to immigration from rural areas, as 

well as displaying innovations of its own. 

151 Map downloaded from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nile_Delta (accessed 3 Aug 2006). 
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Table 5.11 Phonological features of Cairene152 

1 OA q >'}(some lexemes, usually considered classicisms, realised with q) 

OAk>k 

OAJ>g 

2 short vowels: i u a (although the i- u opposition 'reduced', i.e. restricted only 

to certain positions; this is less the case for Cairene than for e.g. Damascene) 

long vowels 'i e a 6 u153 

3 no interdentals: generally, OA {} d t;f > t d rJ. ; some lexemes show OA 

interdentals as sibilants (s z -?:). generally seen as later loans from Standard 

Arabic154 

OA *f/.1 *t;f > rJ. (sometimes -?:) 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics: { ~ rJ.-?: , and marginally r? 1Jl p155 

5 CA has a two-way VOT contrast: t and {have similar VOT values, generally 

slightly aspirated, 156 as per Chapter 2 (see below for discussion of 

palatalisation) 

6 Cairene appears to have a predominantly approximant-type r'57 

7 no resyllabification in guttural contexts (coffee= ahwa) 

8 the minimum domain of spread is the syllable (CV unit) and the maximum is 

the word; according to Hoberman (1989), following Broselow (1976), the 

feature [+CP] is underlyingly associated with lexical emphatics, but spreads 

1s2 Watson (2002}, Fischer & Jastrow (1980). See also Broselow (1976), Behnstedt & Woidich (1985). 
ISJ The diphthongs ay and aw are attested in certain lexemes, mostly considered to be later imports 
from Standard Arabic. Watson (2002:23) suggests that it may be the case that 'coalescence in Cairene 
is a historical process which no longer applies', and she cites evidence in Badawi & Hinds (1986) of 
many items with diphthongs, as well as Broselow (1976:152-3}, who argues that forms adopted in 
Cairene after 'the rule of coalescence dropped out' maintained the diphthongs, since the already 
existing forms with coalesced long vowels were reanalysed as having 'underlying' long mid-vowels. 
IS4 Watson (2002:15). 
Iss Brose1ow (1976) has f tj ~ ~ ( f· Watson (2002:20-1) notes that r is the 'most common and most 
phonemic-like of the marginal phonemes', which is found in loans and 'native words with guttural 
vowels', providing for a number of minimal pairs. There are a few minima] pairs involving p, one with 
V~. and ('phonemic') (is found in the word a((a 'God' and derivatives. 
1s6 For Watson (2002:43}, this means that Cairene emphatics have a [voice] contrast, since Cairene has 
the two four-term systems 1-f, d-tj, s-~. z-~ , i.e. that all voiced obstruents have the (monovalent) feature 
[voice], whereas all voiceless obstruents lack this feature. 
1s7 Heselwood (2007:4) cites Shaheen (1979), who 'did not fmd any stopped realisations in Cairo 
Arabic'. However, note that Watson (2002) analyses Arabic pharyngeals as phonologically emphatic 

laryngeals (i.e. f as an emphatic 7). 
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'automatically' within the syllable (due to the 'universal principles of 

autosegmental spreading', since it is the syllable that is the domain of 

'emphasis'), and in certain contexts to adjacent syllables; he states (p.82) that 

'in Cairene a syllable must be emphatic or plain as a whole - no syllable is part 

emphatic, part plain'. Hoberman summarises Broselow's (1976:45-6) 'rules' 

for L-R and R-L spread: 

1) L-R: 'emphasis spreads from an emphatic syllable to the following 

syllable if the emphatic syllable is closed and the vowel of the 

following syllable is low' 

2) R-L: 'emphasis spreads from an emphatic syllable to the preceding 

syllable in the same word' 

leftward spread does not apply across a word boundary, but rightward spread 

can, if the syllable also crosses a word boundary 

9 Watson (2002:273-7) gives a slightly different analysis (in terms of spread 

being blocked) and shows the following: 

• leftward spread from 'primary' emphatics is unbounded within the 

stem, whereas rightward spread is optionally blocked by non

tautosyllabic [dorsal] vocoids i y 

• for 'secondary' emphatics, Watson (2002:275) notes that p ~ ? are 

extremely marginal, but she shows the behaviour of r as follows: 158 

1) both leftward and rightward spread from r is blocked by i or y 

2) where r is directly adjacent to i or y, it is de-emphaticised and no 

spreading takes place 

3) this de-emphaticisation occurs directly preceding an analytic 

sufftx159 -i (e.g. the relational I nisba ending, as in baJari 'beef 

Iss (Non-emphatic) r is given as a separate phoneme from ('secondary' emphatic) r. However, the 
distribution of non-emphatic r is not entirely clear. That is, although r is apparently de-emphaticised in 
certain contexts, r itself seems to appear always in the context of the back vowel a Iii (or 6). It is a 
somewhat chicken-and-egg situation, in that the appearance of a as back is normally itself triggered by 
emphatics, yet if there is an emphatic r then why does it not occur, for example, with i? The analysis 
thus assumes an emphatic r with a non-emphatic counterpart r, yet the distribution is limited enough to 
question whether there are really two separate phonemes. However, Woidich (2006}, to which I have 
not yet had access, gives minimal pairs for r-r (I thank Janet Watson for bringing this to my attention). 
1s9 Analytical morphology is that occurring at an earlier derivational stage, so that any applicable 
phonological processes occur across the morpheme boundary; non-analytical morphology occurs at a 
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(adj.)'), but not if a suffiX is non-analytic (e.g. the IPS 

possessive -i, as in Pa?ari 'my cows') 

10 there are no analyses to my knowledge of non-segmental triggers of the 

emphatic property in Cairene (i.e. combinations of certain consonants 

appearing to be 'velarised'); however, there are contexts where non-coronal 

consonants are seen as 'emphatic', which I argue are simply not in a front 

context (and in this sense 'neutral'), as discussed in Chapter 6 

A couple of further comments are necessary here. Firstly, Watson (2002:272) 

analyses the lowering of vowels adjacent to pharyngeals and uvulars as an 

instantiation of emphasis spread although the target is adjacent vowels only. 

Additionally, preceding a syllable-fmal pharyngeal, i is lowered to [e] (as in ticmil 

[tE~IDil] 'she does, makes') and u when tautosyllabic with a pharyngeal is lowered to 

[o] (as in hubb [hobb] 'love', yikuhh [yikohh] 'he coughs'). Under this analysis, not 

only the domain of emphasis spread is less, but also the effect. However, there are a 

couple of puzzling facts in the data given. Firstly, in is not clear why V2 has a back 

realisation in qidir [qidir] 'fate'. Compare this with filic [\ile~] 'he went up' (where it 

is presumably r which triggers the realisation of i as [i]), but yikuhh [yikohh] 'he 

coughs' (where the i vowel is realised as [i]).160 It seems unlikely that there is some 

sort of vowel harmony in qidir [qidir], since there is no other evidence of this. Rather, 

it would seem that the [i] realisation is due to the presence of r, which is apparently 

emphatic, and not de-emphaticised by the preceding i. 

In comparison with some other dialects outlined in this chapter, it is apparent 

that Cairene does not seem to equate emphatics (or 'backing') with u-quality. Firstly, 

u and i are distinct in emphatic environments. Secondly, as discussed presently, it 

seems to be i-quality (palatalisation) which is a salient feature of Cairene. Thirdly, an 

interesting point is made in the 'discussion' appended to Ali & Daniloff (1972): 

Harold Paddock notes that his perceptual experiments on Egyptian subjects showed 

later stage (or different level) of the derivation such that the morpheme boundary is 'visible' to the 
phonology. This could be equated to 'level-one' and 'level-two' morphology. See Kaye (1989). 
160 There were no other phonetic transcriptions given to show the realisation of i in words with no 
gutturals or emphatics, but it is presumably either [i], or [I] in closed syllables. 
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that 'Any lowering of F1 (in addition to F2) in the synthetic E[gyptian] C[olloquial] 

A[rabic] syllables was immediately rejected by ECA subjects as rounding rather than 

"emphasis".' This indicates that u-quality is indeed distinct from the emphatic 

property for these speakers. 

Now, lastly, to the palatalisation of coronals, which is an apparently 

increasingly salient feature of Cairene speech.161 The results of Haeri (1997) show 

this to be a fairly recent innovation which is strongest in the speech of (young) 

women, and to affect the coronal stops t f d t;i. It may be weak palatalisation [tJ] [di], or 

strong palatalisation [tJ] [d3], and is triggered by a following y i i, epenthetic [1] or 

occasionally e. There are two potentially interesting points arising: the first concerns 

the nature of the emphatic, and the second relates to voicing contrasts. 

Firstly, there is an apparent hierarchy in terms of the target is t > f > d > t;l (i.e. 

tis most likely and t;ileast likely to undergo palatalisation). This at first glance seems 

puzzling since one would expect the emphatics to be least likely to undergo 

palatalisation. However, Haeri (1997:57) notes that 'pharyngealization' is weaker in 

Cairene than in other dialects, and concludes that f 'loses its pharyngealization 

variably' and becomes 'plain' (i.e. non-emphatic). Although she does not present any 

acoustic evidence, her implication is that the emphatics become non-emphatic when 

palatalised. There is no discussion of how palatalisation affects other segments in 

words which would normally be entirely emphatic. 

The second point concerns aspiration: Haeri (1997:48) shows that tin hayiiti 

'my life' has a significantly longer VOT lag when strongly palatalised (106ms in this 

one example) than when weakly palatalised (56ms)!62 The fact that this lengthened 

VOT is concomitant with degrees of palatalisation implies that non-palatalised 

voiceless stops (i.e. t) are probably 'plain' voiceless and that the slight voicing delay 

(as seen in Chapter 2) does not relate to distinctive aspiration. 

161 Haeri (1992, 1997). 
162 Unfortunately, no other measurements were given for comparison; in particular it would have been 
interesting to compare the VOT of non-palatalised t, especially since the value of the weakly 
palatalised t seems significantly higher than the measurements for t (and 0 obtained by Heselwood 
(1996), as shown in Chapter 2. Haeri gives these two measurements to show the difference between 
weakly palatalised and strongly palatalised stops. 
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5.4.5 Maghribi163 

The Maghribi, or Western dialect group is generally thought to be broadly divided 

into two major sub-groups, Pre-Hilali and Hilali, which are then classified as 

follows: 164 

A) Pre-Hilali: sedentary dialects of North Africa, spoken in cities, the Tunisian 

Sahel, and regions north of some of the large urban centres Constantine, 

Tlemcen and Fes: 

(1) (eastern) pre-Hilali: Libya, Tunisia, eastern Algeria (characterised by the 

preservation of three short vowels) 

(2) (western) pre-Hilali: Morocco (Rabat and Fes) and western Algeria (they 

only have two short vowels and use waJ:ul + tJl- as definite article) 

B) Hilali group: Bedouin dialects of North Africa (Bedouin dialects are spoken 

not only in the rural areas but also some cities Bedouinised at a later date, e.g. 

Tripoli; Libya is largely Bedouin-speaking): 

(1) Sulaym (in the East): Libya and southern Tunisia 

(2) Eastern Hilal: central Tunisia and eastern Algeria 

(3) Central Hilal: south and central Algeria, especially the border areas of 

the Sahara 

(4) Macqil: western Algeria and Morocco (including Casablanca), the 

l;lassaniyya dialect of Mauritania 

163 For a general study of the dialects of the Maghrib, see Marcais ( 1977). 
164 Versteegh (2001:164). 
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Map5.9 The Maghribi dialect area (North Africa/65 

5.4.5.1 (Sedentary) Moroccan 

The data here are taken from Heath (1987) and relate to the dialect of the Fes I 

Meknes region of the central plains of Morocco. This is a sedentary western pre-Hilali 

dialect. Heath calls it MCA, Moroccan Colloquial Arabic, thus assuming it as 

somewhat of a standard for (sedentary) Moroccan Arabic. 

165 Map africa_refOl from the collection of the Perry Castaneda Library, University of Texas, available 
at http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps. 
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Map5.10 Morocco showing Fes and Meknes 166 
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Table 5.12 Phonological features of Fes I Meknes Moroccan 

1 OA *q>q 

OA *k > k 

OA *]> i 

1. Heath notes 3 'full' vowels, but is 'reluctant to call /i a ul "long" V s, 

since they have no one-to-one relationship to shorter counterparts' 167 and 

are not phonetically long, although they roughly correspond to OA *z ii 

u; these vowels are subject to allophonic variation depending on C 

environment, especially a > backed '~:t' word-finally and next to 

emphatics, and a 'when all adjoining Cs are plain'; i = 'i' and u = 'u' 

except in 'pharyngealized' environments, when they are 'e' and 'o' 

166 Map morocco_sm_2007 from the collection of the Perry Castafieda Library, University of Texas, 
available at http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps. 
167 Heath (1987:23). 
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respectively 

2. OA short vowels (*i a u) in MCA = 'unrounded a' and 'rounded u'; 

schwa 'a' has values ranging from [i]-[~]-[a]; 'u' ranges from [u]-[o]-

both of these are positionally restricted (word-medial only); ·n· 
'regularly adjoins a velar or uvular C' (for which reason Heath proposes 

a set of labiovelars/uvulars, kw etc, meaning that 'u' would be a variant 

of schwa. and schwa then 'epenthetic') 

OA *ay and aw generally > i u 

3 OA interdentals are generally stops (8 > t, d > d, t! > 4) 

realisation of OA *t;ll *t! > t;l 

4 lexical (segmental) emphatics: ( ~ t;l ~ r168 

5 VOT contrasts: t has a 'heavily aspirated and often affricate-like release ... while 

It/ consistently has an abrupt release' , 169 q is 'consistently glottalized, with 

little or no aspiration, while lk/ is never glottalized and usually aspirated' 170 

6 the realisation of f may be similar to the more conservative dialects above: 'it 

lacks a true fricative constriction. It has some characteristics of a stop ... ln 

MCA, it is not glottalized as in is in Mauritanian Hassaniya' 171 

7 no resyllabification in guttural contexts: due to the vowel system, MCA has 

strings of Cs not permitted in other dialects, 'coffee' = qhwa 

8 domains of spread of the emphatic property: within the stem, coronals tend to 

harmonise in terms of emphatic I non-emphatic; some exceptions indicate that 

spread is generally leftwards (and much less rightwards); vowel alternations 

are a little more complex: see Chapter 6 

9 potential blockers to the spread of the emphatic property: there are some 

168 In Moroccan Arabic, r and r are phonemically distinct, although Heath (1987) analyses some 
instances as predictable, indicating that historically it was generally predictable but that it has split into 
rand r. although their distribution is not (yet?) quite parallel to that of the other coronal emphatics, and 
Heath suggests that 'the separate-phoneme model is gradually displacing the allophonic one' (p.298). 
Moreover, unlike other dialects, 'phonemic' r apparently has long-range effects exactly like the other 
coronal emphatics. This is discussed in Chapter 6, following. Cantineau (1946) also states that 
Moroccan has both lexical r and r (he specifically contrasts this with I:Iorani, which has only r. as 
discussed, which 'de-emphaticises' next to 1). 
169 Heath (1987:17). 
170 Heath (1987:13). Zeroual (2002) also shows a three-way voicing contrast for the Moroccan dialect 
of Oujda, a city in north-east Morocco close to the Algerian border (and also a sedentary dialect). 
171 Heath (1987:13). 
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instances of sty blocking rightward spread 

10 virtually all instances of emphatic presence were due to segmental coronal 

emphatics or uvulars 

5.5 Conclusion 

To conclude this chapter, I shall reiterate that the main aim was to show the sound 

systems of the contemporary Arabic dialects, according to the traditional five-group 

classification, and to see how emphatics fit into this. Due to the limitations of a 

project of this size, this has had to be kept briefer than it could have been, and while a 

representative of each dialect group has been detailed, the Cairene and Maghribi 

groups are under-represented in this survey. In terms of general sound systems and 

emphatics, there does seem to be a pattern in which the Bedouin-type dialects have 

'back' contexts (typically seen as 'emphatic') in which there are no coronal emphatics, 

but where the 'emphasis' seems due to combinations of certain consonants. The 

intended focus of future research is therefore to see the extent to which this may or 

may not be true of varying types of north Mrican and rural Egyptian dialects, and also 

the q11ltu Mesopotamian dialects (as discussed). 

Generally, as is known, the Bedouin( -origin) dialects, as well as many rural 

Levantine, tend to have g < *q (sometimes c <*k and]< g <*q), they retain the OA 

interdentals, they have a three-way voicing contrast, and perhaps a 'stronger' 

(creakier and more stop-like, rather than approximant-like) pharyngeal f. Moreover, 

these dialects are those which tend to be thought of as having more 'emphaticness, or 

at least being more 'guttural'. From much of the details and data in this chapter, the 

reason does not seem entirely clear, and the spreading of the emphatic property itself 

(into coronals) doesn't seem to differ considerably. Certainly as far as the coronals are 

concerned, most dialects report leftward spread and limited or variable rightward 

spread, and that affual coronals only become 'emphatic' when directly adjacent to a 

stem emphatic. What seems to be different is the number of 'back' segments a system 

has, and how this in some dialects seems to result in sequences of certain segments 

which are seen as emphatic, and which seem to involve labials and velars. Looked at 

in reverse, we could therefore say that some dialects seem to have more 'front' 
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contexts, typically signalled by i, where other dialects have more prominent u

contexts along with 'back' labials and velars. In Chapter 6, following, I therefore 

investigate this angle, and I argue that 'emphatic' is not the same as u-quality (I argue 

that there are [A]-domains and in some dialects [U]-domains), and, moreover, I argue 

that these typically oppose i-quality (or [1]-domains). It is this u-quality which has 

been associated with 'emphasis', but which I argue is different. In dialects without 

such prominent u-quality, it is contexts in which there is no i-quality or a-quality 

which cause problems in analysis of 'emphasis' spread. In this sense, it is the i-quality 

which needs investigating. 

We could also make the point here that since dialects seem to have a 'front'

'back' contrast, the 'back' contrast can be more or less 'velarised' according to the 

dialect. That is, in some dialects 'backness' is phonetically more velarised, whereas in 

other dialects 'backness' (not necessarily the emphatics, although they may be less 

pharyngealised I uvularised) is signalled predominantly by non-front vowels. Whether 

the dialect chooses to signal these oppositions with domains that are phonetically 

strongly velarised vs something more plain, or whether the contrast is more one of 

'backness' vs palatalisation is a phonetic choice. However, what this chapter has 

sought to discover is whether or not this corresponds to any other variables of the 

(segmental aspects of the sound) system, and whether this can be correlated with 

dialect type. 
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Chapter6 

The Behaviour of Arabic Emphatics: Domains and Elements 

The objective of this chapter is to investigate more closely how Arabic emphatics 

work, and in particular to look at those environments where the traditional generative 

analysis is that 'emphasis' spreads across, or is triggered by, non-coronals. Therefore, 

I go back to the representational framework presented in Chapter 3 and show how this 

is crucial in understanding the behaviour of the various segments in Arabic, looking at 

data from a representative sample of dialects. I begin by looking at Muslim Baghdadi 

(MB), in particular because this is one of the dialects in which there are clearly very 

back contexts in which the traditional coronal emphatics play no part. I then compare 

other dialects with MB to see what generalisations emerge with reference to the type 

of dialect: §6.2 deals with l;lorani, §6.3 with Damascus Arabic, and §6.4 with an 

urban Moroccan dialect. 

6.1 Muslim Baghdadi 1 

In this section I consider the case of Muslim Baghdadi (gilit Mesopotamian). I look at 

data showing coronal emphatics, and also at data showing both 'front' and 'back' 

contexts. This involves a more formal account of what I see as imiila. As discussed 

previously, imiila means 'inclination' (of ii towards [re:]-[e:]), and it is well known 

that short a also tends to raise in most dialects to [re]-[e], and that this happens 

generally in non-guttural, non-emphatic contexts. The medieval grammarian 

Sibawayh uses the term to refer to the fronting I raising of ii, and sees imiila as an 

active process which may be blocked by the presence of the mustacliya consonants~ ( 

f) t;f q y x, and also by r when this precedes the ii (i.e. r when not 'de-emphaticised'). I 

extend this notion of imiila somewhat to mean the i-effects induced not just by i but 

also the 'front' (i-quality) consonants. In this sense, my analysis harks back to the 

intuitions of the early Arab grammarians and goes somewhat against the more recent 

generative analyses. 

1 See Chapter 5, §5.4.2.1. 
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The situation in MB vis-a-vis emphatics is further rather complicated by the 

appearance of what seem to be u-domains, by which I mean the appearance of an u

type vowel (where other dialects would have ani-type or schwa-type vowel), or the 

combination of labials with certain consonants which then seem to be 'back' and are 

often seen as emphatic. 

The emphatics themselves ({ ~ if) seem to spread into other coronals (t s d) 

generally leftwards, and rightwards optionally.2 Into suffixes, the spread appears to 

occur optionally if the coronal emphatic is directly adjacent to a suffixal coronal. 

Generally, (historical) emphatic coronals rarely become non-emphatic, 3 so, for 

example, t >{,but rarely { > t. The following data show stem-initial (and one example 

of stem-medial) emphatics with a non-emphatic coronal to the right:4
• 
5 

(1) ~limit-a [~a:mit£] 'silent (f.s.)' 

{umas [~vmas] 'he got bogged down' 

{umas-at [~vmset] 'she got bogged down' 

{ass-a [~sset 'hole (in the road)' 

{as it [~AJit] 'wash basin' 

{lis-a [~a:se] 'drinking cup' 

{aqis [~Aq1IS] 'weather' 

fu{as [f~sf 'he dropped dead' 

2 Optional rightward spread appears to involve initial~· OA *~awt in MB may be realised as ~of (as per 
Woodhead & Beene, 1967}, although I have heard from other MB infonnants ~ot. 
3 One exception is marit;l [meri:O] < OA *marit;l 'ill (m.s.)', although this is anomalous, since the same 

root also gives rise to tmarrat;l [tnwTA~] 'he got ill' and marit;la [meri:~] 'ill (f.s.)'. Clearly here the r 
is not 'backed' because of the following 'i, since nonnally the sequence mar is backed, as in marra 
[~) 'time, occasion', marr [mArr] 'he passed (by)', mara [mAr;)] 'woman', marga [mArgll]. In 
marid [meri:O] the 'i appears to have de-emphaticised the r meaning that thus the mar sequence is no 
longer a 'back' domain and is subject to imiila; moreover, when t,l has no following vowel to serve as a 
cue, it also de-emphaticises. 
4 In common with other dialects, leftward spread of the emphatic property (which I argued in Chapter 3 
is the element [A]) occurs even where a palatal or long 'i intervenes, e.g. ~ayfara < OA *sayfara. 
5 Data as per Woodhead & Beene (1967}, checked with a MB infonnant (whence the phonetic 
realisations). In these sets of data I demarcate affixes for clarity. 
6 The vowels in many dialects of Arabic are peculiarly unstable. In this context, following an emphatic 
(but here, since the following 'front' s has a following vowel which serves as a salient enough cue to its 

non-emphaticness, the vowel following the emphatic seems 'fully emphatic'), the vowel is [A] because 

it is short, although the target is probably [a]. 
7 The short a vowel here is not 'fully emphatic' (i.e. [A]), neither is it 'front' (i.e. [e)). It is transitional 
between the two. In slower speech, it may sound somewhat more of a glide from one to the other. In 
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All other examples of words with more than one of t s d ( ~ t;f had either both 

emphatic or both non-emphatic, but in all of the emphatic words it seems that the 

emphatic property either spreads from the rightward-most ( ~ t;l, or that there is 

reduplication. (2) shows examples of words with more than one coronal emphatic, 

where the spread can either be assumed to be leftward, or it is clearly reduplication: 

(2a) #ra( [~JrAtl 'he gulped (food)' 

#(ar [~.IW] 'he chopped (meat)' 

t;layu( - t;fayi( [ (}AifiJtl - [ 9AHJtl8 'pressure' 

(awwa( [~WWAtl 'he hooted (the hom)' 

#mf( [~IIDIJtJ 'simit (like bagel)' 

(2b) ~ur~ur [~v~vr1 'cockroach; cricket' 

(an( an-a [~~E] 'it hummed, buzzed' 

(am( am [~~] 'he covered (sth) up' 

t;faft;faf [gA~gA~] 'he weakened (sth)' 

However, the question arises as to what is generally assumed to be synchronic 

spreading of the emphatic. Written forms are generally used as a basis for deciding 

which consonant is the lexical emphatic. For example, in *sa( I 'pail', written Arabic 

encodes the assumption that the ( is lexically emphatic, so that where dialects 

overwhelmingly (in this example, to my knowledge) have both~ and(, e.g. MB ~a(al, 

it appears to be R-L spread. One may refute not only that the (apparently archaic) 

written form is relevant to synchronic processes, but also that any dialect of Arabic 

would ever have realised such a form with s-(-1 (rather than ~+l). However, what is 

evident is that for many dialects, roots contain either <;-<; or <;-C, but not C-<; (i.e. an 

emphatic coronal may precede a non-emphatic coronal, but generally not vice versa). 

The emphatic property does not spread into afflxal consonants unless they are 

directly adjacent to a primary emphatic, and word-fmally (i.e. rightwards) this appears 

faster speech, it sounds more like 'plain' [a], which is how I have notated it here. In some other 
examples of such conflicting environments, I have notated the glide-vowel as heard. 
8 This variation may perhaps be dialectal, i.e. a xaii-type ('original' Baghdadi) speaker may be more 
likely to use {fayu( and a (abb-type (mixed or of rural origin) Baghdadi speaker may be more likely to 
use {fayi(. My informant for this set of data used both. Historically, the root is *{1-y-(. 
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to be optional (i.e. there is variation between emphatic ~ and non-emphatic t). The 

examples below show prefues (3a) and suffixes (3b): 

(3a) sta-w~an [sta~] - [sto~] 'he settled down' 

t-waf/f/af [lwA()()Af] 'he got a job' 

ta-w#ya [taw~1ije] '(on) commission' 

t-f/axxum [ta()A)C)Cl)m] - e1(}(}A)C)Cl)m] 'you (m.s.) inflate (sth)' 

da-t-f/axxum [ de()()AXXlJm] 'you're inflating (sth)' 

yi-t-~iifah fii~a:fah] 'it's overflowing (m.s.)' 

1-~ifil r~t•fiiJ 'the child' 

1-~ur~ur [:~~~l)~l)r] 'the cockroach; cricket' 

(3b) f/axxam-t [(}A)C)CAmlt] 'I inflated (sth)' 

yila~-tu [lf)lA~tu] - [lf)lA~~\1] 'you (pl.) made a mistake' 

gamba~-ti (gAmbA~ti]- (gAmbA~~wl] 'you (f.s.) squatted' 

The data in (3a) show that coronals in a prefix are realised as emphatic only 

when they are directly adjacent to a ('primary') emphatic, and in (3b) that coronals in 

a suffu may only be realised as emphatic when they are directly adjacent to a 

('primary') emphatic, and that this is optional. My informant produced the emphatic 

forms [IfJI.A~~\11 and [gAmbA~~wi] only in citation form, and preferred my realisations 

without the emphatic. This point will be returned to presently after I show what 

happens to suffual vowels next to an emphatic. 

First, however, to the issue of the spread of the emphatic property itself. I 

claim that generally, within roots, [A] spreads from ~ ~ f/ into t s d, in a leftward 

direction. How far this is synchronic is not clear, since this appears to be the case 

across most dialects for which analyses have been presented. Therefore, the majority 

of these cases may be claimed to be lexical roots such as ~-~-1 (not *s-~-1, despite the 

written form). Nevertheless, I suggest that this occurs at a consonantal level (and 

along an [A] tier), and is thus somewhat separate from the remaining issues to be 

discussed in this section. However, in the case of suffues (as seen in (3b), above), 

what does seem to be synchronic (evidenced by alternations) is that when consonants 
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are directly adjacent, they assimilate in terms of 'emphaticness'. One does not need a 

suprasegmental analysis of this case, since it is local and limited (and also, in MB, 

optional when rightwards). This could therefore be seen as segmental [A]-spread. 

Returning to the issue of suffual vowels, a fmal emphatic causes the -a vowel 

of both the feminine suffix (tii marbufa) and the masculine object suffu, to be 

realised as [e] rather than[£] (4a-d):9 

(4a) yalf-a [I!Al~e] '(a) mistake' 

(4b) ratfratf-a [rA()rA()e] 'he smashed it to pieces' 

(4c) sail-a [s£11£] '(a) basket' 

dabk-a10 [d£bk£] '(a) (type ot) dance' 

(4d) sagg-a [J£gg£] 'he tore it up' 

It is also pertinent here to discuss the identity of the feminine suffix in 

Baghdad Iraqi, as in many dialects it is given as -i. In MB, the evidence is that the 

feminine suffix is indeed -a, although in non-back I non-emphatic contexts it is 

realised word-fmally as [£],which in fast speech is somewhat schwa-like (because it 

is word-fmal and unstressed). In 'back' or emphatic contexts it is lower and sounds 

much more like a rather low schwa, which I notate as [e]. The target appears to be [a], 

but because it is word-fmal and post-tonic it is produced more centrally.11 However, 

when this suffu is in construct state (and followed by a possessor nominal), the 

'epenthetic' t shows up. This I analyse as a 'floating' t, so that the feminine suffix is 

actually -a(t). The realisation of this suffix when not word-fmal gives the clue as to its 

identity. That is, if the feminine suffix were actually -i(t) (as it is in some other 

dialects), then one would expect this in non-backed contexts to show up as [It] when 

non-fmal (and thus stressed), so that the apparent (fmal) [£]form would be a very lax 

9 In fact, this vowel is very schwa-like in MB, and the difference is really between a slightly lowered 
schwa[~]- [u] and a schwa with some i-quality, which I notate as [e). After a pharyngeal, the vowel is 
lower and less schwa-like [a]. 
10 Also dabta [debtJe]. 
11 It should also be noted that the vowel notated as [A], which is (short) a in emphatic I 'back' contexts 

has as its target [a], which is more apparent when an informant repeats a word very slowly or syllable 

by syllable. When a is long, it is much more clearly [a:]. 
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[1]. This is not the case, as exemplified by the data below, of which the base fonns all 

end in the feminine -a(t) (with stress notated): 

(Sa) san-a+ha [
1sene] [se1nethe] 'her year' 

simc-a+na [
1simtJe] [sim1tJetne] 'our fish' 

hciiy-a+ha [eh1tJa:je] [~tJa: 1jethe] 'her story' 

(5b) barr-a+ha [
1bA«g) [bA~·rethe 112 'her duck' 

qur~-a + xubuz [•qvr~g] [ 1QIJ~at •xvbuz]13 'round of (flat) 

bread' 

(5c) tiffiih-a+a [ttf'fa:ha] 14 [ttf'fa:hate] 'his apple' 

The data above show that the feminine suffix is [e] after a 'front' consonant 

(although when fmal and unstressed, it is reduced and sounds rather schwa-like). 

After an emphatic, a is realised when fmal and unstressed as a rather low schwa, but 

in construct, when both stressed and not fmal, the realisation is somewhat transitional 

12 I transcribe a between {and t rather narrowly as [A£] since in slower speech there is a change in 

quality between [A] and [£](which could equally be transcribed as [Ar]). This vowel is rather variable, 

with the quality closer sometimes to [A], sometimes to[£]. In fast speech it often sounds more like [a] 

or even [re], so that one may prefer to notate it as[~] or as [f] depending on whether it is thought of as 

raised [A] or lowered [£]. Strictly speaking, it seems to be neither exactly, but more of a transition 
between the two. In the slightly less narrow transcription of the same vowel inju{as (in (1) above), I 

use [a], i.e. [fiJ~]. For other front consonants, e.g. n, when a vowel follows, the preceding a has a 

slightly more [A] quality, although slightly raised. I have transcribed this as [A] in {an{an-a [WllAO£] (in 

(2b) above), but there is a slight raised I fronted off-glide, so in fast speech perhaps more narrowly [A8
], 

but in slow speech where the syllables are demarcated, this is realised as [lAO (An£]. Thus, the back vs 
front quality of then is phonetic rather than a phonemic contrast (unlike t vs {),firstly, and secondly 

because the vowel following n is fronted [£] this provides a salient enough cue that the preceding a 
may remain predominantly low. Also, because the vowel is not stressed it is rather centralised anyway. 
13 The a after~ in qur~at xubuz is again hard to identify, but perhaps closest to [a]. This is likely due to 
the fact that in this example it is unstressed, since in stressed position, as in qur~atna 'our disc', then it 
is similar to that following {, thus [qvr'~A£tn£] - [qvr'~Artn£], although again, because of its transitional 
nature between emphatic and non-emphatic, it is particularly hard to identify. Moreover, generally, 
short vowels are extremely unstable in MB (as in many other dialects of Arabic). Often, short vowels 
are either slightly higher or slightly lower or slightly more rounded, with other nuances depending on 
surrounding consonants. The clearest instances are stressed a [£] in entirely front contexts, or after a 

pharyngeal, [a], or instances of stressed i in front contexts [1]. Otherwise, the short vowels can be very 

indistinct (indeed, literWJy transitions, i.e. harakiit), and they vary from utterance to utterance. 
14 This is a good example of where MB seems to have merged i and u. Woodhead & Beene (1967) give 
this as ti.ffiiha '(an) apple', but my informant's realisation of the i vowel wasn't [1], although perhaps 
not as rounded as [u], and slightly higher than [a]. It is unstressed, and between ('front' unrounded) t 
and (round)f, so in fast speech it is unclear whether it has more of ani quality or more of an u quality, 
or whether it is simply schwa. One may prefer to transcribe this narrowly as [iu] or WJ. 
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between low and mid(-front), but noticeably different from 'front' [e]. After a 

pharyngeal, this vowel is [a]- a slightly front-of-central low (unround) vowel. Lastly, 

when thetis realised (in construct state), the preceding a vowel is noticeably affected, 

presumably partly to cue the presence oft (signalling that it is not(). 

To recap, the argument is that in MB, the feminine suffix is -a(t), and likewise 

that the masculine possessive is -a and the feminine possessive -ha (not -i(t), -i, -hi). 

MB shows interesting differences from other dialects when labials and velar k 

and g are looked at. Firstly, in certain contexts, the labials seem to induce a u-type 

environment, while in other environments they seem subject to an i-type environment. 

Secondly, the velar g (generally < OA q)15 in combination with labials towards the 

beginning of a word is generally an u-type domain, in contrast with k, which seems 

generally to be 'front', except where next to u (not a) when it is then not front. Lastly, 

g word-finally usually triggers suffixal [e], indicating frontness in this context, unless 

there is a preceding u and an emphatic. Compare the suffixal forms of the following 

data, which reveal whether the stem-fmal consonant is 'front' or not: 

(6) back front 

a. gu~b-a --e 'straw' 

¢arb-a --e '(a) hit, blow' 

~urr-a --e 'navel, belly' 

gabl-a --e 'before him' 

gamr-a --e 'moonlight' 

jarb-a16 
--e 'mangy (f.s.)' 

galb-a --e 'his heart' 

rukb-a11 
--e 'knee ' 

labw-a --e 'lionness' 

15 As noted above, not all cases of OA q become MB g; in many cases q is indeed realised. In a handful 
of cases, the reflex is k. This latter seems to obtain in i-environments, which the k reflex then enhances. 
Examples are wakit 'time' and kital'he killed'. 
16 The]here is a front context, so the word is realised as [d3erbu], i.e. the a is realised like [e], but more 

centralised, perhaps more like [£3
]. The r is not entirely front, but neither is it entirely back. 

17 The u is slightly lowered [rukbu], in comparison with tunga 'large clay water pot' [nmge], in which u 
has a slight i quality (although not [y]). The u is not exactly the same as in rufba '{ripe) date', which is 

slightly lower, i.e. [ru~bu] - [ro~bu]. The quality of the u in rukba indicates that the r is back, but that 
the k is not inherently back, although it sounds somewhat back here, although not actually 'emphatic'. 
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galub-ha -he 'her heart' 

b. faras-a 18 -£ 'his horse' 

gamz-a 19 -£ '(a) jump, leap' 

ragg-a20 -£ 'turtle' 

gamrag-ha21 -h£ 'he customs-inspected it 

(f.s.)' 

What is intriguing in the data is that g word-fmally is front, whereas word

initially, and where no non-emphatic coronal or palatal is present, g is 'back'. In 

contrast, k tends to be front: 

(7) karrada [kerra:de]- [karra:de] Karrada (district 

in Baghdad) 

kammal [kemm£1] 'he completed' 

karrah [kerrah] - [karrah] 'he made hate' 

karam-a [karAme] 'his generosity' 

kahrab-a [kahrAbe] 'it electrocuted 

him' 

gadd [gedd] 'equal to' 

gamma/ [gAIDIDAl] 'he got lice' 

garrab [gArrAb] 'he brought close' 

garraf [gArra\'] 'he made bald' 

gahwa [gahwe] - [gahwe] 'coffee' 

18 The first syllable here is clearly 'back', and the word is realised as [fArase]. 
19 This example has an initial 'back' syllable and is realised as [gAillZ£]. The verbal form gammaz 'he 

jumped around' is realised as [gAIDIDaz] if not actually [gAIDIDuaz] or [gAIDIDAaz]. 
20 Again, the fU"St syllable is emphatic, i.e. [rAgge]. 
21 The base of this form is realised as [gAmmg], which is interesting because it shows that the fmal g is 
not 'back', although the rest of the word is (including the r, which is clear because if the r were 'front' 

then the realisation would be *[gAmr£g]). If the fmal g were 'back', then not only the suffix would be 
[h~]. but the fmal syllable would have the backed a, i.e. *[gAIDI'Ag]. This example shows that analyses 
whereby the labials or g are emphatic in the same sense as f ~ ¢do not entirely make sense. 
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The data indicate that g is 'back' in combination with labials or emphatics, but 

if a 'front' consonant is present then it doesn't appear to be 'back'. However, k is 

generally front, and in 'conflicting' environments (before r or a labial where the latter 

is not in a 'front' environment) behaves like any 'front' consonant; compare karrah 

above with tarrab [tarrAb]- [terrAb] 'he got (sth.) dusty'. 

Additionally, whereas the labials in combination with r (where no i is present) 

or g (where no i or front consonant is present) seem to be back (in that they yield [A]), 

they seem to become fronted where a front consonant or vowel is present. 22 The 

following data exemplifies more labial contexts, with (Sa) showing labials in a front 

context, while (Sb) shows labials in a back context, and (Sc) shows conflicting 

environments: 

(Sa) balad [beled] 'country' 

~udfa [~udfe] 'coincidence' 

be¢ ( <OA *bay¢l3 [biA{)] - [bie{)] 'eggs' 

ywaswas [jweswes] 'he whispers' 

kitab [k.Iteb] 'he wrote' 

/abba [lebbe] '(a) kick' 

(abiba [~bi:be] 'doctor (f.s.)' 

(Sb) gaml [gAmul] 'louse' 

gumar [gumM] 'moon' 

gabur [gAbur] 'grave' 

bag gal [bAgga:l] 'grocer' 

rukba [rukbe] 'knee' 

22 Here, the [e] realisation of a also counts as front. Also, where I is usually front, it can be emphatic 
where a historical q has become g (and apparently left a trace of its [A], which is interpreted on the ?), 

or next to another coronal emphatic (f ~ t/). Examples of this are ga?ub-ha [g.Alubh-e] 'her heart', baUaf 
'he paved'. 
23 This example is interesting because it shows that b before e is not back. In MB, long e (most often 
from OA *ay) induces a glide effect (somewhat like [ie] or [Cje] on certain preceding consonants, 
which are the (non-emphatic) coronals (and palatals}, the labials, and the velars. It does not occur if the 
preceding consonant is uvular (x y}, pharyngeal, laryngeal or emphatic. For example, the following 
words all have the off-glide: bet 'house', mez 'table', ~n 'good, well', les 'why?', kef'mood, will', sef 

'sword',liget 'I found'; the following words do not have this offglide: hel 'cardamom', hel 'more, very 

much' [southern dialect], xel 'horses', wei 'woe', fen 'eye', ~ef 'summer', rei 'railway', t;fef'guest'. 
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rugba [rugbe] 'neck' 

buram [burAIIl] 'he plaited' 

gema?4 [gielllM] '(buffalo) cream' 

(abb-a [~bbe] 'he entered it (m.)' 

(8c) gab ban [gAbban] 'he weighed' 

gammaz [gAmmaz] 'he leapt around' 

gamza (gAIDZ£] '(a) jump' 

The data clearly show that where there is no clear front consonant, 25 labials are 

apparently 'back'. Where there is an adjacent front consonant, [e] (fronted) variant of 

the vowel a caused by a front consonant, or front vowel (i or e), then labials are in a 

'front' context, and can trigger the [e] variant of the a suffiX. Lastly, where there is a 

conflicting environment, as in (8c ), where the labial is flanked by a front and a back 

environment, while the labial itself is apparently back (otherwise *[gebben], 

*[gemmez], *[gemze]), there is no 'emphatic' property that spreads into the following 

front consonant, and the vowel caught in this conflicting environment is neither [e] 

nor [A]. As seen, k does not behave like g here, so kammal [kemm£1] 'he completed' 

compares with gamma/ [gAmmAl] 'he got lice'. 

Overall, while much of the data shows predictable front and back contrasts, 

there are times when the situation is somewhat circular (or 'chicken-and-egg'), in that 

e.g. a consonant is front because of the presence of the [e] realisation of a, yet this [e] 

itself only appears in certain contexts. Moreover, some consonants seem rather 

chameleon-like in that their allegiances change readily. This applies to r l g, in 

particular, although the labials also behave slightly oddly. Lastly, there are occasions 

where k, although usually 'front', seems in an otherwise non-front context to be itself 

non-front. This is seen in rukba [rukbe] 'knee', where k seems to be de-fronted, in 

that it doesn't trigger *[be], and the preceding vowel is u (not i, i.e. *rikba, in which 

24 The initial g here also shows the glide discussed previously, and the actual realisation can vary, i.e. 
(giE:IDAr)- (giEIDAr). 
25 In (8b), both gamul 'louse' and baggiil 'grocer' are usually transcribed with an emphatic?. since it 
triggers the back [u) variant of suffixes. However, this lis itself predictable in this context, since if i 
were present l (and in the frrst case then the whole word) would be 'front', i.e. *[gemi:l). In rukba, 
while k is generally (if anything) 'front', here it is apparently not front following r and u, and thus the 
fmal b triggers the [ u) variant of the suffix. 
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case it would be realised as [nkbe]). Therefore, it seems that velars are susceptible to 

u-quality (i.e. the so-called 'back' k and g are velarised). This is also evidenced by the 

fact that uvular q behaves like an emphatic k, i.e. q is like k with [A] quality, whereas 

these apparently 'back' realisations of k and g are not actually uvular. 

Overall, therefore, it seems that there are general 'domains' which seem 

flagged as i-domains or u-domains. In the case of emphatics, pharyngeals and uvulars 

(x and y}, there also seem to be a-domains. The emphatics per se do not seem to be u

domains, since they occur with i but without any 'unbacking' or de-emphasis. 26 

However, since the effect on this i is backing, the realisations may be something like 

[t], or without i-quality and closer to schwa [a]. An u does sometimes show up here, 

but usually where there is a (back) labial in the word, and this too can alternate with 

schwa: 

(9) (irab 

(irah 

(irad 

[~trAb] - UvrAb] 

[ ~trah] - Uarah] 

[ ~trad] - [ ~arad] 

'he was mesmerised' 

'he laid flat' 

'he banished, drove away' 

The form I verbal template (CVCVC), as above, is apparently a-a, which is 

generally notated as i-a, since this is what is most commonly found. However, where 

the first two consonants are a labial and an emphatic (in either order), u-a obtains 

(this generally does not occur where an emphatic co-occurs with anything other than a 

labial). Examples are as follows:27 

26 There are a few interesting counter-examples to this. Firstly, as noted above, maru;f [meri:()] is 

usually entirely non-emphatic, although cf. tmarrat/ [tnwTA"] 'he got ill' and maru;fa [meri:~] -
[meri:()e] 'ill (f.s.)'. Secondly, OA *waqt is generally wakit [w~klt]- [wAklt]; it may be heard as waqit, 
but is much more often wakit, as in Iwakit 'what time?'. This indicates that q is 'emphatic' or 'back' k, 
and shows that k often seems to be the front counterpart to q (and thus often to its common reflex g). 
While k doesn't become q, the reverse is attested in some words, generally where there is a front 
context. g seems to arise from q where a back context is clear. 
27 Data from Woodhead & Beene (1967), although checked with informants. The pharyngeal 
environment is not notated in W&B (the ftrst vowel is given as i in these contexts), but my informants 
clearly had a in V 1 where there was a pharyngeal. 
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(10)28 u-verbs i-verbs 

~umax 'he endured' kitab 'he wrote' 

ifuba{ 'he controlled' tibaf 'he followed' 

ifufar 'he plaited' silab 'he robbed' 

{umas 'he sank down' #qal 'he polished' 

rufas 'he kicked' bizaf 'he became exasperated' 

bu{al 'it became invalid' sihar 'he stayed awake' 

buras 'he knocked down' simaf 'he heard' 

bu~ar 'he beat (up)' ~i{ar 'he chopped' 

fuqad 'he lost' {ilag 'he divorced' 

futar 'he broke his fast' {irag 'he whipped (food)' 

murad 'he squashed' milak 'he owned' 

mu~ax 'he scolded' fiham 'he understood' 

yumaz 'he winked' risam 'he drew' 

In the above data, y, x, q and rare 'back' (and pattern with emphatics). The 

coronal emphatics may occur on both sides of i,29 in which case it is realised roughly 

as schwa [a], although this may have a little i-quality and be slightly higher, [t]. In this 

context, q patterns with the emphatics. 30 Lastly, in non-front domains with an 

28 As regards the pharyngeal-environment exception. which induce a-a, this initial a is then subject to 
the usual variations ([£] in front environments, [A] in emphatic environments, but otherwise [a]). 
Examples are lifab [la~ab]' he played', fitab [~eteb] 'he complained', fijan [~ejen] 'he kneaded', (ihal 

[\Ahal] 'it caused indigestion', tifab [ta~ab] 'he got tired'. The last example is interesting (in 
comparison with the first example), as it seems to show the pharyngeal blocking the i-domain, so that b 
(and thus the entire second syllable) is not in ani environment, whereas the first syllable shows that in 
the conflicting i-a domain, the pharyngeal a is stronger (hence*[£]). 
29 Two labials rarely co-occur flanking i. The only co-occurrence of two labials would be with a m 
prefix. Where the stem is CVCVCVC, then no vowel intervenes, e.g. mbahdal ['mbehd£1] 'sloppy', 

mbaffil [~mbA«tl] 'having quit'. In other contexts, the intervening vowel is normally lexically a, 

yielding [A] or [£] (depending on the following environment), e.g. mabriima [IDAbru:mu] '(type ot) 

twisted sweet pastry', mablul [meblu:l] 'damp, moistened'. Where a form would usually have i (i.e. an 

otherwise front environment), this seems to be realised optionally as schwa, e.g. miflis [mOlflis] -

[miflis] 'broke'. If the context is otherwise not front, then u occurs, as in mubram [mubrAm] 'hell of a 
[used adverbially] I knotty problem'. 
30 In this context, g sometimes behaves as a 'back' consonant, e.g. gumaz. If this were not the case then 
*[g1mez] would result. Also, if there are no other front consonants, then k may also co-occur with u, as 

in kufar (*kifar), 'he blasphemed', which contrasts with kifas [kifes] 'he packed together' and kimal 

[knn£1] 'it was finished'. 
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emphatic, u-quality may spread from a fmal labial into the frrst nucleus, as in {irab 

[~trAb] - [~IJrAb]. 

In conclusion, then, it seems that Muslim Baghdadi Arabic has not just i

domains (which I shall argue for other dialects), but additionally u-domains and a

domains. These u-domains, meaning that u-quality can spread, seem to be what 

differentiate gilit Iraqi Arabic from many other dialects, as we will see, because it 

means that there are fewer 'front' domains (that is, i-domains), and, 

impressionistically, there is much more of a 'labial' sound to this dialect than many 

others. 

The way it works in terms of the elements seen in earlier chapters is that the 

vocalic elements [I] [U] and [A] signify particular sequences (i.e. domains). In other 

words, these elements are active at a higher level of representation (the CV level), 

rather than merely segmentally. This means that they appear to spread unless blocked. 

Moreover, there seems to be a hierarchy in which [I] appears 'stronger' than [U]. This 

is borne out by examples such as balad and kitab, where both words are entirely [I] 

domains, due to the influence of 'front' consonants. It seems that where [I] can spread 

it will, whereas [U] spreads only where [I] is not present to block it. 

Further, the (non-emphatic) coronals (as well as the palatals, of course) seem 

inherently front, i.e. 'front-specified'. The data show that these coronals have some [I] 

realisation, since this apparently spreads (as in balad [b£led]). This contrasts with the 

emphatic coronals (and r), which I have already claimed have [A] in their 

representation. The liquids are somewhat chameleon-like; I is most often front, but in 

some contexts behaves as a non-front (or back) consonant, cf. gab/a [gAblB] 'before 

him', mballal [inbell£1] 'wet', hammalha [hamm£lhe] 'he loaded it (f.s.)', where in 

the latter two examples, the front environment can only be due to the presence of I. I 

thus suggest that I usually has an [I] interpretation, but that in a certain set of words, 

which to my knowledge always contain a labial and g from historical *q, this 

historical q has left a vestige of its backness in the form of a floating [A]. This seems 

to prevent an [I] interpretation of I. On the other hand, r is back unless adjacent to i, in 

which case it seems then to be 'front', as seen in examples such as marff{ 'ill', which 
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is most often realised as [meri:o], or farid [feri:d] 'Farid [name]', vs farda [fArd£] 

'one of a pair'31 (where the adjacency of a front consonant has not fronted the r). 

The last point here is that [A] seems to spread left into other stem coronals, 

including n, although this latter only seems regular when n is next to the emphatic: 

(11) manjat;fa 

mant;lara 

nat;fafa 

'shaken out (f.s.)' 

'spectacles' 

[nAga:f~] - [nega:fe] 'cleanliness' 

In the case of r, as noted before, although it otherwise seems to be emphatic, it 

does not spread [A] (in addition to being 'de-emphaticised' next to z): 

(12) manbara 

nidar 

nidarit 

[menb~] 

[moar] 

[moent] 

'his pulpit' 

'he pledged' 

'I pledged' 

The labials are interesting in that although they are [U] consonants, they seem 

to form [U] domains only in conjunction with other labials, or where an [I] domain is 

prevented by emphatics. This is evident in the following data: 

(13) wat;lt;fafa [wAggAf~] 'he employed him' 

tawaf/t;fafat [1wAggAfet]- [1wAgg~fet] 

'she got a job' 

(abiba [~bi:be] 'doctor (f.s.)' 

(abba [~bbe] 'he entered it' 

mahbiiba [mahbu:be] 'adorable (f.s.)' 

~udfa [~udfe] 'coincidence' 

31 The (non-feminine) cognate is actually lexicalised asfadd [fedd]. 
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In the data above, labials (with the exception of w, which word-fmally always 

triggers the [ ~] variant) seem not to prevent an [I] domain from triggering the [ £] 

variant of suffixal -a, although where there is no [I] environment, suffixal-a is[~]. 

In conclusion, I therefore claim that in this dialect, the emphatic property [A] 

spreads generally leftwards from coronal emphatics into other coronals. This prevents 

an [I] domain. Additionally, I claim that [I] also spreads leftwards, and is present in 

non-emphatic coronals. The segment r is most generally 'back', although next to i it 

becomes non-emphatic. The segment g is most often 'back', unless in a clear [I] 

environment. I therefore claim that it is lexically 'unspecified' (i.e. it doesn't have a 

resonance I vocalic element), meaning that it is thereby vulnerable to [U]-spread from 

a labial to its right, meaning that g + labial is an [U] domain, and then not vulnerable 

to [I] spreading. This is seen in examples such as gamza [gAIIlZ£] and gadar [gedAr]

[gedar] 'measure(ment)', and gahha [gahh~] '(a) cough', where g in itself is clearly 

not 'back', and also means that gahwa has two variants, firstly, [gahw~] because there 

is no [I] environment (*[ge]), and a is not subject to [I], [U] or [A], and is thus in its 

'pure' form; secondly, the labial [U] of w may be interpreted as spreading (through 

'neutral' h), hence [gAhw~]. Both these realisations of gahwa are heard and are freely 

variable. As far as g is concerned, since it is not lexically 'back', this means that 

word-fmally it is vulnerable to [I] (which is realised on word-fmal obstrents which do 

not have a resonance element), hence (agga UAgge], etc. This in fact gives further 

evidence that g when apparently back is not emphatic (i.e. having [A] quality), since 

in this respect it patterns with the labials. That is, with (non-front) labials and u, velar 

g is 'backed', apparently having [U] quality. Compare (agga [~gge] '(a) bang, burst' 

and furaga [furAg£] 'he parted [the hair]', with (bet;fa) ma(guga [IllAt_gu:g~] 'broken 

(egg) (f.s.)' and ufruga [furgB] 'part it! (imper.)'. 

Lastly, this means that both k and l are generally lexically specified as 

containing [1]. In the case of l there are examples of it being apparently emphatic, 

where I argue that this is due to historical [A] presence, which is left interpreted on 

the coronal l. This is seen in gi?a 'he fried' (and derivatives, e.g. gaUa 'he fried'), 

where the lis clearly not front. Historically, gi?a is derived from *qalii, so that where 
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*a is shortened in this position in MB, it leaves its [A] quality interpreted on the l. 32 In 

the case of k, it seems that this is normally lexically palatalised, i.e. effectively kj, and 

that even where this palatalisation is not overt on the consonant itself, it is realised in 

the following vowel (a 7 [£]).However, k appears not to have this 'front' quality if 

the environment is otherwise labial (or labial-emphatic), as in rukba [rukbe] 'knee' 

(*[rukbe], kufar [kufAr] 'he blasphemed' (*[lafer] - [lafar]), which can be compared 

with ~udfa [~udfe] 'coincidence'). This apparent 'de-palatalising' of kin [U] domains 

appears parallel to the 'de-emphaticising' of r in [I] domains. 

A fmal note here is that it is these [I] domains which sometimes appear 

anomalous. That is, where there are clear back domains ([U] domains and [A] 

domains, and combinations of these), this little i-quality pops up in otherwise 

unexpected contexts, particularly word-fmally. It seems almost as though this [I] is 

rather belligerent, and lurks around waiting to pounce unless actually blocked. This is 

particularly evident in the case of stem-fmal labials and velars. (13) above showed 

that stem-fmallabials are subject to i-quality if preceded by i or a 'front' consonant, 

such as a coronal (the feminine ending in (abiba and ~udfa is clearly [e] in both cases). 

Stem-fmal g, too, is vulnerable to this [I], even where it follows an emphatic, as in 

(agga [~Agge] 'a bang' and gamraga [gAmrag£] 'he customs-inspected it (m.s.)'. In 

these cases, it seems that g cannot be 'back' because it is not in an [U] domain. 

Compare this with ma(guga [mA~u:ge] 'broken (egg)', where stem-fmal g is not 

followed by[£], apparently because it is in a [U] domain. 

To return to the issue of representations, we are now in a position to go back 

to those proposed in Chapter 3. I have claimed that in Arabic not only the palatals but 

also the coronals are [I] consonants.33 I am not claiming that all languages have [I)

specified coronals, 34 and, as discussed previously, phonological representations are 

32 This compares with gal 'he said'(< OA qiila), in which lis front, cf. galli [gelli] 'he told me' 
33 In fact, this [I] analysis correlates with the analysis of certain consonants as 'lip-spread' vs 'neutral 
lip position', and so on. This can be seen in Ingham (1973, 1974, 1976), whose analysis in such tenns, 
alongside the i-, u- and t1-environments of Blanc (1964), and the analyses of Cantineau (1946), was the 
inspiration that fmally pushed me into realising the relevance of [I] and i11'1iila in the behaviour of 
emphatics and labials in Arabic. 
34 There are, however, other theoretical works arguing that coronals are 'front' (i.e. [I)-specified). The 
major works on this are Clements (1991) and Hume (1992). Moreover, one Element-Theoretical model 
in particular fonnalises this, see Rubin (2004), who proposes that [I] is the 'coronal' element. As 
stated, I do not support this in its entirety, but hold that certain languages have [I)-specified coronals, 
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not necessarily the same for what may seem to be equivalent consonants in different 

language varieties. Rather, since a language's segments participate in an overall sound 

system, it would actually be expected that there would be a degree of cross-linguistic 

variation in representations, depending on the role of various segments within this 

sound system. In fact, it seems to be the case that in Arabic, consonants35 need to have 

some sort of resonance colouring. That is, at least at the level of realisation, 

consonants may not have bare 'resonance' nodes (i.e. where a consonant has 

RESONANCE or FUNDAMENTAL, as seen below, this may not be 'unfilled'). This could 

perhaps be a cross-linguistic parameter, since this is probably not true of all languages; 

however, I claim that it is the case for the various dialects of Arabic. 

I shall show here the representations which, having looked at more 

phonological evidence, differ from those given in Chapter 3. Firstly, the coronals, 

which I represent as follows. 36 

depending on the contrasts inherent in individual sound systems. It is outside the scope of this thesis to 
go into this further here, and I therefore confine the analysis to Arabic. 
35 One may wish here to specify obstruents. The case of h (and, marginal, 7) is not entirely clear. They 
have been classed as 'gutturals' (which in my scheme equates to [A]-specilled), yet they don't behave 
as other gutturals in the sort of contexts under discussion here. For instance, the feminine -ha variation 
discussed indicates that h is 'neutral' (no other [A]-specifted consonant shows this variation when 
preceding word-final a). The gah/Jwa syndrome, which is usually given as evidence for the 'guttural' 
class including laryngeals, could perhaps be analysed as the non-[U] and non-[1] consonants. See 
McCarthy (1994), Hayward & Hayward (1989). I leave this point to future research, but note here that I 
differentiate the laryngeals on the basis of having only a ROOT node (unlike other consonants). 
36 Headedness is shown by underlining the head. In the case of coronals, [I] is not head (unlike the 
palatals, which are headed by [1]). This means that in coronals [I] is effectively a secondary quality. 
Further, I represent denti-alveolar coronals as manner-headed (as seen in (15)), whereas I assume 
interdentals to be headless (14). This means that in the case of s I and 8, which all have the elements 
[I.H] and an otherwise identical structure, the difference is in headedness (s is headed by [H], I by [I] 
and 8 is headless). One may also wonder that perhaps in dialects which are more urban, it is the 
interdentals which have neutralised, perhaps because they are headless, indicating a potential constraint 
on headless consonants in such dialects. From an atheoretical angle, it could be said that perhaps such 
dialects disprefer so many coronal contrasts, and that the interdentals are presumably the least salient, 
or maximally distinct (which partly backs up my claim that it is the interdentals which are headless, 
under the view of Harris ( 1994 ), who assumes that headedness generally corresponds to saliency). 
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Figure 6.1 The representation of MB interdentals31 

8 

d 

H------~ 

,,-l ~---- L 
I .... 

H------

,. .. 
I ,. 

A 

,. ,. 

.... 

---- L 

37 In Chapter 3, §3.1.3, I discussed an alternative possibility for the representation of fricatives. 
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Figure 6.2 The representation of MB coronals 

t 

1------~ 

,J '\_ ____ H 

I ," 

1------

I ," 
, , , 

, , 
," 

A' 
d 

1------~ 

,.-l '\_ ____ L 
I ," 

s 

H------
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z 

H------~ 

__ -l ~---- L 
I ,' 

As can be seen in the representations given, where (in Chapter 3) I 

supported the representational model of Nasukawa and Hackley under which coronals 

are characterised by a structure ending in a RESONANCE node, I now modify this 

somewhat. For N&B, coronals end in bare RES, whereas I have argued that in 

languages like Arabic, coronals have [I] attached to RES. As noted, they are different 

from palatals since palatals have [I] as head. Moreover, while the emphatics end in a 

FUNDAMENTAL node, it is the presence of [I] in RES that gives the coronal 

interpretation. By contrast, velars end in bare FUND, although may be interpreted with 

[U] on RES, giving them a 'back velar' interpretation?8 The uvulars have [A] on FUND, 

but have bare RES, and thus cannot have coronal interpretation. 39 Before showing the 

representation of velars, I give l and r. For l, I follow both Harris (1994)40 and 

Jonathan Kaye 41 in assuming that l has [?] in its representation. For Arabic, 

historically, the laterals can be assumed to have been part of the obstruent system 

(since there was a lateral 'triad', as discussed in Chapter 4). Moreover, synchronically, 

38 I am not claiming that these are necessarily lexical representations (in MB, at least). However, GP 
should be able to handle such contrasts, since there is not such a strong dividing line between 
'underlying' and 'surface' (hence the preferred terms 'lexical' and 'phonetic realisation'), as there is in 
'traditional' feature frameworks. That is, elements are fully interpretable in isolation, and a 
phonological expression has full interpretability at any stage of the derivation. Further, since GP 
focuses not only on output, even if one doesn't want to claim these as lexical representations, the point 
is that this is how they can be perceived, i.e. they have some cognitive reality somewhere, even if 
predominantly at some auditory 'level' of representation, and thus we need to show that we can deal 
with such a representation, since with elements the point is that they do have an auditory reality. This 
view is more in line with the Harrisian school of thought than the Kayesian, since the latter strongly 
demarcates phonetics and phonology and opposes the view that phonology has any grounding in 
phonetics (his arguments on this point, however, concern articulatory phonetics and he does not discuss 
acoustic I auditory representations - I concur with him in his rejection of the relevance of articulatory 
phonetics to the phonology). See Kaye (1989). 
39 As stated, representations vary cross-linguistically. Therefore, the representations given here would 
not be the same in a language that has, say, palatalised vs labialised vs 'plain' velars contrasting with 
both coronals and uvulars (which have secondary articulations). While extremely marked, it does occur 
(notably, of course, in Caucasian- in these languages, representations are clearly far more complex). 
40 P. 125 in particular explicitly discusses this. 
41 Monik Charette, p.c. I am not aware of any published works showing Jonathan Kaye's representation 
of consonants, but phonologists working at SOAS with elements, who generally follow Kaye's model 
always have l with [?). As discussed previously, I refute the assumption that coronals always have [A). 
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? is the most common 'marginal' emphatic, and where it occurs it is generally 

assumed to be able to spread its emphatic property. The data shown here for MB 

doesn't seem to show any instances of? spreading [A] into other consonants (since in 

the cases where it occurs either there is another coronal emphatic, or the other 

segments are velars I uvulars I labials). However, it doesn't behave like r, which is a 

sonorant, and I therefore assume that it does indeed have [?]. Moreover, on theory

internal grounds, if l had no[?], then it would have the same representation as r (when 

emphatic), since I claim that coronals are manner-headed, which would mean that l 

would be headless if it didn't have (the manner element) [?]. I do, however, assume 

that r is headless. Its slightly odd behaviour (in seeming generally 'back', but being 

easily 'de-emphaticised') could be argued to be due to the fact that it is a sonorant. 

However, notably, y and w don't have such chameleon characters. I therefore assume 

that r is easily 'de-emphaticised' because it is both sonorant and headless.42 These 

segments are shown in Figure 6.3. 

Figure 6.3 The representation of MB liquids 

I .... 
.... .. 

l 

r 

42 Moreover, if r loses its 'back' quality, at some level of representation it must be [I] (where normally 
it is [A.I]). If it were headed, the head would thus have to be [1], making its representation identical to 
y. This is another theory-internal reason why r must have a headless phonological expression. 
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Moving on to the velars, I assume that their representation in MB is as follows. 

Figure 6.4 The representation of MB velars 

1------

I .... 
.. .. .. 

1------

k 

g 

I assume that, by analogy with the coronal stops, the velars are manner-headed. 

Their representation is distinct from the coronals structurally, since they terminate in 

bare FUND. 43 Moreover, since I have argued that at some level of representation, 

velars may be interpreted as being 'back', I also show this representation below. 

43 As discussed, Harris (1994) sees velars as being headed by a 'default' [@]element. Since in vowels, 
where Harris has [@]-head, other researchers have a headless expression, one may equate [@]-headed 
velars in a system that has a [@] element, to velars being headless in a system that has no [@] element. 
However, Kaye assumes that velars simply have no resonance element, not that they are headless. In 
my system, although I assume headed expressions by analogy with the coronals, I note that one may 
wish to argue that they are headless. Space constraints prevent me here from investigating such issues 
as phonotactic constraints which would usually be used to evidence (consonantal) headedness claims. 
However, in this repect, velars again seem not to behave any differently from coronals, or at least in 
any way which I am aware of which may necessitate different headedness. 
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Figure 6.5 The representation of MB 'backed' velars 

'back' k 

1.------

'back' g 

1.------

The representations of 'back' velars are distinct from those of labials since 

labials are [U]-headed (i.e. exert full [U] quality).44 Moreover, these 'back' velars are 

additionally distinct from labials in that they terminate in bare FUND. 
45 To reiterate 

here, I assume that the uvulars are [A)-specified, as shown in Chapter 3. Again, by 

analogy with the velars, they would be manner-headed. Note here the difference 

between the emphatic coronals (which have [1], but terminate in [A] on FUND), and 

the uvulars (which also terminate in [A] on FUND, but have no element, or lack of [I] 

associated with RES). 

As per Chapter 3, the pharyngeals are [A]-headed. I reiterate here the 

representation given for fin dialects such as MB, since I claim that the representation 

of f varies cross-dialectally (which I believe to correlate with other differences in 

dialectal sound systems): 

44 See Harris (1994:126), who argues that 'As a head, U is free to assert the full elemental pattern it 
displays in isolation'. However, he argues that labials are manner-headed, while [U] as head defmes 
doubly-articulated kp and gb (as in certain West African languages). 
45 In Russian, the velars pattern with the velarised consonants (against the palatalised consonants), and 
k is 'back', but never 'front'. I therefore assume that in Russian velars have the representations in 
Figure 6.5, above. Without a formal analysis, it is not clear why the labials palatalise, but the velars 
don't, although here one may wish to use headedness. See the data in Padgett (2003). 
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Figure 6.6 The representation of the MB voiced pharyngeal 

?------

A' 
, , , 

f 

As a fmal note here, I assume for laryngeals the representations given in 

Chapter 3, whereby they have only a ROOT node. Laryngeals I assume to be headless, 

which one could argue (in addition to the fact that they have no resonance element) is 

why e.g. h is apparently completely 'neutral'. Cf. for instance fahad [fehed] 'leopard', 

nahar [DAhAr] 'river', gahwa [gAhw~]. compared with (respectively)fadd [fedd] 'one, 

a single, some (unspecified)', niir [na:r] 'fire' (generally noted as 'emphatic'), 

gawwiid [gAwwa:d] 'pimp' , etc. In these examples, h has absolutely no effect on the 

environment, and in terms of resonance quality may as well not be there. 

To conclude this section, I shall comment briefly on a couple of remaining 

points concerning elements. Firstly, it is noticeable that both in the consonantal 

representations given, as well as in terms of vowel quality, [U] does not appear to 

combine with [1].46 Secondly, there appears to be somewhat of a hierarchy for these 

resonance elements. In many ways, [A] appears to be the strongest. For instance, 

although I claim that coronal emphatics have both [I] and [A] (neither of which is 

head), they only spread [A], whereas the 'front' coronals apparently do trigger [I] 

domains. Secondly, with emphatics, a following a is not normally realised as [e] (i.e. 

a with [I] quality), which indicates that [A] is stronger. Moreover, in pharyngeal 

46 For vowels, [A.U] is rounded mid back [o] or [:l], with expressions differentiated by headedness; 

[A.I] is unround (often mid) front [re], [e), [e) (again differentiated by headedness). The combination 
[U.I] is a high round front vowel [y], as in French or Turkish. This does not occur in many languages 
which otherwise have combinations, e.g. Arabic. It should be noted here that some scholars assume that 
this is due to tier conflation (whereby U and I occupy one conflated tier in many, but not all, 
languages). This is the view of Harris (1994) and Backley (1998). On the other hand, some scholars 
handle this through licensing constraints, whereby a language-specific constraint disallows U and I in 
the same expression. The major work on this is Charette (1991), Charette & GOksel (1998). 
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environments, [A) again appears to be stronger, although doesn't actually prevent [I) 

from occurring For example, lifab [la~ab] 'he played' and fitab [~eteb) 'he 

complained'. In lifab (which is the form given in Woodhead & Beene, 1967), there is 

clearly no reason for u to occur in V1 (cf. t;furab etc in (10) above), but since l is 

'front' in such contexts, one may expect to fmd i (perhaps lowered to [e) next to the 

pharyngeal). However, clearly, here it is [a] (in both nuclei), and l has no effect. By 

contrast, in fitab the influence of 'front' tin the middle of the stem gives a clear [I) 

domain (compare kitab [klteb) 'he wrote'), meaning that V1 has i, yet [A) still 

manages to exert its influence by lowering ito [e). 

It also seems that [I) is 'stronger' than [U). That is, it is noticeable that labials 

may occur in an [I) domain, even allowing suffixal -a > [e) (e.g. lafifa [IA~rife) 

'pleasant (f.s.)', balad [b£led] 'country', tifal [tif£1) 'he spat'),47 whereas even where 

'front' coronals occur next to u, it does not seem to prevent the domain overall being 

an [I) domain (as in tunga [tung£) 'large clay water-jug'). While noting that this 

perhaps oversimplifies a little, we could still posit a hierarchy A> I> U (at least for 

this dialect). 

In the following sections, I shall show how other dialects of Arabic differ from 

Iraqi. The major differences seem to be in the extent of [A)-spread, the degree of 

imala (in that some dialects have a clear variation in ii, which may be [a:) or [re:)), 

and the presence vs absence of [U] domains (or [U]-spread). 

6.2 lforini48 

The first point of comparison here is the l;lorani dialect detailed in Cantineau (1946). 

According to Cantineau (1946:86), tafxim spreads predominantly left-right in this 

dialect: 

D'une fac:son generate, !'influence des consonnes mufakkama et des voyelles 

posterieures se fait sentir surtout sur les phonemes places apres elles dans le mot: 

le tafkim a tendance a s'etendre vers le fm du mot beaucoup plus qu'a remonter 

vers l'initiale. 

47 This is with the exception of w, which does seem to block [I) domains in this dialect. Word-fmal w is 
always followed by the [u) variant of suffixal a, as in labwa [lebwu) 'lionness', hilwa [tulwu) 
'beautiful, sweet (f.s.)'. 
48 See Chapter 5, §5.4.3.2. 
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Under the analysis presented in the current work, it is not generally tafxim that 

spreads, but imiila, or [I] quality. My position is that tafxim is a non-[1] domain. 

l;lorani is remarkably similar toMB in most respects, but one apparent difference is 

that k and g are apparently 'inherently' back.49 Cantineau also gives the following 

consonants as 'neutral' in that they may become mufaxxama par position: b m f l r h f 

h. These consonants become 'back' in the environment of other mufaxxam consonants, 

or the coronal emphatics, or next to u, o or a. In looking at the consonants which may 

be mufaxxama par position, and at the supposed triggers, i.e. the vowels u o a and 

other mufaxxam consonants and coronal emphatics, it is striking that these do not 

form a natural class. In fact, what they have in common is that they are not 'front' (i.e. 

precisely those vowels and consonants that I analyse as having an [I] element). 

The data are mostly very similar to MB, except that k is generally 'back', 

except when in an entirely front environment. I therefore assume that k and g in 

l;lorani are both 'unspecified' in terms of resonance. The following data exemplify k 

(14) and g (15) in various environments:50 

(14) r:ok/;Ja 'knee' 

maknl/;Ja 'stretched out (f.s.)' 

maska/;Ja • area of irrigated vegetables' 
0hkil1Jla- h0kil1Jla • government' 

bukra 'tomorrow' 

mokara 'lair' 

49 As noted in Chapter 5, Cantineau gives the following as 'inherently back' (mufaxxama par nature): 
w kg x y, in addition to the coronal emphatics. 
50 I retain the vowel transcriptions of Cantineau, because the variance is not always clear. This is: 'a' is 

'pure' a -he notes (p.l76) that generally 'a' 'reste egalement a peu pres pure, ou a peine teinre en a au 
voisinage des consonnes emphatiques ou mufaxxama et au voisinage des labiales' . He doesn't notate 
this in his data, however, which means that it is not always clear exactly what the environment is. 
However, he also notes that 'a' 'se realise en ii au voisinage des interdentales, des dentales, des 
siffiantes et des prepalatales, a condition qu' aucun des phonemes capables de maintenir le timbre pur a 
n'exerce une influence contraire.' He does notate ii in the data, as below. Also, 'e' is the notation of i, 
which 'n'est ... jamais reste pur; sa realisation phonetique normale est e.' Lastly, u 'tend a se maintenir 
intact, au voisinage des consonnes labiales ... aussi au voisinage des postpalatales et des velaires ... [mais] 
les realisations phonetiques les plus frequentes du timbre u soot o et o'. The 'o' and 'o' realisations 
seem to be over-lax realisations of u, but as Cantineau notes, it is not clear exactly when they occur 
(with respect to both each other and to 'u'), although it does seem to be in conflicting environments or 
environments with only one adjacent velar or labial. Lastly, I also retain Cantineau's transcription of 
'emphatic' labials, etc, although I refute their analysis as emphatic. 
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sukkiira - sukkara 

sakkiira 

kundara 

koswa 

kiibs 

kiiddane 

kiirl 

kiisiil 

kiitef 

seker 

miillika 

'wooden bolt' 

'settled nomads near the villages' 

'European shoe' 

'effects' 

'ram' 

'collier de trait' 

'animal stomach' 

'laziness' 

'shoulder' 

'he got drunk' 

'owner (f.s.)' 

The data are not entirely clear, 51 but if anything seem to show some leftward 

spread of [I] (as in e.g kiiddane, kiibs, kiisiil). Interestingly, kiibs indicates that the 

labial may be in a 'front' context, meaning that [I] characterises the entire word. The 

example of kundara, where V 1 has u, contrasts with the sedentary Damascus Arabic 

reflex kindara, perhaps showing that k in the latter is not 'front'. Lastly, it should be 

noted that the form I past-tense verb template in I:Iorani differs from MB. Where OA 

has *CaCiC, I:Iorani has CiCiC, and where OA has *CaCaC, I:Iorani also has CaCaC. 

This compares with MB, which has i-a (or u-a I a-a in the contexts discussed in 

§6.1). In examples such as seker this means that there is an i-environment in V2, 

where MB would always have a (which would then be a 'back' environment). 

(15) gaf!u/;Ja - go(ro/;Ja 'plough hook' 

raga/;Ja '(front oO neck' 

gerbe 'waterskin' 

garfbe 'near' 

go(r.na 'a little' 

masgufa 'covered by a roof (f.s.)' 

51 It is possible that the vowel transcriptions are not clear enough for this, especially since Cantineau 
assumed that there is a property of tafxim spreading rightwards, which may to some extent be reflected 
in the data. I suspect that the vowels (especially when unstressed, and especially the high vowels) are 
highly likely to be very schwa-like. 
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g(iifa 

cagafa 

gatz~a 

gaiJl?a 

guUa 

guUiiye 

gii?at 

nugra 

ragig 

esgaf 

'sieving, sifting' 

'wooden hook on the ceiling for hanging 

baskets' 

'coffee' 

'louse' 

'ball, boulet' 

'cooking pot for clarifying butter' 

'she said' 

'(a) hollow' 

'thin (m.s.)' 

'he roofed (a house)' 

The data for g are a little more limited than for k. However, there are no 

examples of g with ii. This may be a limitation of the data, but it is interesting that g 

appears more often with following u than does k. I can only conclude from this that g 

is generally 'back', although where followed by i it would presumably not sound 

'back' (although this is perhaps analogous to the labials, which can appear in front 

contexts without needing to assume that they themselves are front). Cantineau 

specifically states that both k and g stem-fmally are always followed by the 'e' variant 

of suffixal -a. 

With respect to the feminine suffix '-a', it seems likely that in l;lorani it is 

actually an empty nucleus, such that the 'a' variant is actually schwa [a], and the 'e' 

variant is the over-lax i vowel. This would be similar to the Syro-Lebanese sedentary 

dialects (although in other respects related to its sound system, l;lorani seems closer to 

the Bedouin-type dialects). 

Labials trigger the suffixal 'a' vowel variance exactly as Iraqi (i.e. most often 

'a', except where the labial is in a 'front' environment, with the exception of w, which 

only ever triggers 'a'), but according to Cantineau the velars always trigger what he 

assumes to be the 'back' variant. I therefore suppose firstly that, unlike in MB, the [I] 

environments are triggered segmentally, and that [I] doesn't 'attach' itself to stem

fmal domains unless actually blocked. Moreover, [I] seems to spread rightwards into 
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the word-fmal suffixal 'a', which I have proposed is an empty nucleus, from a 

preceding [!]-specified nucleus. This is not blocked by labials (or any consonant 

which has a representation terminating in RES), 52 but is not allowed across consonants 

which terminate in FUND (i.e. pharyngeals, velars, uvulars and emphatic coronals). 

Notably, the examples seen above of kiiddiine, kiibs, kiisiil (14, above) do not 

contradict this, since consonants most strongly seem to influence preceding 

consonants, and, in these examples, the appearance of ii does not necessarily mean 

that the [I] quality spreads across the velar (it may be further blocked from spreading 

leftwards). In fact, this is what we seem to fmd in the data in (14), e.g. sakkiira, 

maskaiJa, where V1 is apparently 'pure' 'a', not the fronted variant. 

The consonants which differ from MB are the velars, for which I propose the 

following representations: 

Figure6.7 The representation of lforiini velars 

k 

?------
.L 

----H 

g 

1------

Otherwise, consonantal representations are as in MB. 

52 This is with the exception of w. Cantineau himself notes (1946:99) that the inherently backed nature 
of w makes this dialect more similar to the Bedouin North Arabian dialects. and differentiates it from 
sedentary Syro-Lebanese: 'ce tafkim inconditionne est une particularire qui rapproche les parlers 
horinais des parlers de nomades nordarabiques ... et les distingue des parlers de sedentaires libano
syriens•. 
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A point which I should note explicitly here is that Cantineau notates labials in 

non-front contexts as 'emphatic'. My analysis does not concur with this, since in my 

view labials in a non-front environment are simply asserting their full characteristics 

(bearing in mind that the characteristic pattern of [U] is near convergence of F1 and Fz, 

as discussed previously, which also has a 'back' interpretation, which I associate with 

'velarisation'). 

In some respects, then, I:Iorani Arabic seems to have less strong [I] domains 

that does MB. It is interesting, therefore, that Cantineau notates what I assume to be 

lexically i as 'e', and specifically states that short i is never 'pure', but lower and more 

central. In MB, as I notate in the data, short i in 'front' contexts is clearly [1]. It is thus 

interesting that Cantineau's data show short a as being fronted to 'ii' in clearly front 

domains, but apparently not raised, as I have shown that it is in MB in similar 

contexts. 53 

Overall, as noted, while I:Iorani is very similar to MB with respect to much of 

the (segmental) sound system, it seems to have less strong [I] domains than MB, 

although there are clear [U] domains. There was not enough data to show whether the 

contexts in which MB has predictable u are exactly the same in I:Iorani. There are 

indeed instances of what looks like predictable u, or at least u which signifies 'back' 

contexts, but other contexts in which i appears (as noted, for instance, in Form I 

verbal paradigms, but also in such instances as gemeche 'her thimble', where Iraqi 

would have u rather than i, and in which the i vowels can only be assumed to be 

lexical). 

These factors may give the impression auditorily that I:Iorani has less [I] 

quality than MB (although MB itself has less [I] quality than dialects such as 

Damascene, or the Mesopotamian qeltu dialects, and also has fairly strong [U] 

quality). This may also make I:Iorani sound impressionistically more 'guttural' than 

many adjacent (urban and rural) Syro-Lebanese dialects. 54 

53 It is not clear to what extent the raising of short a to[£] (but not long ii, which is well known to be 
somewhat central even in front contexts) in MB may be due to the influence of the qeltu dialect group 
which was present in Iraq beforehand, or whether this imiila of the short vowel may be similar to 
(Bedouin) North Arabian dialects. This would be an interesting subject of future research. 
54 My own impression of I:Iorani and also Jiiliini (Golan Heights), which was unfortunately before I 
started this project, was that it was impressionistically fairly similar to MB in terms of sound system 
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6.3 Damascene55 

A comparison of Damascus Arabic (DA) with the MB and l;loraoi dialects discussed 

is rather interesting, partly because of the differences that emerge, but also because of 

the similarities. 

Firstly, a note on the feminine tii marbu{a suffix is a good place to start, as the 

data that I start with concerns the variants. In common with the transliteration systems 

used for many other dialects, this suffix in DAis given as -e- -a. 56 However, while 

the -a variant sounds like a slightly lowered schwa, [~] or [e], the -e variant sounds 

like a rather over-lax i (between [1] and [e]). In fact, the word-internal (lexical) short 

vowel i is generally given as 'e', 57 because it too is like a rather over-lax i. 

Additionally, in DA, this vowel is elided in some construct forms, for example tiimfa 

'university' > tiimfet Dimasq 'University of Damascus' and tiimaftak 'your 

university' .58 The fact that this -a vowel may be elided in exactly the same way as the 

schwa vowel (notated as a), whereas other a vowels generally are not elided, provides 

further evidence that it is schwa (i.e. an empty nucleus) rather than lexical a. As the 

following discussion makes clear, I thus assume that this suffix in DA is actually 

schwa, i.e. an empty nucleus. With any 'non-back' consonants (to be discussed 

presently), an 'epenthetic' i is triggered59 (I shall discuss presently why I propose that 

this is a suprasegmentally present [1]), whereas with any 'back' consonants, the 

realisation is an [A)-coloured schwa. 

Following are some data exemplifying the realisation of the feminine 

suffual -a - -e. 60 

(although in non-phonological respects more similar to Syro-Lebanese), especially in comparison with 
Damascene Arabic. 
ss See Chapter 5, §5.4.3.1. 
s6 Cowell (1964), Cantineau & Helbaoui (1953), Ambros (1977). 
s? As noted in Chapter 5, for these dialects, i is transliterated as 'e' and u as 'o' . 
sa This compares with MB sayyiira 'car' > sayyiirtak 'your (m.s.) car', $adiqa > $OOUJtiC 'your (f.s.) 

friend (f.s.)'; however, in MB a lexical a vowel may be elided in other positions too, e.g. yis?al 'he 

asks', ysi?lun 'they ask', whereas in DA this is generally not the case, cf. yas?al 'he asks', yas?alu 
'they ask' . (Although note that in central to northern Lebanon, these a vowels are elidable, such that 
these dialects are termed by Cantineau (1938) 'parlers differentiels' .) 
sg The epenthetic vowel in DAis generally i, providing that the consonantal environment doesn't affect 
this. This is the vowel transcribed in the data as a. However, where a word boundary is flanked by 

sequences of consonants, an 'epenthetic' a is realised, and this is generally most like [r], e.g. hint+ 
kbire > hint akbire (a = [r]) 'a big I old girl'. In Cairene Arabic, too, this vowel is i (Watson, 2002: 12). 
60 Consonantal transcriptions are standardised to the scheme used in this thesis, although note t (IP A 

[3]) for OA *]. I retain the vowel transcriptions of Cowell ( 1964 ). The long vowels are as standard; 
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(16) 'front' -e back -a 

ra?be 'neck' f.abha 'front' 

zine 'decoration' ~iya 'jewellery' 

stJkke 'track' ?tJ~~a 'story' 

fade 'custom' hiira 'quarter' 

faye 'storm' ~an fa 'maid' 

?as awe 'harshness' sa fora 'embassy' 

natif.e 'result' (ari?a 'method' 

dfire 'braid' fdiha 'scandal' 

hafle 'party' marra 'time' 

?azme 'crisis' bet} a 'an egg' 

far!e 'mattress' ?tJf.ra 'fee' 

fawze 'bend' hazara 'a stone' 

xa(We 'step, pace' ~tJde 'rust' 

soke 'fork' dtJra 'com' 

huwwe 'precipice' 

barake 'blessing' 

The data show (as stated in Cowell, 1964) that the 'back' variant -a is found 

after the emphatics ( ~ t! ?: and also x r q h f h ?, as well as after r, providing that r is 

not preceded by i or i. The following consonants are 'front' in this respect: w b fm d t 

s z l n t s k.61 Moreover, the -e variant is found after these front consonants even when 

the preceding consonant is 'back' or emphatic, and whatever the preceding vowel. 

Also, since h patterns with the 'back' consonants in DA, this means that the feminine 

possessive I objectival suffix -ha 'her' is always -ha (and there is no -he variant), for 

example sef-ha 'her sword', tin-ha 'her figs'. 

An interesting point arising from the data in (16) is that the labials stem-fmally 

always trigger the 'front' variant of the feminine suffix, whatever the preceding 

however, the short vowels are: 'e' = i, 'o' = u, 'a' =a, in addition to schwa ';~',which, as Cowell 
(1964:10) notes, varies between [I], [a] and [u], with other slight variations, depending on the 
consonantal environment. Cowell also gives i and u, but these are shortened long rand u. 
61 In DA, g is found in loans, interdentals have merged with coronal stops I sibilants, and OA *q is 
usually 7, but occasionally (in Classicisms) q. 
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segment. Since an emphatic can cause a right-adjacent (susceptible) consonant to 

become emphatic (as will be shown presently), and since it is often claimed that 

labials (especially b and m) can become emphatic, this provides counter-evidence. 

Examples of where one might otherwise expect a stem-fmallabial to be followed by a 

'back' variant of the feminine suffix are: rabiibe 'rebab (viol)', huwwe 'precipice', 

fiibe '(foot)ball', rjaffe 'edge, bank', wa~fe 'prescription', xafWe 'step', 'lan:f.ime 

'systems'. Examples such as these (along with all other examples of stem-fmallabials) 

cast doubt on the assumption that labials may become 'emphatic'. 

Moving on to the issue of the spread of emphatics into other coronals, I shall 

deal frrst with the 'emphaticisation' oft s d z, frrstly within stems and secondly into 

affixes. 

It seems that spreading within the stem is much more likely leftwards than 

rightwards. As noted previously, it is generally assumed in the literature that this 

spread works in the same way as spread into affixes (as well as involving labials, etc). 

This is one of the problems that I maintain has led to problems in the analysis of 

emphatic behaviour. I shall demonstrate shortly why I believe that we cannot assume 

that spread within the stem is necessarily the same as (or on the same level as) spread 

into affixes and other coronal assimilation. Whether the spread within the root is a 

synchronic process or lexicalised is not clear, especially since there is some possibly 

conflicting data. 

Firstly, within the stem rightward spread from emphatics may be rather limited. 

However, it is noticeable that the only examples of this involve~· The data in (17a) 

show the emphatic not spreading rightwards, and ( 17b) shows rightward spread: 62 

(17) DA written Arabic 

a. ~ade ~ada'l 'rust' 

'lar#de 'lar#da 'balances, remainders' 

~adafe ~ada fa 'seashells' 

ta-'l~od ta-q~id 'you consider (m.s.)' 

62 Data from Cantineau & Helbaoui (1953), Cowell (1964), Ambros (1977). I have not shown the fmal 
-a suffix separately (sometimes it is part of the broken plural pattern), but I demarcate the 2P verbal 
prefix separately (to show the consonant as non-root). Note that the fmal -a - -e vowel of DAis notated 
in the written form as -a. 
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b. ~0{ ~awt 'voice, sound' 

~af ?a~ at 'voices, sounds' 

~tJr;iriye ~adriyya 'vest' 

{arar;i {arada 'he expelled, got rid of' 

~tJr;ife ~udfa 'coincidence, unexpected 

encounter' 

~ar;Jaf ~adaf 'he happened upon' 

~ar;Jar ~adar 'he confiscated' 

{a?~ {aqs 'weather' 

r;itJ# r;iidd 'against' 

fa{a~ fa{as 'he sneezed' 

To add to the data above, the example of ~ayyad 'hunter' contrasts with ~er;i 

'hunting', in which the first shows the emphatic not spreading across consonantal y, 

whereas the second shows spread across the long e vowel. This seems to indicate that 

this instance at least is a synchronic process. Additionally, we should contrast the 

examples (from above) of ~adafe with ~tJr;ife and ~ar;Jaf, where the root is ~-d-fin both, 

but in ~adafe '(a) seashell' the d, according to Cowell, is not emphatic, whereas in 

~tJr;ife and ~ar;Jaf the r;i is notated as emphatic. This indicates a degree of lexicalisation, 

since if the spread were entirely a synchronic process, all these forms would show 

emphatic r;i. 

Leftward spread of the emphatic property into t s d z seems pretty much 

universal in DA. This is shown in the following data:63 

(18) DA written Arabic 

ba~i{ basi{ 'simple' 

mab~ii{ mabsii{ 'happy (m.s.)' 

~abba{ - ~tJbbaf sabba{ '(pair of) shoes' 

63 Cowell (1964:26) notes that 'Most roots which theoretically contain both plain and velarized dentals 
(judging from Classical spelling or from historical or comparative data}, in fact usually have only 
velarized dentals in Syrian pronunciation'. However, the data do not reflect this, since L-R spread is 
much more limited, as reported for most dialects. Lastly, note also that I haven't listed here all the 
words which in written Arabic have more than one ('primary') coronal emphatic, such as $U$ 'chick', 
{laya{ 'pressure', etc. 
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m?.llUa{ 

?a~ii{Th 

~afl 

muzalla{ 

?as{uh 

sa{ I 

'naked (m.s.)' 

'roof terraces' 

'pail' 

I could not fmd any examples of a stem containing t s d z followed 

(somewhere) in the stem by { ~ t;l ?:. as noted for other dialects, indicating that 

emphatic spread is most consistent R-L (whether or not this is historical and 

lexicalised). I deal presently with the other coronals r l n. 

In terms of synchronic spread, this is clearly evidenced in affixal alternations. 

The data in (19) below show this spread occurring, and (20) shows this spread not 

occurring, in sufflXes containing t. (19a) shows the feminine suffix -a(t) - -e(t) in 

construct forms (as seen for the dialects in the previous sections), while (19b) shows 

the plural feminine sufflX -lit: 

(19) a. ?ut;ie( 'room (of)' 

na?(e{ 'point (of)' 

faf/4a{ak 'your silver' 

b. fa{~iif 'sneezes' 

xayyii{iif 'seamstresses (f.pl.)' 

fiibiif . '(foot)balls' 

mat;liifiif 'reception rooms' 

(20) ~a ret 'picture (of) 

xa{awto - xafu{o 'his step' 

?at;lftek 'your case' 

The data show that suffixal t of the feminine singular -e(t)--a(t) becomes 

emphatic only when the fmal stem consonant is itself emphatic. Interestingly, this 

does not include r, even though this is emphatic (the non-construct form of 'picture' is 

~ura, with the 'back' variant of the feminine sufflX). This fits with what we have seen 

before, whereby r seems to be emphatic (or at least 'back'), unless 'de-emphaticised', 

but does not itself spread this property. Moreover, the xa{awto - xa{u{o variant shows 
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that the spread may occur across a short vowel, but not across a consonant, even 

where this is labial. Lastly, JQ{iitek shows the spread not occurring across long f. This 

may be either because lexical i prevents this, or because long i is a sequence of two 

nuclei with an intervening empty onset. There is not enough data for this point to be 

clear. However, with the feminine plural -lit suffix, the emphatic property apparently 

spreads not only from a stem-fmal emphatic, but also through labials. An interesting 

variation is seen in (iibii( '(foot)balls', since the singular is (abe, with a very defmitely 

non-back fmal -e,64 which is also the case for rnatj,iife 'reception room'. It therefore 

seems that where a labial is followed by ii which is not subject to imiila, then the 

spread of the emphatic property is not blocked. However, since labials are not 

themselves 'emphaticisable', they are susceptible to imiila where nothing prevents it. 

Spreading into prefixes occurs where the stem begins with a coronal emphatic, 

or where the stem-initial consonant is (as Cowell puts it) 'conducive to velarization' 

from a subsequent sound, as shown below. (21) shows data in which spreading takes 

place, in (a) where the stem-initial consonant is emphatic, and in (b) where the stem

initial consonant is not itself emphatic. (22) shows data in which there is no spread 

(prefixes demarcated). 

(21) a. (a-~rilz 'declaration' 

(a-~mim 'design' 

(a-~arrof 'behaviour' 

(a-l}rob 'she hits' 

b. (-Jii~a~ 'he was punished' 

ba-(-xa~~ 'it (f.s.) concerns' 

(a-fl}il 'preferring' 

(-lzarr 'you (m.s.) put, place (sth)' 

64 This is something that I particularly remember noticing in DA, because I was struck by the difference 
between this form and the MB form (oba. The Hans Wehr dictionary gives (iiba for 'ball' (without 
noting it as dialectal), although Turkish has top for 'ball' and tO[X;U for 'artilleryman', the latter 
meaning of Turkish top also related to (at least) Egyptian and Iraqi rob 'cannonball' . (My Persian 
dictionary lists tap as a word of Turkish origin - Bruce Ingham (p.c.) tells me it means 'football/ 
cannonball', and, by extension, 'cannon' in Persian.) 
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(22) tu-~e/5 'you (m.s.) describe' 

tu-~al 'you (m.s.) arrive' 

ta-t-rat.t.abu 'you (m.pl.) refresh yourselves' 

ta-t-wa~~et 'you (m.s.) arrange [for s.o. to do sth.]' 

ta-l~od 'you (m.s.) imply' 

ta-nfal 'it (f.s.) is [can be] reached' 

The data here seem to show (according to the transliteration in Cowell, who 

notates emphaticisation of t s d z, but not of n r, and rarely of 1), that a prefual t can 

become emphatic where the stem-initial consonant is itself emphatic, whether the t is 

followed by lexical a, or by schwa a or no vowel. However, if the stem-initial 

consonant is not itself emphatic, these examples show spreading occurring only if the 

prefixal tis followed by the short vowel a (as in the verbal nouns of Form IT verbs, 

above), or where the prefixal tis adjacent to the stem-initial consonant. All the forms 

where the prefixal t is not shown as emphatic are where t is followed by schwa a and 

then the (non-emphatic) stem-initial radical. In terms of analysis, this is not entirely 

clear. It is possible that these forms may be variable, but this is an issue that would 

benefit from a phonetic analysis of the data above.66 

As concerns coronal r, as noted before, it appears to be lexically 'back' (i.e. 

emphatic). However, it is de-emphaticised by a preceding i (there is no evidence of 

whether it is actually de-emphaticised by a preceding i, because in such a case the r 

would have no following vowel, as in larbe 'bagpipes'), but not de-emphaticised by a 

preceding adjacent 'front' consonant, or preceding e: hmera 'measles', fakra 'idea'. 

However, 'r' is not entirely consistent in terms of de-emphaticisation, which is 

noticeable word-fmally, where most often 'r' triggers the 'a' variant of the feminine 

suffix, except after i (i.e. -ire), but there are odd cases of -ira, most likely when the 

preceding consonant is 'back', but this is certainly not always the case. There appears 

to be perhaps a degree of lexicalisation in this, and also variation, since the sources 

sometimes give variant forms. In terms of spreading, however, r never itself actively 

65 tii-~ef and tii-~al both have initial root radical w (hence Iii, not *ta ). 
66 It was unfortunately not possible to do this for the current work, but is an issue that future research 
would need to investigate further to see how regular this spread is over a number of speakers. 
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spreads the emphatic property (cf. e.g. dakar 'male', *l}.akar, where r is always 

notated as emphatic), although it does appear to participate in 'non-front' domains. 

Additionally, in words like markaz 'centre', the low vowel a in the frrst 

syllable is not raised to [£], even though the second is [£]. This indicates that r 

prevents the imiila of the frrst a, i.e. that r here is not made 'non-emphatic'. 

The coronals land n are not entirely clear. Firstly, lis clearly not emphatic in 

the following forms (where it occurs to the right of an emphatic):67 

(23) fiifle ( < fiifel) 'bad (f.s.)' 

mfii~ale 'bargaining' 

fa fie 'child (f.s.)' 

fafle 'holiday' 

l}.allet 'she remained' 

l}.aU 'he remained' 

fawle 'table' 

barf ale 'bribery' 

fiilab 'student (m.s.)' 

The only instance in the data above where l is notated as emphatic is in l}.aU, 

which compares with the feminine form l}.allet, which of course has 'e' (which I argue 

is lexically i), and thus presumably causes l to appear 'front'. As far as leftward 

spread is concerned, this appears to occur where l precedes an emphatic, although 

where there is no other preceding emphatic, the l doesn't 'pass on' this property, 

indicating perhaps that it is assimilation rather than phonological spreading across an 

entire word. This is not notated in the sources consulted; however, in ballaf 'he tiled 

(a floor)', the lis not front. An informant produced [Imballatj for this word, where the 

two vowels were markedly different (as indicated), but the frrst a was not as it would 

be in a 'front' context (compare tballal 'he got wet' [Itbell£1]). In an example such as 

lafif 'pleasant', the l again is not 'front' (this is noticeable especially in the 

exclamation ya lafif'good grief!, crikey!', although I suspect that here the lis actually 

67 Data from Cowell ( 1964 ), whose transcription of l vs ( is retained. 
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emphatic, as in aUa 'God', through semantic emphasis, but I assume this to be a 

suprasegmental [A], rather than [A] attached to the structural phonological 

representation). However, in words such as '/alb 'heart', laff 'he turned, wrapped', 

balad 'country', the whole word is 'front', and in all of these l behaves as a 'front' 

consonant. I thus suppose that l has the same representation as in I:Ioraiii and MB. It is 

noteworthy that when l does appear to be emphatic, or is notated as such, as in words 

like aUa 'God', it is adjacent to a 'back' ii (which is shortened in aUa). Moreover, l 

next to u (or u) is not emphatic. I therefore suppose, as seen with prefixes, that the 

emphatic property [A] spreads leftwards, but only into coronals. However, where the 

coronal is lorn (which I return to presently), the consonant may appear to assimilate 

to a degree, but since it doesn't spread, the [A] is not part of the phonological 

representation of l or n. Likewise, while [A] can spread over labials where there are 

emphatics, the labials themselves don't become emphatic (although the [A] impedes 

imiila, or [I] spread). 

This leaves coronal n. Stem-finally, n apparently does not become emphatic, 

since all instances of the feminine sufflX have the front variant after n, even where an 

emphatic is present (as with l, above): 

(24) se{ane 'mischief 

'laha~ne 'horses' 

ma{iime 'archbishops' 

~iibune 'bar of soap' 

However, with the lPPl possive I objective suffix -na (which does not have 

a -ne variant), Cowell (1964) notes that there is a degree of 'velarization', although 

this is not notated. My own perception of this is that it occurs only directly following 

a ('primary') emphatic, and is thus segmental assimilation (or phonetic co

articulation). This -na suffix is from OA *nii, with the fmal ii shortened, and it is thus 

lexical a (which provides further evidence that the DA feminine suffix -a - -e is 

actually schwa, since -na doesn't vary in this way), which is not itself subject to imiila 

(in DA). There is also a preftXal n- which is a type of passive (verbal Form VII), and 
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this, according to Cowell, also 'velarizes'. However, there is evidence that although 

this may affect the adjacent vowel, then itself doesn't become emphatic, or 'emphatic 

enough' to pass on this property, e.g. ma b-ta-n~iil 'it (f.s.) is unreachable [lit. is not 

reached]', where the a is realised as [1] and the preceding 2nd person prefix t is not 

emphatic: [mabtm~a:l]. Moreover, relating this to l, when the definite article l 

assimilates to an emphatic but is preceded by the demonstrative ha- 'this', the vowel 

is mid, indicating that l, although assimilated and itself emphatic, has left its [I] 

identity on the preceding vowel; since h always triggers the 'back' variant of the 

feminine suffix (as in iabha 'front' - see (16), above), this vowel would otherwise be 

expected to be emphatic [a]. In an example such as ha-l-~afal 'this child', the 

realisation is [ha~tjfd], with the a vowel (although perhaps often a little schwa-like) 

not emphatic (but not fully [E] since it is in a conflicting environment with the 

preceding 'back' h). This actually leads us to question how 'emphatic' such affues 

really are (i.e. that there are some co-articulatory effects, but there is unlikely to be 

phonological spreading into affues in DA).68 I therefore suppose that within the stem, 

n and l are generally not themselves subject to [A] spread, although when not in a 

'front' environment, their [I] quality is suppressed. 

The fmal point here before concluding this discussion concerns r. In DA 

mari{i 'ill (m.s.)', the r is still emphatic despite the following i, since its realisation is 

[mari:Q] (not [meri:Q]).69 In DA, since a word like Fana 'Farid (name)' is [ferid]/0 

this indicates that while 'm' in mari{i is not emphaticised (the cue is in the following 

vowel), the presence of {I following r prevents the imiila affecting r, indicating that [A] 

here prevents imiila spread, even from i, when there is no consonantal segment for it 

to dock onto, hence the m not being affected. 

To conclude the above discussion, it seems that there is very likely a 

difference between [A] spread within the root, which I suggest is either at a higher 

68 Again, this is an issue that would benefit from acoustic analysis, which was not possible here, but 
which is left for future research. 
69 This compares interestingly with Iraqi complete de-emphaticisation [meri:a]. This is the word that I 
always think of to exemplify dialectal variation in emphatic behaviour. In fact, as discussed, it is not so 
much the behaviour of the emphatics themselves, but other factors which affect what is commonly 
thought of as 'emphasis'. 
70 In fact, in normal speech, since the a is unstressed its realisation is central, but not low, [3] (this is 
different from the realisation of a in such contexts!). 
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(root) level, or is historical and thus lexicalised, whereas the evidence of afftxes and l 

and n indicate that [A] spreads leftwards into coronal obstruents, but rightwards there 

is generally only segmental assimilation (co-articulation). In DA, the evidence is that 

[I] is suprasegmentally present (I assume at the right edge of domains), and spreads 

leftwards. This leftward spread is evidenced by words such as !flllP~ur 'happy 

(m.s.)', 71 where the emphatics prevent [I] from spreading. Otherwise one would 

expect *mab~u{ [meb~\itl. Moreover, the few examples of ii being subject to imiila in 

DA (discussed presently), such as miisi 'walking' and bali 'worn out' (where ii is [re:]) 

are in the context of front consonants with following i (the context in which this type 

of imiila of ii is found in other dialects), again indicating leftward spread. A last point 

here is that there do not appear to be [U] domains in DA, which is where it differs 

significantly from MB and l;lorani. 

With respect to representations, in DA, I think laryngeals have only a ROOT 

node, which for some reason gives them an [A] association. Since there are no [U] 

domains, anything else without an [A] in its representation is subject to [I] 'spread' 

(or domain). r is de-emphaticised by [I] in nucleus position only (generally not by 

adjacent [I] consonants). Also, [I] doesn't 'get a hold' in words like bukra 'tomorrow', 

or bahr 'sea', but is suprasegmentally 'associated' to all words and where it can get a 

hold it will. Thus, word-fmally there is nothing to stop it being associated with any 

consonants which don't have [A] in their representation, hence e.g. ~at;ife or xa(We 

(despite [I] in the coronal emphatic, which is 'overpowered' by [A]). Lastly, since k 

behaves otherwise as in MB, I assume a similar representation (see Figure 6.4, above). 

The fmal point here concerns a few forms which are reported in other 

Levantine dialects, although rarely in Damascus Arabic, and involve imiila of long ii. 

This is relevant because it supports my hypothesis concerning 'front' (or [I]) domains 

which refutes the analysis of labials as emphatic. 

Cowell (1964:12) notes for DA that 'a next to front consonants only is also 

somewhat raised and fronted by a following i ore, so that the a is slightly higher and 

more forward than standard', and he cites (for long ii) miisi 'walking (m.s.)', niiyem 

'asleep (m.s.)'. However, the relevance of this is that for much of Syria and Lebanon 

71 Cowell (1964:7) indicates this with emphatic labials, which I refute. However, the point is that they 
are not 'front'. 
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(but not Damascus) it is reported (Cowell, 1964:8) that there are minimal pairs 

isolating e.g. fJ and r from b and r. The examples given are very interesting because 

they tend to involve cross-morphemic domains, but they are often cited in the 

literature (and also for Cairene). These examples are as follows:72 

(25) 'plain' 'velarized' 

baba 'her door' papa 'Daddy' 

mayyet 'dead (m.s.) 1JUlYY 'water'73 

niiyem 'asleep (m.s.)' !lilY 'flute' 

tari 'flowing (m.s.)' tari 'my neighbour' 

What is interesting in all these examples is that they all involve morphemic 

boundaries which I believe affect imala, i.e. [I] spread, meaning that they are not 

cases of minimal pairs in the strictest sense, and in the case of fJ 1Jl and~ don't involve 

'emphatics' vs plain segments, and in the case of r is also predictable. To take the 

case of fiiri vs tari, which are not distinctive in DA, but apparently are in other Syro

Lebanese dialects, 74 the adjectival form iari is analogous to DA mali, where a is 

subject to imala because of the following i, and also because the intervening 

consonant is 'front'. However, in fiiri, 'my neighbour', the IPS possessive sufftx -i is 

a clearly a much later suffix in terms of the stage of derivation,75 and no imala is 

72 Cowell (1964:7); I use his terminology 'plain' and 'velarized' here for demonstration, as well as his 
notation of supposed emphatics, although I maintain that these labials are not emphatic, and that 'plain' 
vs 'velarized' is not actually what the contrast is. 
73 Watson (2002:275) gives the minimal pair mayyiti 'dead (f.s.)' -1JIQyyiti 'my water'; her examples of 
such minimal pairs involve some similar examples. Without knowing more about imiila in Cairene 
specifically I can't comment further on the other examples, but two interesting ones are ragil 'man' vs 

rag if 'returning' and raJid 'major' vs riiJid 'lying' because of the morphology of the forms (emphatic 
r occurs in the nominal forms, and r, which appears to have been de-emphaticised due to imiila, occurs 
in the active participle forms). It may be the case that the imiila forms have lexical i whereas the other 

forms have schwa a which is realised as [1]. 
74 Additionally, Watson (2002:275) gives giiri vs gii[i for Cairene. 
75 In the terminology of Kaye (1989) this would be non-analytical (whereas the adjectival i of fiiri is 
analytical). Watson (2002) uses Levell and Level2 morphology, showing how they relate to (Cairene 
and San•am) Arabic. For her, although these suffixes are both Level 2, the possessive suffixes are 
much later than the adjectival. She notes in relation to examples such as those in (25) involving r that 
'de-emphaticization of II:f is a process which is determined early in the derivation'. I go a step further in 
claiming that all the above examples are predictable precisely because of the non-analytical suffixes 
which mean that despite there being a suffix imiila doesn't occur, whereas with analytical suffixes an 
environment conducive to imiila occurs, meaning that [I] spreads leftwards, so that a is fronted. Where 
imiila doesn't occur, it is not that 'velarization' occurs, but that there is no imiila or [I] effect. 
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triggered. This is not dissimilar to mayyet and nayem, where the a I ii is fronted 

through leftward [I] spread over a 'front' ([!]-specified) consonant. In IJlllYY and ~y. 

the vowel is not fronted, because in ~y it is long but there is no imiila context (no 

following vowel), and in ~ayy the historical form is mii', so although the vowel is 

phonetically shortened (because of the geminate yy) the non-frontness is retained. In 

such common forms as ~ayy it is likely that there is a degree of lexicalisation in the 

retention of the 'backness' (analogous perhaps to aUa 'God', from *allah). In the 

word ~~a 'Daddy', there is no context for imiila because of the fmallexical a vowel 

(which is anyway historically long), whereas in biiba 'her door', the second b is stem

fmal, and, as seen for DA, in this environment labials are subject to [I] and are thus in 

a 'front' environment, meaning that the -a sufflX is therefore the -e variant, and that 

the ii vowel is then subject to imiila (which in dialects which have more salient imiila 

of ii than DA means that ii is fronted to [re:]). This in tum makes the labial sound 

'front' as opposed to its basic state (which in a sense is 'neutral'). Therefore, while 

not many of these examples are specifically relevant to DA, they are relevant to other 

related or similar dialects (especially since DAis the only urban dialect dealt with in 

this chapter). 

6.4 Moroccan76 

The dialect analysed by Heath (1987) is that of Fes I Meknes, which is a sedentary 

(pre-Hilali) dialect. It is an interesting case to look at because of the well-known 

vowel reduction in these sedentary western dialects, which means that there are 

complex consonant clusters that are not found in other dialects. However, although 

this is an urban dialect, the sound system displays features which in eastern dialects 

are typically urban (such as the lack of interdentals), as well as some which in eastern 

dialects are typically non-urban (such as the three-way voicing contrast). It is 

therefore especially interesting to see how it compares to the eastern dialects already 

discussed. However, I should note here that while Heath (1987) is a detailed study, 

and moreover an analysis, and while it contains a considerable amount of data and 

76 See Chapter 5, §5.4.5.1. 
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detail, not as much data is available as that found for DA, MB and J:lorii.ni, and since 

the facts are somewhat complicated the analysis here is somewhat tentative. 

The first place to start is with a discussion of the vowel system of Moroccan 

Arabic, since this greatly affects the facts presented. As noted in Chapter 5, it is well 

known that the Western dialects have greatly reduced vowel systems. In the dialect 

under discussion there appear to be no long vowels. I do not assume long vowels (i.e. 

VCV) which are phonetically shortened, but follow Heath's (1987) analysis of three 

'full' vowels (i.e. lexical i a u), which roughly correspond to OA *i ii a; I retain 

Heath's transcription of these, as follows. Firstly, a is backed [~] word-fmally and 

next to emphatics, and fronted [a] when all adjacent consonants are 'front'. Secondly, 

i = [i] (probably IPA [1]) and u = [u] (probably IPA [u]), except in emphatic I uvular 

environments, when they are [e] (probably IPA [£]) and [o] (probably IPA [o]) 

respectively. OA short vowels (*i au) generally correspond in MCA to 'unrounded a' 

and 'rounded u'. Schwa a has values ranging from [i] - [~] - [a]; u ranges from [u] -

[o]. Both ofthese are positionally restricted (word-medial only); u 'regularly adjoins a 

velar or uvular C' (for which reason Heath proposes a set of labiovelars/uvulars, kw 

etc, meaning that u would be a variant of schwa, and schwa then 'epenthetic'). 

Moreover, where OA has short vowels, MCA often has no vowel, meaning that there 

are often quite complex consonant clusters. 77 

A second point to note here is that Moroccan Arabic has both r and r. 
apparently phonemically. However, Heath (1987:297-302) observes that there is a 

'complex synchronic situation' arising from this phonemic split. There are clearly 

instances where either r or r can only be lexical, but there are other instances of 

variation indicating that there is still a degree of allophony, so that the split is not 

complete. Heath (1987:298) puts it thus: 

MCA has yet to fully resolve a structural conflict between an allophonic analysis 

in which /r/ and /r/ are positional allophones of a single phoneme and a separate

phoneme analysis in which the two are lexically distinct. There is synchronic 

77 For a Government Phonology perspective on vowel-zero alternations in Moroccan, see Kaye (1990). 
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evidence for the continuing productivity of both models, but the separate

phoneme model is gradually displacing the allophonic one. 

It is clear that the phonemic split arose from the situation seen in other dialects 

where r is generally 'back' (emphatic, but without actually itself spreading the 

emphatic property), but is 'de-emphaticised' next to i. Examples of phonemic r vs r 

are kbt~r 'he grew up' and kbt~r 'bigger' (among many others), whereas a non

phonemic distinction can be seen for instance in a certain singular > plural pattern, 

resulting in zar 'neighbour', but the plural form !.iran 'neighbours'. However, another 

indication that r is sometimes phonemic and sometimes not is that sometimes r itself 

spreads the emphatic property to other coronals, as in {lrf.-a 'stair' ( <OA *daraja) and 

{lrt~~ 'study' (<OA *drus). In both these forms, there is no other reason why tj and~ 

should be emphatic, since OA *d s are both regularly maintained as d and sin MCA, 

and there are no other 'back' consonants in these words. However, one of the 

exceptions to the general preference in MCA for stems to have only emphatic 

coronals or only non-emphatic coronals is the example trab 'dirt', which is especially 

puzzling because t is to the left of r, meaning that it would normally be emphatic, and 

also because they form a consonant cluster (and there are extremely few examples of 

non-homogenous clusters in MCA). Moreover, t is clearly distinct from ~ in that there 

is a very salient aspiration contrast, 78 so this example is potentially puzzling, unless 

we suppose that r which appears to be back, but which de-emphaticises, is not 

lexically the same as r or r, so that in the example of trab where r does not spread [A] 

into t, it is not an emphatic which can spread [A]. That is, one would have to posit 

three lexical representations (phonemes) for what appear to be realised as rand r . I 

suggest therefore that in MCA, there is emphatic r which behaves as other emphatics 

in harmonising stems, there is non-emphatic r which is an [I] coronal, and there is 

78 In addition to other sources which show that Moroccan t and k are aspirated while ( and q are not, 
Heath (1987:17) states: '/t/ has a heavily aspirated and often affricate-like release ... and may be 
represented phonetically as [t'], while It/ consistently has an abrupt release'. He makes reference to the 
'assibilation' oft in several places. Therefore, they are distinct enough that the difference would be 
salient in the example above. 
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another R which I assume to be unspecified for resonance elements. This can be seen 

as follows: 79 

Figure 6.8 The representation of the Moroccan rhotics 

r 

A 

r 

J .. 
I .... 

R 

I 
Such an analysis would explain why there are some instances where what 

appears to be emphatic r does not spread [A] in the expected manner. In the example 

given, since R does not lexically have a resonance element, while it may sound 

emphatic next to a (or even assimilate), it can't actually spread this into t. Moreover, 

there are a few (albeit limited) examples of what I assume to be R, as follows: 

79 I do not assume a 'neutral' or resonance-unspecified representation for r in other dialects, because it 
does not fit with the facts. For instance, among other reasons, in Damascus Arabic, since the feminine 
suffix is lexically schwa, there would be no reason why r normally triggers the 'back' variant, when 
word-fmal consonants are otherwise targeted by [I) (as are the labials, for instance). 
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(26) r{i{l-u - rdd-u 

ra~-i - ras-i 

'give back (pl.)' 

'my head' 

Otherwise, r usually triggers other coronals to become emphatic (as in drf.-a 

'stair' and l}rtJ~ 'study', above). 

Heath (1987) notes that generally stems harmonise as to emphaticness. (27) 

below gives all the examples I found in his data which bear this out: 

(27) #f(tJ)[ (<OA say{ara) 'dominate' 

frftJq 'explode, burst' 

Nrtiq 'exploding, bursting' 

t-#ftJf 'be sent' 

~qtJf (<OA squf) 'fall' (MCA 'fail') 

~l}tJq (<OA ~duq) 'be right' 

~ftJl (<OA safl) 'bucket' 

~ftJh (<OA sa{ h) 'roof terrace' 

l}rtJb (<OA l}rib) 'hit' 

fi~ (compare DA {fz) 'anus' 

What is rather interesting in MCA, but also very puzzling, is vowel alternation. 

Firstly, there is one apparently invariant vowel in MCA: word-fmal a, for which all 

the examples given were the grammatical feminine suffix (including where this is part 

of a broken plural template), appears always to be the 'back' variant (which I assume 

from the acoustic measurements and Heath's description is something like IPA [a]). 

Heath notes that 'word-fmal /a/, even following a plain C, has strikingly low F2 

values', 80 and his acoustic measurements show it to be in the lower part of the range 

for medial [~].It would seem logical, therefore, that the representation of this vowel is 

£A] (i.e. a headed expression). However, the fact that this is an invariant 'back' vowel 

indicates that in MCA we are looking at somewhat different processes from those 

80 Heath (1987:314). 
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seen for other dialects, since in other dialects the right edge of the stem is usually an [I] 

domain (unless this is blocked by an [A] consonant). Moreover, this, in conjunction 

with the fact that the vowels of western dialects such as MCA clearly work somewhat 

differently from the dialects we have seen previously, indicates that the vowels may 

be key to what is going on in MCA. However, the puzzling facts are prefixes where 

the vowel alternates but the consonants don't. 

What we have seen in the data so far is that most stems have at most only one 

lexically filled vowel.81 However, since very often the stem vowel is clearly schwa a, 

positing something like headedness harmony (whereby the prefixal vowel would 

concord with the stem vowel in terms of headedness) can't be the answer, since schwa 

is a lexically unfilled nucleus, so there cannot be headedness. Let us look at the facts. 

In the case of a consonantal prefix where no following vowel is realised, this 

seems to assimilate (in a segmental fashion) with the stem-initial consonant. This is 

seen, for example, with the defmite article/- (which, as for other dialects, assimilates 

entirely to coronals except palatal y) or the verbal noun of a Form II verb: Nrtiq 

'exploding, bursting', f/.-t;lar 'the house'. However, where there is a prefiXal vowel 

with a consonant, the consonant does not become emphatic, while the vowel shows up 

as the back variant. This is seen, for instance, with ta-n-t;lhak 'I laugh', ta-n-t;lann 'I 

think', ta-n-srab 'I drink', where acoustic measurements82 show these prefiXal a 

vowels as emphatic [~]. but Heath states: 'Certainly the /t/ of Ita-/ is never 

pharyngealized in these examples.' Interestingly, this effect is also seen with uvulars, 

which also lower the prefixal vowel: ta-n-qyyal 'I spend the mid-day' and ta-n-xrui 'I 

go out' both had [~]for prefixal a. However, in stems with no emphatics or uvulars, 

the prefiXal a is clearly fronted, as in ta-n-dir 'I do' and ta-n-bus 'I kiss'. Lastly, in a 

stem with a uvular preceded by a 'front' consonant, the effect is somewhere between: 

according to Heath's F2 measurements of a, in ta-n-tiq 'I trust' the vowel is not in the 

range of values of 'emphatic' (and word-fmal) [~]. but also clearly lower than the 

range of F2 values of 'front' [a]. Therefore, it appears to be in an 'intermediate' range, 

almost as if neutral. However, what is interesting is that these variations occur 

81 Looking at the data in Heath (1987), there are some derived fonns (such as the diminutive) which 
have more than one lexical vowel, and also loan words (including what appear to be a couple of 
borrowings from Standard Arabic). 
82 Heath (1987:314-15). 
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apparently without any variation in the flanking prefixal consonants t and n, and that 

the vowel variation is triggered from a distance. 

For this reason, I shall look at vowel representations here, and I propose that 

the MCA vowels have the following representations: 

(28) 'full' vowels: i rn 
> e in emphatic context [A.IJ 

u [ill 

> o in emphatic context [A. !I] 

a [A] 

> ~ in emphatic context lA] 

> ii in 'front' context [A .I] 

' reduced' vowels: a [ ] 

u [U] 

Before discussing the relevance of this to the prefixal alternations, I should 

note that I mentioned above that word-fmal a is always 'back', and has the same 

range of F2 values as a in a fully emphatic environment. I thus proposed its 

representation as lA]. However, this doesn't seem to spread leftwards (otherwise all 

stems would be emphatic), so it is likely therefore to be lexically [A], meaning that 

MCA doesn't allow word-fmal headless vowels (and note that schwa a and 'reduced' 

u, both of which have headless expressions, never occur word-fmally). It is thus 

headless by virtue of being word-fmal rather than lexically headed. 

Moving on to the prefixal alternations, Heath (1987:314-15) shows (through 

F2 measurements) that in the case of stems containing an emphatic, e.g. ta-n-t}hak 'I 

laugh', ta-n-t}ann 'I think' and ta-n-srab 'I drink', the prefixal vowel is [~]. 

Additionally, in stems containing a uvular in the initial consonant (cluster), the 

prefixal a is also [~]. as in ta-n-qyyal 'I spend the mid-day' and ta-n-xri1f. 'I go out'. 

This contrasts with stems with no uvular or emphatic, where prefixal a is clearly 

fronted [a], as in ta-n-dir 'I do' and ta-n-bus 'I kiss ' . The puzzling case, however, is 

where the stem has a uvular and a preceding 'front' consonant, such as ta-n-tiq 'I 
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trust', where the vowel is not in the range of values of 'emphatic' (and word-fmal) [~]. 

but yet it is clearly lower than the range of F2 values of 'front' [a]. In fact, it appears 

to be in an 'intermediate' range, almost as if neutral. 

It is clear that this cannot be (leftward-spreading) vowel harmony (or rather 

headedness harmony), since many of these stems contain schwa, and since in ta-n-tiq 

the prefixal vowel is neither the 'back' variant, nor the 'front' variant. What therefore 

does seem likely is that MCA has [I] domains, triggered by [I)-specified consonants 

(in the data above, this clearly involves non-emphatic coronals, and labials are 

'neutral' provided that no emphatic is present). These [I] domains seem rather weak in 

MCA, though. As noted, unlike other dialects seen, word-fmal [A] is not targeted by a 

suprasegmental [1]. Moreover, in ta-n-tiq, the presence of the stem-fmal uvular 

appears to prevent this [I] domain from spreading leftwards into the prefix, even 

though the uvular [A] doesn't itself cause backing of the prefixal vowel. In this sense, 

there is a conflict between [I] and [A], where [I] is 'overpowered' by the leftward 

effect of an [A] domain, but its presence prevents the effect of the [A] spreading 

further left. 

The relevance of this to the vowel representations in (28) is as follows. As 

seen in (28), I assume that a lexical a is unheaded [A]. Firstly, an [A] domain (which 

is triggered by emphatics and uvulars) spreads [A] (at least leftwards) into nuclear 

positions and causes any lexically present nuclear [A] to be head. In an empty nucleus 

which is phonetically realised (schwa), [A] therefore has an effect (as seen earlier, in 

an emphatic context this schwa is realised as [~].in Heath's notation, which I take to 

be an '[A)-coloured' schwa),83 but since [A] is not lexically present in this nucleus it 

is not headed. Secondly, in an [I] domain such as ta-n-bus (which shows that [I] 

domains are not affected by the presence of a labial), [I] spreads (at least leftwards) 

into the prefixal nuclear position, but since lexical [A] is not headed, the expression is 

83 In Chapter 3, I discussed the structure of the phonological representations of vowels. According to 
Nasukawa & Bacldey (2005), schwa has two potential realisations (not necessarily utilised in all 
languages): a nuclear structure (with no elements) with simply a root (FUNDAMENTAL) node is 
interpreted as a non-high central vowel such as [A] or [~]. while bare RESONANCE is interpreted as a 
high central vowel [i]. This could be applied to Arabic, in that the 'low' schwa has simply a root 
(FUNDAMENTAL) node, whereas the 'higher' schwa seen in front contexts terminates in bare 
RESONANCE. In fact, [i] is the (schwa) vowel given for Moroccan in front contexts (see Kaye, 1990, on 

ktib 'he wrote'). One may prefer to see it as a slight phonetic smearing of [A] vs [1]. 
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then (headless) [A.I]. Lastly, in a 'neutral' domain, such as ta-n-tiq, where the prefix 

is in neither an [I] nor an [A] domain, the vowel remains unheaded [A]. 

A last point of note here is that it is not clear why the prefixal consonants 

flanking prefixal a don't themselves create an [I] domain which would mean that the 

vowel would always be [a]. It may be that n is not itself an [I] consonant, indicating 

that perhaps in MCA not all the coronals are [I)-specified. This would also show a 

leftward-spread only of [I] domains (triggered by a segmental [I)-specified consonant). 

Unfortunately, without more clear data (and since I do not know this dialect 

myself), analysis in further detail is not possible. Despite this, however, it serves to 

show that dialects such as MCA, probably due to the rather different vocalic system, 

may behave rather differently from the other types of dialects seen in this chapter. 

Having said that, we can draw parallels with the other dialects in terms of the 

presence of [I] and [A] domains, and also in that these domains have a leftward 

spreading effect. It also seems that MCA is probably of the 'urban' type in not having 

the [U] domains seen for example in MB. 84 To conclude, it seems that while 

consonants trigger these suprasegmental domains, harmonisation of emphatic 

consonants works somewhat independently of (or at a different level from) the 

synchronic alternations of vowels and prefixes. This is seen for all dialects discussed 

here. 

6.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has looked at what is typically assumed to be 'emphasis' in four different 

dialects of Arabic. While this cannot be considered entirely representative of all 

Arabic dialects,85 there are interesting parallels to be drawn which indicate that the 

dialects may be, to at least a reasonable degree, predictable in terms of 'backing' (or 

what is generally called 'emphasis') in relation to the overall sound system. 

The first point is the classification of the dialects discussed. Muslim Baghdadi 

is gilit Mesopotamian, but an essentially urban dialect, although apparently 

84 Heath (1987) does notate 'emphatic' labials, and also proposes a set of labialised velars, which 
would fit with the idea that 'backed' velars are [U] consonants, not [A) consonants. However, the data 
were not clear (or numerous) enough to be able to see the interaction of this with emphatics and 
uvulars. 
ss Due to space and time constraints, it has not been possible to do that within the confines of this 
thesis. 
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sedentarised at a relatively later time. 86 In many respects the sound system is thus 

closer to Bedouin-type dialects than to the urban dialects of the Levant. l:lorani Arabic, 

while rural Levantine, is also very conservative (apparently more so than many of the 

other rural Levantine dialects), and again seems more toward the Bedouin end of the 

continuum. By contrast, Damascus Arabic is urban, and its sound system is rather 

different to that of the previous two dialects. Lastly, the Moroccan Arabic of Fes I 

Meknes is essentially urban, although North African (western, where the other 

dialects are eastern). 

MB clearly has [I] domains and emphatic domains, but additionally has clear 

[U] domains. While [I] domains are 'stronger' than [U] domains, it is the interaction 

of [A] domains with [U] domains which give MB a somewhat 'guttural'-sounding 

characteristic. l:lorani also seems to have [U] domains, but apparently has less salient 

[I] domains than MB (or at least fewer [I] contexts, as discussed). This fits with it 

being non-urban. Damascus Arabic does not seem to have [U] domains, and although 

imiila of ii is not particularly salient (unlike other urban dialects of the region, and 

unlike qeltu dialects), the effect of imiila contexts ([I] domains) is very clear. Lastly, 

the urban Moroccan Arabic discussed here, while not conclusive, seems to be more of 

the urban type in that the sound system lacks the typical more 'Bedouin' 

characteristics of, e.g. interdental retention, and q > g, yet the [I] domains don't seem 

as strong as the eastern urban dialects. This may well correlate with the somewhat 

different vocalic system noted. 

A point arising from the brief investigation presented here is that emphatic 

spread between coronals within stems appears to be different (noted especially for DA, 

as discussed) from synchronic spread at lower levels (into sufftxes, etc). In this sense, 

I don't see that there is simply one process of 'emphasis spread', as is typically 

assumed. Moreover, as I have shown here, I disagree that labials or velars are actually 

emphatic (or rather, emphaticisable); rather, I see a process of imiila (which is usually 

assumed to be a type of vowel harmony, but which I argue is crucially involved in 

86 As noted in Chapter 5, Blanc (1964) concluded that the qeltu dialects were the 'original' sedentary 
dialects of Iraq, and that the gilit dialects reflect much later waves of (Bedouin) immigration. This is 
generally accepted, and borne out by the behaviour of the sound system. It has not been possible to 
compare MB with the qeltu dialects in this chapter, because the most informative work (Abu-Haidar, 
1991) simply did not give enough detail of variation and there were no phonetic transcriptions. 
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creating [I] domains involving consonants), and this imiila creates an environment in 

which labials (and velars) are 'front'. This means that where labials are not in an 

imiila environment, they are free to assert their full characteristics (which would thus 

seem somewhat 'back', but which I argue is not 'emphasis'). 

I also argue that Arabic consonants do not necessarily have the same 

phonological representations in different dialects. This pertains particularly to velars 

(whether or not k is 'front'), but also, as seen in Chapter 3, to pharyngeal f and, in 

terms of laryngeal contrasts, to voiceless obstruents (whether or not tis aspirated in 

comparison with f). Moreover, for the dialect of Urban Moroccan seen here, it may 

well be the case that where other dialects of Arabic haver which is generally 'back' 

([A)-specified), this dialect has not just 'front' vs 'back' r, but also an unspecified r. 

This fits with the observation that in this dialect, n may not be an [I] consonant, which 

leads me to assume that in MCA, only the coronal obstruents t s d z (precisely those 

which correspond to 'primary' coronal emphatics f ~ r;l ?:) are [I)-specified. Indeed, I 

commented above that MCA does not have very strong [I] domains, which also fits 

with such an analysis. 

In this sense, MCA is somewhat intermediate, in that where the other dialect 

types seen have presumably developed an obstruent system where (almost) all its 

members are specified for a resonance quality (or element), this is not necessarily the 

case in MCA. Rather, in MCA, it is only the obstruents which directly oppose the 

emphatics in the sound system which are associated with [1]. 

A last point to be made here is the triangular relationship between the 

resonance elements [I], [U] and [A]. To some extent there is an affinity (in terms of 

backing) between the [A] and [U] elements, and it seems to be that both of these 

elements may equate with the auditory quality of 'darkness' (which usually contrasts 

in a sound system with the quality of 'clear' or 'slender'). However, the interaction of 

these elements with the 'non-dark' [I] is what seems crucial in the behaviour of what 

is typically assumed to be 'emphasis' (or lack of) in Arabic. 
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Chapter? 
Conclusion 

This thesis is to be seen as the preliminary step towards a comprehensive typology 

and dialect geography of Semitic emphatics. The aim here has been to identify what 

exactly is meant by 'emphatic' in the Semitic context and to investigate how this may 

vary across Semitic languages. Chapter 2 investigated the phonetic correlates of 

'emphatic', and showed that in some languages 'emphatic' equates to ejective, which 

functions purely as a laryngeal contrast within the sound system. In other languages, 

such as Arabic, the situation is more complex, however. While 'emphatic' may 

historically have been a laryngeal contrast, its primary function now is part of a more 

general 'front'-'back' contrast. Nevertheless, in many dialects there appears still to be 

a laryngeal contrast, in that emphatic voiceless stops are voiceless unaspirated, while 

the non-emphatic voiceless stops are aspirated; in other dialects, this contrast has 

neutralised. I showed that this neutralisation is an innovation, and in the dialects 

detailed here occurs in Eastern urban dialects and Western pre-Hilali; however, the 

retention of the three-way contrast is a conservative feature which we saw in 

Bedouin( -type) dialects and rural Levantine. 

Since the aim here is to investigate emphatics within overall sound systems, 

and to be able to understand their phonological role and behaviour, in Chapter 3 I 

investigated the phonological representation of emphatics (and other relevant 

segments within the sound system). It transpired that in the standard GP view of 

segmental representations, the representation of (phonologically contrastive) ejectives 

was problematic, and I therefore proposed a geometric and contour structure to 

subsegmental representations, such that the various elements link to different nodes. I 

also argued that, in parallel with the elements [H] and [L], the element [?] functions 

not only as a 'manner' element, but also as a 'laryngeal' element, thus having a dual 

function in phonological representations. Lastly, I argued that emphatics and uvulars 

are characterised by 'secondary' [A], while pharyngeals have 'primary' [A]. 
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Again, with the aim of understanding the role of emphatics across Semitic, in 

Chapter 4 I investigated the historical development of emphatics, arguing for the 

Proto-Semitic 'ejective' hypothesis. I looked at the trajectory proposed by 

Dolgopolsky ( 1977) and discussed the emergence of the pharyngeal character in 

Semitic. I then contextualised this by showing the changing phonological 

representations. 

Since it is widely supposed that emphatics across the various dialects of 

Arabic behave differently, and since there have been widely varying theoretical 

analyses applied to the phenomenon of emphatics, in Chapter 5 I discussed Arabic 

dialect classification. I also discussed the issue of sound systems and noted a set of 

key phonological variables that could be evaluated for the various dialects. I then 

detailed the variables for representatives of each major dialect group. 

Lastly, in Chapter 6, I looked more closely at data from four different types of 

dialects. I argued that while analyses of Arabic emphatics typically look at domains of 

'emphasis spread', this is not the whole story. I investigated data that showed that 

there is not necessarily one process of spreading of an emphatic property, and argued 

that the Arabic consonantal system is characterised by resonance qualities, and it is 

this that varies cross-dialectally. Some dialects have salient [U] domains which are 

typically called 'emphatic', although I suggest that 'back' is a more appropriate term. 

In Arabic, the emphatics characterise [A] domains which typically oppose [I] domains. 

Therefore, what is often argued to be an 'emphatic' domain may actually be more 

accurately thought of as a non-[1] domain. For this reason, the phenomenon of imiila 

merits much closer attention. 

Overall, then, in looking at the role of emphatics within sound systems such as 

(the various dialects of) Arabic, it is not only the emphatics that need looking at, but 

other aspects of the sound system, and especially 'fronting' contexts (imiila). 

In this way, the thesis has highlighted areas in which further research would 

lead to the setting up of a comprehensive comparative typology and dialect geography 

of emphatics (and their role in sound systems), and also pointed out the directions in 

which further research could be taken. That is, that a comprehensive and consistent 

corpus of cross-dialectal data needs to be gathered, which could then be evaluated in 
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the same terms and with the same working assumptions and hypotheses across the 

dialects. The data should take into account factors such as laryngeal contrasts, but also 

evaluate factors such as vowel realisations not just in overtly emphatic contexts, but 

also in the various non-emphatic contexts discussed in Chapter 6. 

The thesis has also shown that the investigation into emphatics is not confmed 

to only one area of research, and thus makes a contribution to several sub-disciplines. 

Firstly, I have aimed to contribute to theoretical phonology, at least in the area of 

(consonantal) segmental representation as viewed in an element framework, but also 

in showing how a given phenomenon must be viewed in the context of its role in an 

overall sound system. Secondly, the thesis has related this to historical linguistics, and 

comparative Semitic studies. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the thesis has 

aimed to contribute to Arabic dialectology. The approach here has therefore been 

frrmly and intentionally cross-disciplinary, and I hope serves to show how disciplines 

not only overlap but benefit from one another. 

For future research, the immediate aim is building on this thesis to set up a 

typology of emphatics. However, research undertaken during the course of this 

project (but too large in scope to be included here) indicated that other comparative 

studies could also arise from this. Firstly, one could look at the perceptual-auditory 

notion of 'darkness'. Generally, when we talk about languages which have 'dark' 

segments, we contrast them with 'light' or 'clear' segments, as for instance 

investigations into English 'dark' vs 'clear' l, or 'dark' vs 'light' consonants in 

Russian or Irish Gaelic. Since my investigation led me to conclude that Arabic 

emphatics had an a-quality (i.e. the [A] element), I wondered whether [A] could be 

effectively the 'dark' element. However, on looking at Russian1 and Irish Gaelic,2 it 

seemed that here 'darkness' patterns with u-quality. Moreover, a long (and ultimately 

distracting) investigation into pharyngealisation in the various North-East and North

West Caucasian languages3 showed that pharyngealisation here is very different from 

Arabic. In Caucasian, pharyngealisation patterns phonologically with palatalisation, is 

1 See in particular Padgett (2001, 2003). 
2 See the classic work by Thumeysen (1946). 
3 See Bell em (2005a, 2005b ). 
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phonetically very tense and somewhat rhoticised, 4 and induces both a- and i-quality in 

vowels; there is no sense of 'darkness', either. By contrast, Arabic does have this 

'darkness', yet this seems to equate to non-i-quality, since while the emphatics are 

generally 'dark', so are the u-domains that we saw, for instance, in Muslim Baghdadi 

Arabic. The notion of 'darkness' therefore seems to be a phonological opposition to i

quality, and thus can equate to a- and I or u-quality, depending on the sound system of 

the language in question. 

I close, therefore, by noting that this project has raised just as many questions 

as it has answered, if not more, and that this really does comprise just the starting 

steps towards setting up a phonological typology of Arabic dialects (or indeed Semitic 

languages generally). 

En gijzel deniz : 
henuz gidilmemi~ olan1d1r. 

En gijzel ~ocuk : 
heniiz biiyiimedi. 

En gijzel gunlerimiz : 
heniiz y(lfamad•klar1m1z. 

Ve sana siiylemek istedi§im en guzel stSz: 
heniiz soylememi~ oldu§um sozdiir ... 

25 EyiUI1945 - Naz1m Hikme.t 

4 The issue of retroflexion is also very interesting. Retroflexion may be another instance of where 
languages have 'front' ([I)-specified) coronals, which contrast with retroflexed ([A] and [!]-specified) 
coronals. Cross-linguistically, retroflexes tend to pattern with back (or non-front) vowels. The seminal 
works on this are Bhat (1973, 1974) and Hamann (2003). Aemming (2003) also discusses 'front' vs 
'back' coronals. 
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VOT Measurements (Chapter 2) 

I Tigrinya 

TableAJ Tigrinya - VOT values (ms) of the 6 Tigrinya stops t, k, t', k', d, g; 
measurements of soundfiles from the archive of SOAS Phonetics 
Laboratory, spoken by an adult male 

(Chapter 2, Figure 2.6) 
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ll Syrian Arabic 

TableA2 Syrian Arabic- mean VOTvalues (ms) ofvoiceless stops preceding [i], 
[a], [u] (n = 30),· data from Jesry (1996); the results are his analysis 
of 10 tokens from 3 adult subjects for each of the 12 target CV 
sequences 

(Chapter 2, Figure 2.9) 

ti 

\i 

ki 

qi 

mean 

TableA3 

VOT VOT VOT 
(ms) (ms) (ms) 

mean 

29 ta 24 tu 23 25 

24 \3 24 \U 23 24 

30 ka 32 ku 33 32 

31 qa 33 qu 22 29 

29 28 25 

Syrian Arabic- mean VOT values (ms) of voiced stops preceding [i], 
[a], [u] (n = 30); data from Jesry (1996); the results are his analysis 
of 10 tokens from 3 adult subjects for each of the 9 target CV 
sequences 

(Chapter 2, Figure 2.10) 

VOT VOT VOT 
(ms) (ms) (ms) mean 

bi -67 ba -67 bu -75 -70 

di -67 da -65 du -68 -67 

Qi -62 Qa -69 QU -74 -68 

mean -65 -67 -72 
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m Lebanese Arabic 

TableA4 Lebanese Arabic- mean VOT values (ms) of voiceless stops preceding 
[i], [a], [u] (n = 64); data from Yeni-Komshian et al. ( 1977); the 
results are their analysis of 8 tokens from 8 adult subjects for each of 
the 12 target CV sequences 

(Chapter 2, Figure 2.12) 

ti 

\i 

ki 

qi 

mean 

TableA5 

VOT VOT VOT 
(ms) (ms) (ms) 

mean 

30 ta 20 tu 25 25 

35 ~ 15 \U 20 23 

30 ka 25 ku 30 28 

35 qa 30 qu 25 30 

33 23 25 

Lebanese Arabic- mean VOT values (ms) of voiced stops preceding 
[i], [a], [u] (n = 64); data from Yeni-Komshian et al. ( 1977); the 
results are their analysis of 8 tokens from 8 adult subjects for each of 
the 9 target CV sequences 

(Chapter 2, Figure 2.13) 

VOT VOT VOT 
(ms) (ms) (ms) 

mean 

bi -40 ba -80 bu -75 -65 

di -40 da -60 du -70 -57 

4i -50 4a -65 4u -65 -60 

mean -43 -68 -70 
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IV Muslim Baghdadi vs Cairene Arabic 

TableA6 Muslim Baghdadi and Cairene Arabic- means and ranges of VOT values (ms) of [0 and [t] (n = 4); data from Heselwood 
( 1996),· the results show the means of 4 tokens for each of 4 speakers, labelled Bl-B4 for Baghdadi and Cl-C4 for Cairene; the 
ranges are across the totall6 tokens per target 

(Chapter 2, Figures 2.15-17) 
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V Muslim Baghdadi Arabic 

TableA7 Baghdadi Arabic analysis 1 - VOT values (ms) of 4 voiceless stops in 
word-initial position (per token), means (n=6) and ranges shown; data 
from the soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001, Lessons 9-16), of 
one adult male subject 

(Chapter 2, Figures 2.18-19) 
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TableA8 Baghdadi Arabic analysis 1 - VOT values (ms) of 4 voiced stops in 
word-initial position (per token), means (n=6) and ranges shown; data 
from the soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001, Lessons 9-16), of 
one adult male subject 

(Chapter 2, Figures 2.18-19) 

1: VOT(ms) 
... . .. ' 

1: I token mean range 

basma I -21 I· ; 

I 
.. ,, basma -37 

basma I -27 . I; 
-41 -65--21 

basma I -48 I 
1 -65 

-
L basma 

basma I· -49 
.... i' 

darras I -48 I· 
darras I -56 I 
daqiqa I -22 I -47 -62--22 
daqiqa I -44 I' 
dalil 1-. -49 I 
dalil l-62 I! 
<Jabu\ ( <l~abuV) 1- -85 I 
<Jabu\(<l~abuV) 1: -92 

. 

I 
<Jaxma 1. -66 I -76 -92--56 
<Jaxma 1· -72 I 
<Jaxum I -56 ( 
<Jaxum 1 -84 

. 

j: 
I· -55 

.. 

I· gabul 
j 

gabul I -51 I· 
I 

.. 

1: gabul -30 
-47 -61--30 

gabul I -36 I 
ga~~ I -61 I. 
ga~~ I' -46 1: 
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TableA9 Baghdadi Arabic analysis 2- VOT values (ms) of 4 voiced stops in 
word-initial position (per token), means (n=6) and ranges shown; data 
from the soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001, Lesson 1), of one 
adult male subject 

(not shown in Chapter 2, Figures A1-2, below) 

·- I: 
"" -~ -~--- -~-----k--- -~- ··- ·-·~ 

l 
··- ~ .. ·- ~---·- --·. - ... r token VOT(ms) mean range 

]~106 
. ---· ·-' "' .. -·-w. ··-- . ---~ . .. 

ban a I 

ban a l -107 
- -· ......... ·-· ... "li 

I 
. -·- - -·- ·· r hanna -110 

-105 -68--124 
I 

-·· .. - ·I: hanna -68 I• 
. 

I 
-· .. . 

1: beet -124 

beet I -116 I 
darb I -102 ] 
darb I -122 I. 

I 
. . -·- .... r daar -88 

-87 -45--122 
daar I -78 T 
daras I -45 1: 
daras I -89 

.. 

], 
"arb I: -125 li 
"arb I I· 

I· 
-178 

"aar I' -100 I· -122 
I; -72--178 

"aar I· -72 1: 
I• 

"aaf I. -107 ]i 1! 

"aaf I L ' -151 

gash I -68 1: ' 

gash I -78 ll 
garram I -74 - ] : , 

-73 i -61--94 
garram l -94 li ! 

I 
.. -

l I' gaal -61 I; 

' 
I 

- .. 
1: gaal -63 
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Figure AI Baghdadi Arabic analysis 2- mean VOTvalues (ms) of voiced stops 
(n=6); data from the soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001, Lesson 
1 ), of one adult male subject 

(actual results in Table A9, above) 

-140 

Figure A2 

-120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 ms 

Baghdadi Arabic analysis 2- ranges ofVOTvalues (ms) ofvoiced 
stops (n=6); data from the soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001, 
Lesson 1 ), of one adult male subject 

(actual results in Table A9, above) 
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Table Al 0 Baghdadi Arabic analysis 3 - VOT values ( ms) of 4 voiced stops in 
word-initial position (per token), means (n=JO) and ranges shown; 
data from the soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001, all lessons), of 
one adult male subject 

(not shown in Chapter 2, Figures A3-4, below) 

token I 
·- --

VOT(ms) I mean I range 

batt I -99 I 
batt I -136 J 
ba~ L -127 I 
ba~~ __j -143 
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.-

-30 
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-
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dar I -62 

- - ---

L 
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_, - --
1: daras -87 I• 

darras 1· -79 __j ' 
darras I, -s9 1: 

~af I 
- } -105 

I 
- ... --

-1: ~af -143 

~ar 1· -99 l 
~ar I -72 I I 
~arb 1· -123 I -100 -179--56 
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~axma 1' :69 

~- .... 

I· 
~axma I -72 I. 
~ax urn I' -56 _ _j: I· 

l 
--

L 
I• 

~ax urn -82 
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1: 
- - " 

I gal .-61 

gal 1: -63 
-·- . -·---I 

p 
... 

I i gul-li -52 

1: 
"" --- . .. I gul-li -44 

1: 
... -. · ··- - - I gidar -84 

-44 -84-12 
1:· ~66 

---~ --~~· . -· -- I ,, 
gidar 

p 
.. 

I gino -40 

L 
--

l gino -30 

giddam 1: -9 ll 
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Figure A3 Baghdadi Arabic analysis 3- mean VOTvalues (ms) ofvoiced stops 
(n=10); data from the soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001, all 
lessons), of one adult male subject 

(actual results in Table AlO, above) 

Figure A4 

g 

-120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 ms 

Baghdadi Arabic analysis 3- ranges ofVOTvalues (ms) ofvoiced 
stops (n=10); data from the soundfiles accompanying Alkalesi (2001, 
all lessons), of one adult male subject 

(actual results in Table AlO, above) 

ms 
20~----------------------------------------------------. 
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-20+-------------------------------------------~----~ 

-40+-----~------------------------------------~----~ 

-60+-----~----------~------------.-----------~----~ 
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-100 +-----~------------------------.-----------------~ 
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VI Saudi Arabian Arabic 
Table All Saudi Arabic- VOTvalues (ms) of the voiceless coronal stops [t] fO (per token), showing means (n=9) per subject (total7 

subjects - group mean also shown),· data from the soundfiles of the KACST database 
(Chapter 2, Figures 2.20--7) 

;[]~- -- -- i"' S~bjec; -~- A- -s~b~ l B ] s~b;.-- "-T S~birali G 1 Sub;~ T H p~b;; l - M r sub~ :- y r Group -; 
; ' A mean B : mean , F mean G i mean H mean M ; mean ! Y ; mean l mean ; 
1 I \ I f • ~ • l { 1 • ;tai----1! - 20 r------.-----50--]~---- r - 46 --J ------~-----u--J-------- -----n--------~ ---- - ---=:-- --34-JI _____ r --- 30 - ] - - r ! 
1 iuz---- -r ---22 -- ~ :-- -- 2-s ----] ;------ 40 - - ·1 ;·· -'36-- ----~ ; .- ----35 --- l I ----4f---1; r· -44 - --- ,: ! 

r liZ "'' J-------:z~.- -T : -- 34--- li :· - 4i _____ l :---- 27 -- 1 ;---- i F---T . 46----J: i -- 47- -1; 
! zataz-]i 30 - I ~ :·-- 30 - I! : 43 ··1 22 I ~-- 24 -- 1 , --·· so - --II i 1• - ] 
i zui:UZ_l ___ 24 --li 26 ~ ---39-- -T 33 !--- 56 --1 44 ;- ··32 _____ ] 3o ~--- i1 - ---li 2s ~-- --s6-- -11 47 r-· 47 ---ll 41 
;--ZitiZ ___ F --4o ]: :-- --j 9 -- 1: r sf' ____ l 44 --l :---- --22 -----r : -__ 64 _____ ] I --ss --- 1: 

! zattaz ] 17 - l i --15 ~: i --55 - ] 24 ·1: 10 ] : - si~l ~ -37 -~~~· 
: zuttuz li 30 ] ~-- --- 28 ] : 28 - "I 29 II ! 29 - '] - --- 40'"" ]i r 33 --]; 

35 

!zjttiz--J 23 1- ; 31 1: i 34.. -1 28 '' ] ~----19 --·] --- 43 J! ; 34 ]: li 
~ ~ --- ] :·- 16 - -r ---.--- 1 -] ~----- - ~2 _J _____ ------. 6 -- r ----- .. ·· r-- --- ----2t' ---r r'=-= 19=· -::--::::!1! =: =:::::::!==r--==! 

r--\.JZ - ·r------ ~6 -- ---1 ~- ----i3---- T :· · ·9 --- -1 ·--- ij - --1. - · Ti · J; · · 3o - J :-- -- 19------l 

~- \iz -- ·r·-- fi -- J - -------.., -- ] : --- 8-- 1 13 - 1 13 l 42 ·--r : ----i4-- -- l 
:-- zaiaz-t 11 1 11 r ~-- ---~i -- ·1 - - --9- · 1 1s l 18 -- 1: ~- 12"----r 
: z~\uz l ·· Is - I 18 - --- 1'3 "- I: 11 : -- i6 - -1 12 ' .. 14- 'I 12 19 I 12 - 31 '} 30 :· ---9.-•• -- --, 14 16 

I zr~- T -- i6-- ·1 · -~4 - ·1 ---- -~6 - 1 13 -1 11 1 46 -J: l ___ ~~ -T 
! zaW.Z - I ·- t9 - 1 to -1 - - 1 1 9 -1 to 1 21 1 . t4 -- l 

' ZU\\UZ I 18 I 10 -1 i i . 'I 9 l 10 I 23 l ' . 7 I 
zi$ 1 21 I 1 . I_ _ _ _ ts I 8 I 9 I 3o _I 12 _ I_ _ ______ _______ _ __ 

• It was not possible to measure this token as the release was not distinct. 
•• This soundftle is blank. 
••• 9ms between release and appearance of F2; however, this segment is actually fully voiced. 
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Table Al2 Saudi Arabic- VOTvalues (ms) of voiceless dorsal stops [k] [q] (per token), showing means (n=9) per subject (total7 subjects
group mean also shown); data from the soundfiles of the KACST database 

(Chapter 2, Figures 2.20-7) 

~- m• - ~ . Subject ·r· -A ·r SubjeCt r·· B -·r SubjeCt J .. F "T" Subject ·r-- G ., SubjeCt l '""}I l" Subjeei 'li'" _M ___ l Sub]ect"l ""• y--T Group 
L____j' A , mean B mean ; F ~- G : mean . H . mean : M 1~: Y ~I mean 
; kili·--r ---48--r --·--- -1 ---44- -w------l--36 -- r ···-------~---32 -·- r··-----= :·· -- 3s ___ T __ ----: · ss -] :----- ;-~s-s-·--] r 
:~rui " ··r- "36 ,. ---- "69 r ! -· ss··- ] ·- 35-· l ~- ' '38 "] : - 49 li r 63 --1: i 
: kiz .. - 1; - 27 1: ---- si -T ~-- ·6s J · .. .... 42 - .] ~-- 6f _____ I : --- io ] r · 100 ·1: 
~ zaicai. r 40 1 -· -34 --- l :--- 42 -- I ~- -34 .. "l ;- .. -36 ____ J : - . 42 ____ ] ; 38 - --T 
;·iukuz r -- 28 - ] 33 45 1 46 ; .. 35 -- l 52 :· " 25 . ""1: 32 ~---- 4o" ... , 41 ' - -ss"'] ! 48 : 4C]' 54 44 
:·· ziidi- ··r · 39 - ]i :--· --- si -- ]i :· - ---63 -----1: -- 45 --- ·1: : · ----45 ---- ]: ~--- so - I! r ---- 48 - ] 
: z8kkaz] -25 --- r. r .. 35 ---- I: ; 37 ] ' .. 27 ·---] : ·-··3.f .... ] .. 38 -1! ;·· -·-43 -----l 
i- "Zuklcliil ____ 28 · --- T :------ 36 ____ --1 :-- -- ss--- '] · -· 2f .. -1 '-- 33 · ·1 3s ·· 11 :·--- 42'-- · -1 
1 ZiiddZ --~ .-- - 3o J . ----48. ] ( ---sf .. 1 24 l :-------40-- ]. : ---39 - ]: r---- 49 . T 
r q~--- ~ --- 36· ·---r ·---------- · -- f f - J!- ·-- : - 2s------T ·· ------- ;·---- --i7 ·- -J ------ -r ·3o··-- .. T ·- ·-· --~----- ts ··r ··-- ·- :·-- 1s ___ J 
:-quz·------1: -- 14-- ·l :----·T9 ____ I ·· ... 20 .......... 1 -- i6 · 'I ··· 22 · ·-I :··· · 18--· ] i ··· IT .. . l 
· qiz ___ I - 16-J ·· -- 3s·--- l ~- 26 ·1 -- 1i'- I· - 14 - 1 ~- ... 11 . --IJ ~-- - 1s ___ T 
' z~q~ -- ~. -----24- ---] ·----- 14 ] ;- 15 ·---- J _--- "' i9-· .. I -- ·1i · ·1 .----21 · I, , ? ••• -- J 
;-iiaquz .. I. ----22 -----r 23 ··--- "i7 ... l 19 : .......... 33 - ---1 23 11 ·1 13 :· - ·i3 -- l 18 : --2!f --- T 11 :-- -~~-------1 11 18 
:· zft)iz - -~ --- 21 ·1 ...... 13---- l ----- 28-----l , 10 I --- 3o - I ------16 · 1: :----Ti"--- ] 
~ -z~qqilz ·1 - ·3o 1 · · -~4 -- l - -- ~6 -- --1 10 q 1 22 1 · -- -1s... T ---·---- if - 1-
zuqq.lz r 31 1 is ·1 19 J 11 1 10 1 1s 1 ·s ... ·1 

: ziqqiz ·1 1s . 1 13 .. L. 21 1 13 1 6 1 12 . 1 _____,.......,io_- -_---_J·I_ -.,.......,.,..~~~.,.,.~ 

• This segment is clearly not aspirated, as apparent from the spectrogram, but appears to be released in three phases (i.e. the release is sloppy). 
•• This segment is clearly not aspirated, as apparent from the spectrogram. but appears to be released in two phases (i.e. the release is sloppy). 
••• It was not possible to measure this token as the release was not distinct. 
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Table A13 Saudi Arabic- VOTvalues (ms) of voiced stops [b) [d) [{I} (per token), showing means (n=3) per subject (total7 subjects
group mean also shown); data from the soundfiles of the KACST database 

(Chapter 2, Figures 2.20-7) 

• These were a little harder to measure as they were produced as dentals and slightly fricated. 
•• This subject produced all three tokens of tj as a strongly fricated 9. VOT measurements are therefore unobtainable. 
••• This token was produced as a fricative and therefore VOT was not obtainable. 
•••• Both this token and the following (tjuz and tjiz) were produced as interdentals, somewhat fricated, but there were clear releases and clear periods of pre-voicing. 
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Table A14 Saudi Arabic- means and ranges (n=9 for voiceless stops, n=3 for voiced stops) ofVOTvalues (ms)for each of the 7 stops, per 
subject (group mean also shown); data from the soundfiles of the KACST database 

(Chapter 2, Figures 2.20-7) 
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(iv) [gamed] 

burst 
(cue for manner[?]) 

= 'lead' (cue for laryngeal [L]) 

(v) [sedede] 

frication 
(cue for manner [H]) 

The spectrograms above show the acoustic cues that typically correlate with 

(or map onto) the three elements [H], [L] and [?] in their roles as manner elements 

and laryngeal elements.4 Note that where the cue for the 'edge' element [?] in its 

manner role (i.e. in a segment interpreted as a stop) is labelled as 'burst' in Figure 3.1 

above, the cue is more strictly defined, as earlier, as an 'abrupt and sustained drop in 

overall amplitude', the abruptness of which is seen in the 'burst', as labelled. 

It will be noted here that since plosives are represented by expressions 

containing the 'edge' element [?], we need to investigate further to deduce what 

differentiates 'plain' plosives from ejectives. That is, for example, if a 'plain' 

4 With the exception that the acoustic cue for [L] as manner (contributing nasality) hasn't been 
specifically shown. 
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